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INTRODUCTION 
The Gemini program has demonstrated that docking can be accomplished by . 
the use of visual observation and manual control, after rendezvous has been 
completed. However, many future spacecraft require tighter control of 
terminal conditions in operational situations which preclude direct visual 
monitoring of the contact area. The Gemini spacecraft and the Agena docking 
adapter were designed to function properly under a range of terminal con- 
ditions which are readily achieved by manual control; whereas spacetugs, for 
example, will be required to handle fragile structures requiring significantly 
less velocity at contact. The attainment of more precise control of docking 
terminal conditions (or of any docking control in unmanned spacecraft) 
requires a combination of sensors and displays or automatic control. The 
Electromagnetic Guidance Study, conducted under Contract NAS 12-18 for the 
NASA Electronics Research Center, had as its main objective the analysis of 
sensors for this docking application. The docking phase is defined as that 
portion of a mission between the completion of rendezvous and the engagement 
of the latching mechanism. The transition from the rendezvous phase to the 
docking phase is defined, for the purpose of this report, to occur when the 
chasecraft is within range of the docking sensor and has reduced relative 
velocity to the point where differential gravity is negligible. 
The study was divided into four overlapping phases - analyses of require- 
ments,of measurement concepts, of communication concepts, and of sensor 
systems. 
The definition of sensor requirements and study constraints required 
analyses of mission requirements, control systems, and operational consider- 
ations. The study area receiving major emphasis was Task II, Measurement 
Concepts, in which capabilities and limitations of known applicable sensors 
were investigated. The evaluation of the sensors in a communications mode 
was a secondary objective ; results of that effort were merged with the 
Task II data and presented in two sections of the report: Range and Range 
Rate Measurement Techniques and Angle Measurement Techniques. 
Since the optimum combination of sensors and control logic is obviously 
a function of the specific mission requirements for a specific spacecraft, 
and since this study was not constrained to specific missions, the sensor 
systems described in the sections on integrated systems are only repre- 
sentative of those which might be required. Thus they serve to illustrate 
the application of the data developed during the study and to indicate 
fruitful areas of applied research, which are outlined in the Conclusions 
and Recormnendations sections. 
REQ-S 
The Dectromagnetic Guidance Study conducted under Contract NAS 12-18 had 
as its objective the analysis of electromagnetic radiators to determine their 
applicability to docking procedures of space vehicles. Investigations included 
(a) the resolution and accuracy which can be attained in measuring the rela- 
tive positions and attitudes of two spacecraft and (b) the possibility of trans 
mitting intelligence via the ssme electroma@petic radiators. The lack of restrir 
tions as to types of space missions to be studied required that the Contractor 
establish broad bounds on the study. Missions requiring docking were identified 
and analyzed to evaluate the effect of their characteristics on sensor require- 
ments. Sensitivity factors were determined by considering typical guidance and 
control configurations, and analyzing their transfer functions. The analysis 
showed that sensor performance requirements,are very dependent on specific 
mission constraints, and that sensors having capabilities falling anywhere with- 
in broad performance bounds must be considered to be potential candidates for 
one or more mission applications. This section presents the results of these 
analyses, indicating the role of mission requirements, structural characteristic: 
and control system characteristics in establishing docking sensor requirements. 
MISSION CCNSIDEBATIONS 
Most major space systems of the future require a docking maneuver during 
an operational phase. The requirement is obtious for spacecraft performing 
missions such as lunar or planetary exploration, orbital assembly, logistics 
supply, satellite inspection, and orbital repair. Other spacecraft also occa- 
sionally require docking capability for emergency situations, rescue operations, 
etc. In selecting operations-l procedures, displays, and navigational sensors 
to be employed, certain parameters evolve from mission considerations, as dis- 
cussed in the following paragraphs. These parameters are catagorized by descrip 
tors such as: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Level of cooperation by the mating spacecraft. 
Availability and participation of msn in the loop. 
Amount of fuel and time available for the docking phase of the mission. 
Availability of docking mechanisms (couplers, shock absorbers, etc.) 
Availability of electrical power. 
Mission duration and reliability requirements. 
2 
Orbital assembly operations include many types of rendezvous and docking 
situations. The optimum distribution of sensors and cooperative devices is a 
function of the number of parts to be assembled. When two bodies are to be 
joined in orbit (e.g., a spacecraft with a new booster for a lunar mission), 
the optimum configuration may include an approximately equal amount of docking 
equiment in each; whereas when one spacetug must gather and assemble many 
subassemblies in space, a more sophisticated set of docking sensors can be 
justified aboard the apacetug to minimize the subsystem requirements aboard 
the more numerous subassemblies. However, some orbital assembly problems are 
significantly simplified if the subassemblies have provisions for automati- 
cally latching together before the assembly crew arrives; therefore, the 
orbital assembly mission also has a potential requirement for an unmsnned 
docking capability. In general, it is expected that docking mechanisms will 
be used (see figure l), and that the level of cooperation designed into the 
system will be adequate to avoid the stringent requirements imposed by some 
of the less cooperative systems. Stabilization and control techniques used 
may be quite varied; but, in general, docking time will not be overly 
critical; i.e., docking within a few minutes will usually be satisfactory. 
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FIGURE 1 - COMPARISON OF CANDIDATE DOCKING MECHANISMS 
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Ingistics supply operations impose few additional requirements on the 
docking sensor, over those mentioned above. It is reasonable to expect, how- 
ever, that some situations will be encounteredin whichprovisions for resupply 
have not been included. These require greater precision in controlling the 
docking maneuver. 
Satellite inspection requirements introduce a further complication to a 
class of docking requirements - that of docking with an unknown object having 
unknown motions without exposing a human to danger. This mission requires 
that an unmanned spacecraft sense the entire set of target parameters 
(relative attitude, position, velocity, and physical characteristics) without 
relying on cooperation of the target. Furthermore, to avoid damage to the 
other spacecraft, control of terminal conditions must be very precise. 
Rescue operations can be expected to include nearly all of the docking 
requirements of the other missions at one time or another, except for the 
fact that they villbe predominantly manned. Docking tW will normally be 
critical, but a few minutes for the final mile might still be acceptable. 
The total spectrum of docking situations includes: 
a. Manned and unmanned missions 
b. Various levels of target cooperation 
c. Various levels of attitude control 
d. Various time allowances 
e. Various structural configurations 
The variation in structural configuration is particularly significant in 
that ittends to establish the maximum allowable velocity and misalignment 
at contact. Velocity and alignment parameters of interest at the time of 
contact are: 
\ a. Range Rate - The rate of change of the distance between the space- 
craft. 
b. Lateral Displacement - The shortest distance between the center of 
the chasecraft and the extended centerline of the other spacecraft. 
c. Lateral Rate - The rate of change of lateral displacement. 
d. Alignment Angles - The angle between vertical planes passing through 
the two spacecraft's centerlines and the angle between planes 
normal to the vertical planes which also pass through the two 
spacecraft's centerlines. 
e. Angular Rate - The rate of change of the alignment angles. 
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TABLE 1 - SURVEY OF DOCKING CONDITIONS AT TIME OF CONTACT 
PROGRAM 
___ 
GEMlNl 
MOL 
MOD, APOLLO 
DOUGLAS MOL 
STL DOCKING STUDY 
M-2, HL-10 
MARTIN SIMULATOR 
MRLS 
------ 
-C?iCENSUS 
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE VALUE OF INDICATED PARAMETER 
AT TIME OF CONTACT 
RANGE 
RATE 
VW 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
0.5 
10.0 
0.2-l .5 
0.5 
2.0 
---- 
0.1-5 
LATERAL 
DISPLACEMENT 
(FT.1 
1.5 
1.5 
1.0 
0.67 
0.42 
1.0 
-----s 
0.5-2 
LATERAL ALIGNMENT 
RATE ANGLE 
(FW (DEGREES) 
0.5 
0.5 
1.0 
0.5 
0.1 
0.75 
0.1 
1.0 
---- 
0.1 -1 
10 
10 
10 
5 
10 
1 
10 
_---- 
5-10 
1.5 
1.00 
--e-m 
0.25-2 
Range rate usually has some nominal negative value at contact to assurs 
closure within an alloted time interval, and a tolerance such that the maximum 
allowable value will not be exceeded. The other parameters are usually 
control.led to zero, with plus or mj_rus tolerances. A survey of many current 
programs, simulation facilities, and earlier studj.es (see table 1) indicates 
the wide range in which these maximum allowances tend to fall. For 
example, some spacecraft need range rate control to within iC.l fps, while 
others can tolerate +5 fps. The sensitivity of sensor requyrements to these 
tolerances is obviously a function of the .&dance and control system. 
Typical guidance and control systems are discussed in the following section 
to establish levels of sensor performance which might be useful in the various 
applications. 
DOCKING GUIDANCE LW3 
The docki.ng guidance law establishes the nominal relatjonships between 
the dynamic parameters (relative attitude, position, and rates of change). 
The guidance and control system transfer functions determine the actual 
relationships. The definition of sensor requirements is critically dependent 
on the selection of docking guidance laws, since they establish the sensi- 
tivity of terminal conditions to sensor tolerances. 
The guidance law for docking in the Gemini program is determined by the 
astronaut in conformance with the established operational procedures. The 
typical phase plane plot (figure 2) shows the final range increment being 
closed at a fixed relative velocity of approximately 0.5 feet per second. 
!l!his particular control sequence was selected after considering the ability 
of man to perform the docking maneuver (reference l), the ease in providing 
a docking mechanism capable of withstanding the impact conditions, and various 
control system characteristics. 
5 
Other manned spacecraft will be faced with other constraints, as dis- 
cussed earlier under mission considerations, and may require additional dis- 
plays during the docking operation. Television can often be used to advantage 
when visibility is restricted. Extremely tight tolerances on impact con- 
ditions may require precision indication of spatial data and, in some cases, 
automatic control. The guidance law will be modified to take advantage of 
these differences, maximizing performance within the constraint of adequate 
safety margins to provide for measurement and control tolerances. 
The degree of target cooperation is an important consideration in esta- 
blishing the performance of sensors (the use of transponders and data links), 
but is also significant in establishing the guidance law. The best opera- 
tional sequence for performing docking is obviously a function of target 
motion,of the controllability of target attitude from the chasecraft, and of 
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FIGURE 2 - RANGE RATE CONTROLS LAWS 
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r- 
the ability of the target to independently align itself with the docking Une- 
of-sight. Rendezvous to within approximately 100 feet will normally be per- 
formed as if the target were a point mass. Rocking is simplified for the 
chasecraft if the target aligns itself to the line-of-sight between the two 
spacecreft, thus avoiding the requirement for a go-around maneuver and 
simplifying the guidance law. From a guidance law point of view, an equiva- 
lent situation results when the chasecraft c ommands this type of target 
attitude control. A different set of guidance laws is required for a go- 
around maneuver when docking with a stabilized terget, and still another for 
a nonstabilized or spinning target. 
The guidance law must obviously be properly mated with the control sys- 
tem. Thruster and torquer parameters (range of variability, if any; start 
and stop times; predictability; etc.) significantly affect the guidance law 
tradeoff. On-off control of fixed thrusters tends to yield large variations 
of impact conditions, but, in some cases, the thrusters can be pulsed to 
approximate the control capabilities of linear systems having variable 
thrust. 
When docking time is extremely critical, the control law should maintain 
the maximum closing velocity which can be safely reduced to the desired value 
at contact. This requires knowledge of the probable errors in the sensors in 
order to provide adequate but not excessive margins at all times during the 
maneuver. This approach to docking yields a phase plane plot in which range 
rate is approximately proportional to the square root of range (see figure 2). 
Figure 2 also shows the phase plane plots of control laws in which: 
a. The application of constant thrust is timed to stop closure at a range 
of 20 feet (R= - @CC%). 
b. Proportional thrust is applied to control range rate to be proportional 
to range (Ii= - O.lR,R = - O.OlR) , resulting in very slow closure as 
the range approaches zero. 
c. Proportional thrust is applied to control range rate to be proportional 
to the square of range (R=- 0.01R2), resulting in extremely slow 
closure as the range approaches zero. 
A range rate bias can be added to the proportional thrust control laws to reduce 
the time required to close the last few feet, controlling range rate to approach 
asymptotically the desired impact velocity as the range approaches zero; e.g., 
. . 
R=RIMPACT+ KR. 
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Typical Linear Control System 
The time plot of range and range rate for the simplified control system 
shown in figure 3 illustrates factors involved in the selection of reasonable 
values for a docking system. This control system is representative of those 
which control range rate to be proportional to range (R = KR), but is not 
necessarily optimum for a particular application. The guidance and control 
law represented in figure 3 is: 
i+K2R+KlR =O , 
where: 
R= range, distance between spacecraft, 
k= rate of change of range, 
.i 
R= second derivative of range, 
Kl, K2 = system gains, including the mass factor. 
Il---l--q 
CONTROL I 
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FIGURE 3 - SIMPLIFIED CONTROL SYSTEM, NOISE FREE CASE 
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(2) 
Since this control law is initiated at a time which yields a smooth transition 
from the rendezvous phase, significant transients are not normally encoun- 
tered. However, to illustrate the transient response of the system, a case 
in which the system starts from rest at a range of 100 feet is examined. The 
transfer function with these initial conditions is: 
RoS+K2Ro 
R(S)= 
S2+K2S+K1 
9 
from which it can be shown that the natural frequency is: 
+=JirT, 
and that the damping ratio is: 
K2 g= - 
24$ l 
For the critically damped case ( [= l), the transient response is: 
R(t) = R, (1 + 6.t) e -x&t 
k (t) = -R,Kl t e -L&t, ’ 
and from equation 5, 
,&- Kl 
K2 
=‘JiiT l 
-2-1 2 
From equations 6 and 7, 
et) Kit 4K2t -1 
RF) 1+,&t = 1+2Kt ’ 
i(t) 
Tqi) + 
2K, when t>>-& l 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Figure 4 shows a specific example of this case when K .= 0.1 see-l, Kl = 
0.04 secm2, Q = 0.4 se&. Although this represents the noise free case of 
a perfect control system, it can be seen that the total docking maneuver con- 
sumes a time interval of only thirty to fifty seconds, depending on allowable 
impact velocity, even with these very low gains ; and that the bandwidth of 
the system is quite narrow (On =a= 0.2 sec'l). Sensitivity of the system 
to noise is discussed below. A normalized phase plane plot of this critically 
dsmped system with zero initial range rate, figure 5, shows the scaling intro- 
duced with changes in K, the ratio of the range and range rate gains. 
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Sensitivity of the Linear System to Noise -'Modification of the basic 
systerq diagram shown in figure 3, to include noise on the sensors and a fil- 
ter in the control system leads to-the system shown in figure 6, tiere: 
. 
+Rw = 
-KIS 
,S3 +S2+K2 S+K1 
19 
. 
--R>(S) = 
-K2S 
Y 
Nii rS3 +S2 +K2S+K1 
r = time constant of the guidance filter, 
NR,N~= magnitudes of the noise power &pectral density, No, in the 
range and range rate measurements, respectively, assuming 
No = NR, Nfi over the positive frequency range of interest. 
o-u 
oa 
FIGURE 6 - SIMPLIFIED CONTROL SYSTEM, WITH NOISE 
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The mean square value of the noise output ;," is given by: 
2 1 7, =- 
2n $ -1 GC-4 I 2 N, (h)do y 0 
No (3 
s 
ii- 
= P 
2nj 
G(S) G(-S)dS . 
0 
Substituting equations lland 12 and stnmuing (assumW3 uncwrelated noise) 
yields (page 1.76, reference 2): 
2 K12NR+K22NR 
.y.. = 9 
R 4(K2-K1r) 
(13) 
(141 
(15) 
where 72 
R 
is the mean square value bf noise output on the range rate and is 
equal to the variance, CT: due to the noise power densities NR and NR. 
Figure 7 shows the partial derivatives of 72 with respect to NR and NR as 
functions of Kl and KS for f, = 5Hz. Dampin: ratios are also shown for 
reference. It can be seen from equation 15 that r has little effect on this 
noise output unless K( b 
Kl. 
--) is quite large. This was to be expected 
since the closed loop-acts as a narrow band filter: 
a,=l/q. (i6) 
Impact Velocity - It should be noted that the mean square value of noise 
on the range rate, developed above, is added to an exponentially decaying 
function: 
i(t)= -R,K1te -fit,, (7.1 
and that although the noise is Gaussian, the problem is to find the proba- 
bility density function of k(t) when R first goes to zep. Since there is 
little probability of R reaching zero until its slope, R, has become quite 
small; the stated problem reduces to the classical zero crossing problem. 
S. 0. Rice (reference 3) has given an analysis of the zero crossing problem 
for the case of this Gaussian random pmcess. Using his analysis, it can be 
shown that the probability density function for crossing zero with negative 
slope is given by: . 'R2 
P(o,li)=+exp- --g 0 liL0, 0.. 2a * R R 07) 
= 0 it<0 l 08) 
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This is the Rayleigh probability density function= The Variance of R( 
is given by the sehond moment of the noise power spectral density and is 
equivalent to the values 7: plotted in figure 7. Although this leads to 
R 
a slightly higher probable impact velocity (e.g ., probability of 0.01 that it 
wilil. exceed the sa, value), it is apparent that the wide spectrum, range 
invariant, noise in the sensors can usually be neglected if the system can be 
made to approximate this linear control mode. The primary error sources are, 
therefore, calibration and instrumentation errors which cannot be removed by 
filtering. 
Other state variables can be driven to zero by equivalent guidance and 
control laws if the ratios of their initial values to final tolerances are 
equivalent. Otherwise, higher gains can be used to improve their response, 
or the range rate can be driven to zero with a range offset, be held there 
until the other state variables are within specified bounds, then be switched 
back to the impact mode. 
Nonlinear Control Systems 
The effects of sensor noise on nonlinear control systems are best ana- 
lyzed by simulation techniques. An analysis of some data derived from a 
recent analog simulation indicates some of the problems involved in trading 
off response time, noise filtering, system complexity, and sensor performance 
against each other. 
Analog Simulation - A six degree of freedom analog simulation of the 
Gemini control system and dynamics was modified to incorporate a guidance and 
control system which reflects some of the practical problems. The simulation 
provided for docking a chasecraft (with Gemini attitude and maneuver control 
characteristics) with an ideally stabilized target. Sensor characteristics 
and noise and the guidsnce and control logic were the design variables. The 
coordinate systems are shown in figure 8. The case investigated was one in 
which the range, each of the angles shown in figure 8 (GP,+>R and 41, 
and their rates of change were sensed in the chasecraft and used to control 
acceleration in the chasecraft's six degrees of freedom. A linear switching 
law was selected for the basic guidance, on which variations were made. The 
control equations were of the form 
K1R+K2R=ER, (19). 
,-here s represents the k' error signal. In accordance with the "on-off"- 
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FIGURE 8 - COORDINATE SYSTEMS USED BY THE SIMULATION 
CHASE Cl$AFT. 
of the Gemini control system, the appropriate thruster fires when RR exceeds 
a specified threshold, tiown as the dead zone (I&). Two types of noise, 
range dependent and rsnge independent, were added to each of the measured 
variables, which were then passed through a guidance filter. The cutoff 
frequency of the filter was variable and changed according to the guidance 
control logic. 
The modifications in the guidance laws were based primarily on the trade 
between filtering the control variable to reduce the noise power and imposing 
a time lag on the guidance information. To investigate control under very 
adverse conditions, the following initial conditions were selected for use in 
the simulation study: 
R I 100 ft., 
y t 10 ft., 
2 = 10 ft., 
A= 0 fPs Y 
3 = 4 fps Y 
. 
zr4fP9, 
G = 10°/secy 
e = loo, i= 10°/sec, 
4 = lO'/sec. 
wo 
Correction of these initial conditions required limiting the initial guidance 
filtering to approximately 10 Hz, then switching to 5 Hz filtering before 
glint noise became significant~ Three variations on the basic switching laws 
were investigated: 
a. Home all the way in f, y, L control, using linear switching, changing 
the guidance filtering from 1OHz to 5Hz at a range of 20 feet, and 
stitching attitude control to a short term inertial reference at a 
range of 20 feet. 
b. Same as "a" except range is biased to cause predocking at a range of 
20 feet, where control loops are allowed a few seconds.to settle 
before closing the remaining distance at a rate of approximately 0.5 
feet per second, using 
EG = K2 (i + 0.5 fps). (21) 
c. Same as "b" except all translation thrusters are placed in detent at 
a given range and attitude control is based on the I&S sensor data 
sJ.l the way (no inertial reference). 
Simulation Results - Impact parameters as functions of multiples of a 
nominal set of noise power spectral densities are shown in figures 9 thru 14. 
Rach datum was co-ted from nine samples and Is shown with its confidence 
level which was computed from classical ssmpling equations. The nominal set 
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of noise power spectral densities, shown in table II, were derived from the 
assumed variance and bandpass characteristics of a hypothetical set of sen- 
sors and assume that the noise is single sided;i.e., considers only positive 
frequencies. 
TABLE 2 - NOMINAL NOISE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES 
VARIABLE 
RANGE SENSITIVE 
(GLINT) 
RANGE INSENSITIVE UNITS 
FT2 
RANGE 0.16/R 0.016 
RAD/SEC 
(FT/SEC)2 
RANGE RATE 0.16/R 0.004 
RAD/SEC 
DEG2 
ANGLES 0.64/R 0.004 
RAD/SEC 
(DEG/SEC)2 
ANGLE RATES 0,64/R 0.004 
RAD/SEC 
Figure 9 represents the mean range rate at impact for the systems stu- 
died. Although the performance of these systems could be significantly im- 
proved by a more opt&num control system, this data illustrates the potential 
need for very accurate, low noise sensors for some applications. B this case, 
impact velocities are relatively high for all guidance systems studied. This 
results from a practical problem - location and orientation of maneuver 
thrusters. It was found that if the maneuver thrusters were oriented along 
the y and z body axes of the Gemini spacecraft, the moments produced from 
thrusting off the center of gravity put sn excessive load on the attitude 
control system. To reduce this load, the thrusters were oriented so that 
their line of thrust passed close to the vehicle C.G. (See figure 10). This 
introduced a component of thrust along the + x axis of the body. The a and 
,B channels used in this study limit cycle at short range, hence the trans- 
lation thrusters continually tend to drive the spacecraft toward the target 
with increasing velocity while the range/range-rate control channel tries to 
hold or reduce the impact velocity. This produce8.a range rate bias, due to 
system response times, and results in a high impact velocity. Range rate 
could be controlled to fractions of a foot per second were the translation 
thrusters oriented along the y and z body axes? or some decoupling thrust 
programmed into the deceleration thrusters when the translation thrusters are 
actuated. 
The results shown in figures U through 14 indicate that there msy be 
promise in using any of a number of homing systems (e.g. Linear switching, 
Irish Proportional, etc.) to cancel initi# condition errors then switch to 
a short term inertial reference in the R-A channel and the attitude control 
channels. 
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STUDY CO?ST!?AINTS 
It is clear from the preceding paragraphs that the measurement require- 
ments imposed on docking sensors vary widely as a function of the application. 
The measurement requirements are determined by (a) allowable terminal condi- 
tions, and (b) the sensitivities of these terminal conditions to sensor accuracy. 
Allowable terminal conditions are very dependent on spacecraft and mission 
factors, varying from those assoicated with frapile structures or small latch- 
ing mechanisms to those associated with heavy structural docking mechanisms 
which provide for large misalignments. The relationship of achievable terminal 
conditions to sensor performance has been shown to be dependent on the type 
of control system, the allowable docking time interval, and the availability 
of maneuvering fuel. The results of the nonlinear simulation illustrate the 
need for highly accurate sensors (with low noise spectral densities) for some 
applications, while the results of the linear analysis indicate that a high 
noise spectral density does not necessarily disqualify sensors for other appli- 
cations in which the noise is essentially eliminated by the low pass character- 
istic of the system transfer function. Since this study was not constrained 
to specific missions, no significant constraints on sensor performance areas 
of interest are apparent. An examinatinn of the many potential applications 
substantiates the early premise that sensors capable of performance anwere 
within the broad areas shown in table 3 could be a "best solution8' for one 
of the applications. The remainder of this report therefore considers the 
characteristics of sensors having limited applicability, as well as those 
which are suitable for fully automated, precision applications. 
TABLE 3 - SENSOR ACCURACY - AREAS OF tNTEREST 
PARAME-TER I ACCURACY REQUIREMENT (lo) 
RANGE (FT.) 
RANGE RATE (F/S) 
LOS ANGLE (DEG.) 
LOS ANGLE RATE (MRADIS) 
TARGET ATTITUDE (DEG.) 
0.1-5.0 
0.02-5.0. 
0.5-10.0 
0.5-20-O 
I o.s- 10.0 
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B&iGE.AND BANGE BATE MEASUBEMENTTECHNIQUES 
Measurement of range and range rate to the accuracies required during the 
docking phases of the various missions can be accomplished by many techniques. 
Radar systems have received wide application for these types of measurements. 
CW radar systems provide these measurements with low peak powers and have the 
potential of providing less ambiguity in measuring velocity than pulse radar 
systems, but suffer from the standpoint of range ambiguities. Pulse radars can 
provide high resolution nonambiguous range for noncooperative applications. 
Certain probes offer very high resolution at short ranges. Optical radars show 
promise of providing these same advantages plus angle resolution, but are in an 
earlier stage of development. Nuclear techniques, using the Mossbauer effect, 
can yield range rate accuracies which exceed any known requirements. The capa- 
bilities and limitations of these techniques in measuring range and range rate 
are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
CONTINUOUS WAVE (CW) m TECHNIQUES 
CW radar systems appear applicable for measuring range and range-rate in 
both cooperative and noncooperative docking situations. Two types of FM-CW 
systems are investigated: (1) y t s s ems employing sine waves, or tones, to fre- 
quency modulate the transmitted carrier, and (2) systems employing the more 
familiar triangular wave modulation. The two types of phase modulated CW sys- 
tems considered are those which compare the transmitted and received phases of 
multiple tones and of a pseudo-noise binary code, respectively. Since an ampli- 
tude modulated, interrupted CW (ICW) system with 5C$ duty cycle has resolution 
limitations similar to other CW systems, it is also discussed in this section. 
For each of these system types, equations for range and range rate errors 
due to receiver noise are derived; instrumentation errors are discussed; and 
ambiguity limitations associated with measuring range and range rate are pre- 
sented. The characteristics of a few CW radars of each type are presented in 
a.ppendix A . Finally an attempt is made to define the best CW radar techniques 
for cooperative and noncooperative docking. 
Before beginning the discussion of CW radars, it is worth reviewing brief- 
lythe classical arguments concerning transmitter to receiver leakage (feed- 
through) and "step-error". 
With cooperative CW radar systems, feedthroughs can be alleviated by util- 
izing a transponder (beacon) which incorporates a frequency offset. That is, 
the received signal is translated in frequency by a known amount at the trans- 
ponder before being transmitted back to the interrogating radar. In this way, 
the interrogating radar and the transponder are utilizing different frequencies 
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for transmission and reception, and any transmitted signal that leaks into the 
receiver is easily eliminated by frequency filtering. 
However, transmitter to receiver feedthrough cannot be so easily eliminated 
in noncooperative systems which rely on the transmitted signals that are reflec- 
ted directly from the target. Thus, feedthrough and step-error are problems 
associated with noncooperative applications only. 
To set the stage for the discussion that follows, all CW radars can be 
generally classified into heterodyne or homodyne systems. A heterodyne system 
utilizes a reference signal for the receiver mixer that is at a different fre- 
quency than the received signal, which results in a mixer output at an inter- 
mediate frequency (IF). A homodyne system utilizes a receiver reference signal 
at the same frequency as the received signal. (Usually the reference is a 
sample of the transmitted signal.) This results in a mixer output signal cen- 
tered at zero cycles (zero IF). 
If the difference frequency (or offset frequency) for the heterodyne system 
is high enough, it is easy to see that the signal out of the receiver mixer can 
have frequencies both above and below the offset frequency, depending on whether 
the received signal frequency was above or below the reference signal frequency. 
However, with the homodyne system, with zero IF, the frequency of the signal 
out of the mixer can only be positive with respect to zero. That is, receiver 
signal frequencies above or below the reference signal frequency must both re- 
sult in a positive frequency output. This is often called spectrum folding 
and results in the classical problem of step-error in FM-CW radars which util- 
ize homodyne mixing. The step-error occurs with this type system because of 
the abrupt phase changes that must take place in the signal out of the mixer 
when the difference frequency goes from positive to negative. A detailed dis- 
cussion of step-error is not incorporated here. Step-error is mentioned with 
regard to triangular wave modulated FM-CW radars in a later section and is well 
documented in the literature. 
The logical alternative to avoid step-error would appear to be to utilize 
aheterodynesystem and avoid the spectrum foldover that causes it. However, 
before doing this, let us look at the nature of the feed-through signal for the 
homodyne system. The homodyne system utilizes a sample of the transmitted sig- 
nal as the reference for the receiver mixer. Thus, the transmitter to receiver 
feedthrough signal at zero range has the same frequency as the mixer reference 
signal throughout the modulation cycle. These two identical signals mixing 
together result in a mixer output at DC. This feedtbrough can be eliminated 
by adding a simple high pass filter in the receiver, or causing the receiver 
to have no response to DC. 
Now, if a heterodyne system is utilized in order to eliminate spectrum 
foldover and resultant step-error, feed-through cannot be so easily controlled. 
The feedthrough is no longer at IX!, but in the center of the IF bandpass. That 
is, if a sample of the transmitted signal is offset in frequency and used as 
the reference for the receiver mixer, it will beat with the transmitter leak- 
age to give an output precisely at the offset reference frequency. This is 
the center frequency of the IF bandpass. Consequently, a very narrow rejection 
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filter at the IF center frequency is required, which is much more difficult to 
construct than the high pass filter at DC for the homodyne system. However, 
synchronous feedthrough nulling techniques have been developed in the past few 
years for accomplishing this rejection with heterodyne systems. They are well 
documented in the literature and are mentioned briefly in the paragraph on 
transmitter-receiver feedthrough considerations. 
To simplify discussion of basic CW concepts and their respective error 
analyses, feedthrough considerations are ignored. Feedthrough is considered 
primarily in those sections dealing with practical implementation of each 
technique. 
Sine Wave Frequency Modulated Systems 
A simple block diagram of an FM-CW system utilizing a sine wave for modu- 
lation is shown in fYgure 15 . 
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FIGURE 15 - HEl’jERODYNE, SINE-WAVE MODULATED, FM-CW RADAR 
The transmitted signal can be represented as: 
et = A sin[o,t +4(t)], 
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where g(t) is the phase modulation of the transmitted signal. The frequency 
modulation is the derivative.of the instantaneous phase modulation (i.e., 
~ o(t)= 4'(t) ).. A portion of the transmitted signal is offset by a frequency 
OIF and used as a reference for the receiver mixer. The output of the mixer 
is the product of the reference offset transmitted signal and the received sig- 
nal. For a point target at a range R = !$ the received signal will be the 
msmitted signal delayedby time T, and the'mixer output will be e, =AA’sin[(~+, 
+OIF) t i-+(t)lsin[ ~,(t-~)++(t-r)] which can be shown to be equal to: 
AA’ 
.eo = - 
2 
co.3 [OIF t-cib07+ #a(t-T) -+@)I - AA’ 
2 
cos [(200 + OIF) t--Oar+ 4(t)+ $h(t -)I.. 
(23) 
The second half of the above expression (at twice the transmitted frequency) 
is not allowed to pass through the IF amplifier. 
Therefore, the signal out of the amplifier can be represented as: 
I 
eO 
=Bcosl~IFt-~o’+~(t-‘)-~(t)]. 
Let the coefficient of the frequency modulation of the transmitter be -KT 
(the minus sign is typical for a klystron and KT has units of radians/set/ 
volt). Since the modulation signal is a sine wave, the frequency of the trans- 
mitted carrier due to modulation is: 
om (t) = -KT em(t) = -KT (Em sin o, t), 
and the phase of transmitted carrier is then: 
KTErn 
4(t) = Jom(t)dt= 
Orn 
cos wmt . (25) 
Letting KTh = Ao be the peak frequency deviation of the transmitted carrier, 
the transmitted phase modulation is: 
A0 
4(t) = - 
AF cos omt = - coso,t. 
Orn ‘rn 
(26) 
Therefore, the phase of the signal out of the IF amplifier (due to this modu- 
lation) can be represented as: 
$b;<t> = [q5(t-r) -+@)I =F [coso,(t--7) -cosomtl, (27) 
m 
which can be written as: 
&(t)=[F sin y]sin[am(t-i)l. 
m 
The signal out of the IF amplifier can now be written as: 
28 
(28) 
2AF 
eO 
'=Bcos[~~~t-~~r+- ' 
m 
sin 7 sin [tim(t -$)I. 
The voltage out of the frequency discriminator is proportional to the instan- 
taneous frequency of this signal, i.e., ed =K<$(t):. Assuming the diecrimina- 
tor is adjusted for zero output at -OIF : 
=K,, g c-o, + 2nAF sin o,(t-r)] (32) 
Orn' 
+4nbFK~ sin - 
2 
cos w, 
Since the time delay r= E 
dr 2. ,and-=-RR, 
C dt c 
2K&xo 
I 
4nKDAFR 
ed (t) = - + 
C C 
]5sinom(t-2F)+[4nKDAFsin ~]cos~~(t-~). 
(33) 
Note that there are two sine function terms at the modulation frequency. 
The amplitude of the first term is proportional to range-rate and the amplitude 
of the second term is a function of range. It is impossible to separate these 
terms - which leads to the ambiguity between range and range rate for FM-W 
systems (will be discussed later). However, assuming that w,,, is selected so 
that Orn R 27 -< <- for the docking maneuver, the relative amplitude of the 
IC 2 
two terms is: 
i omR Ii wmR 
-:sin- zz -*- l 
C C C C 
Therefore, if: 
(34) 
R<<omR, 
the first term due to velocity can be neglected. In the docking maneuver, an 
attempt is made to keep range rate proportional to range. If the proportion- 
ality constant were unity, i.e., R = R, the closing rate would lead to a most 
precarious maneuver. However, even in this case a modulation frequency 0, 
somewhat greater than unity would allow the above to be satisfied. The modula- 
tion frequency will be much greater than unity to satisfy the accuracy require- 
ments as will be seen later. 
Therefore, the first term at the modulation frequency due to velocity will 
be neglected, and the signal out of the frequency demodulator will.be considered 
a sine wave at the modulation frequency: 
‘[ 4RKBAF sin F] coswm (t -;):¶ 
with a fixed DC bias: 
. 
-2K,,tioR 
-. 
!C 
Since both the phase and amplitude of the signal out of the demodulator 
function of range, either can be used to measure range. The accuracies 
ciated with these two measurements will be discussed next. 
(35) 
(36) 
me a 
asso- 
Range Accuracy. - If the peak value of the signal out of the frequency 
discriminator is used to measure range, from equation 35 
EP=4rrKBAF sin (37) 
It will be assumed that O, is selected for the docking mission so that: 
omR IT 
-<<-, 
2 
, or' fm<<&, 
omR 
, in which case: 
C 
EP= 4nKBAF - . 
C 
Solving for range: 
C 
R= 
4nKDAFwm EP' 
(38) 
Assuming all noise in the measurement is due to receiver noise that enters 
through the measurement voltage Ep, the variance in the range measurement is: 
! C 2 
uR2= \ 
477KBAFom > 
$39) 
Since the voltage is the output of a frequency discriminator, the variance of 
the voltage is proportional to the variance of the-frequency of the received 
signal. From e:quation Blll,of appendix B , the frequency variance is: 
Where S/N, is the ratio of carrier power to noise power spectral density at 
the discriminator input, and Bc is the output noise bandwidth of the frequency 
discriminator. That is: 
c 2 
4nKBAFo, cKD) 2 Q2 l (41) 
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or 
c2 B 3 
UR2 = 
0 
12(2~AF fm)2(S/No) ' 
(42) 
The discriminator bandwidth B. must be made equal to or greater than the modula- 
tion frequency fm in order to pass the modulation. Making B, = fm; 
UR2 = 
c2 fm 
. 
12 (~TAF)~ (S/N,) 
(43) 
This error can be reduced by further filtering of the range signal (the voltage 
that represents the peak amplitude of the received modulation). If the smooth- 
ing bandwidth is Bs, the variance in the final range measurement is: 
c2B 
UR2 = 
S . 
12(277AF)2(S/No) 
(44) 
If the phase of the signal out of the frequency discriminator is used to 
measure range, from equation 35 : 
wmR 
e=--, 
C 
(45) 
or: 
R=Ae, 
2nfm 
and the variance of range is: 
(47) 
where Oe2 is the variance in the phase of the frequency modulated signal. 
To find the variance in the phase of the frequency modulation, the instan- 
taneous frequency of the carrier must first be considered. From a.ppendix B, the 
output of the discriminator with no frequency modulation has a frequency noise 
power spectral density of q . The frequency 
modulation signal at the output of the discriminator is represented by equation 
35, and can be assumed to add linearly to the frequency noise at the output of 
the discriminator. Using the same method employed in 6.ppendix B, let the dis- 
criminator output be represented as the sum of the modulation signal and a 
noise comonent: 
n(t)= A, cosot. (48) 
That is: 
cd(t)= A, COS (o,t -e)+ A, Cosot, 
where : 
omR 
A,=&KDAF sin- 9 
C 
(49) 
(50) 
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and 
'n2 KDa o 2 2N 
--~=~df= df. 
2 \ 2s 
By expanding and combining terms, equation@becomes: 
cd(t) = Ad COS (U,t -8 + em), 
(51) 
(52) 
where: 
em = tanml 
A, sin [(o --om)t+ 01 
.A,+A,cos[(w-om)t+81 t 
. 
8, is the phase noise on the modulation signal out of the discriminator which 
adds to the phase 0 to be measured. If one assumes a large signal to noise 
ratio, i.e., 'A, > > A,, the phase noise of the modulation equation 52 becomes: 
An 
em = - 
Am 
sin I(0 --om)t+ el. 
The power in the noise component 
= (7/,df+ 
Am2 
(53) 
at frequency (0 -omj is: 
Y (54) 
omR 4nKDAFomR 
2 
?7 
-<<- 
C 2 
,Am2= (55) 
C 
and 
2 2 
KD GJ No 
N 
C 2 
dNO = df. 
m 2s 4nKDAFwmR (56) 
The total noise power in a bandpass + B, around fm is then: 
N,gm =(4nA;,,)2(>)/" iBsf2df. 
fm -Bs 
Which on integrating yields the variance of the phase noise on the frequency 
modulation signal: 
u~c(4nA~fmR~(~)[Bs(fm2+$)]' (58) 
Since the modulation,signal frequency will be much higher than the smoothing 
bandwidth Bs (i.e., fm > > Bs), equation 58 can be approximated by: 
32 
(59) 
Substituting for the variance in range: 
OR2 = 
c2 
1 
2: B, 
;-. 
(2~9~ 2 AFf,R ~(~'~0) 
Thus, the range error increases as range gets smaller, for a fixed signal-to- 
noise. This is expected since the amplitude of the received frequency modula- 
ted sine wave is decreasing with range. It therefore becomes harder to measure 
its phase in the presence of a fixed amount of noise. 
Another technique which has been proposed for measuring range with the 
frequency modulation system is to vary the frequency of the modulation signal 
in a tracking loop to keep the modulation signal at the output of the discrim- 
inator at peak smplitude. This can be accomplished if ,fm=C in equation 35. 
Then the peak value of the modulation signal is: 4R 
A,=4nK,,AF. (61) 
Figure 16 is modified as shown below: 
ANTENNA MIXER 
IF 
b AMPLIFIER 
FREQUENCY 
l DISCRIMINATOR 
SSB 
MODULATOR 4 
REFERENCE 
OSCILLATOR 
fm PHASE 
4 SENSITIVE 
DETECTOR 
FM 
VOLTAGE FILTER 
TRANSMITTER 
CONTROLLED - 
OSCILLATOR 
(6s) 
II 
I I 
FIGURE 16 - FM-CW RADAR USING MODULATION FREQUENCY AS A 
MEASURE OF RANGE 
Range is measured by measuring the frequency of the modulation signal out 
of the voltage controlled oscillator with a frequency meter as shown. However, 
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the input voltage to the VCO will be a linear function of frequency, and thus 
a function Of range, also. Assuming perfect components, the range error is the 
same if either output frequency or input voltage of the VCO is used to indicate 
range. 
The signal input to the VCO will be a function of the phase difference 
between the transmitted and received modulation signals. That is,, from equa- 
tion 35: 
%lR 
e. = (em)TRANS -(em)REC =c I* 
Therefore: 
R=Ceo. 
Orn 
Thus, the variance in range is: 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
Now the variance of the error voltage out of the PSD is equal to the variance 
of the phase noise on the received modulation signal out of the frequency dis- 
oriminator. 
Since A, = ~I~KEAF by adjustment of fm, the phase noise power on the 
modulation signal. is: 
Or, 
im -B, 
On integrating, the variance of the error signal into the VCO is: 
Of0 =(&)2(;)[Bb(fm2 +$)],. (67) 
which for f,>>B, becomes: 
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co = (gj2( &)* w 
Substituting equation 68 into 6&, the variance! in range becanes: 
2 o2 B, 
OR = ~(~RAF)~(S/N,,)' 
(70) 
Range-Rate Accuracy. - With each of the preceding techniques used to 
measure range, there are basically only two techniques available for measuring 
range-rate. (Diff erentiation of range is not considered since this can be 
accomplished in the autopilot of the docking control system.) These consist 
of (1) measuring the average value of the voltage out of the frequency discrim- 
inator, or (2) turning the modulation off and measuring the doppler shift of 
the received carrier. 
When the average voltage out of the discriminator is used as a measure of 
range-rate, we obtain from equation 35 the DC voltage out of the frequency dis- 
criminator: 
. 
~KD G+,R 
eDC = - ¶ 
C 
(71) 
or> 
C 
kc-’ 
4nKDf, eDC 9 
znd since h=$ , the variance in range-rate is: 
0 
2 x2 2 c7. = 
R (4~Kg)~ OeDc: l 
(72) 
(73) 
The variance of the DC voltage out of the frequency discriminator is equal 
Lo the variance of the carrier frequency. Thus, from appendix B.: 
35 
2 u =(T 2_KD2 
eDC o 
where Bo is the output noise bandwidth of the discriminator. Substituting 
equation B/l1 into equation 73 : 
2 A2 
"iz = (4~KD) 2 
ml) 
(74) 
The BC voltage is further smoothed in a filter with noise bandwidth Bs. Bo is 
made equal to fm for the discriminator. Therefore, equation 75 becomes: 
2 A2 fm2 B, 
"Ii = 12(S/N,) ' (76) 
If the modulation is removed and range-rate is determined by measuring the 
doppler frequency directly, the bandpass of the discriminator Bo does not have 
to equal fm. That is, the bandpass of the discriminator can be reduced to Bs 
and the smoothing filter eliminated. In this case, equation 76. for the variance 
in range rate becomes: 
Instrumentation Errors in Range Measurement. - Modulation amplitude can 
be used as a measure of range. From the section on range accuracy, the peak 
voltage of the received modulation sine wave out of the discriminator was: 
E 
omR 
P = 4nKD AF sin - ( 1 c l 
(78) 
Assuming the modulation frequency was chosen so that f, <<i , then: 
omR 
Ep= &'KDAF -,. (79) 
C 
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Solving for R, range is: 
R= 
C 
2(2n)2 KDAFf, EP l 
(80) 
Assuming that all of the parameters are subject to change, except for c, the 
differential change in range can be represented by: 
aR dR JR 
dKD+- 
dAF 
dAF+ydf,+y 
'fm aEP 
dEp . 
t 
(81) 
Taking the above partials and dividing by R, the fractional change in range is: 
dR dKD dAF dfm dEp -=-- ----+- 
R KD AF fm Ep ' (82) 
Now each of the above errors can be assumed independent from any of the others, 
so that the rms percentage error in range will be: 
1 - 
(%R)RMs = [(%I$) 2 + (%AF)2 + (%fm)2 + (%Ep)2] 2 l (83) 
Thus, the percentage error in range is the rms value of the percentage error in 
maintaining KD, AF, and fm constant and the percentage error in measuring the 
peak voltage ep. 
When the phase of the received modulation sine 
is used to determine range, we have, as in equation 
omR e=- 
C 9 
from which range is found to be: 
R-%3. 
2nf, 
wave out of the discriminator 
45: 
VW 
(85) 
Thus, the rms percentage error in measuring range is: 
1 - 
(%R)RMs = [ (%fm) 2 + (% 6) 2 1 2 l uw 
Comparing e:quations 83 and 86 it is seen that phase masurement to determine 
range is affected by fewer system parameters than the amplitude measurement. 
Only the stability of the modulation frequency and the accuracy of the phase 
meter are important. 
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The closed loop technique of varying the modulation frequency to maximize 
the received modulation signal resulted in the modulation frequency being an 
indication of range. The block diagram of figure 17 can be reduced to the 
following simple servo diagram when the loop is in lock. 
PSD FILTER vco 
FIGURE 17 - FREQUENCY TRACKING LOOP 
8R and eT are the phase of the received and transmitted modulation signals, 
respectively. 
The error out of the sine wave PSD approaches zero when the phase difference 
between the transmitted and received modulation is O,fn,?277,?377 , etc. 
The phase of the transmitted signal is adjusted so that this phase difference is 
zero. The transmitted modulation was set in the beginning at Em sin omt . me 
received modulation, from equation 35, is %lR ER cos 
( 
amt--- c ' 1 
the phase dif- 
ference between the transmitted and received signals is then &T)which 
results in a null of the PSD when m (;-22) omR 77 =-nor - =- . The amplitude of 
C C 2 
the modulation is then: 
omR 
ER = 4?7KD AF Sin - = 4nKDAF. (87) 
However, at steady stat:, the error in the loop is not zero but equal to Orn 
(type 0 sbrvo). K, 
omR 71 wm 
Thus, - 
C =,+K,' 
(88) 
and range is equal to: 
R= c(-&+;). (89) 
If b is made much larger than fm, range is just 
R=$- 
Otherwise, 
it is a systematic error that can be removed. The differen&l'of range is: 
dR=F 
m 
dfm + g dK, =Cdf,-: dK,. 
0 4fm2 K02 
(90) 
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The percentage change in range is: 
The rms percentage change in range is then: 
@R)RMs,=[(~, ylfrnf (%fm)2 +(Ko :fmi, (%K,) ']k (92) 
Thus, the only two factors affecting range errors are the gain stability of 
the VCO and the accuracy of the frequency measurement. As can be seen, if the 
gain of the VCO is made large such that K, > > fm the major part of the range 
error is due to the frequency measurement inaccuracy, i.e., 
(%R)RMs +(%f,) for K, > > f,* (93 1 
Instrumentation Errors in Range-Rate Measurement. - From ecuation 35 the 
IX voltage out of the discriminator is: 
2KDcxoR 
eDc = - 9 (94) C 
and range-rate is: 
if the DC voltage is used to measure range-rate. Taking partial6 as before, 
the rms percentage error in range rate is: 
1 - 
(%~)RMs = [ (%KD) 2 + (%x)2 f (%eDC)21 2 l (96) 
Thus, the stability of the transmitter oscillator and the discriminator gain 
constant, plus the voltage measurement error contribute to the range-rate error. 
If the received carrier doppler frequency is measured directly, the dop- 
pler frequency is: 
Range rate is then: 
LX, 
2 d' 
(98) 
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The rms percentage error in range-rate is then: 
1 
(%i),,,= [(xx)2;(%f&2 l 
Thus, the effect of the discriminator is removed and the accuracy of a fre- 
quency measurement is substituted Par the voltage measurement accuracy. 
In both cases it was assumed that the modulation was turned off. If the 
modulation Is not turned off, nonlinearities in the gain constants of the 
transmitter oscillator and frequency discriminator cause distortions of the 
received modulation sine wave. These distortions cause the average value of 
the sine wave to be other than zero, thU8 adding an error to the doppler 
measurement. 
Resolution and Ambiguities of Sine Wave FM-CW Radars. - Ambiguity func- 
tions and ambiguity diagrams are a useful tool in analyzing radar waveforms 
(references 4 and 7 ). The ambiguity function along.the w = 0 and r= 0 axis 
for the sine wave modulated FM-CW radar waveform is developed in appendix C : 
(c30) 
, $31) 
where T Is the total duration of the signal. Woodward (reference 6) considers 
the square of the ambiguity function as defined by $(r,o) and plots contours of 
Iw4J)12 , which in terms of the above is: 
sin 
I~(w)12 = i ( ) 
;T 
I2 l 
( 1 
(101) 
+T 
Note that equation 100 is periodic in 7 and has a peak value of unity when 
Orn7 12 w= 
2 
0, n, 277, etc.or when 7=0,- ,-, etc 
fin fm 
. For 7 close to zero, $ ,? , 
m fm 
etc. can be approximated by: 
[$((r,o)I 2 = IJo (2nAFr)l 2, 
which is simply the square of the 
in figure 18 : 
zero order Bessel function which is plotted 
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-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(2nbFr) - 
(0) AS A FUNCTION OF (t) 
(b) AS A FUNCTION OF (a) 
FIGURE 18 - ZERO ORDER BESSEL FUNCTION SQUARED 
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The function is at half amplitude for (2nAFr) = 1.1 . If the resolution is 
defined as the width of the central spike at the half amplitude points: 
2.2 
'RES= - n(2AF) ' (103 1 
where 2AF, is essentially the bandwidth of the transmitted signal for the FM- 
CW radar system. Thus the range resolution would be defined as: 
c 'RES 1.1 c 
RRE~=~=-. 
2nAF (104) 
The range-rate resolution can be defined from equation 101 which is plotted 
in figure 18. There is only one central spike. 
oT 
The above function is at half amplitude when -= 1.4 . Again, if resolution 
2 
is defined as the width of the central spike at half amplitude, 
5.6 
ORES=T* (105) 
Now o = 2nf where f is the doppler frequency associated with the received sig- 
nal. Since: 
Od = Fit, h (106) 
the range-rate resolution would be defined as: 
k 
h 1.4h 
RES=4nURES=y* 007 1 
This says that range-rate resolution is better for higher operating frequencies 
and longer observation times. 
From the above it appears that there are no ambiguities in range-rate and 
that the ambiguities in range appear at multiples of l/fm with fairly well 
defined lobes. 
The complete function I$(T,o)(~ is shown in Reference 8 , where it can 
be seen that the ambiguity function contains bumps and ripples over the entire 
plane with the energy concentrated according to the contour as shown in figure 
19 l 
An obvious limitation of the waveform is the ambiguity between range and 
range rate. This was pointed out earlier when it was shown that the received 
signal out of the discriminator had a frequency modulation term whose ampli- 
tude was a function of range rate. 
Another more subtle limitation comes from the fact that since the ambi- 
guity function has its energy spread over the entire 7,~ plane, a large target 
that lies outside the major lobe can result in as much energy as a small target 
at the peak of the major lobe. This results in an inability of the FM-CW sys- 
tem.to resolve the two targets. In general, this is true of all CW radar sys- 
tems regardless of the modulation function. It essentially means that the F'M- 
CW system is limited to single target situations or cooperative operation. 
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FIGURE 19 - SINE WAVE FM-CW AMBIGUITY DIAGRAM 
Summary of the Characteristics of Sine-Wave Modulated F'M-CW Systems. - 
Three basic types of sine-wave modulated FM-CW systems have been discussed. 
There are others such as the so-called third order Bessel Function extraction 
system (references5land 9 ). However, these three systems appear most appli- 
cable for the dockirg mission and are summar ized in the table below. (Numbers 
in parenthesis refer to appropriate equations.) 
TABLE 4 - SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SINE-WAVE MODULATED 
FM-CW SYSTEMS 
RANGE ACCURACY (ALL 
GET BETTER WITH WIDER 
FREQUENCY DEVIATIONS 
AND LARGER (S/NO) 
RANGE INSTRUMENTATION 
ERROR FACTORS 
RANGE-RATE ACCURACY 
?ANGE-RATE INSTRUMEN- 
rATION ERRORS 
AMBIGUITY LIMITATIONS 
AMPLITUDE 
MEASUREMENT 
EQ. (44) SMALLEST 
(83) DISCRIMINATOR GAIN, 
FREQUENCY DEVIATION, 
MODULATOR FREQUENCY, 
AND VOLTAGE MEASURE- 
MENT ACCURACY 
(77) DIRECT DOPPLER 
BETTER FOR HIGHER 
FREQUENCY AND 
LARGE (S/NO) 
(99) DIRECT DOPPLER - 
TRANSMITTER STABILITY,, 
FREQUENCY MEASURE- 
MENT ACCURACY 
(100) 8 (101) 
COOPERATIVE OR 
ISqLATED TARGET. 
PHASE 
MEASUREMENT 
EQ. (60) LARGEST - 
GETS WORSE WITH 
DECREASING RANGE. 
(86) MODULATOR 
FREQUENCY, PHASE 
MEASURING 
ACCURACY. 
(77) SAME 
(99) SAME 
(100) 8% (101) 
SAME 
CLOSED-LOOP 
FREQUENCY 
MEASUREMENT 
(70) THREE TIMES AS 
LARGE AS (44) 
(92) VCO GAIN, AND 
FREQ. MEASURING 
ACCURACY. 
(77) SAME 
(99) SAME 
(100) a.( 101) 
SAME 
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The last two systems will not operate down to zero range because: for the 
second system, the range accuracy deteriorates at zero range; and for the third 
system, the modulation frequency must be infinite at zero range. The first 
system works well down to zero range but will not give accurate readings at 
longer ranges because the percentage range error is affected.by so many instru- 
mentation parameters. The second system will not give accurate readings for 
longer ranges unless multiple modulation frequencies are used, due to inaccur- 
acies associated with phase measurement. 
The best system for accurate readings at long ranges plus operation down 
to zero range would utilize both the first and last techniques. It would 
utilize a phase lock-loop with modulation frequency varied with range until 
the range decreases to a specified point. Within this range, the modulation 
frequency would be held constant and the amplitude of the received deviation 
measured as the range goes to zero. 
This system would interrupt the modulation periodically and measure dop- 
pler directly. The same frequency meter used to measure the modulation fre- 
quency for range determination could be used to measure doppler for range-rate 
determination. 
Triangular Modulated FM-CW Systems 
The triangular wave modulated FM-CW radar is discussed thoroughly in the 
literature (reference 51, 9, and 10). A simple block diagram for a triangular 
wave modulated FM-CW radar is shown below. 
ANTENNA 
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FM TRANSMITTER + 
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FIGURE 20 - HOMODYNE, TRIANGULAR-WAVE MODULATED FM-CW RADAR 
The modulation frequency on transmission and reception is shown in figure 21. 
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r-TRANSMITTED 
SAF-- 
FIGURE 21 - TRANSMITTED AND RECEIVED FREQUENCIES VS. TIME 
The difference frequency out of the mixer is equal to: 
f _ 8AF f,R 
a- c Y (109) 
and for zero doppler is as shown in figure 22. 
7 
fd 
t-1 
l----l /fmI t- 
FIGURE 22 - MIXER OUTPUT (ZERO DOPPLER) 
Range and Range-Rate Accuracy. - This difference frequency is measured in 
a frequency meter to determine range. Thus : 
R= ' 'd 
C 
8AF f, = 16nA.F f, Od' 
and the variance in range is: 
(110) 
(111) 
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where uOd2 is the variance in the radian frequency of the received signal. 
From appendix B, this variance is: 
which on substitution into eyation 111 results in: 
c2 B, 3 2 or = 
3(8AF Q2 (S/No) 
'9 w-a 
where Bo is the bandpass of the frequency meter. 
Now if there is any relative velocity, the average frequency of the re- 
ceived signal till be shifted up or down and the difference frequency will be 
as shown in the following figure. 
FIGURE 23 - MIXER OUTPUT (WITH DOPPLER) 
The average difference frequency will sti3l be the same equation log. The 
doppler frequency is: 
f,-jh’) - fd(down) 
fd,= . 
2 (113) 
Doppler would be determined by switching two frequency meters alternately on 
and off in synchronizom with the modulation and measuring the difference betweer- 
the two as stated by equation 113. 
Since the modulation frequency must be passed through the frequency meters 
in order to measure range rate, Bo wiU be approximately equal to f, and 
equation 112 becomes: 
Q = 
c2 f, 
3 (8AF)2 (S/N,) ' (114) 
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If additional smoothing of the range measurement is employed,equation 114 
becomes: 
2, 
e2 Be 
OR 
3 (8AF)2 (S/N,) ' 015 1 
where Bs is the noise bandwidth of the smoothing filter. (Note that this is 
nearly the same as for sine-wave modulation when the rms amplitude of the re- 
ceived modulation is measured.) 
In measuring range-rate, the difference between two noise signals is taken 
(equation ll.3). The noise between the two intervals of time should be uncor- 
related and the variance of each measurement should be the same. 
Thus, from equation 113 : 
2, = (f/j2 ufd2(Up) + uf&own) 9 1 
= (‘/2)2 [%fd21, 
Ofd 
2 
=-. 
2 
W-6) 
017) 
018) 
The variance in range-rate when direct doppler measurements are made is given 
by equation 75: 
Sk= x2 Bs3 
12 (S/N,) ' 
Therefore, from equation 118, the range-rate accuracy for the triangular wave 
modulated FM-CW system is: 
"k2 = A2 Bs3 . 
24 (S/N,) 
Instrumentation Errors. -'Instrumentation errors in measuring range are 
found from equation 110: 
R= ' fd. 
BAF f, wa 
The rms percentage range error is thus: 
(%R)RMS = [(%AF)~ + (% f,)2 + (%fd)21'. (=a 
Instrumentation errors in measuring range are due to instability of the trans- 
mitter frequency deviation and the modulation frequency, and the accuracy of 
the frequency measurement. 
Again from equation 99, the rms percentage error in measuring range rate 
is: 
(% Ii&.= [(%A)2 + (%fd)2 I& 
where ($ fd) is the rms percentage error of the two frequency meters (from 
equation 113). 
Another error associated with this ty& system is often called "Step Error". 
Step error is the result of the discreteness of the cycle count as a measure of 
range. It can be called quantization error and from reference.51, page 95 is: 
C 
6R =-. 
8AF 
where 2AF is the total frequency excursion as shown in figure 21. Step error 
is generally not serious when the phase of the returned signal is modulated by 
the randomness of the target (multiple target returns). However, step error 
can be reduced for single target tracking by jittering the modulation waveform. 
The amount of step error suppression depends on the choice of the submodulation 
frequency (and deviation) and then varies with range. For frequency jitter 
caused by a triangular submodulation waveform, the step error can be reduced to 
the point where it is always less than 2C$ of 6, given by equation 123. 
Resolution and Ambiguities of Triangular-Wave FM-CW Radars. - The ambiguity 
diagram for a single pulse of duration T and a total linear frequency sweep of 
Af' has been developed by Woodward (reference 6 ) and appears regularly in the 
literature with regard to linear F'M pulse compression. 
If the triangularly modulated FM-CW signal is considered as a sequence of 
I 
pulses of duration A =- 
2fl-n 
with alternate positive and negative going sweeps, 
the ambiguity diagram can be drawn as shown in figure 24 (contour of I$((r,f)12 ). 
The total observation time is r , and the spectrum is folded on reception due to 
direct mixing. This is similar to the ambiguity diagram shown in figurelgfor 
the sine-wave modulated FM-CW system as would be expected. 
FIGURE 24 - TRIANGULAR WAVE FM-CW AMBIGUITY DIAGRAM 
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Again, there are no completely clear regions in the 7 , f plane. This 
essentially means that the triangle wave FN-CW system is limited to single 
target situations or cooperative operations. \ \ 
The range resolution is: 
C cl 
R RES=~'RES=~~F=-&. 0.24) 
The range-rate resolution is: 
&ES=;* 0.25) 
Note that these are nearly the same as 'equations 104 and 107 for the sine-wave 
modulated FM-CW system. 
Sine-Wave Phase Modulated Systems 
A simple block diagram of a phase modulation system (PM-CW) employing a 
single sine wave for modulation is shown in f'igure 25 . The transmitted signal 
can be represented as: 
,eT(t)= Ai sin (mot+ A+ cos o,t) J ( 1 lj(-, ) 
and the received signal after mixing is: 
AN 
e,(t)=A, sin(WIFt+oo7+A~coso,(t-r))* (w > 
TENNA RF i IF t 
M 
A ’ 
I I 
PHASE 
- MODULATOR 
SSB 
GENERATOR 
OSCILLATOR 
L-. -- SINE-WAVE 
MODIFIED OSCILLATOR 
. 
FIGURE 25 - HETERODYNE, SINE-WAVE MODULATED PM-CW RADAR 
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Range and Range-Rate Accuracy. - Added to the received signal in the IF' 
amplifier is the noise from the receiver input. From appendix B, the power in 
this phase noise out of the phase detector is: 
No Bo 
Ne = cr;=- 
S 
. (B7) 
The output of the phase detector is the sum of this phase noise no(t) and the 
received modulation signal A$ coso,(t+. The addition of the modulation 
signal and the phase noise will cause amplitude and phase modulation of the 
phase modulation signal. 
In the sane manner used in a.ppendix B, the phase noise on the phase modu- 
lation can be shown to be: 
en = tmrl 
A, sin [(w --om)t+ omr 1 
Ad +A, cos [(o --w,)t+ o,d 9 (132) 
where : 
An2 Ne NO - = ,,e dfz- 
2 *0 
df=- df, 
S 
is the power of the noise in the incremental bandwidth df. If we assume a 
large signal to noise, i.e.: A+ > > A, 
4 
8, = G sin [( 0 -am) t+Wmd. 
The power in this noise component at frequency am is: 
033) 
034) 
The total power in this phase noise (i.e. on the phase of the modulation) is: 
Nem = CT; = 
n / 
'+ B, df 2BS = . 
-B, (~4)~ (S/N,) (A+)2 is/N,) 
035) 
mere Bs is the noise bandwidth of the phase meter. 
. 
Range is measured by measuring the phase delay of the modulation signal 
which is: 
em=wmr=om(2RI~ 
C 
Therefore: 
R=-,gm. 
4nfm 50 037) 
r 
The variance of the range measurement is: 
=R "=(i2u(f. m (138) 
Which on substitution from equation135 : 
2 c2 B,. 0. = 
R 2(2~f, A+)2(S/No) l 039) 
This is the variance of the range measurement at the output of the phase meter. 
Row doppler frequency would again be used to determine range-rate. How- 
ever, with this system the modulation does not have to be turned off if the 
phase deviation is small. That is, there is enough power in the carrier to 
allow doppler to be measured while modulating. Equation 75 for the variance 
of range-rate can be applied where SC is the power in the received carrier and 
can be determined from the specified deviation rate, i.e.: 
2 A2 Bs,3 
"iz. = 12(S,/N,) l 
(140) 
Instrumentation Errors. - Since range is given by: 
R=LO,* 
47rfm 
The rms percentage error in measuring range is: 
1 - 
041) 
(142) 
It depends only on the stability of the modulation oscillator and the phase 
measuring accuracy. 
The rms percentage error in measuring range-rate by doppler is again 
from equation 99: 
1 
(%&MS = [(%x)2 +(%fd)2]2 ; 043) 
It only depends on the stability of the transmitter oscillator and the accuracy 
of measuring frequency. 
Resolution and Ambiguities of Sine-Wave PM-CW Radars. - The ambiguity 
Function derived for the FM-SW waveform applies for PM-CW systems also. 
equations 101 and 102 can be written as: 
I~(~,~)12=~Jo[2A~sin(om~)lf2, (100) ~+(o,o)!~ = 
2 . 
(101) 
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because A$=: makes the frequency modulated system a phase modulation sys- 
m 
omr 
tern. If the region around the central peak where - is small is considered 
2 
I~(v)12= 1Jo[2~A+fm~l12. (144) 
The function is at half amplitude when: 
2nA$frnT- 1.1. (145) 
If the width of the major lobe at half amplitude is defined as the resolution: 
1.1 
'MB= nA$f,, 
and the range resolution is: 
CTRES 1.1 c 
RRES= 2 = 2aA+f, l 
046) 
047) 
If the phase deviation is small, it can be seen that the resolution is the 
reciprocal of the modulation frequency. 
Range-rate resolution is the same as for the FM-CW system and given by: 
Ii 1.4x RES=y' 007) 
Again it depends on the radar observation time. 
In general, the same comments apply to the PM-CW system as applied to the 
FM-CW system with regard to resolution. The system is limited to cooperative 
or isolated target operation. 
Pseudo-Noise (PN), Binary Coded-Phase Modulated Systems 
A simple noncooperative PN/PM-CW system is described in reference12. The 
block diagram of a modified version of this system is shown in figure 26. The 
original system was modified by offsetting the reference signal to the receiver 
mixer so as not to fold the received spectrum. 
In general, PN-coded phase modulation has been used as a technique for 
cooperative tracking of deep-space vehicles by the Deep Space Instrumentation 
Facility (DSIF) of Jet Propulsion Labs (JPL) (S ee Research Summary Reports and 
Program Summaries published by JPL). It has also been employed as a method for 
pulse compression (referencelj, 14, and15 ). In general, its complexity would 
not 'be justified for the short range requirements encountered in the docking 
maneuver. 
FREQUENCY RANGE 
METER RATE 
ANTENNA 
b RF IF PHASE MIXER - AMPLIFIER - DEMODULATOR 
,--l-L, 1 
FINE 
RANGE 
BINARY 
CODE 4 
CLOCK 
GENERATOR OSCILLATOR 
. 
CODE 
l COMPARATOR 
COARSE 
b RANGE 
FIGURE 26 - HETERODYNE, PSEUDO-NOISE, BINARY CODED, PM-CW RADAR 
In F’igure26, range is measured by the phase shift, required to cause the 
transmitted and received codes to coincide. Direct doppler measurement is made 
of the signal out of the phase demodulator to determine range-rate. 
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Range and Range-Rate Accuracy. - The frequency of the clock signal used 
to generate the binary code will be the ultimate'limitation on rsnge measuring 
acciiracy . The length of the code determines the maximum unambiguous range. 
The process of shifting the phase of the reference clock, and measuring the 
'&uount of phase shift employed, results in the same errors a6 Uk6aSuring the 
phase of the received clock signal directly. Thus the variance of the range 
Signal is given by the expression derived for the tone,modulated PM-CM system; 
i.e. from equation 139: 
2 c2 B, 
OR= 2(4$~5)~(S/N~) " 
(148) 
where A4 =$ radians, fc is the clock frequency (fc = 2 fm), and B6 is the 
bandpass of the range tracking loop, (see reference 14 ). 
The variance in range rate is-the same a6 developed for direct doppler 
measurement with the FM-CW system (75), O? = 
X2Bs3 
In this eXpreSSiOn 
R 12 (S/N,) l 
S is the total received signal power because on range correlation the signal 
at the output of the phase demodulator is a CW signal at the doppler frequency 
which contains all of the received signal power. 
Instrumentation EIVYOr6. - Since the range tracking loop is usually a Type 
I servo, there is no residual range tracking error when the relative velocity 
is zero. The instrumentation error in measuring range is due to the Stability 
of the clock generator and the phase measuring (Shifting) accuracy of the phase 
shifter for the clock signal. Thus, the percentage range error is: 
(%R)RMs = I (%fcJ2 + (%4m)2 2.I 049) 
The instrumentation errors in measuring doppler to determine velocity are 
again: 
1 
(%iq I I 
- 
RMS= (%h)2+(%fd)2 2 l (150) 
Resolution and Ambiguities of RN, Binary Coded PM-CW Radars. - Ambiguity 
diagrams for the PN coded pulsed waveform are given in references 6 , 13 
and 12 . The ambiguity diagram for the FT@M-CW system would look similar gor 
codes of the length shown. However, to get good accuracy, the bit rate must be 
high, in which case the code must consist of a large number of bit6 with a CW 
system in order to resolve the range ambiguities. An ambiguity diagram would 
look a6 shown in figure 27 , where the complete area between the spike6 in the 
T,O plane contain6 some energy. 
There are no ambiguities in o . However, ambiguities occur in range at 
n/fc where n is the number of bits that make up the code. The range resolution 
is determined by the RF bandwidth of the signal which is equal to the clock 
frequency. Velocity resolution is again determined by the observation time. 
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FIGURE 27 .- PSUEDO NOISE PM-CW AMBIGUITY DIAGRAM 
From the above, range resolution is: 
CTRES c 
RREs=2=- 2fc ' 
and range-rate resolution is: 
. 
Raps =-&ORES=& 
(151) 
(152 > 
Since the energy is distributed over the entire T,O plane, this system 
is limited to cooperative or isolated target operation, also. 
Amplitude Modulated CW Radar System6 
The only amplitude modulated CW system that will be considered is the 
interrupted CW (ICW) system with 50$ duty cycle. This can be thought of as a 
long pulse system. However, with 50% duty cycle it has resolution limitations 
similar t0 the other CW system6 60 it is considered here. 
A simple block diagram of an ICW system is 6hOWn in figure 28 . Range 
is measured by comparing the phase of the transmitted and received square wave 
modulation. Range-rate is measured by direct doppler processing. 
Range and Range-Rate Accuracy. - Range is determined by the time between 
the transmitted and received modulation: 
R+. (153 > 
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FIGURE 28 - HETERODYNE, INTERRUPTED CW RADAR 
From reference 51, page 468, the variance in the time delay measurement for 
leading edge tracking is the same as for optimum processing. This variance is: 
2 T UT = . 
4B1 F (E/N, ) 
(154) 
Now E is the energy in the received pulse. So E = SpT, where T is the 
pulse width and Sp is the peak pulse power. For 5w duty cycle Sp = 2s where 
S is the average signal power. Also, the pulse width is half the interpulse 
period, i.e., T=I. 
2fm 
Thus, the variance in range from equation6 153 and 154 
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which on substitution forII and T is: 
2 C2 
"R = 32 BIF (S/N,) ' 056) 
Now the IF bandwidth need be only twice the highest modulation frequency, i.e., 
2 C2 
B‘ I~=2fm, so then: "R= 64f, (S/N,) ' (157) 
If the range signal is then further smoothed in a filter with a noise bandwidth 
B 6, the range variance becomes: 
2 c2 B S cl - 
R - (8 fm)2(S/No) ' 
Again doppler is Used to measure Velocity and equation 75 can be used: 
2 A2 B, 
"k= 12(S,/N,)' 
(158) 
(159) 
mere So is the signal power in the received carrier. For 5% ICW, half of the 
received power should be in the carrier. Thus: 
2 x2 B, 
Ok= 6 (S/N,) l 
060) 
where S is the total received signal power. 
Instrumentation Errors. - The accuracy of the ICW system is entirely depen- 
dent on measuring the time delay between transmitted and received signals. If 
a phase detector is Used to measure this time delay, the instrumentation errors 
are the same as for the phase modulated system. Thu& the rms percentage range 
error is: 
1 - 
(%R)RMs = [(SF,)” + (xo,)~I 2 l 
Also the rms percentage error in measuring range rate is: 
1 
(%ii)~~s=[(%A)~ + (%f,)212 9 
because direct doppler is used. 
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(142) 
(99) 
Resolution and Ambiguities of ICW Radars. - The ambiguity diagram for the 
ICU system c8n be derived from the ambiguity diagram for 8 single pulse given 
in references 6 and 7 . This is for 8 pulse of duration ‘T . 
(a) SINGLE PULSE 
For 50$ duty cycle ICW, the ambiguity diagram is as shown below where T is the 
1 total. ObseN8tiOn time, and T =- 
2fm l 
OBSERVATION TIME, AND T’= $ w m 
It 
(b) 50% DUTY CYCLE - 
REPEATED PULSES 
FIGURE 29 - ICW AMBIGUITY DIAGRAM 
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A&n the ambiguity diagram contains energy throughout the entire (r,o)plane 
which limits operation to cooperative or isolated target operation. 
With this system range 8nd range-rate ambiguities occur at rmrltiples of 
l/fm 8nd fm respectively. 
Range and range-rate resolution c8n be determined from the diagram of 
figure29b: 
CT res C (161) -.= - RRES= 2 4f, ' 
and: 
. ho res x (162 > RREs= - z-e 
4?7 2T 
Cooperative Operation 
Any of the cw radar systems previously described may be used with 8 trans- 
ponder. The tr8nSponder will allow (1) decreased transmitter power for the 
docking rSd8r, (2) a frequency offset between the transmitted and received sig- 
nal in the docking radar to elimiaate transmitter to receiver feedthrough prob- 
lems, and (3) better target definition by the choice and location of transponder 
antennas. 
Transmitter Power. - For cooperative operation, the received average sig- 
nal power to noise density is given by the beacon equation (reference 51 ). 
Pt G, G, h2 
(S/N,) = 
(4nR)2 FkTL ' 
(163) 
where : 
Pt = average transmitted power 
3 
= transmitter antenna gain 
f 
= receiver antenna gain 
= operating wavelength 
R= distance between.radar and transponder 
F= receiver noise figure 
k = BoltzmRnn'e constant (1.38 x 10M23 Joules/OK) 
T = Standard noise temperature (29OoK) 
L= system losses 
The s8me equation is used for determining power required when either the dock- 
ing r8d8r or the transponder is the transmitter. 
Equation 163 can be substituted into the equations for the variances of 
range and range-rate that were derived in the preceding sections. For 8 given 
set of system parameters, this will allow the errors to be determined 8s 8 
function of range, or the required transmitter power to be determined for a 
specified maximum range and error. 
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Transponder Consideration. - As mentioned in the previous paragraph, 8 
frequency offset can be employed in the transponder to alleviate problems asso- 
ciated with transmitter-to-receiver feedthrough in both the docking r8d8r and 
the transponder. The transponder receives the sign81 from the docking radar, 
shifts the frequency by 8 known amount and retransmits the sign81 back to the 
docking radar. The frequency offset must be known precisely if accurate dop- 
pler frequency measurements are to be made with the docking r8d8r. 
The accurate offset frequency c8n be obtained by (1) dividing and multiply- 
ing the carrier frequency of the sign81 received from the radar, (2) multiply- 
ing 8 sub-carrier frequency that h8s been added to the signal from the docking 
r8d8r specifically for this purpose, or (3) using 8 precision reference oscil- 
lator in the transponder. The last technique will probably be iaadequate due 
to the low doppler frequencies encountered in docking and corresponding stabil- 
ity required of the reference oscillator. The offset frequency must be greater 
than the bandwidth of the sign81 if the transmitted and received signals are to 
be separated by frequency filtering. 
The transponder antenna must appear 8s 8 point source of transmitted 
energy for accurate angle tracking by the docking radar. The docking geometry 
and joining structure for the two vehicles must be such that the docking r8d8r 
enjoys an unobstructed view of the transponder antenna. There must be no chance 
of multipath to cause range or angle boresight shifts. 
Angle Tracking Techniques. - The cw r8d8r systems are compatible with any 
of the standard radar techniques for accomplishing angle tracking such 88 con- 
ical sc8n, phase monopulse, amplitude monopulse, interferometry, electronic 
lobing, etc. These schemes for generating angle error signals are discussed 
in the section on angle measuring techniques. All arguments for e8Ch technique 
8pp1y to CW radars 86 Well 86 pulsed systems. 
NOnCOOper8tiVe Operation 
The cw r8d8r systems can be used for noncooperative operation (skin track- 
ing) if proper attention is given to reducing.the transmitter-to-receiver feed- 
through. 
Transmitter Power. - When operating with 8 t8rget vehicle that does not 
employ 8 transponder, the received average signal power to noise power density 
is given by the familiar radar equation (reference 51 ): 
P, G2 h2 l-7 
(S/N,) = 
(4n)3 R4 FkTL' 
(164) 
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where: 
Pt - docking rsd8r average transmitted power 
G= docking r8d8r antenna gain (assumed the same for 
transmission and reception) 
h = operating wsvelength 
0 = target vehicle radar cross section 
R = distance between-docking radar and the reflecting target 
F = receiver noise figure 
k = BoltzImWln's constant 
T - standard noise temperature 
L = total system losses 
This equation assumes that the target dimensions do not extend through the 
entire antenns beam. For extended target operation, the XXd8r cross section is: 
41r~R 2 . CT= G ' 
where p is the average relative reflectivity of the extended target. Substi- 
tuting equation165 into equation.164 the average received signal power to noise 
power density is: 
PtG~2 
(S/N,) = 
(~TR)~ FkTLp ' 
This equation would apply when the antenna be8mwidth is n8rrow and is illumin- 
ating a relatively ~1~811 spot on the target vehicle. 
Again equations 164 and 165 can be used with the equations for range and range- 
rate errors 8s discussed in the previous section for cooperative operation. 
Transmitter - Receiver Feedthrough Consider8tions. - Maximum range is 
limited by the transmitted signal that is fed directly into the radar receiver. 
This feedthrough appears 8s 8 target at zero range. 
For the FM-CW systems where the transmitted signal is used 8s the receiver 
reference, the spectrum of the feedthraagh signal is very narrow in the system 
IF, and is centered at zero doppler frequency. A narrow filter centered at 
this frequency will reduce the feedthrough but will also reduce the minimum 
range to which the system can operate. 
For the PM-CW systems where the unmodulated transmitter carrier is used 
8s the receiver reference, the feedthrough will occupy the same bandwidth 8s 
the desired signal in the receiver IF. If a phase lock receiver was used, the 
feedthrough would have the same wide bandwidth but the desired signal would 
occupy 8 narrow frequency band in the IF when the system is in lock. Thus, 
the feedthrough power could be reduced by 8 narrowband filter around the desired 
sign81 after phase-lock is obtained. 
.In theICWsystem, feedthrough can be disregarded if the modulation fre- 
1uency is made to vary with range by 8 range tracking loop such that the system 
is alternately receiving when not tr8IXmitting and vice-versa. 
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If the tot81 isolation between transmitter and receiver is I, the ratio 
of received signal power to feedthrough power is from equation 164: 
(S) = 
I G2 x2 C, 
'FT (4~)~ R4 L ' 
067) 
Approximately 10 db feed-through reduction c8n be'accomplished by feeding 
8 controlled feedthrough Signal tb.l?OUgh 8 tailored delay line and subtracting 
it directly from the received signal. Also, if separate antennas are used, 
approximately 60 db of isolation can be obtained. The maximum range for unity 
sign81 to feedthrough ratio is from equation 167: 
Substituting typical parameters in the 8bOVe equation, i.e.: 
I = 107 (10 db for direct cancellation and 60 db for 
se rate transmit and receiveantennas) 
G s" =lO (30db- 16” dia. antenna at X-band) 
x = 0.1 ft (X-band) 
c= 10 ft2 (1 sq. meter) 
L = 2 (3 db losses) 
107 x 106 x 10-2 x 101 f/4 
IlMAX= = 127 feet. 
1.95 x 103 x 2 
1 
(168) 
(SO 
If an additional 40 db of feedthrough filtering were employed, the maximum 
range would be 1,270 feet. With 80 db of feedthrough filtering, the maximum 
range would be 12,T[O0 feet. 
To reduce the minimum range limitation caused by frequency filtering, the 
filters could be switched out after the docking vehicle got within 127 feet of 
the target in the above illustration. 
If 8 single 8ntenn8 with 8 circulstor-duplexer is used, the maximum isola- 
tion that can be obtained is approximately 25 db. Thus, the maximum r8nge with 
no filtering would be reduced to approximately 10 feet. The extra isolation 
could be obtained with additional filtering. All filtering could be switched 
out at 10 feet to allow operation to zero range. 
Techniques for feedthrough filtering with an FM-CW system have been des- 
cribed in the literature (references 16, 17, andl8). 
Angle-Tracking Techniques. - When the target occupies a small portion of 
the,antenna beam, conventional angle tracking techniques can be employed. How- 
ever, as the target gets larger than the cross section of the antenna beam, 
some other technique must be employed for pointing the antenna. With a manned 
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docking vehicle end a noncooperative target, the antenna could be slaved to 811 
optical sight that is positioned by the pilot. The pilot would Sight to that 
point on the target to which he wishes to measure range and range rate. 
Docking AppliC8tiOnS of CW Radar Techniques 
The previous theoretical discussions for the different CW radar types do 
not provide adequate basis for choosing the best CW system for docking. Each 
system type must be further considered in view of the docking requirements, 
using the previous theoretical developments to help specify certain parameter 
values. Only after looking at the required values for certain parameters, 
seeing the ramifications of using some of these values, 8nd further considering 
the total instrumentation required for e8Ch type system, can the best CW radar 
systems be evaluated for docking. Even this does not provide a clear case as 
to which is the best system, until specific integrated approaches are defined. 
Therefore, au examination of each of the CW radar techniques will be made 
in this section, in light of the docking problem, in order that their coopera- 
tive and noncooperative docking capabilities and limitations can be defined. 
Sine-Wave Modulated, FM-C!W Radars. - It was stated earlier that the best 
system of this type (1) utilizes a range tracking loop and measures the modu- 
lation frequency to determine range for long rsnges, and (2) uses a fixed modu- 
lation frequency and measures the snrplitude of the received modulation to deter- 
mine range for short ranges. This two-mode system results in the best range 
accuracy at all ranges for a given received signalto noise density ratio. 
An alternate system for obtaining the required range accuracy at all ranges 
would measure the phase of the received modulation sine-wave to determine range. 
However, it would use more than one modulation frequency. Multiple modulation 
frequencies are required because as range decreases with a fixed modulation 
frequency, the variance in range increases per equation 60. Modulation 
frequencies greater than the maximum unambiguous frequency will result in a 
smaller variance. Thus, the high modulation frequencies would be used to 
obtain the desired accuracy and the low modulation frequencies would allow the 
ambiguities to be resolved. 
Also, from equation 86, the percentage range instrumentation error is 
approximately equal to the percentage error in measuring phase over the unambig- 
uous r8nge interval of the modulation frequency (assuming fm can be controlled 
very accurately). Therefore, if higher modulation frequencies can be used, the 
unambiguous interval is smaller, resulting in a smaller absolute error in range 
for 8 given phase measurement accuracy. 
A well lsnawn limitation of wide-band FM communication systems is the thres- 
hold of the frequency discriminator. This limitation must be considered for the 
FM-CW r8d8r system, also. In general, conventional frequency discriminators 
(Foster-Seeley type) have 8 threshold that is defined in the bandwidth of the IF 
amplifier preceding the discriminator. It varies with the deviation of the 
received signal, but for wide band systems it is approximately 13 db. That is: 
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@/N)TH = (S/No)TH SIF L >20, (170) 
and since Bn must be approximately twice the frequency deviation of the receiv- 
ed signal ii:?., BIF=2Af)athe threshold signal to noise density is: 
(S/N,)TH = 40Af. (171) 
Conventional second order phase-lock discriminators have a signal to noise den- 
sity threshold that is described by: 
@/‘N,)TH = 2.68 on, 
where o, is the natural resonant frequency of the phase-lock loop. an is 
usually fixed at: 
o,=J~, (173) 
to make the loop phase error equal to 0.36 radians at threshold. Substituting 
equation 173 into eqaatign 172: 
(S'No)TH= 284x. (174.1 
A Phase-lock discriminator employing tuned circuits in the feedback path has 
been used (reference 16 ) that results in a threshold of: 
@/No)TH = 20 f, . (175) 
Ideally, the frequency discriminator should have a threshold that is not 
a function of the frequency deviation, or the modulation frequency. If a thres- 
hold must exist, it should only be a function of the smoothing bandwidth of the 
radar which is dictated by the target dynamics. However, to date, no such dis- 
criminator has been developed. 
The threshold limitation of the wide band FM-CW system dictates some of 
the system parameters for operation out to 10,000 feet. For cooperative opera- 
tion, equation 163 gives the received signal to noise density. Using equa- 
tion 163 with R =I 10,000 feet, Pt = 0.1 watts, o- 0.1 ft. (X-band), Gt = 0 db 
(omni antenna on target vehicle), GR = 30 db (16" parabolic antenna on docking 
vehicle), F = 12 db, and L = 3 db; the received signal to noise density is 
(S/No) = g8 db (6.3 x 109). This would allow the use of a conventional 
frequency disc riminator, because of equation 17'l the signal to noise threshold 
would only be 96 db (4 x 109) if a 100 MEIz frequency deviation were used. Since 
the.received signal to noise is above threshold, any of the techniques for 
determining range could be used for cooperative operation. 
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For noncooperative operation, equation 164 dictates the received signal to 
noise density. Using equation 164 with R = 10,000 feet, Q = 10 ft2 (1 sq. meter), 
and the other parameters just listed; the received signal to noise density is 
(S/No) = 34 db (2.5 x 103). Using the best discriminator whose threshold is 
given by equation 175 the modulation frequency is limited to 125 HZ. Now, the 
modulation frequency requiied, using the frequency tracking scheme, is fm = c/4R 
= 2.5 x lo4 Hz at 10,000 ft. range. Thus, at a range of 10,000 ft., the tech- 
nique of range tracking with the modulation frequency is eliminated unless the 
transmitter power is increased to an impractical value. 
However, the phase measuring technique can be used with a modulation fre- 
quency less than I25 HZ. If the maximum noncooperative range were decreased 
to 1,000 feet, the received signalto noise density would be increased to 74 db, 
and either scheme could be used with a conventional phase-lock discriminator. 
With the phase measuring scheme, 
60 ) varies at l/IE2. 
the variance in range (given by equation 
However, for n ncooperative operation, the received 
signal to noise density varies as t l/R . Thus, the standard deviation of range 
is proportional to range, or the system operates with a constant percentage 
error. If a percentage error of 0.1 percent were acceptable, the absolute 
error would be 10 feet at a range of 10,000 feet. The required frequency devia- 
tion could be found from equation 60. Solving equation 60 for Af when 
fm = 125 HZ, R = 10,000 feet, OR = 10 feet, Bs f 10 HZ, and (S/No) = 2.5 x 103; 
Af = 63 MHz. The maximum deviation of the received signal would be one mega- 
hertz. From the standpoint of measurement errors, 
of O.l$ is obtainable at a frequency of 125 HZ. 
a phase measuring accuracy 
In summary, it appears that the frequency measuring technique (in a modula- 
tion frequency tracking loop) would provide the best absolute accuracy for coop- 
erative operation from 10,000 to zero feet and noncooperative operation from 
1,000 to zero feet. However, this scheme could not be used for noncooperative 
operation from 10,000 feet because of the demodulator threshold. The phase 
measuring technique can be used and should be capable of providing a fixed 
percentage range accuracy of approximately 0.1 percent over the range from 
10,000 to zero feet. A phase-lock demodulator with a tuned circuit in the feed- 
back path is required to provide an acceptable signal to noise threshold. 
For noncooperative operation , active feedthrough cancellation (or filter- 
ing) must be employed for operation down to 100 feet with dual antennas (or 10 
feet with a single antenna). The cancellation must be switched out at these 
ranges so that operation to zero range can be accomplished. Approximately 80 
db active feedtbrough cancellation is required with dual antennas and 120 db 
with a single antenna. 
The modulation frequency must be turned off periodically to measure doppler 
directly to determine range rate. For noncooperative operation at ranges where 
feedthrough filtering is employed, the feedthrough filter will cancel the unmod- 
ulated received signal if the doppler frequency is near zero. Thus, velocity 
measurement through zero is not possible. 
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The frequency deviation would be approximately + ~OMHZ. The modulation 
frequency would be approximately 120 HZ. The range error would be approxi- 
mately 0.15 for all ranges. 
noise at 10,000 feet (S/No = 
Range rate errors (equation 75) due to receiver 
34 db) would be approximately 0.02 ft/sec (at 
X-band). Instrumentation errors in measuring range rate will be negligible 
due to the accuracy associated with measuring frequency. 
Triangular - Wave Modulated, FM-CW Radars. - Triangular wave, FM-CW sys- 
tems with zero IF were limited for many years because of the poor noise figure 
obtainable with mixer diodes (l/f noise). With new "back-diodes" and "hot- 
carrier diodes", (references 28 and 29) the knee where l/f noise starts to pre- 
dominate is for an IF of approximately one kilohertz rather than one megahertz 
for conventional diodes. A 30 db improvement in noise-figure is obtainable at 
frequencies below one kilohertz. Typical noise figures (reference 30) are 10 db 
at 10kRzand above, 20 db at lkRZ,and 30 db at 100 HZ. This advancement in 
receiver mixers places this type system in a competitive position for the dock- 
ing sensor. Some of the practical considerations associated with using this 
radar are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
For the triangular-wave modulated FM-CW radar, the signal out of the ampli- 
fier must be switched between two frequency meters in synchronizm with the modu- 
lation frequency in order to measure doppler, as was mentioned before. If a 
wide-band amplifier is used just after the mixer, and this amplifier is followed 
directly by the doppler switch and frequency meters, the frequency meters will 
exhibit a threshold similar to conventional frequency discriminators. The thres 
hold will be determined by the bandwidth of the wide-band amplifier and de- 
scribed by equation 170 , where BIF is the bandwidth of the zero IF amplifier. 
The bandwidth of this amplifier is proportional to the difference between maxi- 
mum snd minimumrange. That is, from equation 109: 
8AF fm 
BIF =(fdmax -fdmin) = (R 
C 
max -Rmin) l (176) 
Due to the l/f noise just discussed, the minimum frequency should be greater 
than 100 HZ. The maximum frequency will be near a megahertz. Thus: 
8AF fm 
BIF = - R 
C 
max l (177) 
To minimize the threshold and reduce the required power, phase-lock track- 
ing filters should be used after the doppler switch before each frequency meter. 
The signals out of the doppler switch are at frequencies fd (up) and fd (down) 
(from equation 113)which are amplitude modulated by a square wave at the modula- 
tion frequency fm. The phase-lock loops must have some gain at the modulation 
frequency, fm, to insure that they lock on the center spectral line of these 
signals and not on one of the side-bands. The threshold of these tracking fil- 
ters (and the resultant threshold of the frequency meters that follow are estab- 
lished by the natural resonant frequency of the phase-lock loops (equation 192). 
Assuming 0, = 2 n fm, the threshold is: 
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@~JTH = 2.68 (2 IT f,)= 16.8 fm . (178) 
If the (S/IVo) at nrrximum range is equal to the threshold (S/No& the 
vsriarice of the range measurement is (from equation l&and 178): 
c2 2R = c2 fm 
3(6W2 (S/N,)TH= 3 x 16.8 (sAF)~ ' 079) 
which can be solved for the required frequency deviation, given the required 
variance at maximum range. Letting the variance be one foot, the required fre- 
quency deviation is 18 megahertz. 
Using the parameters of the previous section, a transmitter power of 0.1 
watt will produce a signal to noise density of 34 db (i.e., S/No = 2.5 x 103) 
at 10,000 feet during noncooperative operation. If this is to be the threshold, 
from 178 the modulation frequency must be less than 150 Hz. 
The difference frequency (from 109) at a range of two feet would be 43 Hz 
with AF = 18.MHzand fm = 150Hz. To keep the difference greater th8n 100 Hz 
(because of the l/f noise and resultent lower cutoff frequency of the zero IF 
amplifier), the frequency deviation should be increased to approximately 50 
megahertz to measure range in to two feet. (fdmin = I20 HZ ). 
However, with a 100 Hz lower cutoff frequency and 150 Hz modul8tion fre- 
quency, the difference frequency must be at least 250 Hz for measuring doppler 
(in order that the center spectral line of the spectrum can be tracked). Thus, 
the minimum range for measuring velocity would be four feet with F= 50 MFIz 
and fm = 150 ES. 
The accuracy of the system will be-limited by the instrumentation errors 
when the above frequency deviation and modulation frequency are used. From 
equation I21 , the principle source of error will be the accuracy of maint8in- 
ing the deviation ratio. This can be held to within 0.1 to 1.0 percent, depend- 
ing on the circuit complexity that c8n be tolerated. 
A sub-modulation signal must be used to reduce the step error in this 
8ppliC8tiOn. The step error from equation 122 is 2.5 feet. The sub-modulation 
will reduce step error to where it is never greater than 0.5 feet. 
In summary, the triangular EM-CW system will be capable of cooperative, 
or~noncooperative, operation to ranges of 10,000 feet with 8 transmitter power 
of 100 milliwatts if the newest low-noise diodes are used for the mixer. The 
frequency deviation should be approximately 50 megahertz, and the modulation 
frequency 150 HZO The minimum range for measuring range with this deVi8tiOn 
would be 2 feet. The range for measuring velocity would be 4 feet. Velocity 
XIII be IIE8Sured through zero for ranges greater than 4 feet. The accuracy of 
tieeasuring velocity will be approximately 0.014 ft/sec (at X-band). 
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The complexity of the system has been increased over that for sb3nd8rd 
FM-C% altimeters. Frequency tracking circuits 8re employed; plus the doppler 
switch, the extra frequency meter, and the logic circuit for taking the sum 
and difference frequencies to get range and range-rate, respectively. A sub- 
modulation frequency oscill8tor must be added to reduce step error, and extra 
control circuitry is necessary to stabilize the frequency deviation to reduce 
the range measurement error. However, no active feedthrough cancellation is 
necessary. 
Sine-Wave Modulated FM-CW Radars. - This system would be the simplest of 
the CW radar systems to instrument. However, it would only be useful for coop- 
erative operation. 
For noncooperative operation, some active feedthrough cancellation (or 
filtering) is necessary. To accomplish this feedthrough filtering, the trans- 
mitted signal is mixed with the received signalto cause the feedthrough 
to Occupy a narrow bandwidth at the center of the IF bandpass. For dopplers 
near zero, the feedthrough filter will cancel out the carrier on the desired 
signal 80 that doppler cannot be measured directly but must be derived by lock- 
ing a phase-lock loop to the modulation side-bands. This means that the band- 
width of the phase-lock loop (or natural resonant frequency) must be greater 
than the modulation frequency. 
Using the same parameters as in the previous calculation for received 
signal to noise density, (S/No) = 34 db for noncooperative operation at 10,000 
ft. However, the threshold of the best phase-lock demodulator is described by 
equation 175 which says that the highest modulation frequency is 125 Hz for a 
threshold of 34 db. 
Substituting this modulation frequency and signal to noise in equation 139, 
the variance of the range measurement will be: 
2Rx c2Bs = 
(9 83 x 102)2 x 1 
- 
2(2n f, A+)2 (S/N,) 2(277x 125 x 1)2 x 2.5 x lo2 
= 3.2 x lOlo, 080) 
or 
0~ = 1.8 x lo5 ft. U-80 
for a smoothing bandwidth of one HZ, and phase deviation of one radian. A 
modulation frequency of 220 kilohertz is necessary to get 100 foot accuracy 
with Bs = 1, A+ = 1, and (S/N,)= 34 DB. 
In summary, for noncooperative operation to 10,000 feet, the signal to 
noise threshold of the demodulator must be equal to (or less than) the received 
signal to noise. Since the received signal to noise is so small, the bandwidth 
of the demodulator must be small. This narrow bandwidth requires a small modu- 
lation frequency, which limits the range accuracy that can be obtained. 
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The sine-wave modulated, FM-CW system can be considered as an extension 
of the sine-w8ve modulated, PM system. The phase-modulated system becomes a 
frequency-modulated system by increasing the deviation ratio of the transmitted 
signal. The range accuracy cannot be achieved with a phase-modulated system 
with small phase deviation. However, by increasing the deviation and changing 
the system to a wide-bar@ FM system, the accuracy can be obtained. This all 
results beC8Use of the threshold of the demodulator which is proportional to 
the modulstion frequency instead of the allowable smoothing bandwidth. 
As was stated before, this system would be very easy to instrument for 
cooperative operation. Doppler can be measured continuously with no switching 
required. The required range accuracy can be obtained by using two modul8tion 
frequencies. The coherent offset could be derived in the transponder from one 
of the ranging sub-carriers. 
FN, Binary Code Modulated PM-CW Radars. - l%e coded FM-CW system could be 
used for cooperative operation with 8 frequency offset supplied by the trans- 
ponders. However, this system offers no advantages over the two-tone FM-CW 
system for cooperative operation, and the extra complexity of the coded system 
would make it a poor choice. 
For noncooperative operation the system does have some advantages. The 
block diagram of figure 26 must be modified for noncooperative operation at 
ranges where the feedthrough is larger than the received signal. For feed- 
through filtering, the spectrum of the feedthrough signal must be compressed. 
This can be accomplished by offsetting in frequency a sample of the transmitted 
signal and using it as the reference for the receiver mixer. The compressed 
feedthrough spectrum can be 8ttenUEtted by 8 narrow band filter that is synchron- 
ous with the offset frequency (reference 16). 
Using the transmitted signal as the receiver reference causes the code of 
the desired signal to be changed to a new code. However, the new code has the 
same pseudo-random characteristics as the original code and has the effect of 
being shifted to a new time delay (reference 12). It still has the same parer 
spectral density as the origin8l code and is affected very slightly by the re- 
moval of the small amount of power in the center of the spectrum by the feed- 
through filter. The new code does not possess a continuous delay with range, 
however. After the feed-through has been cancelled in the IF, the original code 
can be regained by again modulating the received signal with the transmitted 
code. This modulation flips the phase of the received signal back to where it 
vss before being mixed with the transmitted signal. 
The correlation with the delayed transmitted code can now be accomplished 
to determine range. In the simple system of figure16, the doppler is offset 
by the IF reference frequency. The doppler can be recovered in m8gnitude and 
"sense" by in phase, and qU8ndr8tUre mixing with the offset reference signal. 
The two qusdrature doppler outputs are then Compared in a phase sensitive 
detector to get the doppler "sense" signal which c8n be used 8s the error sig- 
nal for the range tracking loop. 
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From a previous section, the feedthrough cancellor can be switched out at 
100 feet with dual antennas and 10 feet with a single antenna. In order to 
have adequate resolution so as not to cancel the desired target at these ranges, 
the bit rates must be 5 megahertz and 50 megahertz respectively (from equation 
151) l This system requires less feedthrough cancellation than the FM-CW system 
because range search can start at maximum range and correlation with the received 
signal accomplished when the feedthrough is approximately 20 db larger than this 
signal (with a 100 bit word). 
With the signal to noise density of 34 db, the variance in range would be 
less than one foot with a 5 megahertz bit rate, and 10 Hz smoothing bandwidth 
(equationl48). The instrumentation error in measuring range would be due to 
the accuracy of measuring the phase of the code fundamental. With a phase 
measuring accuracy of between 0.1 and 1 percent, the error would be between 0.2 
2 feet with the 5 megahertz bit rate. The variance in range rate should again 
be 0.02 ft/sec by direct doppler measurement. 
With a 5 megahertz clock frequency, each bit corresponds to 100 feet of 
range. For the code to be unambiguous at 10,000 feet, it must contain 100 bits. 
An eight element shift register can generate a code of 1.28 bits in length. 
In sunrmary, the system can measure doppler directly with no switching re- 
quired, the instrumentation errors 8re small, and the errors due to receiver 
noise at maximum range are small. Hwever, for noncooperative operation, active 
feed-through filtering is necessary ; and for both cooperative and noncooperative 
operation, it requires a range tracking loop. 
ICW Radars. - The ICW system with the modulation frequency adjusted so that 
the transmitter is not transmitting while the signal is being received from the 
target allws noncooperative operation with no feedthrough filters. A range 
tracking loop is established to lock the period of the modulation toRtwice the 
time d@ay associated with the range interval, i.e., T = l/fm = 2 (2&, so that 
fm=%. At the maximum range of 10,000 feet, the minimum modulation frequency 
will be 25 kHz. 
From equation 158 , with the received signal to noise density of 34 db 
(for noncooperative operation at 10,000 feet) and smoothing bandwidth of 10 Hz, 
the variance in range will be 317 feet. This is a percentage error of approxi- 
mately 34. However, as range decreases, 
and S/No both increase. 
the error decreases rapidly because fm 
For example, 8 factor of two decrease in range results 
in a factor of 8 decrease in the variance, or a factor of 4 decrease in percent- 
age error. That is, at 5,000 feet the percentage error is reduced to 0.8qd. The 
frequency of the modulation would be measured to determine range. 
Obviously, the modulation frequency cannot be decreased indefinitely as 
range approaches zero. An acceptable technique is to allow the modulation fre- 
quency to vary with range until range decreases to approximately 100 feet 
(fm = 2.5MHz). The modulation frequency is then held at this value, and the 
phase of the fundamental of the amplitude modulated signal out of the receiver 
is compared to the phase of the transmitted modulation to determine range. The 
phase difference will vary from 180~ to 90° as the range varies from 100 to zero 
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feet. If this phase difference can be measured with 8n accuracy of 0.1 to 1.0 
percent over a 180~ interval, the error in range will be between 0.2 and 2 feet 
from 100 feet into zero. 
Rsnge rate can be measured continuously with no switching. From equation 
148, the range rate accuracy will be .028 ft/sec at 10,OCO ft during non- 
cooperative operation. 
Frequency shift keying for the transmitter provides a technique for switch- 
ing the transmitted signal on and off while simultaneously providing 821 offset 
signal to the receiver mixer (reference23). 
Limiting could be employed in the receiver since phase of the received 
amplitude modulated signal is measured to determine range. This limiting and 
phase measuring technique will reduce the effect of the finite switching time 
of the transmitter so that the minimum range will be a foot or less. 
Best CW Radar for Cooperative Docking. - After aaalyzing each of the CW 
radar systems, it appeers that the following system represents the best CW 
choice for most cooperative docking missions. For both manned and unmanned 
cooperative operation (employing a transponder), 0.1 watt trsnsmitter power 
and a 16 inch aperture will provide a received signal to noise density adequate 
to: 
8. Overcome threshold problems in 831 systems and allow conventional dis- 
criminators to be used with I34 systems. 
b. Provide range and range-rate accuracies that are dictated by instrumen- 
tation. 
Of the various CW radars, the Sine-Wave modulated PM-CW radar is the best sys- 
tem because of the following: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
It is easiest to instrument for 8 given range accuracy. Two tones (50 kHz 
and 9MHz) will resolve range ambiguities at 10,000 feet and provide 0.3 
feet error at 811 ranges with a phase measuring accuracy of only 2 degrees. 
Range-rate is measured continuously by direct doppler processing of the 
received carrier. No switching is required. Range-rate accuracy is limited 
by doppler frequency measurement errors. 
The transponder is simple to instrument. The coherent offset can be de- 
rived by either (1) proper multiplication of the received carrier before 
re-transmissions, or (2) multiplying the frequency of a ranging subcarrier. 
The radar and transponder are the easiest to modify to add communication 
channels. Subcarrier oscillators can be added to either equipment (with 
the associated modulators and demodulators for communi cation) with minimum 
effects on the radar. 
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e. The F?&CW system is adaptable to all angle tracking techniques, including 
phase interferometry. 
Best CW Radar for Noncooperative Docking. - For manned, noncooperative 
operation, the radar could angle track the target vehicle until range decreased 
to the point where the angular cross section of the vehicle is greater than the 
antenna beamwidth. From these short ranges on in, the radar beam could be 
pointed manually by the astronaut with an optical aid. In this "searchlight" 
mode, range and range-rate would be measured to the point on the target vehicle 
that is illuminated by the antenna beam. Only angular resolution would be re- 
quired, allowing the CW radar to be used. (Range resolution characteristics 
of CW radar will not allow "leading edge tracking" of a target extended in 
range.) 
Among the CW radars considered for noncooperative operation, only two do 
not require active Peedthrough rejection. These are: 
a. Homodyne, triangular-wave, FM-CW 
b. Interrupted CW 
Both of these systems have similar complexity in that they require about the 
same number and type of circuits. Both have similar range-rate measurement 
errors. (Error due to receiver noise at 10,000 feet is approximately 0.02 
Pt/sec.) Range errors due to receiver noise in both systems are well below 
instrumentation errors at all ranges less than 10,000 feet. Plots of range 
error versus range for both systems are shown in figurejO. 
The range error for the FM-CW is dictated by the accuracy with which the 
frequency deviation can be controlled for long ranges and step error at short 
ranges. The range error in the ICW system is dictated by the bias errors in 
the tracking loop while tracking with the modulation frequency, and the accur- 
acy at which phase can be measured at short ranges where the modulation fre- 
quency is held constant. The curves of figure 30 merely indicate that the 
instrumentation errors can be made smaller with the ICW system. 
In summary, the ICW radar is considered the best system for manned, non- 
cooperative docking because: 
a. It requires no active feedthrough rejection. 
b. It has smaller instrumentation errors in measuring range than the homodyne 
FM-CW radar which also requires no active feedthrough rejection. 
If one sensor is required for both cooperative and noncooperative opera- 
tion, the ICW radar could be used for both. However, it is believed that the 
sine-wave modulated FM-CW system is much better for the cooperative mode be- 
cause: 
a. The transponder would be much simpler than for the ICW system. 
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NON-COOPERATIVE OPERATION 
/i = 0.1 FT. 
P, = 0.1 WATT AVG 
F =lZdb 
G =30db 
L = 3db 
8, = 10 Hz 
u = 10 SQ.FT. 
FM-CW: AF = f 50 MH~, f,,, = 150 Hi 
ICW; f, = C/4R < 2.5 MHz 
FM-CW 
TOTAL ERROR 
FM-CW STEP ERROR 
AEASUREMENT 
10 100 1000 10,000 
1 RANGE (FT.) 
ION CHANGES 
MEASUREMENT 
MODE: fm = 2.5 MHz 
FIGURE 30 - COMPARISON OF RANGE ERRORS BETWEEN FM-CW AND ICW RADAR SYSTEMS 
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b. The FM-CW scheme is more adaptable to adding communi cation channels. 
c. The FM-CW system will have smaller instrumentation errors at the longer 
ranges (as stated before, approximately 0.3 feet fixed error at all ranges 
can be obtained with a modulation frequency of 9 MHz and a phase measuring 
error of 2 degrees). 
For unmanned, noncooperative operation, the range-rate resolution charac- 
teristics of a CW radar may be of value in determining target vehicle spin 
orientation and spin rate. However, to determine size and shape of the target 
vehicle, extremely fine range, or angle resolutionis necessary. Due to the 
range resolution characteristics of a CW radar and the difficulty associated 
with providing a range display, a pulse system would be required to get a range 
"paint" of the target. However, a CW radar could be used with a narrow beam 
scanning antenna to get anangular "paint" of the target. A one degree beam- 
width would provide one foot angular resolution at 57 feet. Either the FM-CW 
or the ICW system (discussed in the preceding paragraphs for noncooperative 
operation) could be used for this angle paint. However, the ICW looks best for 
unmanned, noncooperative operation because of the ability of the system to 
separate the center line of the received signal for target spin analysis. 
A summary of CW radar characteristics is presented in table 5. 
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TABLE 5 
SUMMARY OF CW RADAR CHARACTERISTICS 
FWISE RADAR SYSTEMS 
The radar that received the most intensive early development was the 
noncoherent pulse radar. This radar system is a basic one where target range 
information is obtained by measuring the time delay between the transmission 
of a short burst of RF energy and the reception of the echo from the target. 
A simple block diagram is shown in f'igure 31. 
I 
ANTENNA r b DUPLEXER 4 TRANSMITTER 4 
TIMING 
CIRCUITRY 
b RECEIVER 4 
FIGURE 31 - NONCOHERENT PULSE RADAR 
General System Operation 
The transmitter generates a pulsed RF' signal s(t) where: 
s(t) = 
Aejwct, / O<t<T; 
0, otherwisk ; 
A = Constant 
T = Pulse Width 
(182) 
This signal is transmitted, reflected from the target, and received after a 
time delay r . This time delay is a measurement of range (R). 
f&L where c is velocity of electromagnetic wave propagation. The 
reflected'signal, y , is greatly reduced and noise is also added to the receiver. 
y = s(t -7) + Noise. (183) 
This signal can then be processed in a matched filter receiver for maximum 
signalto noise ratio. 
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Matched Filters Receiver. - The matched filter idea is credited to D.O. 
North of R.C.A., 1943. A matched filter receiver is defined as one whose 
transfer function is the complex conjugate of the Fourier transform of the 
input signal or: 
H(o) = S"(o),, 
where: 
s(O) = lm s (t) .-jut &9 085) 
The ouc&t of the matched filter is given by: 
E, (0) = Y(o) H (4, 
e,(t) = Y(t) * h(% 
ma 
087) 
e,(T) = Imy h(r -t) dt, 
088) 
e, (4 = i [ s(t) + n(t)1 h(T -t) dt, 089) --M 
e,(~) = ,fm s(t) h(T -t) dt + ,fm n(t) h(r -t) dt . (190) 
--m -ca 
The first integral is the convolution of the transmitted signal with the 
system function and the second integral is the convolution of noise with the 
system function. The convolution of noise with the system function causes 
noise ambiguities and false alarms, if the noise is large enough. This can be 
alleviated by raising the receiver threshold. Since adequate measurement 
accuracies will require a large signal to noise ratio, this portion of the 
received signal will be negligible in determining the resolution capability of 
the radar. Therefore, the output of the receiver for large signal to noise 
ratio signals will be: 
e,(T) = ,fm s(t) h(r -t) dt, (131) 
-ca 
= Jm s(t) s(t -7) dt, (192) 
which is themautocorrelation function of the transmitted signal, c(7). 
Range Resolution. - The resolution capability of the radar waveform is 
of interest when the target is of an extended nature. For maximum range reso- 
lution, the transmitted waveform should be as different from its time shifted 
self as possible. A measure of the resolution capabilities of the transmitted 
waveform is taken as the mean departure or integrated square error. 
6 2 =!I 1 s(t) -s(t +I2 dt, (193) 
E 2 = .;I s(t) 1 2 dt + ,;I s (t -7) ( 2 dt -2 R, 7 s(t) s (t -T) dt . 
-00 -ca -co 
094) 
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FIGURE 32 - TRANSMITTED SIGNAL AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 
The first two integrals are proportional to the energy of the signal and the 
last term is an oscillatory function of T . Since no use can be made of the 
fine structure due to oo , only the magnitude is of interest. This term 
then becomes: 
00 T 
12 R, ,J s(t) s*(t -T) dt ( = j-A(t) A(t -r) dt, 
-00 0 095) 
which is c(~) , the autocorrelation function of the envelope of the transmitted 
signal. This has previously been shown to be the output of a matched filter 
receiver. 
Because comparison of uncorrelated signals should be made on power rather 
than voltage basis, we are interested only in the squared magnitude of 
or Ic(~) 1 2 . 
A similar analysis can be made in the frequency domain, arriving at the comp- 
lex frequency correlation function: 
k(v)= JU(f)U* (f-v)df, (196) 
k(v) = complex frequency correlation coefficient, 
U(f)= spectrum of the transmitted signal. 
For the frequency matched filter: 
H(f) = U* (f). 097) 
Then the output is the convolution of: 
e(f) = U(f) * U'* (f) , 
= ," u (t) u t--t) e j 2d dt , 
--m 
=A2 
sin 2nf T 
2afT ' 
the familiar /sin X - spectrum (figure 33 ). 
X 
The combined correlation function: 
Itw~412=l +)w)12, 
is a three dimensional plot. 
$I(Gw) = JmU(tjU* (t- 3 Jmtdt. 
-00 
For o = 0: $(r,w)= JmU(f)U*(f-v)eJ .2?7ftdt, 
$(r,o) = Jy$t)u*(t- r)dt, 
For r= 0: $((~,a)= JIi(v)u*(v--)dv, 
$J (o,o) = k(o) . 
(198) 
0991 
(200) 
(201) 
(202 > 
(203 > 
(204) 
(205) 
bw 
(207) 
(208) 
Figure 34 divides the r, o plane into three regions: 
a. REGION I. - If two targets differ in T or GJ such that the T, o 
difference falls in this region, they cannot be resolved except with 
the aid of unrealistic a priori knowledge as to target sizes. 
b. RRGION II. - If two targets have a T, o difference which falls in 
this region, and if they are known to be of equal amplitude, they 
may be readily resolved. Generally, substantial probability of 
resolution exists even for those targets lcnown to be,only approxi- 
mately equal in size. An investigation of the relative amplitude 
is necessary to determine the target resolvability as a function of 
r, o displacement. 
c. REGION III. - Resolution is possible for all signals different in 7, o 
such that the difference falls in this region. 
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FIGURE 33 - CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
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FIGURE 34 - PULSE RADAR AMBIGUITY DIAGRAM 
Range Measurement Errors by Channel Noise. - The effect of channel noise 
is to distort the shape of the received pulse and to cause the time at which 
the received pulse exceeds a preset threshold to be incorrect. This can be 
explained with the aid of the figure 35 . 
-- -m-m- -- -THRESHOLD 
FIGtiRE 35 - RECEIVER NOISE EFFECTS 
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The rise time,tnof the pulse will be determined by the bandwidth of the I.F. 
ampl.fier. This will also limit the frequency of the noise to approximately 
Therefore, for large signal to noise ratio signals,the slops of the 
pulgwiih noise will be essentially the same as the slope of the pulse with- 
out noise. The effect of noise will be to shift the threshold crossing back 
and forth in time. 
A 
Slope Signal =t, 9 
n(t) Slope Signal + Noise = - 
AT,' 
Equating the two slopes: 
1 
[(AT)2]2=aT = 
G tr 
r r 
A2 
(;2 
=Ty 
-)% ‘“3 
where: 
(209 > 
c3.a 
(213 ) 
A2 
- is the video signal to noise ratio (power) 
n2 
S - = IF signal to noise ratio (power) 
N 
For large signal to noise ratios and linear detection: 
A -= 
-2 (214) n 
In cases where the receiver is matched to the transmitted waveform, the rise- 
time will be equal to the pulse width. The same expression will apply with T, 
the pulse width, replacing tr, the rise time. This eQression is converted to 
range error 6~ by: 
(216) 
Analog and Digital Measurement Errors. - The time delay corresponding to 
the range measurement can be converted to a voltage in either an analog or 
digital manner. The transmitted pulse can be used to start a ramp generator 
and the received pulse used to stop the ramp, or a counter can be started and 
stopped.with the transmitted and received pulses. (See Figure 36.) 
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START STOP 
(a) RAMP GENERATOR (ANALOG OUTPUT) 
START STOP 
(b) COUNTER (DIGITAL OUTPUT) 
FIGURE 36 - TIME DELAY MEASUREMENT 
For the ramp generator measurement: 
r = Ka(% -tl), 
where : r = Range in Feet, 
K = Scale factor feet/volt, 
a = Slope of ramp generator 
tl= Start Time, 
t2 = Stop Time, 
Ar = 5 ha + 5 At1 + $ At2 . 
at1 2 
(217 > 
volt/set, 
(218) 
If a, tl, i$ are statistically independent: 
a 2=K2[(t2-tl) 2 a2 r a +a2(at:+at)l, 
2 
a r 
= r2 a,” + K2 a2 (a 
The Oa error is an error in the slope, or the setting of the slope of the 
ramp generator, and results in a fixed or slowly varying range dependent error. 
!I%42 at , at , errors are most likely due to threshold jitters that are 
1 2 
randominnature. If measurements are taken at intervals spaced sufficiently 
far apart in time so that succeeding samples are independent, errors due to 
tima jitter can be reduced by averaging; 
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2 2 2 KS.2 r7 =r u +- r a n ( 
ut2 +u2) . 
2 5 
(221) 
The improvement in accuracy by averaging will be limited by the permiss- 
able lag in the data, the number of samples that can be averaged before the 
range changes significantly, and bias errors. 
Range can be measured by using the transmitted pulse and the received 
pulse to start and stop a counter driven by an accurate clock. In this case: 
r= g x +x (No. of counts), 
c = speed of light, 
1 
(222 > 
- = period of each count. f 
Errors will result in this type of measurement system due to querntization and 
errors in the counter frequency. 
The state of the art in digital logic is currently in the neighborhood of 
100 MHz clock rates. This results in an error, due to the 1 count uncertainty 
associated with the counter, of 10 ns or 5 feet. If the prf of the radar is 
varied in a random manner (varies with respect to the range clock in such a 
manner that they are not in step), this error can be reduced by averaging 
successive readings. The FU4S value of this error will be reduced by 1 . 
u 
'(SAMPLE) . 5 
Or(AVG) = fl (223) 
Since the frequency directly determines the number of counts, any error 
in frequency will show up as a range error. 
cl 
dr=--2 r2 x (No. of counts) dfc . 
‘C 
Range Kate Measurements. - With a noncoherent pulse radar, range rate 
will not be measured directly but will be obtained by dirferentiating range. 
This will be done in the autopilot control loop. If a coherent pulse radar is 
used, velocity can be measured by measuring the doppler frequency of the re- 
ceived signals. The relationship between doppler and velocity is: 
fd = 
Noise in the system will show up as a variation in frequency. 
The improvement in range rate measurement of coherent radar over non- 
coherent radar has been calculated (referencejl) for two types of target 
motion: 
(225) 
a. A series of alternate and equal positive steps of velocity occurring 
\ at random with a Poisson distribution of spacings. 
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b. A random step of acceleration. 
These calculations were based upon optimum linear filter theory with a minimum 
mean square error criteria. The improvement ratio depends considerably on the 
type of target motion. 
Short Pulse Radar. - Range resolution and IMS range error have been shown 
to be functions of the transmitted bandwidth. The reciprocal relationship 
between pulse width and bandwidth shows that one method of obtaining a wide 
bandwidth is to use a simple pulse radar with a very short pulse. At the 
range of interest, 10,000 feet, the power requirement may not be too great. 
Transmitter Power Requirements. 
2 2 
s 
PtGt ox (226) 
ret = 
[4i7R212 47, 
For unity S/N ratio: 
S 2 2 ret Pt G, oh 
-----=I= 
kTBNF (4~7)~ R4 kTBNF ’ 
p 
t 
= (4n)3 R4 kTBNF 
2 2 Y 
Gt ox 
with: 
R = 10,000 ft , 
B = 500 MHz, 
G,= 31 db (1%’ at lOgc), 
X=3cm, 
NF = 10 db, 
2 a=lm, 
then : Pt = 6 kw. 
(227 > 
(228) 
(229 > 
This power yields a range resolution of one foot. 
the transmitted power need only be .6 watt. 
At a range of 1,000 feet, 
When following the docking control law of: 
i = .01x. (230) 
the maximum velocity is 100 fps. The range is therefore changing slow enough 
so that pulse integration is possible. With a maximum range of 10,000 .feet, 
the maximum allowed prf for uneunbigious me measurement is: 
prf z2+= & , 
C 
(231) _- 
(232) 
(233) 
and in one integration time interval, .Ol set, 245 pulses are available for 
integration. If this integration can be implemented, an additional improve- 
ment in signal to noise ratio will result. The improvement will depend upon 
the type of integration that can be instrumented. 
Nanosecond Pulse Generation Techniques. - Nanosecond pulse generation and 
detection hardware techniques require nonconventional. pulse radar circuitry. 
Techniques that can be considered for nanosecond pulse generation are: 
1. The regenerative pulse generator 
2. Impulsing TWT amplifier 
3. Direct carrier pulse generation with semiconductors 
4. Microwave switching circuits 
The regenerative pulse generator has been rejected as being too complex 
and requiring an excessive amount of equipment. 
The impulse response of a TWT method of generating nanosecond pulses has 
been used extensively because of its simplicity. A block diagram of this sys- 
tem is shown in Figure 37. 
TRIGGER 
TRAVELING 
IMPULSE 
l GENERATOR b 
WAVE b NANOSECOND UWAVE PULSE 
TUBE AMPLIFIER 
FIGURE 37 - GENERATION OF NANOSECOND PULSES USING 
TRAVELING WAVE TUBE AMPLIFIER 
The impulse generator forms a short video pulse. The spectrum of this 
pulse has significant energy in the passband of the TWT amplifier. This energy 
is amplified and the output is a short R.F. pulse. The exact analysis of this 
type of pulse generator depends upon the exact waveform of the pulse and the 
transfer characteristic of the TNT. These factors are not usually known. 
A l~lsxinum~ gain of 40-60 db is readily attained by a low power traveling 
wave tube over the frequency ranges from L thru K& band. A practical value of 
gain is limited to this region by the best achievable transmission line match 
(which is required for stability). Miniaturization of TWT's has progressed to 
the point where size is no longer dependent only on operating frequency. An 
operating frequency can be chosen anywhere from C through X band with little 
effect on the size, weight or power requirement for the TWT. Below C band, 
the size of the TWT starts increasing. At high frequencies, I& and IIEII f?e- 
quencies, TWT's are not as available, and those that are available have lower 
gains, are heavier, and require higher voltages. 
Therefore, this technique is applicable in the C through X band region. At 
millimeter waves, this approach does not appear promising because of the fall 
off of spectral energy contained in the spectrum of the video pulse and the 
lover gain, greater weight, and larger size of the mm wave TWT amplifiers. 
Some of the methods that have been used to generate baseband nanosecond 
pulses are: 
1. Mechanical switched line type modulator, 
2. Avalanche,transistor switched line type modulator, 
3. Biased class C amplifier, 
4. Pulse shaping. 
Methods 1 and 2 are the same except for the switching mechanism. Figure 38 
is a block diagram of a line type modulator. 
POWER 
SUPPLY 
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FIGURE 38 - GENERATION OF NANOSECOND PULSES USING TRANSISTOR 
SWITCHING AND STORAGE LINE 
This circuithasbeen&nsivelyused inradar. Itstheoryof opeiwtion is 
weLLestablishedandthe results are repeatedhere. 
1. I$, the pulse width, is determined by length of line used for storage. 
2. Trr the rise time, is determined by the switching time. In avalanche 
transistors this can be very short. 
3* Ep, the peak voltage, is limited by the breakdown voltage of the 
transistor. 
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4. The repetition period is limited by the charging time of the storage 
element. 
The same circuit can be used with a mechanical switch replacing the tran- 
sistor. The advantage of the mechanical switch is the high voltage capability 
of the switch. Rise and fall times can be very short (Cl ns), but the repeti- 
tionrate is limited (typically 400 Hz or less). Therefore, the mechanical 
switch can be eliminated at repetition frequencies of interest to this study. 
Another method of obtaining short pulses (figure 39) is to drive an ampli- 
fier biased below cut off. This requires broadband output circuitry. A one 
FIGURE 39 - GENERATION OF NANOSECOND PULSES USING AN AMPLIFIER 
BIASED BELOW C.UtOFF 
nanosecond pulse requires a minimum of 1 GHz bandwidth. Either the drive fYe- 
quency or the drive voltage is required to be high to produce a short pulse- 
output, since conduction occurs on the peak of each cycle. The prf is also 
determined by the drive frequency. This method of generating nanosecond 
pulses is not attractive because of circuit inefficiency and the lack of flex- 
ibility in setting pulse width. 
Pulse shaping varactor diodes have been developed that have characteris- 
tics suitable for use in pulse shaping circuits. These varactor diodes are 
called "snap-off" diodes or step recovery diodes. Any pa junction will con- 
duct heavily in the reverse direction for a short length of time immediately 
following forward conduction. This is because of the-presence of stored minor- 
ity carriers which were injected and stored during the forward conduction. 
Step recovery diodes are designed to enhance this storage and to achieve a 
sharp transition from this reverse storage conduction to cutoff. This transi- 
tion can switch tens of volts and hundreds of miLliam$s in less than a nano- 
second. This can be used to sharpen rise and faIl times of ordinary pulses. 
The circuit shown in FigurebOcan be used for this pulse generation. 
At point (l), Dl will normally be conducting and the voltage at this point 
wi.ll be the voltage drop of the diode. A step voltage wi33. be applied, and 
with ep> RI+, D1 will be back biased; however, current will continue to flow 
in the forward direction until all the minority carriers have been used and the 
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FIGURE 40 - GENERATION OF NANOSECOND PULSES USING 
VARACTOR DIODES 
sharp transitron occurs. This produces the sharp leading edge. Dg is initiat- 
ly in the forward conduction state. The applied pulse back biases D2 but due 
to the storage of minority carriers the diode conducts and presents a low impe- 
dance to the pulse. This conduction continues until these carriers are deple- 
ted and the rapid transitron occurs providing the short fall time of the pulse. 
With present diodes it is possible to produce pulses less than 1 ns in width 
of 8-10 volts across a 50 0 apedance. 
Nanosecond pulses can be formed by logical switching functions in trans- 
mission line circuits. Some switch devices and the circuitry that can be used 
are discussed below: 
1. TR Tube Leakage - A TR tube is normally used in pulse radar to pro- 
tect the receiver during the time the transmitter is pulsed on. The 
TR tube is a gas-filled device that is placed in the transmission 
line to the receiver. When high power reaches the TR tube,the tube 
ionizes, the line is mismatched, and most of the high power is re- 
flected. However, a finite time is required for the TR tube to 
ionize and the first part of the RI? pulse passes the TR tube. This 
ionization delay (being in the order of a few nanoseconds) has been 
used to produce nanosecond pulses. The advantage of this technique 
is the simplicity with which existing radars can be converted to 
short pulse operation. This could be useful in a multi-mode radar 
when the pulsewidth is switched at short ranges. The performance will 
be determined by the TR tube. Peak power will be determined by: 
a. The circuit insertion loss, 
b. The rise time of the RF pulse, 
c. The bandwidth of the TR cavity and RF circuitry, 
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FIGURE 41 - GENERATION OF NANOSECOND PULSES USING 
GAS TR TUBE 
It appears that the rise time of the RF pulse will be the limiting factor. 
If the rise time of the RF pulse is greater than the ionization time of the 
gas fill, the peak RF power output will be determined by the breakdown char- 
acteristics of the gas. The pulse width is determined by the gas breakdown 
and the rise time of the pulse. 
Schwarzkopf (reference 33) has suggested the use of a traveling wave 
resonator as a short pulse generator (figure 41). 
TRANSMITTER 
DIRECTIONAL 
COUPLER 
PHASE SHIFTER 
GAS SWITCH 
FIGURE 42 - GENERATION OF NANOSECOND PULSES USING A 
TRAVELING WAVE RESONATOR 
The traveling wave resonator has primarily been used as a method of 
obtaining high power for component testing; however, with the addition of 
switching circuitry it can be used as a short pulse generator. Circuit opera- 
tion is explained with the aid of Figure 43 . Energy is coupled from the main 
line, travels around the ring of nh length, and returns to the coupler in 
phase. This process continues and after a number of pulses the ring is charged 
to its maximum value. The line is then switched and the energy stored in the 
resonant ring wfU be directed to the antenna port. The pulse width is deter- 
mined by the time required to discharge the resonant ring: 
4 
where 1 = length of ring, 
Tp = 5 9 (234) 
vg %z 
= velocity of energy 
propagation on the line. 
The peak power gain depends upon the coupling coefficient and the path loss. 
I 
A 
I I I I 
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ONE WAY LINE LOSS (db) 
FIGURE 43 - RESONANT RING (GAIN VS. LINE LOSS) 
As can be seen from the above graph, gain decreases rapidly with waveguide loss. 
This technique does not appear promising above X or Ku band because of component 
and waveguide losses. 
The simplest circuit that can be devised to produce short pulses is the 
in-line SFST switch shown in Figure 44. 
CW OR LONG 
PULSE b SWITCH ) SHORT PULSE 
FIGURE 44 - IN LINE SPST SWITCH 
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Microwave switches are usually one of the three types shown in Table 6 . 
TABLE 6 - R.F. SWITCH .COMPARISON 
SPEED POWER 
MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY 
GAS TUBE 
SWITCH 
I 
1 NS 
I 
MEGAWATTS 
I 
MILLIMETER 
DIODE 
SWITCH I 
1 NS 
I 
WATTS 
I 
MILLIMETER 
FERRITE 
SWITCH I 
100’5 NS 
I 
KILLOWATTS 
I 
MILLIMETER 
A natural division occurs. The gas switch is used when switching is at high 
power. The diode switch is used for low power. 
The bandwidth required for 1 ns RF pulses is 1 GHZ. This bandwidth is 
readily achievable over most of the frequency range from X-band up through mm 
waves. 
The gas tube switch can handle very high power ( 1 MW at X band) in 
relatively short switching times (few nanoseconds); however, because of its 
long recovery time, a single gas switch cannot be used to produce a short 
pulse. This is not a major problem. 
TO AN-I 
FIGURE 45 - GENERATION OF NANOSECOND PULSES USING 
BALANCEDDUPLEXERS 
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One circuit that can be used is shown in Figure 45. This circuit consist6 of 
two balanced duplexera in series with the switches, which are triggered gas 
discharge devices. The transmitter will produce a pulse substantially longer 
than the pulse width to be transmitted. Before SW1 is fired, the transmitted 
pulse is coupled to Ll and dissipated. At tl, SW1 fires and the transmitted 
pulse is switched through the second switch assembly to the antenna. SW is 
fired at t2 and the pulse is then switched to IQ. The transmitted pulse width 
will then be determined by the time difference tl - t2. Risetinres and fall 
times will be determined by the switch speed. Other circuit configurations 
can be arrived at for this type of circuit. 
1. 
2. 
39 
4. 
1. 
2. 
The advantages of this system are: 
Righ power capability, 
Flexible pulse widths, 
Variable pulse width capability, 
Ri&.Bequency capability (through mm waves). 
The disadvantages of this system are: 
Wasteful of RF power, 
Minimum pulse width limited to a few nanoseconds because of the switching 
time of gas switches. 
Cooperative Pulse Radar 
In the cooperative pulse radar system, a transmitter and receiver are 
located on both the docking vehicle and target vehicle. Figure 46 shows the 
usual distribution of equipment in the cooperative system. The main advantages 
of this system are the reduced power requirements and the minimum range per- 
formance. It is conventional for the radar on the docking vehicle to be 
called the interrogator and the radar on the target vehicle to be called the 
transponder. The transmitter frequencies on the interrogator and the trans- 
ponder can differ by the IF frequency. This is advantageous since the trans- 
mitter source can be used as the local oscillator source also. Range will be 
measured by measuring the time delay between transmission of a pulse from the 
interrogator and the reception of a reply from the transponder. 
R=E 2 (Tdelay - Tfixed)' (235 > 
To insure operation to zero range, Tfixedr the time delay in the transponder 
must be greater than the interrogator transmitter pulse and recovery time. 
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FIGURE 46 - COOPERATIVE PULSE RADAR 
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The power requirement for this system is much less than for the non- 
cooper8tive system because of the one-way path loss instead of two-way p8th 
loss. Since 8 reply from the transponder on each interrogation is required, 
the received S/N ratio on each pulse must be sufficiently high to allow 8 
proper threshold setting to obt8in 8 high probability of detection 8nd low 
false alarm rate. Figure 47 is 8 plot relsting S/N ratio to probability of 
detection and f8lse alarm rate. A 15 db signal to noise ratio will give a 
probability of detection and 8 false alarm rate adequate for most envisioned 
missions. 
To eliminate loss of signal due to target attitude vsriations, one antenna 
should be circularly polarized end the other antenna linearly polsrized. 'flhis 
results in only a 3 db power loss, which is much less than c8n be expected for 
attitude misalignment. 
In a previous section, the range accuracy requirements for most missions 
were determined. Figure48Ais a plot of the range of these requirements. 
i0 100 1doo 1 o:ooo 
RANGE (FEET) 
FIGURE 48A - RANGE ACCURACY PROFILES 
If the range accuracy requirement is 8 constant percentage of the range, 
the change in accuracy requirement will track the change in S/N ratio due to 
space loss. See Figure 48B and 48C . 
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FIGURE 48 - RANGE ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS 
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A representative power calculation will be m8de. This calcul8tion can be then 
used 8s 8 baseline system for sc8ling purposes. Let Or = .OlR and perform the 
C8kUl8tiOnS 8t 100'. 
5 = 1 ft., 
(236) 
aT = 2 ns , 
T 
from a~=- 
4X 
developed in 8 previous section, and 8sSuming 8 
N 
lu s pulse width and 1 MHz bandwidth receiver: 
2 x10-g 
10-6 =- , 
S 
J- 2 N 
", -= ( 1o-6 )2 , 
8 x10-' 
a_,.106=51db . 
(237) 
The required sign8l to noise ratio at 100 ' will be 63 db. At 10,000 f't. the 
required sign81 to noise ratio will be 23 db. This is more th8n adequate to 
insure proper transponder operation. 
R2(471)2 
P req = 9 
Gt G, A2 
R =lOO' = 30.4 meter = 14.8 db, 
kT = -204 db, 
B = 60 db, 
NF= 10 db (x-bsnd), 
S - = 51 db, 
N 
L = 6 db (3 db polarization loss + 3 db system loss), 
G--J = 30 db, 
GR=Odb, 
x = 15.7 db, 
47r = ll.2 db, 
P req = -23.6 dbw. 
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(238) 
(239) 
Therefore, transmitter power required for 8n x-b8nd system with 8 30 db 8ntenn8 
wouldbe=: mw. 
The previous c8lcul8tion assumed 8 30 db antenna at 10 GHz. This corresponds 
to 8 15” diameter psrabolic reflector. If it is assumed that the reflector 
size is limited to this value, it can be seen that the power requirement will 
not be 8 sensitive function of frequency. Since GT is proportional to l/x2the 
numerator of the power requirement equation will not vq with frequency. 
There will be 8 Slight decrease in power requirements because of the noise 
figure improvemeiit with decrease in frequency, 8s found in the numerator of 
the power requiremnt equation. 
If omnidirectionsl antenna coverage (* = GR = Odb) is required on both the 
docking vehicle end the target vehicle for rendezvous acquisition, the frequen- 
cy of operation should be chosen 8s low as possible to minimize the transmitted 
power requirement. 
The instrumentation range errors that will be encountered in this system 
c8n be divided into bias error and random errors. The bias errors will be 
caused by drif'ts in time delays through IF annplifiers and delay lines, and 
shifts In threshold levels. Typical delay accur8cies in practical equipment 
are ten to twenty nanoseconds. This corresponds to 5' to 10' accuracy. Random 
errors due to threshold jitter can be held to the low nanosecond region by care- 
ful circuit design. Since this jitter will be independent from sample to samp- 
le, the r8nge error C8USed by this error can be reduced by successive averaging. 
Ring-Around 
The ringaround system, which h8S been used extensively 8s 8 miss distance 
indicator, h8S some potential 8s 8 range me88U?X!IUent technique for docking. The 
basic system employs two transponder8 one of which acts 8s 8 free+WIIning beacon 
until the second transponder comes into range and replies. The reply reverts the 
first to the trsnsponder mode, and the two transponders then each receive the 
others tranSmitted pulse, delay it for a calibreted time interv8l, and retrans- 
mit it, 88 ShOWIl iIl fi@.U't? 49. 
for the ringing frequency, fo. 
Range inform8tion is contained in the equation 
where: te is the equipment time delay , 
tsp is the space time delay, 2R . - 
C 
i3he accur8cy of the range measurement can therefore only be 8s accurate 8s the 
knowledge of the combined equipment delay, which must be some ressoaable inter- 
V81 (e.g., 20 u set) in order to keep the ringing or oscillating frequency to 
2 realistic value 8s range goes to zero. 
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FIGURE 49 - GENERAL RING-AROUND SYSTiM 
The total delay through each transponder is measuZY!d and controlled to some 
predetermined value (10 u sec., in the example cited) by adjusting the Variable 
delay line. For close ranges where range accuracy becomes more stringent, 
direct video detection off the receiver and transmitter rf lines is used to 
measure transponder delay. -. 
Range is determined from the pulse train, not directly by a measurement 
of frequency, but rather by 8 measurement of time between pulses. The effects 
of system fluctuations are minimized by measuring the interval occupied by 8 
specified number of consecutive pulses. One microsecond pulses with approxi- 
mately 50 nanosecond rise time are utilized to provide for le8ding edge detec- 
tion. 
Noise Induced Measurement Errors. - The time error in determining when the 
leading edge of a pulse corrupted with noise is received is a function of the 
S/N ratio and the pulse rise time, i.e.. 
6T= ' 
(2 S/N)% ' 
(241) 
where: 6T is the time error of the measurement, 
T is the pulse rise time, 
S/N is the signalto noise ratio. 
The time measurement error translates to an error in the range measurement by : 
100 
where c is the velocity of light. 
To minimize the time and range measurement errors then, the received pulse S/N 
ratio should be maximized.' For the cooperative case this is related to trans- 
mitter power .by: 
P, G, G, A2 
(S/N) = 
(4nR)21FkTBL ' 
where Pt = transmitter power average, 
ct = transmitter antenna gain, 
GF= receiver antenna gain, 
A= operating wavelength, 
L= system losses, 
R= range j 
F= receiver noise figure, 
k= Boltzmann's constant, 
To - standard noise temperature 290°K, 
B= bandwidth. 
System Diagrams. - Figures 50 and 51 are block diagrams for the target 
vehicle and chase vehicle (S/C) ring-around transponders in the UHE' frequency 
band. Single antenna operation is shown with filter action producing the needed 
isolation between the 400 MHz and !XO MHz carrier frequencies. The receivers of 
both systems are of the heterodyne type with,a 100 MHz IF'. The IF amplifiers 
have a 20 MHz bandwidth and provide approximately 70 db of gain. 
After being detected and conditioned, a received pulse is delayed by the 
variable delay by the amount needed to bring the total transponder delay to 10 
u sec. The pulse then triggers the modulator and transmitter to produce the 
output pulse which is transmitted back to the other vehicle. The technique 
shown for measuring time delay is discussed in the next section. 
In the S/C transponder (Figure 51 ), the output of the video detector and 
amplifier is fed into the decoding equipment for extraction of the range infor- 
mation. As noted earlier, the range information is contained in the time inter- 
val between pulses, and an appropriate averaging technique is used to suppress 
system fluctions and noise induced errors. 
Delay Stabilization. - In general, delay stabilization is achieved by mea- 
suring the time interval between a received pulse and a transmitted pulse. 
Should the measured delay differ from 10 u set, corrections are made in the de- 
lay of the variable delay line. With both the target and S/C transponders so 
equipped, the total equipment delay is held to 20 u sec. 
The time delay measurement circuits of Figures 50 and 51 smooth over a 
number of pulses to increase accuracy and range. In either vehicle's trans- 
ponder, a received pulse registers in the frequency divider which, in turn. 
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FIGURE 50 - TRANSPONDER SYSTEM - SINGLE ANTENNA OPERATION 
starts the 100 MHz clock. The following transmitted pulse registers in the 
divider and stops the clock. The next received pulse initiates the same se- 
quence, which is repeated until the frequency divider has counted to some spec- 
ified number, A. The error detector then supplies the error signal, e, to the 
controller, where "e" is of the form: 
e = A temeasured -A x 10 psec. (244) 
The controller utilizes this signal to make corrections in the variable delay 
line to adjust the total delay of the transponder to 10 psec. 
At close ranges where direct video detection is possible, received and 
transmitted pulses are detected directly from the rf lines as shown. At ranges 
exceeding the video detection range, the received pulse is detected by a diode 
at the output of the IF amplifier and fed into the frequency divider as before. 
A bias is applied to the error detector circuitry to compensate for the average 
delay in the front end of the receiver, reducing the total error in the range 
measurement to 5 feet or less. 
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System Operation at UHF. - The path losses at 400 MHz and 500 MHZ for 2 
statute miles are 95 db and 96.5 db respectively. 
and 7.5 db noise figure, 
Assuming 0 db gain antennas 
the S/N ratio at 2 miles for 50 mw output is: 
S/N,,, MHz = -13 dbw -95 db -7.5db + 204 dbw -73 db, 
S/N,,, MHz = 15.5 db, 
(245 > 
(246) 
S/N500 MHz = S/N400mc -1.5 db=14db. (247 > 
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From equation 24ithe time error, at, in leading edge detecting the 500 MHz 
signal is: 
50 x 10-g 
ST = 
(2antilog1.4)W 
= 7.07 x 10sg sec. 
and from Equation > the range measurement error is: 
6R=caT=7 feet (249) 
At a range of 100 feet, the S/N ratio is 55 db. The error in the range measure- 
ment due to noise then becomes 0.054 feet. 
From the standpoint of extracting the range information from the receiver 
when within 100 feet of the target, accuracies of 1 ft. and less are possible 
with only 50 mw of transmitter power. However, because of the inability to 
keep the delay stabilized to the same degree of accuracy, the accuracy of the 
range measurement is a function of delay stability. Maximum delay stability 
will occur when video detection directly off the rf lines is possible. The 
threshold for detectors at UHF is approximately -40 dbm. The additional margin 
required for a stability accuracy equivalent to a range accuracy of 1 ft. is, 
from Equations 2kland Z+t2: 
S/N zz + [(‘)2 (9.84)2 x d61 
sR 
(250) 
S/N = 605 = 27.8 db (251) 
With 50 mw of transmitted power, this corresponds to a range of about 4.5 ft. 
If a number of pulses are averaged so that the allowable deviation per pulse 
is greater, this accuracy (1 ft.) can be achieved at a range of about 40 feet. 
System Operation at 10 GHz. - The basic characteristics, such as trans- 
mitted power, pulse width, pulse rise time, and system delay, remain the same 
for a ring-around system operating at 10 GHz as for the UHF system. 
The path loss for 2 miles at 10 GHz is 112.5 db. This is an increase of 
almost 30 db over the UHF case, and requires approximately 9 watts of trans- 
mitted power for the same S/N ratio (14 db). Hence, to be competitive fran the 
transmitted power standpoint, the gain of the antennas must be increased. For 
a 14 db S/N ratio at two miles with 50 mw of transmitter power, and a receiver 
noise figure of 10 db, the antenna gains must be: 
G,+ G, = 122.5 + 10 -204 + 73 + 14 + 13 = 28.5 (252) 
or Gt= G, = 14.3 db (253) 
A horn with r.n aperture of approximately 3 inches will give sufficient 
gain but the 3 db points in its pattern limit spatial coverage to approximately 
35 degrees. 
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The minimum power level for video detection at x-band is about -53 dbm. 
As previously established, the S/N ratio above threshold for 1 ft. accuracy is 
27.8 db. Then the power level required is -53 dbm + 27.8 db or -25.2 dbm. 
With 17 dbm transmitted power and 28.5 db antenna gain, this corresponds to a 
path loss of 70.7 db. The range for video detection is then: 
70.7 
R =* antilog - 9 
20 (254) 
R = 27.2 ft. . (255) 
By smoothing over 128 pulses, the deviation of any one pulse can be: 
o=Ji%xl, 
a=ll.31 ft . 
The required S/N ratio above threshold is then only: 
S/N = 
1 (5 x lo-')(9.84 x 108)2 
2 11.31 I 
S/N = 9.42 db . 
(256) 
(257) 
(258) 
(259) 
The range for video detection is thus extended to 220 ft. 
System Operation at 70 GHz. - The path loss for 2 miles at 70 GHz is 
139.5 db. The antenna gains required for 50 mw transmitter power and re- 
ceived S/N ratio of 14 db are: 
G, + G, = 139.5 + 20 -204 + 73 + 14 + 13 = 55.5 db , (260) 
or: G,= G, = 28 db. (261) 
A 28 db parabolic dish has a 3 db beamwidth of approximately seven degrees. 
The threshold for video detection is approximately -45 dbm. If smoothing 
over 1~28 pulses is used, the required S/N ratio for 1 f-t accuracy is 9.42 db. 
The signal level required for 1 ft accuracy is then -35.58 dbm. With 17 dbm 
transmitter power and 56 db antenna gain, this corresponds to a path loss of 
108.58 db and a video detection range of 300 ft. 
Conclusions. - The system of ring-around provides an accurate measure of 
range to zero feet. Factors producing inaccuracies are time errors in leading 
edge detection, instrumentation errors in deducing the range from the detected 
pulse train, and inability to keep the system time delay at its predetermined 
value. As range closes, the leading edge detection errors essentially dis- 
appear with the rising S/N ratio. Similarly, when the S/N ratio is sufficiently 
high to allow video detection, the errors due to the delay stabilization can 
be held to less than 1 ft. The instrumentation errors can be made small com- 
Fred to those due to delay stabilization. 
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An advantage exists in the ring-around system in that the range information 
is contained throughout the entire loop. This allows each of the two vehicles 
to monitor range during the docking maneuver. A failure in readout equipment 
in one vehicle, then, does not necessarily abort the docking maneuver. 
The antenna system plays an important role in the ring-around system. For 
acquisition purposes at the beginning of the docking maneuver, it is desirable 
to have omnidirectional radiators. As has been seen and is noted again in 
table 7 , a trade-off between spatial coverage and transmitter power is neces- 
sary at the higher operating frequencies. In conjunction with the radiation 
patterns of the antenna system, it is necessary that one system be linearly 
polarized and the other circularly polarized, since aspect of approach at the 
beginning of the mission is unknown. 
Requirements for equal performance of the ring-around system at URF, 10 
GHz, and 70 GHz are summar ized in table 7 . 
TABLE 7 - RING AROUND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
SYSTEM 
UHF 
X-BAND 
70 GHz 
RANGE FOR VIDEO DET. 
TRANSMITTER SPACIAL COVERAGE (FEET) 
POWER (DEGREES) (1 FT ACCURACY) 
50 mW 360 (ONE PLANE) =40 
50 mW 35 220 
9 WATTS 360 (ONE PLANE) 
50 mW 7 300 
20 KW 360 (ONE PLANE) 
* ACCURACY FOR RANGES CLOSING TO VIDEO DETECTION FOR ALL SYSTEMS< 5 FT. 
TERMINAL ACCURACY OF SYSTEMS < 1 FOOT. 
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PROBES AS DOCKING AIDS 
The electromagnetic probes considered here lllay be divided into three 
classifications: electrostatic, magnetic, and electromgnetic (or antenna) 
probes. The electrostatic or l'capacity" probes operate on the principle that 
the electrostatic field lines of flux, emanating from a capacity probe, theo- 
retically extend to infinity* The intensity of the field varies inversely 
with the distance from the probe by the familiar point charge equation: 
IE[ = 
J-v p,dv 
4AcoR l 
(262) 
The field of the capacity probe is therefore an inverse function of range. 
As a target vehicle enters the measurable field of the probe, some flux lines 
terminate on the target vehicle and the target vehicle becomes a part of tne 
external capacitance associated with the probe. Obviously, the size of the 
vehicle also enters into the capacity contribution. This is a major problem 
in the use of the capacity probe and will be shown to be a problem in the use 
of the magnetic and electromagnetic probes as well. 
The magnetic probe operates on the principle that the magnetic lines of 
flux emanating from a current loop (or loops) extend theoretically to 
infjnity, The magnetic field intensity is given by: 
(263 > 
This field also varies inversely with (R). The lines of flux couple with a 
target vehicle, as it approaches, causing current to flow on the target ve- 
hicle. If the target vehicle is considered as a closed loop, the impedance 
(%l) reflected back into the primary circuit (probe circuit) is illustrated 
infigure 
FIGURE 52 - iAGNETlC PROBE - EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
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Variations in 221 supply the information to be measured. It is apparent that 
Z21 is a function of target size, geometry and material. 
Antennas differ as to the amount of energy that is intentionally radi- 
ated by the probe to a much greater extent than do the other two cases. This 
radiated energy is reflected by a target vehicle back into the primary probe 
circuit and modifies the input impedance to the probe in a somewhat similar 
manner. Since both the (E) field and the (H) field vary in'verse$y with (R), 
the power density in the radiated field varies inversely with (R ). The re- 
turn energy modifies the sntenna impedance and the return signal level is 
found from the familiar radar equation: 
pr KG2 A2 t 
(4 l 
(264 1 -= 
Pt (4~7)~ R4 
As shown here, the return is inversely proportional to range to the 
fourth power; however, the gain squared in the numerator tends to offset this, 
and sensitivity at 100 feet is not a problem, even with low power output 
levels. As the target closes on the antenna probe, its impedance continues to 
be modified, even after entry into the very near field. The near fields of an 
antenna are complex, and reactive or pulsating components become large. For 
example, the expressions for the fields associated with a current element, 
as given in reference 34 are: 
I dl sin 8 -0 sin at’ cosot’ 
EO= 
47TC PV 2 + r2v 
sin at’ 
Er = ____ +- 
3 ) 
9 
r 0 
I dl sin 8 -w sin ot’ 
H$ = 
477 IYV 
(265 > 
(266 > 
(267 > 
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These express 
2 
on8 show that in general, 
electrostatic (l/ 
the field is a composite of the 
(l/r term).. fields. 
term),the magnetic (l/r2 term),and the radiation 
When the target is very near, the antenna coupling with 
the higher order fields produces drastic changes in probe impedance. The 
range of impedance variation is therefore of many orders of magnitude, going 
from a slight change In radiation resistance to a completely reactive 
impedance. 
Antenna Probes 
The movement of a vehicle in proximity to an sntenna results in changes 
in the input impedance of the antenna, which can be extracted to provide in- 
formation about the target vehicle. Antennas which are highly directional 
are useful for better long range (100 feet) sensitivity, but antennas having 
low directive give better "close-in" resolution. 
Highly Directional Antenna Probes. - An antenna with a directivity of 
10 db or more, such as a "horn" antenna, can be arranged as shown in 
figure 53. 
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FIGURE 53 -/A MONOSTATIC ANTENNA IMPEDANCE PROBE 
The sensitivity of an arrangement such as this can be rather remarkable. A 
20 db horn, a 100 IM signal source, a detector with 10 u volt sensitivity for 
20 db signal to noise ratio, and a precision balancing network should be 
capable of detecting a vehicle of 0.01 meters cross section at-100 feet. Since 
the target vehicle will probably have a cross section at least two orders. of 
magnitude larger than this, detection of its presence and its movements at 
100 feet should be little problem. The signal source for this arrangement 
must be very stable since the impedance Z, is a complex function of frequency. 
To some extent Zb can be arranged to vary in the same manner as Z, to reduce 
the frequency drift problem, but it is probably not realistic to expect this 
to solve the entire problem. To investigate the magnitude of the frequency 
drift problem, case in which the frequency drifts to f. + 50 x 10B6 
follows in direct proportion and changes to (Za) + 
be simply 52a resistive. When Zb does not change 
and the signal source is 100 IM, the voltage produced at the receiver is: 
v, = J(lO0 x 10-3)(50 x 10-y , 
V, = 2.23/~ . (270) 
It is evident that a frequency drift of 50 parts per million is therefore 
several orders of magnitude too high. If it is desired to keep the short 
term frequency drift error below 10 UV at the receiver, frequency stability 
of approximately one part per 100 million is required. However, this can be 
obtained by state-of-the-art techniques. The design of the receiver is also 
important since it is required to have a dynamic range of from ten microvolts 
to one volt without saturating. The one volt requirement occurs when the 
target vehicle is so close to the antenna that its impedance becomes complete- 
ly reactive. This large dynamic range implies the use of a logrithmic ampli- 
fier to convert the range of the signal output to that which is mre suitable 
for display or further processing. Since the system must be calibrated to 
provide the required measurements, near field antenna effects have little 
significance in system design considerations. 
This type probe suffers from at least one of the same handicaps as the 
capacity aud magnetic probes, i.e. measurements are functions of target ve- 
hicle size, geometry, and material. Additional problems with the direction- 
al probe are its narrow field of view and its near field defocusing, which 
must be calibrated out of the system. The single directional antenna probe 
would therefore not appear to be capable of providing the essential informa- 
tion required for docking. However, multiple antenna probes offer some 
promise, as discussed later. 
Antenna Probes with I;ow Directivity. - Antennas with less than 10 db 
directivity have the advantage of a wider field of view, but their application 
for range measurement will probably be limited to 50 feet or less. This may 
not be a real disadvantage since other limitations restrict the usefulness of 
higher gain antenna probes to approxmtely 100 feet. The antenna probe may 
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be arranged as shown in figure 54. 
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FIGURE 54 - A LOW DIRECTIVITY PROBE 
The lower gain probe does not necessarily imply lower frequency. It is 
desirable to keep the frequency high enough to provide for operation in the 
ionosphere with only minor degradation. The limitations of the low directivi- 
ty probe are the same as for the high directivity probe with the substitution 
of the range limitation for the narrow field of view. 
Multiple Antenna Probes. - Multiple probes arranged as two mutually per- 
pendicular pairs (or in other arrangements) offer some interesting possibili- 
ties for the production of the raw date from which target angular rotation, 
range, range rate, bearing angle, and possibly target rotational axes orien- 
tation can be determined. Consider the configuration shown in figure 55. 
FIGURE 55 - MULTIPLE ANTENNA PROBES 
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The outputs of each antenna will be similar as functions of tim. However, 
the peak return (for the general case) will occur at a slightly different 
time. The output of three chanuels may appear as shown in figure 56. 
(A) PROBE 1 (B) PROBE 2 (C) PROBE 3 
‘O ” ‘2 ‘0 
‘0 
FIGURE 56 - RETURN SIGNATURES 
This difference in time is a function of angular rotation, bearing angle, and 
the antenna spacing (d). 
to peak return is + . 
Angular rotation can be obtained, since peak return 
The bearing angle can be obtained by maximizing the 
return of the fixed antennas. Since (d) is known, the range can be measured 
as shown in figure 570 
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FIGURE 57 - ROTATION RATES FROM RETURN SIGNATURE 
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For arbitrary rotation of the target vehicle, the magnitude of the peak re- 
sponse will not be exactly the same for each channel. The response at one 
aspect angle, however, will probably be much stronger than at any other in 
each of the antennas. Range error due to surface response ambiguities are 
therefore unlikely. Extraction of these parameters requires a memory unit 
and data processing. \ 
Measurement of range, range rate, bearing angle, and tumble rate has been 
discussed. Target vehicle size, geometry, and tumble ELX~S are other desired 
parameters. The ma@pitude of the response is a measurement of the vehicle 
size if range and vehicle geometry are known. The magnitude of the response, 
however, is an absolute quantity. System calibration is therefore required 
before significance can be given to the absolute readings. The shape of the 
signal return versus time for each probe provides the data to deduce the 
geometrical shape of the object in one plane of observation. The slightly 
modified returns from the other three channels help to gain a three- 
dFzllAnsiona1 "look" at the object. Ideally, the rotational axis could also be 
determined by observing the data from each channel from several spacecraft 
positions. 
Limiting Factors. - Little or no useful data can be obtained directly 
from antenna probe measurements. The amount of data processing required 
appears to be a serious disadvantage. The accuracy of the final parameters 
is, in some cases, a function of absolute channel gain, requiring a high 
degree of gain stability. Frequency stability directly affects channel 
sensitivity, as previously discussed. Data obtained in the near field of 
ihe antennas is altered since the channel return is affected by the amplitude 
snd phase illumination of the target vehicle. 
Capacity Probes as Docking Sensors 
Capacity probes show promise as aids in the final stages of docking. 
Jlasy other types of sensors lose their usefulness in this stage because of 
iear field effects, short pulse width requirements, large object angle sub- 
iended, and so on. These probes can be mounted on extendable-retractable 
:Jooms, or fixed permanently on the docking vehicle. 
As the vehicles come into close proximity, comparable to their own physi- 
:a1 sizes, measurement of range becomes relatively independent of vehicle 
5eometry. Accurate range, range rate, and relative attitude measurements in 
,his region should be obtainable. At distances of 100 feet or more, the sensi- 
,ivity of the capacity measurements are not sufficient to provide useful in- 
'ormation. At ranges which are less than 100 feet but still greater than the 
iiameter of the target, range measurements are confused by the size of the 
arget vehicle. At vehicle separations which are such that the capacity probe 
BS a reasonably well formed image within the target vehicle, accurate 
measurements of range are possible. Range and range rate measurements from 
ne meter to zero separation can be made with reasonable accuracy in many 
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missions to assure soft capture. Multiple probes can also be used to provide 
close approach relative attitude information, as discussed herein. 
Two capacity probe concepts are discussed. The first approach utilizes 
a system of double electrodes and a capacity bridge similar to the "Direct 
Capacitance Altimeter" (reference 35). The second approach uses single ended 
capacity probes. !Pwo techniques for the measurement of the probe capacitance 
variations are discussed. 
Double Electrode Capacitance Measurement Description. - Electrodes may be 
located on the docking face of the vehicle as shown in figure 58 . Lines of 
flux, also shown on figure 58 t are provided to indicate the approximate field 
distribution. In figure 59 , the field lines are replaced with the varfous 
capacities present in the system. It is the variable capacity associated with 
Cpt (probe to target capacity) that is to be measured for range determination. 
TARGET 
VEHICLE 
CHASE VEHICLE 
FIGURE 58 - ELECTROSTATIC FIELD REPRESENTATION 
FOR DOUBLE ELECTRODE SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 59 - EXTERNAL(PROBE) CAPACITIES FOR DOUBLE ELECTRODE SYSTEM 
The CXJ+CitieS in figure 59' are computed in append-ix E. Jh order to 
measure the variable capacity, the fixed capacity of the system, which is 
much larger except at very close ranges, must be balanced out by use of a 
bridge circuit. A bridge circuit, shown in figure 60, has been used with 
the "Direct-Capacitance Altimeter" (reference 35) and is capable of the 
measurement of 1 af. When the probes are required to measure range from only 
0 to 10 meters, the capacity variation is much greater than this. At 10 
meters, the capacity variation may reasonably be 100 af, which should be 
easily measured by this method. 
Relative Attitude Infomtion. - A tumbling target presents periodic 
fluctuations in capacitance. The period of this fluctuation is a measure of 
relative tuuible rate and the amplitude fluctuation is a measure of the geo- 
metry of the target in one plane of observation. A single systemhas limited 
usefulness, however, since relative attitude changes in only one plane can be 
determined. Multiple capacity probes, however, have promise for the provision 
of precision range and relative movement information at very close range for 
missions that require soft docking or very close approach. 
Limiting Factors. - The presence of free electrons and ions in the iono- 
sphere present severe limitations in the use of this technique at certain 
distances from the earth. Ionospheric characteristics have the effect of a 
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FIGURE 60 - CAPACITY PROBE BRIDGE 
low reactance short on all capacitors in the external circuitry of figure 59 . 
The appropriate low reactance depends on the geometry of the probes, vehicles, 
and vehicle separation, on the number of free electrons in the rendezvous 
region snd the frequency used with the bridge. At 5kHz, this problem occurs 
throughout much of the ionosphere. 
Other limiting factors are as previously mentioned; i.e., variation in 
target vehicle geometry and material, and the capability for the measurement 
of small capacity variations. Maintaining the impedance balance in the bridge 
circuit during measurement is also a problem when very small capacity varia- 
tions are to be measured. When the device‘is not in use, however, it can be 
made self-balancing so that a zero balance can be maintained until ready for 
use. 
Single Electrode Capacitance Measurement Description. - A single elect- 
rode can be arranged to measure range as illustrated in figure 61. Probe-to- 
target capacity variations can be measured with a bridge very similar to the 
one used with the double ended probe method mentioned previously. Another 
technique for the measurement of small capacity variations is to arrange the 
probe capacity as a part of the frequency determining resonant circuit of an 
RF oscillator as shown in figure 61. 
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FIGURE 61 - RF EXTERNAL CAPACITY SENSOR 
With the target vehicle at infinity (greater than 200 feet), the circuit 
is arrsnged to produce an RF output at, for example, 10 MHz. As the target 
vehicle approaches, the probe capacity is increased and the frequency of the 
resonant circuit (and oscillator output) is lowered slightly. This change 
in frequency is detected by mixing the oscillator output with the output of 
a crystal controlled local oscillator with a fixed 10 MHz output. The audio 
difference signal is a measure of the probe capacity variation. This signal 
is amplified and processed as required. 
The circuitry required for the ultimate production of an audio difference 
signal could, no doubt, be made quite compact and light in weight. In fact, 
it might be desirable to place this portion of the circuitry in the probe or 
probe support structure (if temperature variation is not a severe limitation). 
Ektra~ction of Other Information. - Time differentiation of range data 
can, ofcourse, be processed to extract closure rate. One probe will also 
provide limited target tumble information in terms of the periodic variation 
of probe capacitance with the target movemnt, unless the target is symmetri- 
cal in the observation plane. Multiple probes, however, would amar to be 
very desirable for the measurement of relative attitude of the vehicles and 
attitude change rates. For example, attitude differences as shown in 
figure 62 are readily observable by appropriately arranging the outputs 
fromprobesland2. Additional probes (3 and 4) in a line perpendicular to 
probes 1 and 2, provide relative attitude in a normal plane. Relative angu- 
lar tumble rates are also available when multiple probes are used. 
Lizllrting Factors. - Thelimitingfactors are generally-the same as in the 
previous section. If the heterodyne detection method is used, the frequency 
stability of the probe oscillator becomes a significant factor because fre- 
quency drift causes a direct range measuremen terror. Ionospheric EM wave 
attenuation characteristics are important also, but as discussed in 
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appendix D, RF frequencies above 30 MHZ are affected little during normal 
ionospheric conditions. 
DOCKING 
VEHICLE 
TAN 8 = 2(R2 - Rl)/d 
FOR SMALL 8 
0 = (360/27+9 = d/dt [2(R2-R,)/d] 3@/2n 
FIGURE 62 - USE OF MULTIPLE CAPACITY PROBES IN CLOSE APPROACH 
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OFTICALRADAR SYSTEMSFORJXXXING 
Laser or other optical systems deserve serious consideration as alternates 
to other electromagnetic systems for acquisition, rendezvous, and docking. 
Some of the possible benefits from an optical system are: (1) reduced antenna 
sizes, (2) less weight, volume, and power, (3) simplicity for equivalent 
accuracy, and (4) greater possible accuracies. 
Optical systems can be divided into two types, active and passive. The 
passive system types can be useful in spacecraft alignment for docking but 
possess no range or range rate capability. Use of an active element such as 
a laser source provides the possibility of attaining highly accurate range and 
range rate data. Separate examination of optical systems for the tasks of 
alignment and ranging is indicated, although an active optical system can 
include aliment capability. 
In general, accurate alignment can be attained with optical systems 
because of the small wavelength (and consequently small size sources) and 
narrow beamwidth. The alignment system may be improved and/or simplified 
by the use of an active optical system incorporated primarily for range and 
range rate purposes. 
In order to provide range and range rate with the type of accuracies 
required, an active source is required on at least one vehicle. The following 
sections discuss various active optical systems from the viewpoint of one 
active source. The systems discussed fall into two general categories, (a) 
coherent csrrier,and (b) noncoherent carrier systems. Coherent carrier 
systems make use of the laser coherent aspects, both spatial and temporal. 
Noncoherent systems do not require lasing action in the optical source. The 
additional complexities of coherent carrier systems, compared to noncoherent 
carrier systems, will be evident in the following discussions. The accuracies, 
however, of coherent systems can be significantly better than noncoherent 
systems. Both coherent and noncoherent systems possess characteristics which 
may be advantageous for docking applications. These characteristics are 
compared with those of lower frequency systems and advantages and disadvan- 
tages noted. 
Coherent Carrier Optical System 
Systems using lasers for obtaining range and range rate information in docking 
applications can take the form of radar systems previously described at lower 
frequencies. The use of the laser enables one to achieve a very high antenna 
gain and, because of its high frequency and the greater resultant doppler 
shift, much greater range rate resolution. The technical difficulties associ- 
ated with coherent carrier systems appear to preclude the achievement of the 
potentially higher resolutions in the near future. The coherent systems, 
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their potential, and their problems are discussed below. 
Lasers which make use of their spatial and temporal properties utilize a 
phototing (or heterodyne) receiver which is able to discriminate against 
external noise sources. The major external noise source is the sun. The 
narrow spectral passband of a photomixing receiver effectively reduces the 
contribution from the sun's broadband spectrum to a negligible proportion. The 
photomixing process also provides conversion gain which minimizes the internal 
noise contributions. Ideally, then, in systems where signal fluctuations are 
not the limiting factor, the coherent system can improve the signalto noise 
ratio by the square root of the ratio of the optical filter bandwidth of the 
non-coherent detection system to the IF bandwidth of the coherent detection 
system (reference 41). The optical filter bandwidth of the non-coherent system 
can be as narrow as 5 Angstroms (150 GHz), within present technology, but a 
wider bandwidth is required when Using a non-coherent emitter, to avoid re- 
jection of the signal energy. For example, a non-coherent Gallium Arsenide 
system requires a bandwidth of approximately 500 Angstroms (15 THz). The IF 
bandwidth required in the coherent system is established by the range of doppler 
shifts. associated with the radial velocities of interest, unless an electron- 
ically tunable laser local oscillator is used to track the doppler shift changes- 
thereby keeping the difference frequency constant. The doppler shift is given 
by: 
where: 
c+v 
fd= - 
c-v fcl ' 
2v =- f 
C 
0 ' 
fd is the doppler shift frequency, 
v is the radial velocity, 
c is the velocity of light, 
f, is the carrier frequency. 
(271) 
(272) 
For a typical wavelength (1 micrometer), 
is approximately 2 MHz per m/s. 
f, = 300 THz, and the doppler frequency 
Thus, very small changes in velocity can 
theoretically be measured, but a bandwidth of approximately 150 MHz is required 
to maintain the doppler shift frequency within the IF for radial velocities of 
interest. However, this bandwidth yields a 50 dB improvement over the Gallium 
Arsenide system cited above, and a 30 dB improvement over the 5 Angstrom system. 
An additional improvement of approximately 50 dB could be obtained if an elect- 
ronically tunable laser were available. 
As indicated above, range rate can be determined with great precision by 
the coherent system. ICW techniques can be used for measuring range. Coherent 
ranging techniques, such as those used in FM-434 radars, are presently beyond 
the-state-of-the-art and will likely remain so in the near future. 
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FIGURE 63 - SPATIAL CONSIDERATIONS IN PHOTOMIXING 
In order to perform photomixing adequately, spatial and temporal reqtire- 
ments exist that are difficult to fulfill in an operational system. The 
temporal requirements are related to the spectral purity of laser source and 
local oscillator. (In some system concepts, the laser transmitter and local 
oscillator may be the same component, with a frequency off-set provided.) 
Unless the laser is very narrowband, mixing will occur with different spectral 
components of the local oscillator signal and/or the received signal spectrum 
to produce interference and noise products within the.IF bandwidth. The 
spatial requirements for photomixing are related to the aliment of the return 
signal and local oscillator waves (See figure 63 ). Analysis of this applica- 
tion (reference 36 ) has shown that the resultant difference frequency current 
is of the form: 
Bl sin - 
2 
i=acos OIFt 
(273) 
I31 l 
2 
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where: 
*r 2H sin 8 
B 3-3 J 
4 
vX = wavefrontvelocity in the 
vX x-direction across the 
1 = length of photosurface , photosurface . 
e = misaligMlent angle, 
h = local oscillator wavelength, 
Physically, when the local oscillator wavefront is tilted with respect to 
the photo surface, the phase differs over each part of the photosurface, which 
is many optical wavelengths long. The beating effect, from which the differ- 
ence frequency aris 
quantity sin @l/2 
d 
s, is thus reduced. 
/31/2) b 
As noted by equation 273 , when the 
ecomes less than unity, the amplitude of the differ- 
ence frequency be ns to decrease. Althou& only one dimension has been dis- 
cussed, the seme effect applies to both. For example, the two plane waves 
must be aligned to within approximately 10-k radians with 1 cm2 photocathodes. 
Any effects which distort the signal wavefront (such as atmospheric effects, 
rough targets) make photomixing much more difficult, since critical wave com- 
ponents are out of phase at the surface. 
The spatial coherence problem is not as serious in the docking applica- 
tion as in many other applications due to the lack of atmosphere and the short 
ranges of interest. The spectral purity requirement of the laser, however, 
restricts the choice of laser to He-Ne at the present time. This in turn 
places restrictions on the minimum weight, size and power requirements. The 
He-Ne laser is highly inefficient. Typical 0.5 to 1 milliwatt He-Ne lasers 
require 20 to 100 watts of DC power, ere approximately 1 foot long, and weigh 
13 t0 25 pounds. In addition, the stability requirements place a burden on 
the mechanical considerations. Suf'ficient rigidity must be provided to keep 
vibration effects out of the system. 
Laser Interferometric Possibilities.- Developments in laser interferom- 
etry have indicated that a return beam from a He-Ne laser, if allowed to 
reenter the laser, will mix with the original laser frequency. If the optical 
path length is changing, a modulation will result due to the doppler shift of 
the return beam. The modulation can be detected by a photomultiplier at the 
other end of the laser. Interferometric measurements have been made with this 
technique with the beam reflected from a mirrored surface as far away as 
60 feet. It is conceivable that this technique may be used in low velocity 
short range doppler such as occurs in the docking situation. This technique 
eliminates the alignment requirements of photomixing and considerably simpli- 
fies the optics and the receiving system in range rate measurements. Ranges 
up to several hundred feet may be possible with present milliwatt He-Ne 
sources, if corner reflectors are utilized on the target vehicle. The fre- 
quency response of this system is limited to approximately 100 kHz by the 
interactions within the laser (reference 37 ). 
range rate of .05 meters/second. 
This corresponds to a maximum 
He-Ne wavelength (3.4 micrometers) 
The frequency response utilizing the other 
appears to be at least 1 MHz which corres- 
ponds to 0.5 meter/second range rate. Thus, extremely fine range rate resolu- 
tion is possible for very low velocities and short ranges. 
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Range information can be obtained by phase comparison of video modulation 
of the laser, as described below in the noncoherent system section. 
Because of the present lack of experimental verification of this technique 
for radar purposes and the lack of quantitative data regarding signal to 
noise ratio as a function of range, this technique is not included in later 
system comparisons. 
Noncoherent Carrier Systems 
A large class of electro-optical systems exists which can advantageously 
use the available bandwidth, small antennas, and high directivity of optical 
systems without the constraints imposed by the coherence aspects of lasers. 
These systems require neither a coherent laser nor coherent detection at the 
laser frequency. This aspect makes them of more immediate practical concern 
since (a) the coherence of most laser types is not sufficient to be of use, 
(b) quasi-monochromatic light emitting sources are available which are not 
coherent, (c) coherent optical detection is extremely difficult to achieve 
outside the laboratory and has a number of operational restrictions, and 
(d) at docking ranges, the noise discrimination of coherent systems is not a 
necessity. 
In this class of noncoherent radar optical systems, the optical frequency 
is used simply as a carrier of electromagnetic energy for RE' and microwave 
systems. Theoretically, all RF' systems that have been discussed can modulate 
an optical csrrier, and, after reflection from the target and demodulation, 
process the RF signal as before. The RF radsr systems function as they did 
before, except that in place of an RF transmitter and associated transmitting 
and receiving antennas, the RF' source modulates a noncoherent optical source. 
An optical detector demodulates the optical signal and sends the information 
to the RF' receiver. 
A number of advantages result from the use of this class of system for 
docking purposes: 
a. Large antennas are not required, since optical lens and/or reflectors can 
be physically small and give large antenna gain (i.e., narrow beamwidth). 
b. The RF frequency in the radar system is selected without regard of direc- 
tivity, since this is being attained by the optical carrier, which some- 
times results in a more compact, lighter weight, and less power consuming 
design. 
c. The problem of isolation between transmitter and receiver in RF' systems is 
eliminated by the use of the optical carrier. 
There are two major disadvantages: 
a. An optical source, the power supply for it, and associated optics must be 
added. 
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b. Receiving optics, a photodetector, and its power supply must be provided. 
These disadvantages are not serious at the relatively short ranges typical of 
docking missions since noncoherent semiconductor sources are available. At 
long ranges, obtaining sufficient source power for CW or quasi-CW systems 
becomes a more serious problem, requiring the use of more complex optical 
sources such as the YAG laser or the noble gas types. These currently require 
much larger power supplies, as well as cooling systems, and significantly 
increases the size and weiet. However, there is evidence that solid state 
lasers, such as YAG, and forthcoming pump sources may achieve 9s efficiency, 
in which case much longer ranges may be achieved without cooling and with 
reasonable power supply requirements. 
At present, the use of a noncoherent semiconductor diode emitter in a 
noncooperative system is limited to ranges of a few miles, assuming reasonable 
beamwidth, bandwidth and background levels. In a passive cooperative system, 
where a corner reflector srray is employed, the range may be extended to 
approximately 10 nautical miles, provided acquisition has been achieved. 
The acquisition requirements of wider transmitter and receiver beamwidths 
reduce the range capability for acquisition to less than a mile, unless an 
active cooperative source is utilized. The use of an active cooperative semi- 
conductor source extends the acquisition range to approximately 10 nautical 
miles, when both the field of view and the source besmwidth are 10 de@;L‘ees. 
Pulse System.- The simple pulse laser ranging system has been developed 
to a greater extent than any other laser technique. Range is obtained, as in 
radar, by measuring the time between the pulse transmission and the echo 
return from the target. At close ranges, this technique suffers from minimum 
range problems quite analogous to those of pulse radars. Laser pulse ranging 
systems have been shown to have accuracies of a few feet or more and to be 
useful for ranges exceeding 10 feet. Experimental systems have achieved 
accuracies of a few inches. Use of the currently low-powered semiconductor 
tows, such as GaAs, restrict the range, whereas the use of the heavier, more 
complex and higher power pulse types such as ruby, argon, and YAG achieve much 
longer ranges. For the ranges involved in docking, GaAs is sufficient in 
pulse power output. 
Range rate can be derived from pulse systems by differentiating range. 
The repetition rate of G&s can be made sufficiently high to insure essential- 
ly a continuous flow of range rate information. However, as in conventional 
pulse radar, the range rate accuracy depends on target induced noise on the 
range sign&L, and on the pulse recurrence frequency. 
Pulse ranging accuracies of 3 to 6 inches have been indicated for the 
docking application. Achievement of these accuracies may be obtained by: 
a. Smoothing over 5 to 20 pulses at 1 kHz to 10 kHz repetition rates. 
b. Use of retro-reflectors to a-id in eliminating the extended target problem 
of multiple return pulses. 
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c. Normalization of the detected pulse amplitude before further processing. 
Range rate accuracy is approximately 1 fps, when measured in l/2 to 1 second 
intervals. These figures can reasonably be expected to be the maximum accu- 
racies attainable in active optical pulse ranging systems in the near future. 
Single pulse operation results in a lower accuracy. 
cw Systems.- A noncoherent CW system combines a coherent RF or microwave 
CW system with a noncoherent optical source as a carrier. Two specific sys- 
tem types are discussed below. 
One CW system makes use of the noncoherent optical diodes and works on 
the doppler shift of microwave modulation of the light source (reference 38 ). 
In this system, spectral purity and stability of the source are not required, 
nor is a laser local oscillator required. The detected doppler shift of the 
transmitted spectrum provides the microwave modulation which, upon mixing (at 
microwaves) with the original microwave modulation frequency, results in a 
difference output which is proportional to range rate. Range is obtained as 
in microwave FM-CW radars. 
Present limitations on FM-CW systems are primarily associated with the 
modulator. Although considerable research on microwave modulation of light 
has taken place, no satisfactory wideband modulator has been developed. The 
present state-of-the-art can be expressed by giving the specifications on the 
best available microwave modtiator for potential aerospace use. With a modu- 
lation percentage of 151, an S-Band unit (3 GHz) will have a 3 MHz bandwidth 
with an average power input of 1 watt. Increasing the bandwidth will increase 
the required microwave drive power considerably. Internal CW microwave modu- 
lation of low power semiconductor sources at low modulation percentage and 
narrow bandwidth has also been accomplished with milliwatts of microwave 
drive power. Successful development of wide-band microwave modulation of the 
opticsl carrier is required to make ranging by wide-band frequency excursion 
feasible. 
Microwave demodulation is less of a problem. Experimental photomulti- 
pliers have been built with response out to 4.5 GHz. One specific type per- 
forms optical detection, microwave mixing, and amplifying all in one device, 
thereby making it well suited for microwave modulated optical systems 
(reference 39 ). Other microwave response photodetectors are commercially 
available (traveling wave phototubes, semiconductors, photodiodes), but are 
not as sensitive to low level signals as photomultipliers. 
Another ranging system, known as the phase difference system, exploits 
the fact that the phase of the modulation signal at the transmitter differs 
from that of the reflected wave. The phase shift is directly proportional to 
time, and hence, to range. For example, a 5 MIIz signal impressed on a 
carrier changes 360~ in phase (one cycle) in 200 nanoseconds, equivalent to 
about 100 feet of range. Thus, when the reflected energy from a target at 
25 feet arrives at the receiver, the transmitter modulation frequency has 
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changed phase gO". Detection of this phase shift by any of the standard 
phase meastiement techniques provides a ready analog of target range. 
The advantage of phase difference systems is that highly accurate ranges 
are possible with narrow receiver bandwidths and at very short ranges without 
the difficulties of pulse overlap and determination of leading edges. Four 
inch accuracies have been achieved in the laboratory. The phase shift resolu- 
tion of the system determines the ultimate accuracy of the phase difference 
technique. A range resolution of l/3 foot is equivalent to phase shift resolu- 
tion of approximately lo at a modulation frequency of 5 MHz. Inaccuracies are 
introduced into the phase difference method by extended targets due to multi- 
ple path lengths from target to source since the return from each path length 
will have a slightly different phase at the modulation frequency. 
Although the phase difference method is suitable for unambiguous short 
range measurements, an additional technique must be incorporated to provide 
unambiguous long range information. Range ambiguity occurs every 100 feet in 
a 5 MHz phase difference system. A second modulation frequency or pulse 
ranging may be utilized to resolve these ambiguities. 
The modulation and demodulation component problems are less severe in the 
phase shift system because of the lower modulation frequency. Rowever, there 
are other problems, such as the sensitivity of the phase detector output to a 
large change in received power. Received power may vary over 40 db as range 
varies from a few hundred feet to zero. This change in power to the phase 
detector can be controlled by changing voltage on the photomultiplier dynodes 
as a function of range, but this introduces transit time errors. Limiting 
before the phase detector has helped the system performance to'some extent. 
ICW Systems.- Combination noncoherent systems, utilizing pulsed opera- 
tion in conjunction with coherent modulation, have some practical advantages 
for optical systems. In the previously described systems, there arose a 
wideband modulator component problem for the $74 system and an ambiguity 
problem for the phase difference system. Further, range is limited by CW 
capabilities of optical sources. A system which avoids these problems is 
one using pulse operation for ranging and microwave modulation for accurate 
range rate information. (see figure 64 ). Since the range rate information 
is supplied by the doppler shift of the microwave frequency, the pulse 
rate considerations need not take into account the problems of range differ- 
entiation. 
Special Characteristics of Noncoherent Optical Systems.- The use of RF 
and microwave systems on the noncoherent carrier is in general straight 
forward. However, there are a few special considerations which must be 
taken into account. 
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The noise considerations at optical frequencies are different from those 
at RF and have been emphasized in the literature (references 40 and 41 ). 
However, the use of noncoherent carrier and square law direct photodetection, 
as in a photomultiplier, leads to special noise considerations. Modulation of 
a noncoherent carrier can be treated as a modulation of a noise carrier. Won 
detection, the noise carrier components combine with the modulation signal to 
produce noise components. The resultant signal-to-noise ratio can be deter- 
mined from the relationship of carrier bandwidths to modulation frequency. 
There are two distinct cases: one in which the carrier bandwidth B. is 
greater than the modulation frequencies (the baseband condition), the other 
in which a microwave subcarrier frequency is utilized which is larger than the 
carrier bandwidth. 
The detailed results for a linear detector have been determined (refer- 
ence 42 ). The performance of a square law detector has been determined for 
the baseband case (reference 43 ). (See figure 65 .) The microwave sub- 
carrier case of square law detection should yield results comparable to those 
of the linear detector case. 
When considering the noncoherent GaAs semiconductor, any microwave modula- 
tion can be considered to be still in the baseband region, since the spectral 
width of GaAs is several hundred Angstroms. As noted from the curves, it is 
advantageous to operate with the noise carrier bandwidth much greater than the 
information bandwidth. This result can be seen by considering on-off modula- 
tion of the noise carrier. If the pulses are long compared to the envelope 
fluctuations of the carrier, the post-detection bandwidth can better discrimi- 
nate against the fluctuations. From the curves, considering semi-conductor 
noncoherent sources, very little signal-to-noise reduction occurs because the 
signal bandwidth/carrier bandwidth ratio is much less than 0.01. 
Another characteristic of noncoherent optical systems is that the path 
length difference to the receiver between parts of the target that intercept 
the beam must be of the order of or less than the highest modulation wave- 
length if degradation of the detected modulation signal is to be avoided. 
The energy reflected will be at slightly different times. The energy 
reflected from different parts of the target will have slightly different 
phases of the modulation frequency. Because of the small optical wavelength 
and noncoherent source, the target can be considered to consist of many essen- 
tially independent point sources, each one optically uncorrelated with any 
other. At the detector, these will be seen, not as a function of the 
instantaneous field intensities, but as a function of the instantaneous power 
from each source. The result (shown in figure 66 ) is a decrease in the 
detected modulation frequency amplitude relative to the total detected power. 
No significant reduction occurs until the path length difference becomes 
approximately equal to the modulation frequency wavelength, as most of the 
received energy path length differences will still be considerably less than 
the maximum path length difference of the received energy. 
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The path length difference can become significant if the target is 
approached at small angles to the target surface. By keeping the beamwidth 
narrow, the path length difference effect can be substantially controlled. 
However, this may pose tracking problems at long ranges. In ICW systems 
discussed previously, where microwave modulation for accurate range rate is 
used only at short ranges, this problem is less serious. A 1 milliradian beam 
at 100 meters covers approximately a .l meter length which is approximately 
the S-band wavelength. The path length difference will be smaller than .l 
meter. Tumbling of the target vehicle may be indicated by sudden decreases 
in the signal level as the intercept angle becomes very oblique. 
Specific comparison with RF systems for weight, size, and power require- 
ments would require a detailed theoretical and experimental design study of 
the optical system, taking into account expected improvements in the state- 
of-the-art as well as present achievements. A preliminary design utilizing 
the ICW concept of pulsed and S-band microwave modulation results in a 
system having the following characteristics: 
Modulation.- Interrupted CW; pulse mode for range and range rate down to 
300 feet; interrupted 3 GRz subcarrier doppler used for range rate down to 
zero range; pulse ranging during interruptions. 
Transmitter.- Gallium Arsenide light emitter - noncoherent CW operation 
at 40 rmlliwatts;with modulation frequency tracking loop in receiver, only 
4 milliwatts. Pulse output is 2 watts. 
Receiver.- Direct photodetection with subcarrier mixing in CW mode. 
0 to 
from 
Passive cooperative range.- By means of a 1 foot2 corner reflector array - 
15 nautical miles; accuracy - 3 inches. 
Noncooperative range.- 0 to 4000 feet, accuracy 3 to 6 inches. 
Range-Rate Accuracy.- To 100 meters by range differentiation, +l fps; 
100 meters to zero, +.25 fps with continuous flow of informat& to - 
derive real time acceleration. 
Antenna.- Two 4 inch diameter optical lenses or reflectors. 
Weight.- Approximately 12 pounds. 
Size. - Approximately 700 cubic inches. 
Power Requirements.- Approximately 15 watts. 
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The system specifications are based on present developmental and experi- 
mental components. Substantial improvements in modulation efficiency, light 
source conversion efficiencies, and quantum efficiencies of photomultipliers 
would improve the over-all system. On the other hand, although the components 
included have been built as separate items, some developmental improvements 
or modifications have been assumed. One example is that a commercially 
available X-band microwave modulator weighs l-l/8 pounds, has 8s modulation 
index, and has an average power input of 1 watt. 
modulation weighs 7-l/2 pounds. 
An S-band model with 15% 
Interpolation to an improved S-band model 
with lO$ modulation index, weight of 2 pounds, and l/2 watt average power 
input has been made. The present S-band model has a bandwidth of 3 MHz, 
whereas in this application a much smaller bandwidth can be utilized. 
Because of the rapid development of electro-optical components, assump- 
tions about significant expected improvements may be considerably in error in 
either direction. Significant improvements can occur in optical sources, 
modtiators, and detectors. Presently, Gallium Arsenide can lase in the 
pulse mode at room temperature. Substantial improvement in signal-to-noise 
ratio can occur because of better background discrimination due to narrower 
spectral width of the source in the lasing mode (although it may still be 
treated as a noncoherent carrier). Improvement of laser capability for 
docking applications at room temperature can take the following paths: 
a. A semiconductor CW lasing capability to give better signal-to-noise 
ratio, easier collimation of beam. 
b. A solid state laser capability such as YAG, 1 watt CW, with @ efficiency 
may require no external cooling system and greatly extend CW and ICW 
systems range. 
Modulator improvements may take many forms since many different techniques 
are being researched at present. On method of putting a cooled GaAs laser in 
the RF cavity has achieved 25% modulation at X-band, with but 50 milliwatts 
of drive power (reference 44). A great deal of the modulation work involves 
development of better electro-optic crystals. Significant detector improve- 
ments can occur by achievement of better quantum efficiency in the near IR 
for photomultipliers, or by development of semiconductor detectors (which do 
have high quantum efficiencies) which can compete in sensitivity with photo- 
multipliers. 
An improvement in one area can mean significant over-all system improve- 
ments. As an example, with a highly efficient 1 watt CW source, the modula- 
tion percentage requirements are less, which decreases the power requirements 
of the microwave modulator. 
The interrupted phase difference system can be smaller and lighter at 
present than the microwave modulation ICW system because it requires neither 
an optical microwave modulator, demodulator, nor the microwave drive source. 
The CW power requirements are reduced due to the higher modulation index. 
The system can operate in the pulse mode for range and range rate until 
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100 meters is reached. At this point, phase differences of the 5 MHz sub- 
carrier can be used with brief interruptions for coarse ranging to avoid 
ambiguities. The major disadvantage of this technique is that range and 
range rate measurements are not independent, resulting in a restriction on 
real time measurement of range rate and changes in range rate. The weight 
can be reduced to perhaps six pounds and the size to 400 cubic inches. 
The relative complexities and weights of optical radar systems for 
docking are indicated in figures 67 through 76. These figures are based 
on the present capabilities of lasers and optical components and thus are 
subject to sudden change. Development, for example, of a highly coherent, 
efficient, spatially pure laser that is small in size would reduce the 
complexity of a pulse doppler system (G) considerably. An easily tunable 
coherent laser would enable the complexity of (A) to be substantially 
reduced. A significant improvement in modulators would reduce the weight 
of (F) to approach that of (E). This last consideration may be emphasized, 
since the complexity of (F) is least when considering the docking requirements. 
Its excess weight over that of (E) and (B) is due mainly to the optical modu- 
lator weight and the weight of the required drive source. 
Conclusion 
In the docking operation, lightweight noncoherent optical systems can 
be successfully utilized in a noncooperative mode. For ranges much greater 
than a few thousand feet, either some cooperative mode, through use of a 
corner reflector array or more complex active optical system of much greater 
size and weight, is required. The choice of modulation to apply to the non- 
coherent carrier is primarily governed by the analysis of the various methods 
at RF, although there are a few important special considerations when using 
the noncoherent system. 
Comparison of optical systems is subject to error because of the rapid 
change in the state-of-the-art of electro-optical components. Reasonable 
extrapolation of present state-of-the-art indicates two forms of ICW non- 
coherent carrier systems to be most suitable until smaller, more efficient 
coherent sources of high spectral purity are available. 
Advantages and disadvantages with respect to RF systems are noted, 
Comparison with RF systems is subject to the uncertainties of comparing 
proven operational techniques with unproven concepts utilizing unproven 
components. 
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FIGURE 67 - COMPARISON OF RELATIVE SYSTEM WEIGHTS FOR VARIOUS 
OPTICAL RADAR SYSTEMS 
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Nl3C.m TECHNIQUES 
Employing nuclear techniques for measuring range and range rate between 
two spacecraft immediately implies that the mission is classed cooperative. 
The degree of cooperation is nominal, however, in that it is required only that 
one of the docking participants have a radioactive source, and the other parti- 
cipant have the proper means of measuring the radiation, coupled with a know- 
ledge of the source characteristics. 
A direct measurement of range can be accomplished by employing one or more 
strategically placed radiation detectors to ascertain the amount of radiation 
being intercepted at that particular range. The velocity function will then be 
the time derivative of the measured range function. 
A direct measurement of range rate is provided by proper utilization of 
the Mossbauer effect. 
Nuclear Techniques for Range Measurements 
When an isotropically emanating radioactive source is separated from a 
detector by a range, R, the radioactivity received by the detector is: 
AI .pR 
IA = dL-, 
47rR2 
(274 > 
where IAis the average counts/set noted by the detector 
1,is the average counts/set emitted by the source 
p is the absorption coefficient for the medium 
A is the surface area of the detector 
If the medium is free space and the detector efficiency is 77 , the average 
number of detected counts at range, R is: 
?A I, 
'A = 
(275 > 
4nR2 
> 
where p for free space is zero. 
Equation275is the basis from which the range measurement by the use of nuclear 
techniques is performed. 
Statistics of Radioactive Decay. - The phenomenon of radioactive decay 
follows the binomial distribution law (reference 45 ). Then the probability, 
P(m),of observing exactly m disintegrations in time A t is: 
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No! 
P(m)= (No-m)!m! 
pm(l-p)No-m , (276) 
where p is the probability an atom will disintegrate in time, At , 
No is the total number of original atoms. 
If No is large and the observation time, At, is very small compared to the 
source material half-life, the binomial distribution law can be approximated 
by the Poisson distribution. Equation 276then becomes: 
Mm+ 
P(m) = ,r 9 (277 > 
where p of Equation << 1. 
M is the expected average number of atoms disintegrating in time, At. 
For large M, the Poisson distribution is symmetrical for values of m not far 
from the mean value M,and the Gaussian distribution may be used, i.e.: 
(m-M)2 -. - 
P(m)= 4imM e 2~ . (278) 
Since the docking application will require sources large in M to measure range 
out to several hundred feet, the approximation of equation278wil.l suffice. 
If M is the average expected disintegrations in time, At, the average 
disintegration rate will be: 
IA=%. (279 > 
From equation278it is seen that the standard deviation in m total number of 
counts is: 
u,=m. (280 > 
Similarly, the standard deviation in the count rate will be: 
Accuracy of the Range Measurement. - Prom equation 275: 
R2 = y 
I AI, 
where K = _ . 
IA 477 
And the incremental change in R for a like change in IA is: 
(281) 
(282 > 
-K 
dR = - dIA . 
FRIAR (283) 
Therefore the standard deviation of the range is approximately: 
K 
OR= - 
2RIA2 O‘IA l 
Using equations 281and 282 , equation 284 becomes: 
By equation 275 it is noted that: 
+I, 
IA= 
477R2 
(284 1 
(285 > 
(286) 
W?) 
Substituting this value into equation 287 yields: 
R2 
OR = 
2JXG' 
Dividing through by R2 yields 
aR 1 -= 
R2 2dXt' 
With a detector face area and 
K becomes approximately 
uR 50 
R2 = &Tt ’ 
where, as defined previously, 
the source. 
@W 
the function: 
(289) 
eff&ciency of 2.5 x 10-j ft2 and 50$ respectively, 
10' and equation 289 is: 
(290) 
I, is the average counts/set actually leaving 
Equation 290 is plotted in figure 71 and shows the standard deviation of the 
range measurement as a function of source emission rate and sample time. 
Source Size Requirements for A Specified Source. - In general, any number 
of the radioactive materials known could be used as the source in the range 
measurement. However, if an additional independent range-rate measurement is 
to be made from the Mossbauer effect of the next section, a logical source 
selection would be one which is compatible with both the ranging technique and 
the range-rate technique. As is hewn in the next section, a good source for 
the range-rate measurement is Sn 119. The following is an example of the size 
requirements placed on Sn '19 by the range measurement technique for specified 
accuracy and sample time. 
14-O 
R2 
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FIGURE 71 - NORMALIZED NUCLEAR RANGING ACCURACY 
From equation 290 , 
sample time of 10-l 
a range standard deviation of 1 ft at 100 ft with a 
set requires the average emitted source count rate to be: 
1, = 2.5 c 1012 l 
As is shown in equation 323 of the next section, the relationship between source 
size, IO, in curies and Ie for Snug is: 
1, 
ICI = 9 (293 1 
8.44 x 108 
so that the required curie size for the source is: 
2.5 x 1012 
I, = = 2960 curies . 
a.44 x 108 
Shielding. - Figure 72 shows that a 1000 curie source of Snug can be 
shielded to a safe handling level by using only 0.2 cm of steel. Then, for the 
low energy emission sources such as Sn l@, shielding presents no problem. 
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FIGURE 72 - SHIELDING CURVE 
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However, the man in the chasecraft is exposed to the radioactive source during 
the range measurements. A method for his protection must be provided. 
Conclusion. - The entire idea of the nuclear measurement of range is based 
on the premise that the source characteristics can be accurately estimated at 
the time of the docking maneuver. The characteristics include the average 
count rate being emitted by the source at the time of the docking maneuver and 
the degree to which the source radiation is emanated isotropica.lly. 
The first of these characteristics is predictable to a high degree of 
accuracy from the half-life equation of the source. The second of these two 
characteristics is important in that, if the radiation emanated into free 
space is collimated to any degree, the collimation will change the radiation 
intensity range dependence of equation 275 . Slight collimation would then 
have to be accounted for in deducing the range from the average count rate de- 
tected. For low energy level emissions, such as from S&g, the isotropic pro- 
perty is easily obtained. 
A constant to be subtracted out during the ranging maneuver is the 
radiation background count. A calibration sequence is required at the 
beginning of the ranging measurements to establish the average background 
count. Wide variations from this average occurring during a range measurement 
time, At,- will of course degrade the measurement accuracy. This ranging tech- 
nique will, therefore, perform more satisfactorily in a quiet region of space. 
Utilizing The Mossbauer Effect as a Range-Rate Sensor 
Introduction. - Excited nuclei of certain radioactive isotopes emit gamma 
rays of extremely narrow frequency linewidths when decaying from their high 
energy levels to the ground state. If the nuclear emissions are recoilless 
(Mossbauer) and are allowed to fall on unexcited atoms in a sample of like 
material, the gamma radiation wili be blocked from passing through. This 
blockage is due to the nuclei of the "absorber" capturing the incoming gamma 
ray energy by rising to an excited state. The absorber nuclei have a very 
short lifetime in this new state before decaying to the stable ground level by 
re-emitting the energy in a direction transverse to that of the original. The 
blockage of the direct radiation is not complete, but the decrease is detect- 
able and indicates a resonant condition existing between the source and absorb- 
er. If a differential velocity exists between the source and absorber, the 
resonant condition is broken or degraded by doppler shift. This loss of reson- 
ance is characterized by an increase in direct radiation counts and a decrease 
in transverse radiation counts. 
Because the resonant condition between source and absorber is inherently 
sensitive to a relative velocity between the two, the possibility of using the 
scheme as a velocity sensor is obvious. The following delves into the para- 
meters, problems and systems associated with using the Mossbauer effect as a 
range-rate sensor for the docking maneuver. 
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The ratio of center frequency to band 33 
dth for Mossbauer gamma ray emis- . 
sions yields effective Q's ranging from 10 to 1015. At the frequencies of 
the emissions, this yields radiation spectral linewidths, in terms of doppler 
shift, of 0.05 ft/sec and less. In general the docking maneuver will not re- 
quire the detection of such small velocities, and, as a result, the ability to 
track the degree of resonance will not be necessary. 
If the relative velocity between the two craft can be compensated for at 
the absorber so that only the presence or absence of resonance is detected, 
then the velocity can be predicted to within one resonant linewidth with cor- 
rect threshold adjustment. This yields accuracies of 0.05 ft/sec or better 
and reduces problems in the detecting and sampling system when velocities vary 
significantly. Should the requirement for measuring slow velocities be im- 
posed, a two mode system is recommended. 
Source Considerations for Pure Range-Rate Measurements. - From the stand- 
point of pure velocity sensing utilizing the Mossbauer effect, the ideal source 
is one which decays through the process of emitting only gamma rays at the 
resonant energy level. Most practical Mossbauer sources, however, emit both 
non-resonant gamma rays and other radiation (some due to seoondary emission of 
the shielding that will degrade the S/N ratio when used in a system. The two 
materials 1 (Sm 51 and Snllg) used here to evaluate the potential of a Mossbauer 
system demonstrate extremely good radiation purity as is shown later. 
For space docking missions, the half-life requirements on the source can 
easily vary from several days to several years depending on the goal that the 
docking maneuver will achieve. For the orbital assembly mission, the half-life 
requirement might be only a few days. But for the case of communications satel- 
lite repair, it would be comparable to the intended life span of the satellite-- 
perhaps 5 years. The requirement on half-life helps determine the material 
selected as the source, and indirectly determines the efficiency of operation, 
complexity of equipment and, to some extent, the method of detection. 
At present time, the best detector is the scintillation counter. Its 
levels of operation are fran 20 kev to 100 kev, with efficiency approaching 
lOO$ at 100 kev. Then, the source resonant energy level should be in the inter- 
val compatible with the counter operating efficiency. 
The problem of shielding must be considered in source selection. The high- 
er the energy level and the more ccmplex the decay scheme of the source, the 
greater the amount of shielding that is required. In space applications the 
weight problem is crucial. Shield weight, therefore, plays an important role 
in source determination. 
Development of the Radiation-Range Equation. - For a source size I,, in 
curies, the number of disintegrations/set is: 
E = 3.7 x lOlO I 0’ 
If the decay scheme of the source material is such that only a percentage of 
the disintegrations are decays from the Mossbauer energy level, then the 
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maximum number of Mossbauer disintegrations/set is given by: 
Em = 3.7m x lOlo I, where m is in % x10s2 (296) 
The quantity, EIz,, is not the number of ganzza rays emitted at the Mossbauer 
resonant energy level, however, for all of the nuclear emissions are not re- 
coilless. The major parameter governing the number of recoilless emissions is 
tqrature, as is displayed in figure 73. As temperature is lowered, the 
atoms are effectively locked tighter in the lattice and the percent of recoil- 
less decays is increased. Figure 73 shows this source property for several 
isotopes and indicates the importance of this 
(ref:45). For instance, the parent nuclei 8 
roperty y8source selection 
(Tal 2) of W displays virtually 
zero recoilless emissions at room temperature and only about 25% of the total 
are Mossbauer at absolute zero. As a source, then, Ta 182 is not promising. 
The number of recoilless decays occurring per second in the source is 
then: 
E,=fR, 9 (297) 
from equation 296, where f is the temperature parameter in %x10-2. 
Thus: 
Eo=3.7mfx101010 ; m<l;f<l. (298) 
The final number of Mossbauer gamrwt rays/set emitted from a source is 
decreased further from the value of equation 298by an internal loss factor, . 
This factor exists because the energy emitted by the nucleus can be captured 
by any of its orbiting electrons. Thus, the available Mossbauer radiation from 
a source is: 
E,= 
3.7mf x lOlo I, . 
@99) 
l+a 
Since the operating medium will be free space, the decrease in radiation with 
range will be a function of l/R2 only. 
ft2 area at range R is: 
The radiation-range equation for a 1 
%r = 
3.7mf x lOlo I, 
2 l 
(300) 
(1 + a) 4aR 
Absorber Considerations. - The absorber must also be optimized to yield 
the best performance on resonance. The quantity of interest in the absorber is 
its effective thickness, T, 
Imere: f' = the fraction of recoilless'captures of the total captures, 
n = the number of atoms/cc, 
a = the fractional abundance of resonantly absorbing atoms/cc, 
00 = the absorption cross-section at resonance, 
t = thickness of absorber. 
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FIGURE 73 - TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF RECOILLESS EMISSION 
The effective thickness, T, which is the fraction of the direct radiation ab- 
sorbed without recoil on resonance, is adjusted to lie in the interval of 0.1 
to 0.8, i.e., on resonance from lO$ to 80s of the direct radiation will be 
absorbed. 
As was stated earlier, radiation absorbed by nuclei on resonance is 
re-emitted in the transverse direction. However, because of the absorber 
internal losses only l/(1 + a) of the re-emissions ever leave the absorber 
material. This is still an increase, however, in transverse counts over that 
during the off-resonance condition. 
Mossbauer Resonance Detection. - The detection scheme will consist of two 
counters positioned about the absorber such that one counter registers the 
direct radiation and the second the transverse scattering and re-radiation. 
Resonance will exist when the ratio of the direct to transverse counts is less 
than an established threshold; i.e.: 
ID 
- < XT where XT is the threshold value. 
IT 
(302) 
The threshold value, XT, should be chosen such that there is small probability 
of giving a false resonant indication when in an off-resonant condition and a 
high probability of detecting the resonant condition when it exists. Since the 
number of disintegrations from the source in time At is a probability function, 
a given number of counts must be detected before the ratio of direct to trans- 
verse counts can be determined within the set probability for resonant or non- 
resonant detection. Since it is known that the direct count rate will be much 
higher than the transverse, the standard deviation of ID/IT will depend pri- 
lParily on the standard deviation of the transverse intensity count, or: 
1 
(303') 
where nT L the number of transverse counts. 
If the threshold value is chosen to be 3 standard deviations below the 
mean off-resonance ratio value, and if the resonant ratio is required to drop 
two standard deviations below the threshold value (reference,figure 74), then 
from equation 303: 5 
Mossbauer effect = 
The Mossbauer effect is defined as: 
. 
(304) 
(305) 
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FIGURE 74 - MOSSBAUER RESONANT DETECTION CRITERIA 
If: 
(‘DIR (IT& 
pD = (I& 
'T -'D tie Moesbauer effect becomes d and equation305is: 
PT 
pT-pD 5 
PT d% 
. 
(3W 
(307) 
solving for nT: 
25 
nT = 
PT-pD\ l .2 
(308) 
PT I 
EquaQion 308 represents the number of transverse counts required to make a 
veloc?ty sample with the probability of a false resonance indication of O.Ol$ 
and the probability of not detecting a resonance indication of O.&$l. 
Equation308, then, show6 the importance of the, degree of the Mossbauer 
effect.in detecting the resonant condition. If the absorber blockage of direct 
radiation on resonance lies in the interval of from l@ to 80$, then: 
.l-<PDL.8 l 
Figure 75 shows the dependence of the required number of transverse 
counts on both the degree of direct Mossbauer effect, Pp, and the degree of 
the transverse Mossbauer effect, FT. The family of curves is for 1.1-L PT 11.5. 
The Rotating Wheel Detection System. - The rotating wheel of figure 76 
possesses the geometry to compensate for the differential velocity, for each 
point on the periphery of the wheel possesses a different magnitude of velocity 
component parallel to the incoming radiation (the incoming radiation is assumed 
to travel in parallel paths). However, if a detector Is to be placed inside 
the wheel to detect the portion of the periphery that is In resonance, the line- 
width of the circumference of the wheel in resonance must be sufficiently large 
to allow a practical detector to work. Consider the example where the maximum 
differential velocity to be measured is 5 ft/sec. Let the radius of the wheel 
be 1.5 ft and the angular velocity be 10 rad/sec. Then the velocity components 
parallel to the incoming radiation are: 
v=rosin8 , (309) 
where 8 is the angle as defined in figure 75 . 
If the width of the detector is to cover the part of the periphery of the wheel 
which possesses the resonant velocity within l/2 linewidth, P, the allowable 
change in 0 is: 
112 r = COCOS 8 A e . (310 > 
The angle, 8, at which a 5 ft/sec velocity component exists is from equation 309: 
8 = sin-l 
5 
= 19.5O l 
1.5 x 10 
And if P is 0.05 ft/sec, the allowable change in 8 is: 
2.5 x 1O-2 
A8=? 
15x.333 = 
f 0.5 x 10B2 rad , 
(3111 
(312) 
)A6)=2A6=1x10-2rad l (313 1 
The projected length, L, that represents the detector width is then: 
L = ,K 1 A81 (1.5)(1 x 10-2) -= Y 
cos 8 0.943 
(314 > 
L = 1.59 x 10-l ft= 0.486 cm . (315) 
Since the resonant linewidth will increase with decreasing angle, 8, the L of 
0.486 cm represents the leer limit on width of detector. 
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FIGURE 75 - NUMBER OF TRANSVERSE COUNTS REQUIRED AS A FUNCTION 
OF THE DEGREE OF MOSSBAUER EFFECT 
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FIGURE 76 - ROTATING WHEEL VELOCITY DETECTOR 
The general system utilizing the rotating wheel is shown in figure 77 . 
Since the time required to take a velocity sample is dependent on the transverse 
count rate, the transverse counter monitor will issue the c amnand ratio signal 
when the required number, IQ, of transverse counts has been reached. The out- 
put of the Ratio and Resonance Iogics circuits till be the range-rate informa- 
tion. The Iogics circuits will also supply this information to the drive sys- 
tem. It is visualized that when deceleration is experienced due to the chase 
vehicle's thrusters, the computer on board will supply the predicted AV to the 
velocity compensation drive system. The drive system will act accordingly and 
the search for the true AV will begin and continue until lock-on. InitLaUy, 
the velocity compensation drive siw1 will use the velocity indication of the 
range-rate system to lock on to resonance. 
The major disadvantage of this system is the time required to search and 
lock-on to a new velocity. If the initial velocity and the AV occurring later 
are known to the accuracy of 5.1 ft/sec, then a possible four samples would be 
required to establish resonance. Added to this would be the time required to 
move the detectors to the next velocity possibility. A search mode would have 
to be developed to use this method. One solution would be to use three (6 
counting the transverse detectors) detectors ; one positioned at the expected 
velocity, one below and the third above. This would shorten the acquisition 
period to an acceptable value. The system would now track the resonant velocity 
by keeping the middle detector locked on to resonance. Small velocity incre- 
ments could be tracked by checking the shift of resonance from detector to 
detector. 'Ihe system as shown would be complicated both in the fact that three 
channels are now required and in the fact that since the periphery resonant 
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FIGURE 77 - RANGE-RATE DETECTION SYSTEM USING THE ROTATING WHEEL 
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linewidth changes on the wheel with velocity, the positioning and centering of 
the detectors will be a function of velocity. 
Other Velocity Compensating Schemes. - Another method of compensating for 
existing differential velocities between chase and target vehicles is to move 
or vibrate the absorber In a zero net displacement In front of the detector. 
However, because of the small look-time per cycle for a suspected resonant 
velocity, the source size would have to be much greater than that for the 
resonant wheel at the same range and for the same frequency of range-rate read- 
outs. 
A system, perhaps more in contention with the rotary wheel than that just 
mentioned, is the slanted belt drive system shown in figure 78 . Instead of 
moving the detectors, the belt speed is accurately controlled with a dither 
modulation speed on the base speed. Again three channels are used with time 
sharing of the dither cycle for each detector, i.e. for above, and on, and be- 
low the suspected resonant velocity; Since the dither velocity interval is 
small and the detector face area can be easily increased, this system is com- 
petitive with the rotary wheel scheme. The choice narrows down to the selec- 
tion between variable and accwate speed control and variable and accurate 
detector placement. 
RADIATION 
FIGURE 78 - SLANTED BELT VELOCITY DETECTOR 
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Source Size Estimates. - The basis for making source size estimates have 
been laid in the foregoing pages. As was noted, the parameters involved in the 
estimates are quite nmrous and no one can be singled out as the limiter. All 
must be considered for the system to operate. 
For the estimates herewith, assume that the -mum operating range is R 
ft. The frequency of the readouts of range-rate will be solely a function of 
the count rate at the transverse counter, but let it be stipulated that at the 
mrrximum range of R ft, the transverse detector will receive enough counts in 
the on-resonant condition to yield a range-rate indication every 0.5 sec. The 
degree of the Mossbauer effect will be taken as before, i.e. 0.15 PI) s0.8; 
1.1 5 F+JJ Il.5. ~1$-5l and an isomer of Sn ll9 will be considered as sources. 
Both exhibit good purity in their decay schemes, i.e. 98.45 of SI&'~ is possible 
Mossbauer radiation and lOC$ of Sn l-19 is possible Mossbauer radiation. The 
internal loss factor, a , is 30 and 7.3 for Sml51 and Sn119 respectively, so 
that the maximum percentage of Mossbauer radiation that can leave the sources 
are: 
%S,151= 98.4=3.17% 9 
1+ 30 
(316) 
7s 119 100 On = - = 12% . l+ 7.3 (317) 
The temperature will be taken as O°C so that the "f" factors from fYgure 73 are: 
f = 0.53 s,151 , (318) 
f = 0.19 sn119 l 
(319) 
Then from equation 299the available Mossbauer radiation from these sources is: 
E, = (3.7 x lOlo IJ(3.17 x lo-2)(5.3 x 10-l) 7 (320) 
E,= 6.21 x lo8 I, for S,151 ' (321) 
E, = (3.7 x lOlo IO) (1.2 x lo-l)(1.9 x 10-l) ' (322) 
E, = 8.44 x lo8 I, for Sn 119 . (323) 
And the radiation-range equation (equation 3CC)for each is: 
4.95 x 107 I, 
Ear = 
R2 
for 5,151 ' 
6.71 x lo7 I, 
%r = 
R2 
forSn119 l (325) 
The energy level of emissions of these two sources is approximately 23 kev. Be- 
cause of this, detector efficiency will be taken as 56. The transverse detector 
will be assumed to cover 3O$ of the total transverse spatial coverage. 
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Since PD of the direct radiation is absorbed, and i&J is re-emitted, and 
the transverse counter covers on 3% of the total area with only 5O$ efficiency, 
the number of counts, Ia, required to strike the absorber are: 
'D', 
--- X 0.3 X 0.5 = IIT ? 
l+a 
t1 + a) “T 
I, = 
0.15PD l (327) 
With the aid of figure 75 , equation 327is 
S&9 over the range defined for PD and Py. 
plotted in figure 79 for Sm 151 and 
Figure 79 demonstrates that for a 
given value of transverse Mossbauer effect thereis an optimum value of PD, the 
direct Mossbauer effect, that yields the lowest possible number of counts re- 
quired at the absorber. At this optimum value, the transverse count, LUJ, re- 
quired by the probability law does not have its lowest value for the particular 
PT in question. 
At the maximum range, Rmaxr a range-rate readout is required every 0.5 sec. 
and the number of counts hitting the absorber will be twice that per second 
given in figure 79. The source size required to produce this count rate is 
given by equations%%and325with modification to adjust the fact that the ab- 
sorber dimensions are less than 1 ft2 (see equation274). The rotating wheel 
method had a resonant linewidth of about l/5 inch. 
surface area will be 0.83 x 10'2 ft2. 
If it is 6 inches wide, its 
With this modification, equations j&and 
325 become: 
E,r = 
4.13 x 105 I, 
R2 
for S,151 ' (328) 
5.59 x 105 I, 
E,r= 
R2 
for S,llg ' 
where Ear = number of counts/set at the absorber 
IO = source size in curies. 
Equations 328and329are plotted in figure 80for the optimum values of PD demon- 
strated in figure 79 . The curves show that S&9 is the better of the two 
choices. The degree of the transverse Mossbauer effect is also seen, but its 
significance isn't pronounced as long as it stays in the range demonstrated 
here. For example, a PT of 1.005 i s expected to greatly increase the source 
size for the same range interval and 0.5 second range-rate read out requirement. 
Figure 81 shows the increase in source size required if the value of PD is 
not the optimum shown in figure 80. The curves are for a constant PT of 1.1. 
As is shown, the difference in source required for PD = 0.1 and PD = 0.7 is not 
drastic. A greater difference would be seen were PJJ to be 1.3 or 1.5, as can 
be inferred from figure . 
Shield Requirements. - The shield requirements for both sources considered 
are quite small. This is due to the fact that the sources have low energy 
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levels (22-24 kev) and emit almost lOO$ gamma rays. Figure 72 shows shielding 
curves that are applicable for both. The curves indicate that a 1000 curie 
source can be shielded by 0.1 cm shield of stamess steel and appear as a 
source of approximately 0.4 mc, This indicatesthata 300 curie source is 
almost completely masked with the same shield. Hence shielding presents no 
problem in this case. For inaeed, the structure designed to hold the source 
will require greater thickness than the shield requirements. 
Problem Areas Requiring Dsvelopanent.-Resonant absorption is well known and 
has been demonstrated in the laboratory. It is presently being applied by 
different researchers throughout the world to prove or disprove, through exper- 
iments some aspects of Einstein's relativity theory. The only factor that needs 
investigation in this area is the order of resonant shift due to a difference 
in temperature between source and absorber. If temperature differences have to 
be held to l°C or less, as seems to be the indication, this would greatly comp- 
licate the range-rate system. 
The range-rate application of the resonant condition requires much develop- 
ment. To date, no system is aown that has tracked the resonant dip by direct 
to transverse count ratioing. In fact, not much has been done to establish in 
the laboratory the true magnitude of the transverse count that can be expected. 
Should experimentation prove this to be a problem, the transverse system can be 
altered to detect conversion electrons. These are loosely bound electrons in 
the absorber that are freed upon collision with the mingzing gamma rays. The 
a 
percentage of conversion electroPls is -if the binding energy is exceeded. 
1 +a 
Transverse effect, along with optimum angular placement, is thus one of the most 
important first developments that should be undertaken. 
Methods of absorber velocity compensation should be investigated and the 
more pro&sing ones demonstrated. For the particular application to spacecraft 
docking, system speed of response to changes in velocity should be one of the 
major areas of concentration. Elimination of the need of AV information from 
the chase vehicle's computer would relieve some restrictions on the docking 
mission by allowing both vehicles maneuverability. 
And finally, the configuration for the source and absorber must be designed 
to protect any men that might be in the loop. As range closes the radiation 
intensity will increase and unnecessary exposure to the astronauts must be 
avoided. 
Conclusion.-A general system for range-rate measure=& using the Mossbauer 
Yfect has been presented. Sources that are applicable to the docking mission 
;re presently In existence and their required size in the range interval needed 
-as been demonstrated to be moderate. A more defLnitive and detailed system is 
xot possible at this time without some laboratory investigation and develmnt. 
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The selection of angle measurement techniques for use in a particular 
spacecraft requires knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of many 
sensors. As discussed in an earlier section, nieasurements of three types 
of angles are required: 
(a) The line of sight (LOS) angles from the chasecraft to the target, 
(b) The target orientation angles with respect to the LOS, 
(c) The relative roll angle. 
Measurement of target orientation angles can be made in the target 
spacecraft, using the same techniques used by the chasecraft to measure Ix)S 
angles, and relayed to the chasecraft via data link. Two alternate co- 
operative approaches are presented in which all of the data is derived 
directly in the chasecraft. Noncooperative measurements are further com- 
plicated by the lack of target attitude definition. Although analysis of 
each of the many variations of these techniques is beyond the scope of this 
study, those which appear to have most promise for docking application are 
investigated. Figure 82 shows the approximate accuracies which can be 
achieved by each of these techniques. 
IL)S IZTERMINATIONBYAMPLITUDE TFCHNIQUES 
Determination of LOS by comparing the amplitude of the signal in two 
squinted beams is a classical approach. The sum-difference monopulse radar 
yields very accurate tracking data and has several advantages over other 
approaches. Sequential lobing and conical scan techniques are competitive 
for most applications but are subject to errors due to the amplitude noise 
and scintillation. The biconical horn antenna, which is potentially applica- 
ble to the docking problem, is also discussed in this section. 
Sum-Difference Amplitude Monopulse 
The sum-difference amplitude monopulse utilizes two squinted antenna 
beams to detect the angle of arrival of the return signal from a target. A 
block diagram of the amplitude monopulse system for angle detection in one 
plane (i.e. azimuth or elevation) is shown in figure 83. 
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The comparator takes the received signals from antennas A & B and forms the 
sum and difference of these signals. The two channels are thenmixed and 
amplified. The difference channel has a phase of 0 orn , with respect to 
the sum channel, dependent on the relative magnitudes of the signals re- 
ceived by antennas A & B. To insure linear operation in the phase detector 
(reference 47): 
G(A+B)>>jA-BI. 
The output of the linear phase detector is then the envelope of the IF but 
with sense, i.e. 
A-B=+ IA.--~1, (331) 
The sum channel is also envelope detected and the two channels fed into a 
normalizer which forms the ratio containing the angle information: 
(332) 
In most cases, the antenna system consists of dual horns, or a dish with 
dual feeds, offset t0 produce patterns that are symmetrical and squinted off 
boresight by some angle 0s. Optimizing the cross-over of the two patterns on 
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boresight for linear angle output information yields the cross-over to be 
the 3 db points in the antenna patterns. 
For the noncooperative case, a transmitter feeds the separate antennas 
in phase producing a sum pattern for illuminating the,target. 
FU?Phase - An rf-phase unbalance in the comparator or prior to the 
comparator results in a degradation of system sensitivity. The system sum- 
difference output ratio signal for an angle of arrival Ql with an rf-phase 
unbalance,a , is given by: 
(P[ullcosa -P[-u~l)~ + (P[ul] sina) 
2 % 
1 ed 1 =A 8 = 81 (P[ull cosa + P[-u,~)~ +(P[ull sina) I ' \ 
where P[? u1 1 are the antenna difference patterns, and: 
nd 
u1 =x sine1 l 
On boresight where P[+O]= P[-0] this becomes: 
(333) 
(334) 
1 ed 1 J 1 -COSa 
*=0= l+cosa l (335) 
Cohen snd Steinmetz (reference 46) express the effect of rf-phase shift by the 
change of rniU depth on boresight. Null depth is defined as the ratio of the 
difference channel signal to the 13E1~;Lmnxm level in the difference pattern. 
figure 84 shows null depth as a Function of rf-phase shift for antenna 
patterns arising from a cosine aperture distribution. 
RF phase shifts also produce second order effects in the phase detector. 
With no phase unbalance, the phase detector output is either O” (A>B) or 
180' (A<B) with rapid phase shift (theoretically of infinite slope) on bore- 
sight. With a phase unbalance, however, the output of the phase detector 
can assume any value between 0' and 180O, though phase reversal (90°) always 
occurs on boresight. The shape of this curve is demonstrated in figure85 
for+= 5, 8, = 0.2 radians and a = 5O. This decrease in detector 
2% sensitivity about boresight can be minimized by making - as large as 
*BW 
possible without destroying the sum pattern. 
RF Attenuation Unbalance: More attenuation in one rf channel than in 
the other results in a shift in boresight. The degree of boresight shift is 
dependent on the radiation pattern of the sntenna, as demonstrated in 
Pigure86. 
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IF Phase Unbalance: In the case of rf phase unbalances, the phase 
reversal point always occurs on boresight, even though its slope is finite. 
When the combination. of rf and if phase differences are presented to the 
detector, however, the effect is a shift in boresight indication. 
System Accuracy in the Presence of White Gaussian Noise: Sharenson 
(reference 47) has developed equations for the mean and standad deviation 
of the measured angle for the monopulse system when both channels are cor- 
rupted by white gaussianLnoise. If the S/N ratio is 12 db or greater, the 
mean angle measurement, 8, is equal t0 the true angle 8. And the standard 
deviation of the angle measurement is given by: 
1 
Oe = c (sin)s2(u) 
[I -2pce + c2 e2] x 9 (336) 
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where: 
c = slope of the system output function, 
s(u) = sun pattern = P (u) + P (-u), 
P= correlation of noise between channels~ o<p 21. 
The equation shows that the standard deviation increases for angles off 
boresight and decreases with larger S/N ratios and correlation of noise 
between channels. 
For a system with a 3 db cross-over,the standard deviation on boresight 
is theoretically: 
Oe 1 
0.56 
e = o = (S/N) 
/3 = half-power beamwidth (337) 
Barton finds experimentally that the standard deviation isZ(reference49) 
ae I 
0.707 p 
(338) 
e=0 = S/N l 
Accuracy of a Precision Monopulse Instrumentation Radar: Dunn and 
Howard (reference48) have presented figures of precision for a monopulse 
system using a l.25O beamwidth antenna system. Overall absolute rms track- 
ing accuracies of O.lmil (0.0057 deg.) in angle are obtained. The angular 
difference in positions of a target can be measured to less than 0.01 mil 
for the radar in question. These figures include all system biases end rms 
errors. 
Applicability to Noncooperative Docking Missions: Monopulse radar 
basically tracks signals received from a point source using the squinted 
receiver antenna patterns to establish angle of arrival. When range closes 
and target size begins to increase, the signals received in the antennas 
involve tf;e integral of the target radar cross section times the receiver 
antenna pattern over the angle subtended by the target. The output ratio 
of the monopulse system is then some average (primarily dependent on the 
kernel of the integrals) of the sum and difference of these integrals and 
is not in general the correct representation of t;he target centroid. The 
system performance becomes even less reliable when considerations are ex- 
tended to include target surface irregularities, antenna pattern pertur- 
bations, extension of target in sidelobe areas, etc. When target angle 
subtended becomes equal to or greater than the dual bewidths, the mono- 
pulse system, of course, is useless. 
It is obvious,then,that the amplitude monopulse system is not a 
sufficient system in itself to perform the angle measurements down to actual 
docking in the noncooperative case, unless provisions controlling squint 
angle are included. 
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Applicability to Cooperative Docking Missions (Near FieU 
Considerations 1:' In cooperative docking, the monopulse radar can track 
a beacon or transponder, acting af'a point source on the target vehicle. 
The problem of target sizeis thus eliminated and the radar-transponder 
is capable of working down to actual docking, excluding near field effects. 
Beam broadening appears to be the most crucial near field effect that 
can hamper the amplitude monopulse. The degree of beam broadening is a 
function of the antenna systems used and of the final range between trans- 
ponder and radar antennas at docking. It is easily conceivable that beams 
of a monopulse system,with a 3 db-crossover in the far field,could broaden 
until no null existed in the patterns prior to obtaining the final docking 
range. For this reason, considerable care must be exercised in choosing 
antenna gains, cross-over, and placement of the antenna systems on the 
vehicles. 
For the antenna arrangements in which the final docking range is well 
within the near-field region , another precaution must be taken. As the 
main beam broadens in the near-field, it loses its monotonic character and 
becomes wavy with pronounced peaks and nulls. These could produce 
ambiguous readings about boresight, even though the cross-over of the beams 
is still present. Cerlock has developed a practical method of plotting 
the Fresnel region for antennas of rectangular and circular apertures, 
which is useful when designing the antenna system to alleviate the near 
field problems associated with using amplitude monopulse. (reference 50). 
Sequential Robing and Conical Scan 
Sequential lobing and conical scan angle tracking circuits are con- 
sidered together, because of the similarity of the two systems. (See 
figures 87 and 88 ) Both are sampled data systems; they differ pri- 
marily in the number of sample positions available. The error signals, 
shown in figures 89 and 90 , are essentially the same for both cases, after 
low pass filtering. Disturbance frequencies greater than the bandpass of 
the error filter are not passed. 
Accuracy - Sources of error for conical scanning and seqmnti&L lobing 
radar may be divided into the following categories. 
1. Receiver noise, 
2. Servo noise, 
3. Amplitude fluctuation, 
4. Angle fluctuation. 
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The accuracy of the angle measurement has been shown to be inversely pro- 
portional to the signal to noise ratio. (reference 53): 
KBB 
60 = - 
(+% ’ (339) 
where: K = depends on aperture distribution, 
8R = half power beamwidth. 
Since the signal to noise ratio is proportional to 1/R4, the angular error 
due to receiver noise is proportional to the square of the target distance. 
The servo noise is due to backlash, mechanical tolerances in the gears, etc, 
and is indePendent of range. Since there is motion between the docking 
vehicle and the target vehicle, the amplitude of the returned echo 
fluctuates because of the change of target cross section with aspect angle. 
When the fluctuations occur at a rate comparable to the conical scan or 
lobing frequency, an angle error results. This error cannot be eliminated 
by AGC action, nor by filtering, and it is independent of range. Angle 
fluctuation is usually the factor which most degrades the accuracy of the 
angle measurement at the ranges of interest. Angle fluctuations arise due 
to vector addition of the reflected energy from many points on the 
surface of the target vehicle. This addition can cause a tilt in the phase 
front of the reflected energy and the resulting error in the measured 
bearing angle. The usual plot of accuracy (figure 31 ) shows the ranges at 
which these contributors are significant. In the docking radar situation, 
noise is not expected to be a problem. Amplitude fluctuation effects 
can be eliminated, or greatly reduced, by choosing a scanning frequency 
much higher than the expected amplitude noise. Angle fluctuations (glint) 
cannot be separated in such a mnner, because the noise appears as a 
modulation of the conical scan frequency and the modulation sidebands are 
quite close to the scan frequency. (append- F) 
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FIGURE 91 - CHARACTERISTIC ACCURACY CURVES 
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The Biconical Horn 
The Biconical Horn antenna, simultaneously excited by two orthogonal 
modes, can be used as a direction sensing antenna system. By adjusting the 
amplitude and phase of the excitation fields, the two independent radiation 
patterns can be combined to produce a single radiation pattern with direction 
measuring capability. Figure92ais a cross section view of the biconical 
horn antenna with a coaxial feed line capable of supporting the TEM and 
the TEll modes. When the feed is excited with a TEll mode in the coaxial 
feed, the relationship shown in figure92bexists, resulting in the radiation 
pattern shown in figure92c . Orthogonal excitation with variable amplitude 
but in time phase will result in a TEll mode with the E field orientation 
dependent upon the ratio of the amplitude of the orthogonal excitation 
fields; i.e., in TEI1 mode excitation (reference 52 ): 
E, = A sin 13, (340 > 
E;= Bcos 8, (34i > 
adding : 
E 
‘total 
= A sin 8 + B cos 8 , 
=JSTF sin (e + tan-l z) l 
(342 > 
(343 > 
This results in a variable direction of maximum radiation. The same antenna 
with this feed can be used in the receiving mode to determine the direction 
of arrival. 
Four probes, located as shown in figure 92d , receive signals: 
el = A + B cos 8, (344) 
e2 = A + B sin 8 , (345) 
e3 = A - B cos 8, (346) 
e4 = A - B sin 8. (347) 
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Differencing el, e3 and e2, eq- results in: 
el -e3 = 2B cos 8, 
e2 -e4= 2B sin 8, 
(348) 
(349) 
which would result from the TEll modes only. 
Adding the four signals, we obtain: 
el+e2+e3+e4=4A, 
which would result frm the TEM mode only. 
(350) 
The direction of arrival information is contained in the amplitude variation. 
This inform&ion can be better processed in the form of a phase angle. Re- 
introducing the carrier frequency and adding.a go0 phase shift to the TEll 
modes, we obtain: 
(el -e3) + (e2 -e4) e 
jt 
= (350 
2B cos 8 cos tit+ 2B sin 8 sin tit= (352) 
4B cos (tit+ e). (353 > 
which is the spiral phase TElO mode. Reintroducing the carrier frequency to 
the TEM mode yields 4A cos tit The direction of arrival information is 
contained in the phase difference between the TEM mode signal and the spiral 
phase TRlo signal. Figure 93 is a block diagram of the phase measuring 
system to measure the direction of arrival angle. 
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Noise Induced Errors - The error in angle measurement produced by channel 
noise can be analyzed by summing the variances of the phase angles of the TEM 
mode signal and spiral phase TElo mode signal to obtain the overall phase 
angle measurement variance. 
From appendix B , the angle variance of the phase angle of a noisy 
signal when passed through a low pass filter is: 
No = 
No Bo 2 
-=*e 9 S 
where: No = noise power density, 
BO = smoothing bandwidth, S = signal power. 
Then, when measuring the phase difference between these two signals: 
037) 
'measured= eTEM-eTE1O, (354.) 
(355) 
u m = CGradians. (356) 
Instrumentation - This antenna is subject to the usual instrumentation 
errors of phase measuring systems. The following is a list of sources of 
these errors and their magnitude: 
Amplifier phase tracking 2O 
Phase matching of combining circuitry 7O 
Amplitude balance of hybrid 
Mismatch errors (VSWR) 
20 
2O 
Mechanical asymmetry negligible 
Differential phase shift as a function 
of frequency 
negligible 
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Environmental Errors. - (reference 53 ) - Since the biconical horn antenna 
has 360 degree azimuthal coverage, multipath signals caused by reflections from 
the spacecraft cause an error in the indicated angle of arrival. The resulting 
expressions for the TRM and TElG field distributions are: 
TEM = A cos oat+ A'cos(o,t+ S), (357) 
TE lo = B cos (o,t+ $)+ B' cos (mot+ 6 + OS), (358) 
6 is the r.f. phase of the interferring signal, 
A' and B' are the amplitudes of the interferring signals. 
This situation has been analyzed in an earlier section, where an expression for 
angular error is given as follows: 
A0 a2 + 2a cos 6 
-= 
OD 1 + a2 + 2a cos 6 ’ 
(359) 
where: A8 = error, 
8D = difference of bearing angles, 
undesired signal 
a = relative voltage amplitude ( 
desired signal >* 
Figure.94 shows the increase in the error with increases in angular separation 
of direction of arrival of interfering signals (e.g., when the reflection 
arrives from the opposite direction and 18G" out of RF phase, a reflection 14 
Ib down will produce an error of 45O). Great care must be taken in mounting 
ihis antenna so that spacecraft structural reflections will not occur. This is 
especially critical because of the low gain and broad pattern of this antenna. 
Target Induced Errors. - (reference 54 ) - If this antenna is used in the 
noncooperative mode and the extent of the target is such that it subtends a 
large angle, the measured angular direction csn be anywhere within or even out- 
side the target due to glint. However, if the antenna is used in the coopera- 
tive mode, the situation will essentially be that of a point source and these 
problems can be eliminated. 
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IDS MESS- BYPHASE SENSINGTFCRNIQUE3 
Current angle measurement techniques are limited either to pure amplitude 
sensing or pure phase sensing. For the case of pure amplitude sensing dis- 
cussed in the previous section, the angle information is contained strictly 
in the amplitude patterns of the antenna. Generally, the phase patterns are 
made nearly identical by minimizing the distance between effective phase 
centers. For the case of pure phase sensing, the angle of arrival informa- 
tion is contained strictly in the phase patterns of the antenna and the smpli- 
tude patterns must be identical (i.e., no beam squinting). Phase sensing 
techniques have been called phase monopulse, interferometers and phase compar- 
ators. As will be shown below, a given phase sensing system may be further 
classified according to the type of angle detection employed. 
The phase sensing measurement technique employs two antennas separated by 
a distance, d, as shown in figure 95 . 
---a 
ANTENNA NO. 1 
d 
ANTENNA NO. 2 
:IGURE 95 - INTERFEROMETER: PROPAGATION PATH LENGTH - PHASE RELATIONSHIP 
Formation of Electrical Phase Shift 
For a target at an angle, 0, relative to the antenna system boresight the 
electrical phase difference between the signals received at the two antennas 
is: 
+zg sin e 9 ,(360) 
ilhere X is the wavelength. It is this electrical phase difference, @, which 
bs used to indicate the target angular coordinate. 
For the case of direct phase sensing, two methods may be used to obtain 
bhe angular error information. Consequently, two forms of angle detector 
implementation are possible. In the sense of reference 55 these two methods 
correspond to either the multiplicative or additive sensing function, which 
lequire either phase angle detection or sum-difference angle detection respec- 
,ively. Representative models of the two techniques are shown in figures96 
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II 
and 97 , where asy heterodyning has been omitted for simplicity. The indi- 
cated operations may be performed at any conveni&t frequency. 
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For the case of phase angle detection, the angular error signal is sin (9) 
where we have assumed a sinusoidal phase comparator. 
For the case of the sum and difference system, the magnitudes of the sum 
and difference comparator outputs are proportional to cos g/2 and sin g/2 
respectively, such that, with proper AGC, the output of the low pass filter 
following the phase sensitive detector is proportional to tan $/2. 
It is noted that for either angle detection method, a space angle ambigui4y 
exists when d>2 A. Spacings greater than 2 X are commonly used, but in this 
case, either the angular coverage must be restricted, or the ambiguity 
resolved. 
Sometimes, it is desirable to establish an angular error indication on 
the basis of a modulating frequency rather than the direct carrier frequency. 
In this case, the above techniques are employed after appropriate demodula- 
tion. This technique can be used to resolve ambiguities in a measurement at 
the carrier frequency, since the effective wavelength is that of the modula- 
ting frequency. A representative method is shown in figure 98 for amplitude 
modulation. 
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FIGURE 98 - PHASE MEASUREMENT OF THE MODULATION ENVELOPE 
The space angle, 8, is defined as the angle between the direction of pro- 
pagation and a plane which is perpendicular to a line which connects the 
center of the two antennas. In order to completely define a "line-of-sight", 
another measurement must be made with an additional antenna pair (usually 
placed at right angles to the first). The two resulting angles are commonly 
called "azimuth" and "elevation" angles. 
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Phase Sensing Errors 
There are many factors that can contribute to the accuracy of the phase 
sensing technique for direction measurement. Some of these are: 
1. 
2. 
2: 
2: 
87: 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Mechanical boresight 
Servodynamics 
Read out (Digital versus Analog) 
System receiver noise 
Unequal channel amplitude 
Unequal phase tracking 
Radome (if required) 
RF1 
Thermal effects 
R.F. switching 
Switch isolation 
Polarization effects 
Mutual coupling effects 
Multipath effects and pattern perturbation 
Physical radiating element construction and placement 
Near range geometry errors 
Many of these error contributors can be made small. The maJor contribu- 
tors generally are: (a) system noise, (b) servo errors, (c) readout 
errors, (d) near range geometry errors, (e) radiation pattern distortion, 
(perturbations), (f) polarization effects, and (g) phase tracking. 
System Noise.-A phase sensing system which uses null tracking, by the pro- 
duction of an error signal which servo drives the RF system to a null, is only 
as good as the null which is available. From reference 55 the best obtainable 
angle accuracy can be expressed by: 
lhdm 
Ae=-(-) for pulsed systems, 
7l d v'-%?i% 
Ae =$(f) d 2 &) for CW systems, 
(360 
(362) 
where PN is the noise power 
Ps is the peak pulse power 
T is the pulse width 
B is the RF bandwidth 
S/N is the signal to noise ratio. 
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For a system having a 1X baseline, an accuracy of 3 milliradians requires a 
S/N ratio of 38.4 db. Although resolution is improved for a system having a 
baseline greater than lh , ambiguity resolution is sometimes a problem. 
Servo System and Readout Errors.-The mechanical errors associated with 
tracking and readout are usually significant when precise angle measurements 
are desired. In the Gemini Rendezvous Radar the 34 error for these consider- 
ations is about 1.5 mechanical milliradians. 
Hear Range Geometry Errors.-When the direction angles are determined at 
close range, the signal can no longer be considered to be parallel rays from 
the source to the interferometer. The geometry of the problem becomes that 
shown in figure 99- 
/ 
---_ 
RA = d/2 
SINteA-e) 
c0se 
RB,= d/2 
SIN@ - 8,) 
d2/R2 SIN 28 
WHERE: d IS THE BASELINE 
R IS THE RANGE TO THE CENTER OF d 
8 IS THE LOS ANGLE 
FIGURE 99 -*NEAR RANGE GEOMETRY 
Additional error must be added if the source cannot be considered as a point. 
Radiation Pattern Perturbations.-Multipath interference and other radia- 
tion pattern distortions have a significant effect on the phase system null 
displacement. From reference 56it can be shown that: 
, where: (363) 
A0 = error angle, 
Ei = the field intensity of an indirect or multipath component, 
Ed = the field intensity of the direct signal, 
d = the interferometer baseline. 
When Ei IS 20 db above Ed, and d =1 h: 
1 
A8=-- = 0.0319 = 31.9 mr of 1.8’. 
1077 
(364) 
This system is so sensitive to this kind of interference that reflections 
from the ionosphere, the earth, appendages, and other space objects must be 
considered. 
Polarization Effects.-If circular polarization is used for both the 
receiving antenna elements and the source, large errors can be introduced 
due to axial ratio mismatch. The error is also a function of LCS angles. 
This error is given by: 
k+tane, 
tan u = 
1 -k tan 8, 
(365) 
where: 
& k3 42 k6) + (kl kg + k2 kq -kg k7 -kg ks) tan @ + (kl k7 -k4 k3) tan2 /3 
+ (kl k2 + k2 kg -k3 k7 -k4 k6) tan 8 tan p + (-kl kg -k4 k7) tan 8 tan20 + (-k2 2 -k3 k6) tan 19: 
k= 
(k3 kg + kg k7) + (k2 k3 + k4 kg -kl k7 -k2 kd) tan /3 + (kl k6 + k2 k4) tan2 p 
+ (kl kg + k4 k7 -k2 2 -kg k6) tan 8 tan p t- (kl k2 -k4 k6) tan 8 tan2 p + (k3 k7 -k2 k5) tan 8, 
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and: 
kl=ERCOSe +c toss, m S kg = cA,cOse + 6 toss, m S 
k2 = ET sinem sins, kg = COSem + cA,cS COSS, 
k3 = case, + CR 6g toss, k7 = cA8cS sin em sins, 
k4 = cR es sinesins, 4nd 
8, = 
x 
sinem , 
and /3 is the tilt angle of the source ellipse, 
f3,is the mechanical azimuth angle, 
8, is the electrical phase shift caused by Qm, 
S is the elevation LCS angle. 
CR' cp 6 S are the axial ratios of reference antenna, azimuth antenna, 
and source, respectively. 
D is the error angle. 
This error contribution can easily be several degrees, if great care is not 
taken to match the axial ratios of the elements. A typical error for a 1 db 
axial ratio mismatch, and a source with a 6 db axial ratio, on boresight, is 
about 5 milliradians, and is magnified for off boresight angles. 
Mutual Coupling.-This becomes a serious consideration whenever an element 
of the antenna is required to move with respect to the other or with respect 
to its surroundings. The magnitude of this error for an "L" interferometer is 
given by: 
(366) 
A = -(R + cs) sinp + A [-(6, + ER) sin PA1 cos SA + (l+ cA cR) cospA1 sinSA 1 
+E [-(cE + cR) sinPE co~S~+(1+6~6R)CosP~ sinSEl, 
B=(l+c R~S)~os~+AC(l+~R~A)co~~A1cosSA+(~A+~R)sin~A ' sinSA 
+ E [(I + 6B 6R)COS& cosSEi-('E+ 'R)Sin& sinSEl, 
where A is the coupling factor between antennas A and R', E is the coupling 
factor between antennas E and R', P7 PA and PE are the angular distances to 
the major axis of the antennas ellipse, 
axis. 
measured counterclockwise from ax 
For a coupling of 30 db, the error in angle can exceed 1 degree in the 
worst case. 
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Thermal and Other Effects. - Thermal errors caused by unequal ex;?ansion or 
contraction of the RF feed lines can become very significant in high microwave 
frequency systems. This can be partially offset by control of temperature, 
choice of materials, and compensation networks, but only at the cost of added 
complexity and reduced reliability. At 70 GIIz an RF interferometer system is 
exceptionally sensitive to slight twisting, bending or flexing'of even very 
rigidly constructed feed systems. 
Sum and Difference Angle Detection 
In the sum and difference system, the comparator accepts the received 
signals from both antennas (figurelOO) and has a two channel output: one, 
the difference of the two signals and the second, the sum of the two signals. 
Such a system is discussed inreference 4-4. A basic block diagram for the sum 
and difference system is shown in figure101 . Assume a signal arrives at the 
angle, 8, shown in figure100 . The rf signals induced in the antennas are: 
INCOMING WAVE FRONT 
d- 
I I 
I COMPARATOR I 
FIGURE 100 - FIGURE 1 ANTENNA SYSTEM FOR PHASE SENSING 
- 
ANTENNA + 
A C 
0 
M ANGLE 
P IN FORMATION 
A 
1 4 LO PHASE . 
R DETECTOR 
b 
A 
T v 
ANTENNA + 
R DIFFERENCE 
b MIXER 
DIFFERENCE 
0 A-0 IF 
FIGURE 101 - BLOCK DIAGRAM OF BASIC MONOPULSE SYSTEM 
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A = Klsin(q,t ++) , (367) 
B = Klsin mot , (368) 
where kl is the amplitude and OO the carrier frequency. The sum and differ- 
ence channel sign&s are then: 
S = 2Klcos1/2 4 tan (369) 
D = 2KlsinS/ C#J tan 
-l(co:;!J l 
(3701 
The phase angles in equations369and 370 can be simplified to be: 
aS = tan -‘(c~;“,J=($.J, -1800 <+< 1800 ; (371) 
cfD = tan -f .:;“,) ’ 
i7 4 =-+- 
2 2 Y 
0’ <#480° ; 
3ii- P 
=-+-F 2 .A ’ 
0’ > $> -180’ ; 
(372) 
(373) 
(374) 
Equations 369 through 374 show that a null in the amplitude of the difference 
channel exists at $ = O" and that the sum channel has a maximum at that point. 
As fi passes through zero in the positive direction, an instantaneous phase 
377 reversal from- to " 
2 2 
occurs at j?J = 00. These properties then define the 
boresight of the phase nonopulse system. 
The equations also show that if $ is allowed to exceed + 180O, the angle 
functions begin repeating and nulls off boresight are generated. This then 
puts a limit on equation360; i.e., 
. 
4 _(-lnFin ‘)< 2 l&lo . (375) 
Effects of Bre-Comparator Phase Shifts.-When channel B experiences a phase 
delay, y, over that in channel A prior to the comparator, the magn'itudes of 
the sum ard difference channels of equations.369 and 370become: 
Sl = 2Kposf/ (Y + 4 1 , (376 > 
Dl = 2Klsinf/,(y+$) l (377 > 
Equations 376 and 377 show that an amplitude null does not exist until @ 
equals - 7 . The phase functions of equations 371 and 372 become: 
aS1 
= X(4 -y) -180° <(++y)<+180' l 
9 
J 
=a (Y -4) , aDl 2 0 
O"<(y+~)<1800 ; 
(378 > 
(379) 
-180°<(y+q5)<Oo ; 
, 0’ < (y ++) < 180’ ; 
(380 > 
-180' <(y+c$)<Oo ; 
Equation 379 indicates that the phase reversal from occurs when 
(y+ 9) equals zero, or when fi equals -Y . Thus by equations 378 and 379, 
the effect of an rf phase Y is to cause a pointing error by shifting the 
boresight of the system. Figure 102 shows the dependence of the null shift 
due to precomparator phase unbalance on the d ratio. 
h 
188 
IL 
to 
f 
v) 
PRECOMPARATOR PHASE SHIFT, a (DEGREES) 
FIGURE 102 - BORESIGHT SHIFT RESULTING FROM PRECOMPARATOR PHASE SHIFT 
FOR VARIOUS ANTENNA SPACINGS 
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Voltage Unbalance Effects. - Consider now the case where channel A is 
attenuated k, more than channel B, so that equations 367 and 368 are: 
A = lK1sin (mot + c$) 
B = Klsin mot . 
The sum and difference chamel values become: 
(381) 
i3+) 
S = Kl [(lcos+ +1)2 +(lsin$) 1 2 f/Z tanW1(l,~~~l) ,, 
D = K1 [(lcos$ -1)2 +(lsin+) 
(383 > 
(384) 
If kl is taken to be unity, the magnitude of the difference channel signal is: 
2 ‘f/2 
(D( = [(lcos$ -1)2 +(lsin$) 1 l (385 > 
Equation '3851 is plotted in figure103 for k having values of 1, .95, 
and .g. The sensitivity loss due to the null fib in around $ = 0 is evident. 
The figure does not include antenna parameters so that the shape of the curve 
is not invariant for all phase monopulse systems. 
Effects of Local Oscillator Phase Angle. - The phase angle of the local 
oscillator voltage at both the sum channel mixer and the difference channel 
mixer is: 
VLOD = KL()D sin ( CU~ot + aLOD) (3%) , 
whereaL-,Dis the phase at@.e Of the Ix) Voltage at the mixer. 
Then the total signal presented to the mixer is: 
VbiD = 2K1sinj/,$sin (mot +aD) +KLoDsin (mLOt +aLOD) . 
The IF output of the difference channel mixer is: 
(387) 
VIFD = vlFDSin [ wlFt + caD -aLoD ) 1 l 
(3%) 
0.6 RELATIVE OUTPUT 
-30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 3 10 15 20 25 30 
-2d 
4 (= x SIN 8) (DEGREES) 
FIGURE 103 - LOSS OF SYSTEM SENSITIVITY DUE TO CHANNEL VOLTAGE UNBALANCE 
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Similarly, with a sum channel input phase angle from the LO of aOS, the IF 
for the sum chaMe1 is: 
VIFS = ‘IFsSin [ yFt + ( aS -aLoS ) 1 . (389) 
When the two signals represented by equations 388 and 389 are compared in 
the phase detector, the output is: 
( as -aLOS 1-C aD -aLOD ) = ( as -a~ ) -(Amos -a~o~ ) . (390) 
Equation 390 shows that a constant phase shift is introduced by the LO 
phase angles. The difference,aS - QD, is kept intact, however, and since the 
value of this difference is determined only by the incoming signals phase 
difference, @, the point of phase reversal ($8 = 0) remains the same. The 
phase shift,aoS- a()D, does degrade the performance of the phase detector 
and, in essence, desensitizes it as is shown in figure 104. For instance, 
the output of the phase detector with an (aOS-aO~) of 6o" would be 6 db 
down from that where aoS - aOD =O. This then points out that precautions 
should be taken to make the electrical line lengths between the LO and the 
channel mixers equal to obtain best detector sensitivity. 
Antenna Considerations. - The phase monopulse system measures phase dif- 
ference and is not concerned with differences in amplitude. Contrary to the 
amplitude comparison system then, the phase monopulse antenna beams are not 
squinted off boresight, but are directed to illuminate a conunon volume in 
space. Ln general, separate antennas are used to produce independent beams 
covering the same special sector. Care must be taken, however, that in the 
design of the antenna system, the ambiguity angle, 0, of equation 375 is not 
included in the main beam. 
Applicability of Phase enopulse to Docking. - As a docking aid for non- 
cooperative missions, the phase monopulse system is no more promising than the 
amplitude m>nopulse system of the preceding section. As target size increases 
with range closure, target glint will increase until at some intermediate 
range (that is dependent on antenna beamwidth and target characteristics) the 
multiple and different valued signal returns will render the radar useless. 
With a point source mounted on the target vehicle, the phase monopulse 
system can perform in to much closer ranges than in the noncooperative case. 
However, as distance closes to about 50 feet or less the system performance 
will be degraded seriously because of multipath and near field distortions. 
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FIGURE 104 - LOSS IN DETECTOR SENSITIVITY DUE TO PHASE 
DIFFERENCES FROM LO TO CHANNEL MIXERS 
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Phase Angle Detection 
The preceding analysis of the sum and difference system considers both 
pre-comparator and post-comparator errors. Pre-comparator phase errors intro- 
duce a boresight shift whereas post-comparator phase errors alone serve only 
to desensitize the phase detector performance. Similar consideration of 
the phase angle detection method (see figure 98 ) indicates that a relative 
phase shift,r , between the parallel channels prior to the phase comparator 
introduces an effective boresight error equal to Y electrical degress or 
approximately 
&iy 
mechanical degrees. Thus, the curves of figure 102 
77 
may be used to determine the boresight shift for the phase angle detection 
system where Y is the total parallel channel phase tracking error (including 
RF, IF, local oscillator phase, etc.) prior to the phase comparator. This is 
in contrast to the sum and difference system where phase errors at the IF do 
not alone result in boresight shifts. 
Amplitude tracking is not a major factor in the phase angle detection 
system and, in fact, limiters may be used in place of AGC. 
It should be noted that the sum-difference system makes more efficient use 
of the total antenna aperture. This is true since near boresight the sum 
channel signal may be up to 6 db greater (assuming a two-dimensional system 
employing four antennas) than that obtained in a single channel of the phase 
detection system. This consideration may be important with respect to prob- 
ability of detection, AFC performance, and integration of command links. 
R 
TARGFT A!PJXTUDE ~DEFERMINATION TECHNIQUES 
Target attitude can be determined by the use of any of the LOS angle deter- 
mination techniques discussed earlier, using sensors on the target to track 
chasecraft radiations. However, unless the target aligns itself with this 
LC6, the attitude data must then be relayed to the maneuvering chasecraft via 
data link. Although these two approaches are competitive for some applica- 
tions, a third approach is often indicated 7 that of generating a signal at 
the target which, when detected at the chasecraft, is an unambiguous function 
of the aspect angle of the source. The signal can be generated by controlled 
passive reflectors or by specialized coded transponders. 
Coded Reflectors and Retrodirectors 
A considerable improvement on the passive reflector is possible by coding 
a reflected or retro-directed signal with information that contains the target 
craft's attitude. The solid angle for which lock-on is possible can be made 
very much greater if coding is placed on the reflected or retro-directed 
signal. The complexity of the target equipment required is still minimal, but 
the capability of the system is greatly improved and the complexity of the 
noncooperative radar system is reduced. Advantages of coding the reflected 
energy are: 
(a) Lock-on is generally not lost due to target tumble. 
(b) A continuous target attitude alignment error signal can be generated 
and used, if desired, for closed loop docking. 
The primary limitations of this type system are: 
(4 
(b) 
No aid is provided beyond about 10,000 feet. 
When both vehicles have their roll axis in alignment, roll orienta- 
tion information is generally not available. Polarization sensing 
can be used to provide roll information,but linear polarization is 
required, which increases multipath error contributions to be sensed 
data. Also, polarization sensing systems are not known for high 
accuracy and tend to be ambiguous. A supplementary roll detection 
system is probably required. 
An Example of a Fixed Coded Reflector.-A simple arrangement for coding the 
return signal is shown in figures 105 . 
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WAVEGUIDE 
DIODE 
MODULATORS 
The radar system in the chasecraft must be equipped with a section capable of 
detecting and amplitude-comparing the 10 kRz and 11 kRz azimuth alignment 
signals, and also the I2 kRz and 13 l&z elevation signals (not shown), to 
generate the off roll axis error signals. 
3 . CHASECRAFT 
33:- 
REFLECTED SIGNALS WITH 
AUDIO MODULATION 
FIGURE 105 - FIXED CODED REFLECTORS 
An Rxample of a Mechanical Coded Reflector. -A simple mechanical coded 
reflector capable of providing the docking vehicle with all target attitude 
information except the relative roll angle is shown in figure 106. Other geo- 
metrical shapes could easily be used, but the square and triangle were chosen 
because of their simplicity. The basic noncooperative range, range rate, and 
LOS system aboard the chasecraft can easily be modified to gather the attitude 
data from a mechanical aid of this type. 
--- - 
T 
8” 
ROTATING 
SPHERICAL - 
SQUARE 
--- - 
T 
8” 
1 -- - 
ROTATING 
SPHERICAL - 
TRIANGLE 
FIGURE 106 - MECHANICAL ATTITUDE AID 
1% 
The spherical square and the spherical triangle rotate at different rates 
so that one face of the square and one f&ce of the triangle appear simultane- 
ously in a certain chosen direction. The chosen direction for this analysis 
is 0 = 0: The rotation rates to make this possible are chosen as 1 cps for 
the square, and 413 cps for the triangle. It maybe notedthatonlyat0 = 0" 
do the "flats" appear simultaneously. 
RETURN FROM TRIANGLE 
(AND SQUARE) 
e= o” 
I I 
t- 
RETURN FROM SQUARE 
e=30° 
I I 
---j IO.021 SEC. 
t- 
FIGURE 107 - TIMING OF SIGNAL RETURN 
At look angles between 0 = OOand 0 = 180; the triangle face appears before 
the square face. The amount of time lapsed between the appearance of a 
triangle face and the appearance of a square face is linearly, inversely 
proportional to the azimuth (or elevation) angle as shown in figure 108. 
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FIGURE 108 - TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN PULSES vs. AZIMUTH 
ANGLE OFF BORESIGHT 
From 1.80' to 360°, the square f'ace appears first and leads the triangle face 
by a time difference which is directly proportional td the increasing angles. 
These relationships provide the attitude determining capability. 
With the use of a high microwave frequency radar system, (e.g., 70 GHz), 
the return from the rotating spheres will be very sharp (about 0.5O B.W.). 
Figure SO9 shows the radar cross section calculation for the cylindrical 
section. 
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RADAR CROSS-SECTION OF CYLINDER 
FOR SPHERICAL SQUARE L = fi 
FOR SPHERICAL TRIANGLE L = @i 
RADAR CROSS-SECTION OF CY LIN DE R 
In RL2 
u= - cost9 
SIN (277 L/h) SIN 8 2 
x 2~ L/X SIN 8 
I 
ASSUMING: 
(1) THE RETURN OF THE OUTLINED SECTION IS 2/3 THE RETURN OF LENGTH L 
(2) THE PATTERN FACTOR IN 8 IS UNCHANGED 
(3) THE PATTERN FACTOR IN qb IS COS+ 
47i-R3+- SIN(2n L/X) (SIN 8) 2 
CJ= cos 8 
3h 2n L/h) SIN 8 1 cos$l 
FIGURE 109 - COMPUTATION OF REFLECTED ENERGY vs. ASPECT ANGLE 
It can be seen that this system is not as attractive at X-Band and certainly 
not at L-Band. The normalized return from one face at 70 GHz is shown in 
figure 110. This directivity permits an aid of this type to become attractive. 
The mechanical aid would also provide a lock-on point for the gimballed 
antenna on the chasecraft. 
One face of a spherical square, at 70 GHz, with a 0.1 meter radius was 
calculated to have a radar cross section of 1.26 square meters, which could 
easily be seen at 100 feet by a 100 mw radar system with a moderate antenna 
gain. 
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If the radar antenna is not highly directive, and IUminates much of the 
target vehicle including the mechanical aids, there is some limit as to how 
well the coded return can be separated from background clutter. (This factor 
would favor the use of high frequency, high antenna gain systems). If the . 
background return appears fairly constant as campszed to the coded information 
and exceeds it by about 20 db, the coded information should be easily separable. 
If, however, the clutter return is 40 db above the coded return level, the 
coded return represents a small percentage of smplitude modulation on the 
return sigual and will be difficult to separate. Further investigation is 
required in this area* Also, when the clutter return has variations that 
appear at nearly the same frequency as the coded return, sophisticated pro- 
cessing circuitry is required in the "logic separator". A F'BF gate offers a 
potential solution to this problem, however. 
A block diagram of a proposed detection system is shown in figure 111. 
DETECTOR 
I AMPLIFIER 1 b 
I 1 
0 
FREQUENCY 
TO DISPLAY OR 
TM CHANNEL 
FIGURE 111 - MODULE FOR DECODING THE SIGNAL RETURN - 
ELECTROMECHANICAL AID 
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I 
The coded information appears in the form of amplitude modulation of the 
return signal. The return signal is reduced to a coherent IF which is ampli- 
fied. The AM code is then detected and amplified, and sent to the decoder. 
The decoder recognizes only signals which are followed by another signal in 
iess than a prescribed time period. The time between the first and second 
.signal is measured by gating on and off a high frequency counter. The count 
is then measured to give the angle from 8 = 0: in digital form. It is not 
known, at this point, whether the readout angle is clockwise or counterclock- 
wise from 0 = 0". By moving one directionor the other, the ambiguity can be 
resolved. If the square return is made sufficiently larger than the triangle, 
it may be possible to resolve the ambiguity by an amplitude comparison of the. 
pulses. Another similar mechanical aid can be placed at 90° from the first 
as shown in figure 112. This can be designed for rotation at different 
frequencies from the first for the purpose of separation before entry into 
the processing circuits. Alternately, the orthogonal mechanical aid can be 
made to reflect energy of the opposite polarization. This could be used to 
provide a means of separation for the azimuth pair from the elevation pair, 
rather than using different rotation rates; or it could offer some assistance 
in obtaining the relative roll angle between the two spacecraft. The polar- 
ized return method would suggest the use of a parabolic antenna on the chase- 
craft with three feeds, a circularly polarized transmitting feed, and 
horizontal and vertical receiving feeds. 
This technique may have application with a radar system operating in 
the 70 GHz frequency region, such as one of the noncooperative rada 
systems. 
1 RPS 
3RPS 
ml SQUARE 2 lllllll 
I (4/3) R PS 
FIGURE 112 - ATTITUDE CODING BY ORTHOGONAL, POLARIZED, MOVING REFLECTORS 
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An Example of an Electra-Mechanical Co&d Reflector. - The radiation 
pattern of a rotating cylindrical paraboloid reflector is made narrow in the 
plane of rotation (O.p), and broad in the opposite plane (40'). A code,which 
contains the rotational position inforwbion relative to the roll axis of the 
target,is placed on the signal returned to the chasecraft. 
A proposed system for accomplishing this is shown in figure 113. 
POTENTIOMETER\ 
, w ,-;~~~:I,, 
,YNCHRONOUS 
DRIVE 
FIGURE 113 - AN ELECTROMECHANICAL ATTITUDE AID 
As the antenna rotates at approximately 1 rad/s, the value of a potentio- 
meter is varied as a function of shaft rotation. The potentiometer is an 
integral part of a variable frequency oscillator (V.F.O.), and controls its 
frequency. The V.F.O. operates within some convenient frequency (low RF) 
range, and controls the bias to a diode modulator which is placed in the 
waveguide line below the rotary joint. !@e waveguide is terminated in a 
perfect termination located below the diode modulator section. The waveguide 
is then alternately perfectly terminated and shorted, at a frequency control- 
led by the V.F.O. which is, in turn, controlled by the shaft position. 
In comparing this system to the rotating spherical squares and triangles, 
it can be seen that a little more equipment complexity is involved at the 
target vehicle, but the docking vehicle system is even less complex thau 
before. A simple modification to the basic range, range rate radar for 
separating and measuring the frequency of the AM coding on the return signal 
will provide one attitude angle. 
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FIGURE 114 - MODULE FOR DECODING THE SIGNAL RETURN 
FROM MECHANICAL AID 
F'requency Coded Beacon 
The target can establish a frequency coded radiation pattern which can be 
detected by the chasecraft to determine target aspect. 
Consider four circularly polarized antennas arranged as in Figure ll5, 
each equipped with a separate electronic beacon operating in the region of 
1 GHz. The antennas are arranged as a local azimuth pair and a local eleva- 
tion pair. Each antenna is squinted 45O with boresight (roll axis) and each 
antenna Is squinted PO0 with the other pair member. The 3 db (or 6 db) cross- 
over of all antennas falls on boresight. The electronic beacon transmitters 
differ in frequency by an amount which (a) will be great enough to be easily 
separable by the chasecraft, (b) will be small enough to permit the use of 
one receiving antenna, and (c). will minimize EM1 Interaction. Simple 1 watt 
(or less) cw beacons with high amplitude stability are all that is required 
for operation to a range of a mile or more. 
A fifth linearly polarized antenna with separate beacon which is aligned 
on boresight can be used for relative roll angle sensing. One or two more 
antennas and beacons may be desirable to fill in the solid space angle cover- 
age to insure acquisition. 
The radar cross section of the cylindrical paraboloid antenna can be 
calculated roughly as follows: 
G in 0 direction requiredfor 0.7O, 3 db BW = 24 db 
G in fl direction required for 40°, 3 db BW = 6 db 
G= GQ + G$ = 30 db 
Using an operating frequency of 70 GHz: 
G2 A2 
CT= 7 = 106 (4.7 x lo-3)2 = 1.75 m2 (391) 
The required dimensions of the antenna are as follows. For 24 db gain in 
the "Q" direction a 15" parabola is required. The gain in the $8 direction is 
controlled by the feed. An 8” reflecting surface should be sufficient as the 
antenna width. For practical design considerations, it is probably better to 
tilt the reflector back so that it will not illuminate the vehicle on which it 
is mounted, to minimize reflection problems. Two such docking aids mounted at 
right angles provide two of the three attitude angles. 'Relative roll is not 
provided by this method. 
The chasecraft receives all of the beacon frequencies with an integrated 
receiver that has outputs corresponding to each beacon frequency. The outputs 
can be made DC, loo0 Hz, or whatever Is convenient for processing. Amplitude 
comparisons are made as indicated in figure 116 to obtain the a and eattitude 
angles. Other comparisons may be desireable in the final analysis, but the 
comparisons as shown were chosen because: 
FIGURE 115 - TARGET ATTITUDE BY SQUINTED BROAD BEAM ANTENNAS 
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FIGURE 116 - AMPLITUDE COMPARISON 
(a) The ratios formed by the a pair are reasonably independent of p 
angle as shown in figure 117, and vice versa. 
FIGURE 117 - VARIATION OF AMPLITUDE RATIOS AS FUNCTIONS 
OF THE TARGET ATTITUDE ANGLES 
(b) The ratios are fkirly linear measurements of the off-boresight 
angle, near boresight, as shown in figure 118. 
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(c) A roll angle error signal can be formed with a fairly consistent 
reference base, as shown in figure 119. 
FIGURE 119 - SUPERIMPOSED CONTOUR PLOTS OF FOUR ANTENNAS 
SQUINTED 45O WITH ROLL AXIS 
(90° 6db - BEAMWIDTHS) 
It must be.pointed out that a 180° ambiguity in # exists. The logic and 
control laws associated with this type system must therefore, be sufficiently 
sophisticated to make a test on fl by moving in one direction or the other and 
determining whether (z and/or /3 increases or decreases. This will resolve 
the ambiguity. This type system would probably not be applicable for deter- 
mining the precise magnitudes of a,@ and $ when far from alignment, but 
would appear to be very useful if only the approximate magnitudes and direc- 
tions are needed to implement a control system which becomes increasingly 
more accurate as alignment is approached. 
Some errors which are common to amplitude comparison systems are: 
(a) unequal channel gain, (b) channel noise, and (c) pattern perturbations. 
It is sometimes difficult to maintain two separate channels at exactly 
the same gain, especially high gain channels. Channel imbalance shows up 
directly as angle error. As can be seen from figure 120, the angle error is 
equal to the channel imbalance times the slope of the radiation pattern plot 
at the point of measurement. 
For example, if the measurement is made at the cross over point of the 
broad lobes, and if the channel imbalance is 0.1 db (or in the case of the 
example, if the transmitted power varies by 0.1 db), the angle error will be 
as follows: 
A8=klP , (392) 
At9 =(5'/'db)(O.ldb)= 0.5' , (393 > 
where : 
8 = (S'/db)(O.l db) = 0.5O 
0 = angle error 
kl = slop of radiation pattern (in db) 
P= is the imbalance in channel 
kl = 5O/db 
On the narrow lobes squinted at go', where k2 is 1.2'/db, the error is: 
AO=k2P 9 (394) 
A8 =(1.2°/db)(0.1 db)= 1.12O . (39.5) 
Consider the case of a single receiving antenna and a single point radia- 
tor. If the receiving antenna is oriented for its maximum gain in the direc- 
tion of the reflection, the signal level in Channel A may be calculated as 
follows: 
E, =kE, +RE,, j+=E,,,(k+R,j+) , 
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FIGURE 120 - SQUINTED BROAD BEAM ANTENNA CROSSOVER PATTERNS 
, 
where: 
E, is the magnitude of the direct signal (at maximum orientation) 
Er is the magnitude of the received sigual 
k is the pattern taper factor 
R is the ratio of the indirect to direct signal level 
$ is the relative phase 
Roresight shifts resulting from the reflected signal are plotted in figurel2i. 
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FIGURE 121 - MULTIPATH ERROR EFFECTS 
The anteuua patterns within the 3 db points cau be closely approximated 
by: 
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e -[(e-e,) aI2 and e -r(e + Q212 , (397) 
where: 
8 is the pointing angle beasured f5m.u the boresight, 
Qs is the squint angle, 
a= .o& f12, 
w = 3 db antenua beamwidth. 
Thus, the ratio of the signal returned from the right chanuel (direction of 
positive angle) to the sigual in the left channel is given by: 
Sl/S2 = e 4esae . (398) 
!&king the logarithm of both sides: 
In S1 -In S2 ='48, ar3 . (399) 
The standard deviation in 8 due to noise in S1 and S2 can be obtained as 
follows: 
de= -& ($)$i), 
1 
and 00 = - 
4 8,a 
2 
where orand 0 
respectively. 
Therefore: 
J 2 % Us 2" -+- 
8 4 
2 
- represent s2 
1 
J 
1 1 
*f3= - 48,a (S/N)1 
. 
the total noise power in Chaunels 1 aud 2 
(400) 
(401) 
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Where (S/N)1 and (S/N)2 represent the signal-to-noise ratios in Channels 1 
and 2 respectively. It can be seen that the standard deviation in 8 is rela- 
tively constant at all angles because the variations in (S/N)1 and (S/N)2 are 
inversely related. 
Electronic Attitude Coding Using Beacons 
Another promising system is, in some respects, compsrrable to the fsmiliar 
"Cmni" Airline Navigational System. This technique requires only simple, 
reliable, relatively inexpensive equipent on the target vehicle and only 
small additions to a cooperative range, range rate, LCS radar. In addition to 
retaining the capabilities of the previously mentioned techniques: 
(a) This technique lends itself well to integration with the favored 
cooperative PM-CW radar-transponder system, or it can be used as 
a supplement to a basically non-cooperative system. 
(b) It can function at long ranges (as well as short) for integration 
into the rendezvous mission phase, as well as the docking phase. 
(c) Relative roll angle is provided. 
The technique utilizes two radiators, 
(see fYgure I-22). 
spaced about l/4 wavelengths apart. 
A COSo,t 
e(t) = Re [B (eiaot[l + e 
e(t) = BCOSo,t[l+COS(qb(t)+a)] 
e(t) = B COSo,tk B COSoot(COS @5(t) + a) 
THE SECOND TERM CAUSES THE RECEIVED SIGNAL TO BE OF 
BESSEL FUNCTION FORM WHEN c&t) IS A SINUSOID. 
FIGURE 122 - NULL SWEEPING USING A PHASE SHIFTER 
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The phase of one is made to lead (or lag) the other in a specified manner so 
as to provide the well known rotating null, radiation pattern. If the phase 
of one is varied cyclically from go0 to 180~ to 2700 to 180~ to PO0 with 
respect to the other, in one period, the null of the cardiod will move throw 
180° and back to its starting point. This relationship Is shown In figurel23. 
x/4 (A) 8= 90° 
SHIFT IN 
PHASE SHIFTER 
0) 
x/4 : -3 (B) 8 = O” \ \ SHIFT IN \ PHASE SHIFTER 
SHIFT IN 
PHASE SHIFTER 
/ / : -J (C) 0 = -90° \ \ /’ b0 
FIGURE 123 - PHASE SHIFT - PATTERN NULL RELATIONSHIP 
The phase shifter is driven sinusoidally to provide linear movement of the 
null. This can be seen by inspection of the expression for received signal 
in fia4re 122. 
One technique of coding the information is to send a reference burst of 
modulation on the carrier when the cardiod null appears at, for example, 
8 = 900. The null In the cardoid will appear at some later time, which can 
be m&e a line=, unambiguous function of the "f3" angle. For eaglet let 
the burst reference signal be a 10 us pulse of 30 MHZ modulation. Let the 
repetition rate be 100 HZ. Let each complete cycle of phase shift (go0 to 
180° to Tj'O to 180~ to 90°) also occur at a 100 HZ rate. The time between 
the reference burst and the pattern null will be as shown in figure 124. 
l-4 1.25 ms 
PLUS ANGLES ABOVE BORESIGHT (+ 8) 
MINUS ANGLES BELOW BORESIGHT (-8) 
e= 900 
PHASE SHIFT 
= 900 
e= 450 
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= 1350 
e= 00 
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= 180° 
8 = -450 
PHASE SHI FT 
= 225O 
8 = -900 
PHASE SHIFT 
= 270° 
FIGURE 124 - TIME ELAPSED - REFERENCE BURST TO PATTERN NULL 
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If a 10 MR, counter is used in the docking vehicle, a one degree measure- 
ment will.yield over 10 thoussnd counts. The primary factors that limit the 
accuracy of the system will be (a) the ability to obtain the center or lead- 
ing edge of the reference burst pulse, (b) the depth of the pattern null, 
(c) the ability to find the center of the pattern null, and (d) false 
nulls, null breading and null shifts, due to multipath interference, radia- 
tion pattern impurity, and inadequate S/N ratio. 
In order to obtain relative roll angle, one additional antenna may be 
required, which Is spaced as far as possible from the reference antenna. Roll 
information may be obtained by measuring the time from the null interception 
of the roll reference antenna to interception of the other antenna in the 
pair. The roll error signal can be made a function of this time measurement 
plus a logic determination of which antenna in the pair receives the null 
first. An ambiguity point is apparent in this type arrangement but the 
ambiguity point can be made unstable. This will be discussed further In a 
later section. It should be pointed out that a second channel can be added 
which is orthogonal to the first, if a complete unambiguous determination of 
the $ angle is desirable for the application of an improved control law, 
especially in the area of the "unstable" ambiguity point of the single roll 
channel technique. 
Integrated Phase Techniques 
An integrated phase system is capable of measuring target attitude and 
target attitude rates by phase measurements at the chasecraft. As previously 
discussed, one angle can be obtained by measuring the relative phase of the 
voltage induced in two antennas by a signal received from a distant source. 
Conversely, the same angle can be measured by coding a transmission from the 
two antennas and comparing the phase of the two received signals at the 
distant point. This coding can take the form of controlled modulation of the 
two signals, or a coherent signal can be switched alternately to each antenna 
and synchronously separated at the receiver. This latter technique is parti- 
cularily attractive for determining target attitude. The target transponder 
output is switched to each of its three antennas in a programmed sequence. 
The chasecraft processes this time interlaced signal as received by each of 
its three antennas to determine the difference in the transmission path lengths. 
These differences are further processed to define target attitude with respect 
to the LOS and relative roll (as well as the LOS angles). 
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TABGEYI' ATTITUDE BATE DEDXRMINATION TEKXNIQUES 
Target attitude rates can be determined from the attitude measurements 
discussed in the previous section. However, for cases in which target attitude 
cannot be obtained, other techniques will be required for obtaining rotation 
rates. Some of these techniques are: the sequential painting technique using 
a scanning narrow beam antenna, which obtains returns from different portions 
of the target sequentially; the quasi optical lens system using a field of 
sensors, which obtain returns from different portions of the target simultane- 
ously; the short pulse radar technique using range resolution, which obtains 
returns from equirange elements of the t-get; and the signature analysis of 
radar returns using complicated processing, which receives returns from the 
entire target. 
Target Scanning 
By the use of a narrow beamwidth antenna with the radar system it is 
possible to scan the target in small systematic increments for the determina- 
tion of its size and shape. Range, as determined by one of the methods out- 
lined earlier, will be required to give significance to the scan data for an 
interpretation of size. The scanning process can theoretically be accomplish- 
ed by (a) mechanical movement of the feed and/or the reflector of a parabolic 
reflector antenna, (b) systematic sampling with the multiple feeds of a para- 
bolic reflector, (c) systematic sampling of the multiple feeds of a dielectric 
lens, (d) beam steering of a multielement array, (e) ferromagnetic beam 
steering, and so on. The mode of scan can be continuous or sequential. The 
target can be illuminated entirely over a one scan period (one frame) or one 
frsme might only sample portions of the target, corresponding to restricted 
besm positions. 
Useful data on target characteristics is needed at a range of about 100 
feet, and will require a resolution of approximately one square foot. This 
requires a 50 db antenna, having a besmwidth of 0.5O. A 50 db antenna is of 
reasonable size at 70 GHz, but it can be seen that at 10 GHz, the size becomes 
impractical. 
(db) Gain Frequency (GHz) Size (inches) 
;: zoo 21.5 38.0 
50 10 150.0 
The distance required for the far field besm formation of an antenna is gener- 
ally considered to be: 
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(402 > 
where D is the diameter of the parabolic reflector (or the largest dimension 
of the horn)and h is the wavelength in the ssme dimensional units. Since R 
increases with the square of the diameter and the first power of the operating 
frequency, an advantage is apparent in the use of higher operating frequencies. 
A .5O beamwidth (50 db gain) antenna at 70 GHz would be suitable for 
"spot" scanning at 100 feet. However, as the range is decreased, beam defocus- 
ing effects cause the spot diameter to oscillate about a 1 foot average value. 
Figure I.25 is a plot of the 3 db diameter spot size as a function of range for 
several different beamwidth antennas. As can be seen from this plot, a mini- 
mum spot size is reached for each beamwidth, at some specific range, and below 
this value a smaller spot size can be obtained only with a wider beamwidth 
antenna (appendix G). 
For the investigation of a noncooperative tusibling object, it is desir- 
able to remain at some distance, until information is gathered about the 
target. A distance of 100 feet represents a good compromise between safety 
and resolution. A separate antenna may be required for close approach if 
additional target scanning is reqtired. A simple solution might be to turn 
the reflector feed around (18oO) for use as the close approach antenna. 
If the radar return is quantized into either a llreturn present' or "no 
return present," this will minimize the ccmplexities associated with the 
magnitude of the return versus vehicle size, shape orientation, etc. If the 
quantized information is stored, along with the antenna pointing information, 
an outline of the object can be obtained at each scan frame, within the limits 
of the system resolution. 
Table 8 shows scan speeds required as a function of tumble rates, based 
On restricting target rotation to not more than loo in one frame to avoid 
significant image degradation. 
TABLE 8 - SCAN RATE REQUIREMENTS 
TARGET I I TUMBLE SCAN to/SEC.) SPEED I 100 1  1 I 10 1 FRAMES/SEC. /IO h4 E SEC. 
0 
SPOT DIAMETER = (R)(BW) 
APERTURE = CIRCULAR 
FREQUENCY = 70 GHz 
APERTURE DISTRIBUTION TAPER = 10 db 
30 60 90 120 
RANGE (FEET) 
FIGURE 125 - SPOT DIAMETER vs. RANGE 
150 180 
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Table 8 shows that a target tumbling at greater than 100/second will 
probsbly require electronic rather than mechanical beam steering. Sequential 
robing would be more easily instrumented electronically than continuous beam 
steering if a minimal number of besm positions is required. It is question- 
able whether or not the beamwidth can be made small enough using ferromagnetic 
steering, otherwise this technique would appear very desirable for rapid scan 
rates. Beamwidth considerations also greatly limit the use of steerable 
multielement arrays. Several hundred slots would be required in a linear slot 
array to provide a one degree beam width. A parabolic reflector with multiple 
feeds would not appear to be the perfect solution either, since only a few 
degrees of steering can be obtained without moving the reflector. Another 
possibility is the use of lenses with multiple feeds. 
Data Storage and Processing 
The radar return can be quantized as either "return present" or "return 
not present." For example, a "3." could be designated for "return present" 
and a "0" could be used for "no return present." If this information is 
stored on magnetic tape it could be stored as a given voltage "present" or 
%ot present." It would probably be desirable to code the beam position 
information digitally in a similar manner for storage. 
RADAR 
SYSTEM I I 
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FIGURE 126 - SEQUENTIAL “PAINTING” RADAR 
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The mechanical scan system is shown in:flgure 1.26 as an illustration. An 
electronic scan system would be the ssme except that, rather than using mechan- 
ical shaft encoders, time synchronized driving voltages and currents would be 
available for signal conditioning. The magnetic tape can be arranged to store, 
in one frame, a description of the target size, shape and outline at one given 
period of time. Frame by frame storage contains the information necessary for 
determination of the target vehicle's movements, except spin on the axis of 
symmetry (this will probably require doppler techniques). It may also be 
possible to define the targets effective rotational axis in some cases. 
The information stored on the tape may be telemetered to ground or, if a 
man is present on therendezvousvehicle, the information may be supplied to a 
visual display. In order to determine relative altitude rates accurately, it 
would be necessary to supply the stored Information to a computer, either on 
the ground or in the docking vehicle. The computer can determine tumble rate 
by storing one frame and making an attempted correlation with each subsequent 
frame. Until the same frame matrix reappears, no correlation is possible. 
When the duplicate frame reappears, the computer measures the time required. 
A procedure such as this will not work for a spherical target. It also will 
fail if the target is symmetrical in the plane of observation, because it will 
think the tumble rate is twice the actual tumble rate. The latter case is 
perhaps, not too unlikely. One way to avoid this error mode is to build 
symmetrical recognition into the system, which could be easily included in the 
computer. If the docking vehicle is unmanned and if docking is to take place 
by means of a closed-loop system, the computer must also have range and range 
rate inputs from the radar system. The computer must also be capable of 
making certain decisions based on information it obtains about the target. 
For example, docking may not be attempted for target vehicle tumble rates 
exceeding some limit. If the computer decides that docking is possible, it 
must send the appropriate commands to the thruster control system. The radar 
system then gathers a new set of data and so on. Features of a non-cooperative 
scan radar system can be Integrated with a system also capable of cooperative 
operation, when desirable. 
Doppler Techniques 
Many radar systems use doppler techniques for the determination of range 
rate (or relative translationalvelocity). Doppler can also be used for the 
determination of certain relative attitude rates. Using the spotlight scan- 
ning technique previously discussed, if a portion of the target is spotlighted 
which is tumbling toward the docking ship, an "up" doppler shift is observed. 
A Hdown" shift would be observed when spotlighting the opposite side. Using 
the ssme frame and tumble rates assumed previously in this section, the maxi- 
mum doppler due to target rotation can be calculated. This is shown in 
table 9 . 
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TABLE 9 - TARGET TUMBLE - DOPPLER RELATIONSHIPS 
A. 
0. 
C. 
REQUIRED 
I 
TUMBLE RATE EDGE TANGENT MAXIMUM 
FRAME RATES (O/SEC.) VELOCITY (FPS) DOPPLER AT 70 gc 
1 
10 
100 
0.175 24.50 Hz 
1.750 245.00 Hz 
17.500 2.45 kHz 
If the antenna has 1 foot diameter resolution cell (at 100 feet) and the target 
is 10 feet in diameter, 100 resolution cells will be required, a 20 foot dia- 
meter target would require 400 cells. 
A resolution field of 20 x 20 will handle most targets of interest that 
would be observed at 100 feet. Larger targets would be observed from distances 
greater than 100 feet. Observation (or dwell time) based on a conservative 
500 cell field with a maximum of loo rotation in any one frame will vary 
linearly from 20 ms for the lo/second tumble rate to .2 ms for the loo/second 
tumble rate. 
S/N Requirements 
With this observation time the required signal to noise ratio can be 
calculated from the following formula: 
(403 > 
Since the doppler spread will be similar to lO$ of the maximum doppler +T 
will be a constant and the signal to noise ratio will be constant for the 
accuracies and tumble rate specified. A variable scan speed with appropriate 
processing will be required to maintain a constant percentage doppler error. 
Transmitter Feedthrough 
Transmitter feedthrough will appear as a zero velocity target. This has 
p?eviously been analyzed in the section on FM-CW radar. The measured doppler, 
fd is given by: 
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f;t = fd 
ef 
-cos 277f& 
er 
l+ 
"f 
1+-cos 27rfddt 
er I 9 
(404) 
where 'eft = feedthrough voltage 
er = reflected voltage 
For : 
f(j = fd 
ef 
1+ -cos 
er 
2rrfdt 1 9 (405 1 
and the maximum fraction error is proportional to the ratio of the feedthrough 
to received signal ratio. 
For a lO$ error, the signal to feedthrough ratio would need to be 20 db. 
The isolation required to keep the feedthrough below this level can be calcu- 
lated. This is calculated for the .5’ beamwidth 70 GHz system at a range of 
100 feet. 
= 63.4 db 
(406) 
(407 > 
This isolation may be achieved with separate antennas or on-off switching 
using one antenna. 
The accuracy with which the doppler frequency can be measured will be 
affected by the transmitter frequency stability. Errors in doppler measure- 
ments will be caused by frequency errors, long term drifts, and frequency 
modulation sidebands caused by noise modulation. For systems with the trans- 
mitter and local oscillator derived from a common source, frequency errors 
and long term drifts will result in an error in the doppler frequency measure- 
ment proportional to the percentage frequency error. If the transmitter and 
local oscillator are derived from separate sources, frequency errors and long 
term drifts can add directly. FM noise modulations on the transmitter and 
local oscillator will produce noise sidebands that will interfere with the 
doppler return. However, it can be seen by following an analysis similar to 
that of the FM-CW radar, that these noise sidebands will be greatly reduced 
when observed at the IF frequency. For example, the modulation index for a 
signal at fm = 10 Hz with the target located 100 feet away will be reduced by 
the factor 2 sin om7 .- NN ,+,T , round trip delay. 
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2(100) 
T = - =200 ns 
C 
9 (408 > 
o,r= 277 x10 x2 x 10-7 (409) . 
= 98 db (410 1 
Table 10 gives the noise reduction factor for other noise modulation frequen- 
cies. 
TABLE 10 - FM NOISE REDUCTION FACTOR 
I H* I db 
10 
100 
1000 
10,000 
98 
78 
58 
38 
FM noise will have negligible effect on the system performance if coher- 
ence is maintained between the transmitter and the local oscillator. 
The doppler frequencies produced by rotation rates between lo/second and 
lOOo/second can be measured if care is taken. The equipent required to pro- 
cess doppler information can be readily integrated with the radar spotlight 
scan technique. 
Quasi-Optical Techniques 
Another technique which is capable of obtaining target data is the quasi- 
optical technique. This technique obtains the same information as the paint- 
ing technique, but does it simultaneously instead of sequentially. In this 
technique, an antenna with a beamwidth comparable to the lens field of view 
floodlights the target and the reflected energy is received by a field of 
sensors located behind a lens. Thus, a complete image of the target is obtain- 
ed without the requirement of scanning. Figure 127 is a sketch of the optics 
of this system. 
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FIGURE 127 - IMAGING SYSTEM GEOMETRY 
The lens diameter and operating frequency relationships are chosen to 
provide angular resolution adequate to resolve the scattering areas on the 
target vehicle. The same requirements exist as were discussed in the section 
on the sequential painting technique. This requires system operation at 
millimeter wave frequencies to keep the lens diameter from being excessive. 
The rotation rate measurement is made at 100 feet. A power calculation 
shows that the received signal strength is not adequate for a video detection 
system, even at this range. 
Gr = 10 db (30° beamwidth) 
% = 50 db 
h = .0043 
R = 100 feet 
ff = 1 square meter 
Pt =lOOmw 
L = 3 db 
Pr = -60 dbm (411) 
A superheterodyne receiver is required for this sensitivity. Figure 128 is a 
block diagram of this system, which can measure rotation rates by doppler 
processing of the returned signal or by determining the periodicity of the 
image of the returned signal. The storage requirement is the same as that for 
the sequential painting system. 
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Short Pulse Radar Techniques 
The range resolution capability of the short pulse radar has been used to 
determine the rotation rates of planets, but has very limited applicability to 
the docking situation. Since the planets are known to be spherical from visu- 
al observations, it is possible to determine their spin rate by observing the 
doppler speed in various range resolution cells (see figure 129). 
THE 
RADAR 
ANTENNA 
LENGTH OF AN ARC ON THE SURFACE I =.R6’ 
l=R0 
de= I/R dl 
dr= 2R/C SIN 8 I/R dl 
dr= 2/C SIN 8dl 
TARGET 
R (I-COS&-/ /--, 
r= To + 2R/C (l-COS6J, 
dr- 2R/C SIN 8 d 8 I 
FIGURE 129 - RANGE RESOLUTION CELL 
For a target having a diameter of ten feet, a one nanosecond pulse is required 
to obtain a one foot resolution cell at 8 = 30°: 
d;= ; sin 8d1, dr=lns l (412) 
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Since this pulse width is not in agreement with the pulse widths required for 
the doppler accuracy measurement on a single pulse basis, it is necessary to 
measure the doppler on a pulse train basis. 
The doppler return gives a measure of the rotation rate of the target but, 
with ,resolution in range only, the axis cannot be measured from a fixed point. 
The docking vehicle must move off axis and observe the change in doppler 
spread. For the simple spherical shaped-body, this data could be processed to 
give an indication of proper direction to the spin axis. For complex target 
shapes, the problem becomes prohibitively difficult and tends to eliminate 
this system from consideration with targets of unknown shape. 
Signature Analysis of Radar Returns 
The study of objects by analysis of their radar return signatures has 
already been discussed in the section entitled, "Probes as Docking Aids." It 
was mentioned that a disadvantage in attempting to gather information by this 
method is the sophisticated data processing requirement. However, any non- 
cooperative scheme that forbids the use of visual observation, either directly 
or by television, requires a rather sophisticated system of analysis. 
The returns from metallic objects of various shapes are characteristic. 
Some common shapes that might be encountered are shown in figure 130 with their 
characteristic signatures. The ability to recognize object shapes from radar 
data is based on the fact that the amplitude of the signal reflected from a 
target changes as the contour of the object which is pointed toward the radar 
changes. For a compound body, the signature is generally a combination of the 
signatures of simple bodies. 
A ccnnputer, can be provided with correlation functions or programmed to 
analytically reproduce the shape of an object. A group of formulas are pre- 
sently available for simple body shapes. L. Blasberg of RCA has derived a 
general mathematical expression for signature analysis which defines shape as 
a target aperture function (reference 27). A computer equipped with the 
Blasberg equations may be able to deduce much about symmetrical target objects. 
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THE ABILITY TO IDENTIFY SHAPES OF OBJECTS BY RADAR DATA IS BASED ON THE FACT 
rHAT RADAR CROSS SECTION (OR AMPLITUDE OF THE SIGNAL REFLECTED FROM A TAR- 
GET) CHANGES AS THE CONTOUR OF THE OBJECT WHICH IS POINTED TOWARD THE RADAR 
(ASPECT ANGLE, 8) CHANGES. THE CHART ABOVE SHOWS ANALYTIC IDENTIFYING SIGNA- 
TURES (CROSS SECTION VERSUS ASPECT ANGLE) FOR FOUR SYMMETRICAL BODIES. FOR 
THE COMPOUND BODY, THE SIGNATURE IS A COMBINATION OF THE SIGNATURES OF THE 
FOUR SIMPLE BODIES. 
FIGURE 130 - TARGET SIGNATURES 
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS FOR NONCOOPERATIVE MISSIONS 
Many missions requiring docking with a noncooperating target will be 
manned and will require, at most, sensors capable of deriving supplemental 
displays; others, as discussed earlier, will require quite sophisticated 
systems for sensing the rotation rate and rotation axis. To illustrate the 
application of the data presented in the previous sections, an unmanned 
satellite inspection mission is examined. This mission has very stringent 
requirements. The sensors are required to independently determine the entire 
set of target parameters (relative position, velocity, and rotation rate). 
TRADE-OFF OF CONTENDING SYSTEMS 
By combining the range measuring techniques with the angle and attitude 
measurement techniques described earlier, the following systems were synthe- 
sized. 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
Sequential Painting - A block diagram of this system is shown in figure 
131. This system uses the ICW radar technique for range and range rate 
measurement. A scanning narrow beam antenna is used for angle, rotation 
rate, and rotation axis determination. 
Imaging Lens System - A block diagram of this system is shown in figure 
132. This system uses the ICW radar technique for range and range rate 
measurement. The imaging lens system is used for the angle, rotation 
rate, and rotation axis determination. This system provides the same 
information as the sequential painting system except that it is obtained 
simultaneously instead of sequentially. 
Multiple Beam - Doppler Sample - A block diagram of this system is shown 
in figure 133. Again use ICW radar technique for the range and range rate 
measurement. However, instead of obtaining a complete image of the target 
vehicle, the return from the target vehicle is only sampled. A four feed 
sequential lobing antenna tracking system is used to obtain the LOS angle. 
Rotation rates and axis are obtained by processing vertical and horizontal 
samples of doppler return from the target vehicle obtained by squinted 
narrow beams. 
Short Pulse Radar - A block diagram of this system is shown in figure 134. 
In this case, conventional pulse radar range measuring techniques are 
employed. A sequential lobing angle tracking system is used to keep the 
antenna centered on the target and to obtain the LOS angle measurements. 
The maximum doppler r&turn is used to determine the rotation rate of the 
target. 
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FIGURE 131 - SEQUENTIAL “PAINTING” RADAR 
These systems till be compared on their ability to measure target size 
and shape, LOS angle, rotation rates, range, and on system complexity. 
-Target Size and Shape 
Target size and shape wiU. need to be determined to aid in making a 
decision to dock, not to dock, or how close an approach will be possible. If 
the target is quite large and has extended arms, it may not be possible to 
approach the target very close. The size will also determine the range at 
which the rotation axis alignment must be made. This section will compare 
the accuracy with which this parame ter can be measured. 
Sequential Painting. - The size of the target is measured by determining 
the number of angular resolution cells that the target covers. The lateral 
extent of the target can be measured within one beamwidth. Since this is an 
angular measurement, the linear error decreases with decreasing range. 
For a .5’ beamwidth antenna operating at 70 GHz, this error, which is 
equal to the beam spot diameter, is a function of range as shown in table 11 . 
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TABLE 11 - SPOT DIAMETER vs. RANGE 
1 RANGE (FEET) 1 SPOT DIAMETER (FEET) 1 
GE 
10,000 
0.96 
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Imaging Lens System - The size and shape is determined by this system to 
the same degree of accuracy as the sequential painting system. 
Multiple Beam-Doppler Sample - The size of the target vehicle is obtain- 
ed in this system by measuring the range at which the target vehicle fills the 
pair of squinted narrow antenna beams. This measurement is very coarse and 
depends upon the target attitude. Only two orthogonal samples are obtained 
from this measurement. Additional docking vehicle maneuvers may be performed 
to obtain more measurements if the target vehicle is not rotating. However, 
if the target vehicle is rotating, it will not be necessary to maneuver the 
docking vehicle to obtain maximum size perpendicular to LOS. The accuracy of 
the estimation of the size of the target will then be essentially the same 
as that of the sequential painting system. 
Short Pulse Radar - A short pulse radar with a 2 ns pulse width can 
measure range with a resolution of + 1 foot. This value is independent of 
range, and determines the size of tEe target in the direction of the range 
vector. 
Size is determined in two dimensions by each of these systems, except the 
Short Pulse Radar which gives size in one dimension only. It is necessary to 
maneuver the docking vehicle around the target vehicle to determine its maxi- 
mum size. A comparison of the accuracy of these systems is given in figure 135. 
Line of Sight Angle 
Sequential Painting - The centroid of the target (i.e., the geometric 
center of the target projection into a plane perpendicular to the vehicle- 
target line-of-sight, is determined and tracked in this system. If the 
target is stationary, this is a well defined point. If the target is rotating, 
it is necessary to maneuver the docking vehicle onto the spin axis. The angle 
to the centroid is defined as the LOS angle. The accuracy is within one 
beamwidth. This follows the geometrical beamwidth of the antenna. 
Imaging Lens System - This system has the same measurement capabilities 
as the doppler paint system. The difference is that this system employs 
parallel processing while the doppler paint system employs sequential process- . A plot of the measurement capabilities of these systems is given in 
i$f$re 136. 
Multiple Ream-Doppler Sample - In this system, sequential lobing is used 
to derive an error signalto mechanically position a gimballed antenna to 
point toward the target. The angular error in the LOS measurement in this 
system can be quite low at medium ranges and is limited by glint noise at short 
range. This can be limited to small values at ranges where the narrow squint 
angle beam just overlaps the edge of the target. At these ranges the angle 
accuracy is comparable to that obtained with painting techniques with antennas 
of comparable beamwidth. 
SHORT PULSE RADAR 
RANGE (FEET) 
FIGURE 135 - TARGET SIZE ACCURACY 
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Short Pulse - Additional angle tracking circuitry is required for the 
short pulse system. A sequential lobing technique results in the usual glint 
errors. 
Rotation Rate Measurement 
The rotation rate of the target vehicle is measured by processing doppler 
returns frcm the target. The accuracy with which this measurement can be made 
by each technique will be discussed. 
Sequential Painting. - The doppler return from each beam position is 
measured and stored, generating a complete doppler map of the target. Since 
this map is also used for obtaining the target size and shape, the target must 
be scanned rapidly to keep target motion from blurring the target image. In 
this case, bright spots on the target can cause the predominant doppler fre- 
quency to correspond to any point in the beam. This results in an error that 
is proportional to the ratio of spot size to diameter in any one beam measure- 
ment. However, many samples are available and by processing this information, 
the rrror can be greatly reduced. The error reduction approximately follows 
a\ITi- 
law. 
Imaging Lens System. - A doppler map of the target is obtained with this 
system also, but in this case a field of sensors is used to receive the return 
from the target. All sensors receive energy from the target simultaneously and 
the rotation rate measurement is made by processing the doppler return from the 
target. Averaging (both time and spatial) can be used to improve the accuracy 
of the rotation rate measurement. 
Multiple Beam Doppler Ssmple. - In this system the rotation rate is 
determined by measuring the doppler returns in two orthogonal pair of antenna 
beams. These beams essentially sample the doppler map that is obtained by the 
sequential painting and imaging system. Two samples are taken of each compo- 
nent of doppler to allow a measurement of the doppler difference instead of 
absolute doppler. This relaxes the requirement of antenna pointing. Since 
bright spots will result in erroneous indications, averaging techniques must 
be employed to increase the accuracy of this measurement. Since the limited 
number of samples eliminates the possibility of spatial averaging, time 
averaging is employed. Bright spot errors are reduced by integrating the 
target return over a period long enough for the bright spot to sweep through 
the antennabeam. 
8.2O. 
At a range of 100 feet, the beam spot will cover an arc of 
The time required for a spot on the target to move through this distance 
for the different rotation rates is shown below. 
Rotation Rate Time for Spot to Traverse Antenna Beam 
lOO'/sec. .082 sec. 
lOo/sec . .82 sec. 
1°/sec . 8.2 sec. 
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The required averaging time for the lOO'/second and lO'/second rotation 
rates are compatible with the averaging time of the other radar parameters. 
The magnitude of the error of the rotation rate of lo/second measurement due 
to bright spot reflection will be within the tolerance on impact conditions. 
Short Pulse Radar - The short pulse radar measures'rotation rate by 
measuring the doppler spread of the target return and calculating the rota- 
tion rate using the previously determined target size. 
Rotation Axis 
Sequential Painting - The rotation axis is obtained by plotting lines of 
constant doppler. The accuracy of these plots will be limited by the angular 
resolution which determines the spot size of the doppler image. If the target 
is large and includes many resolution cells, the accuracy can be determined 
from geometry. The accuracy will depend upon the number of samples in the 
constant doppler line and the spot size. 
be- tan-$ , (413 > 
where 
A8 = max angular error , 
N = number of resolution cell. 
A 20 foot diameter vehicle has been chosen as a typical target size. The 
accuracy of the rotation axis then depends upon the spot size, as shown in 
table 12 . 
TABLE 12 - ROTATION AXIS ACCURACY vs. SPOT SIZE 
RANGE I (SPOT SIZE) 
(FEET) (FEET) 
20 0.8 
50 0.55 
100 1.0 
1000 a.7 
(D&iEES) 
4.5 
3.0 
5 
41 
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Imaging Lens System - The rotation axis will be measured in the same 
manner as for the doppler painting system and the same accuracies will result. 
Multiple Beam Doppler Sample - In this system the rotation axis is deter- 
mined from the direction of the resultant of the vector summation of the hori- 
zontal and verticalcamponentsof velocity. The accuracy with which the axis 
of rotation is measured is dependent upon the accuracy with which the rotation 
rate can be measured. This calculation is made with the aid of figure 137. 
t 
6, = TAN-’ 
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FIGURE 137 - VELOCITY COMPONENTS 
For small c the angle at which the error is a maximum is 45'. Then, 
8,= 45O - tan-l= . (414 1 
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short Pulse Radar. - Short pulse radar will not be able to determine rota- 
tion axis directly. Docking vehicle maneuvering will. be required to determine 
the rotation axis with this system. 
The ICW technique has been shown to be better than other CW techniques for 
noncooperative range measurements. Since range resolution is not required in 
three ok the four systems being compared, the pulse width is limited only by 
the requirement that the transmitter be turnedoff before the reflected signal 
is received. This requirement also fits the ICW radar. If the prf and pulse 
width of the pulse radar is changed with range to keep a 50$ duty cycle, the 
two systems become quite similar. The ICW radar requires a coherent integra- 
tion and will result in greater sensitivity and better utilization of trans- 
mitted power. Also, all systems will measure doppler shift to determine range 
rate and rotation rates. Since this requires a coherent transmitter, the ICW 
radar will be the best choice. The short pulse radar is by definition a pulse 
radar technique. Again a coherent transmitter is required for doppler measure- 
ments. 
RangeRate 
The range rate on all systems is measured by doppler techniques. This can 
be accomplished readily with the narrowband circuitry, using a phase locked re- 
ceiver, mixing the transmitted and received signal at I-F., and measuring the 
frequency of the difference signal. The instrumentation to measure range rate 
in the short pulse radar uses a PSD at microwave frequencies followed by box- 
car circuitry. 
System Complexity 
The systems being considered for noncooperative docking will be compared 
on the basis of system complexity. System complexity will be indicated by the 
quantity of parts or by the use of circuits with small tolerances. 
As can be seen from table 13. the Imaging Lens system suffers from an 
excessive number of feeds. The antenna requirements for the other systems are 
roughly equivalent. The gimballed reflector assembly with multiple feeds is 
the most complex of the remaining three; however, the antenna for the sequen- 
tial painting system is limited to obtaining data from slowly rotating targets. 
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TABLE 13 - SYSTEM COMPLEXITY 
ANTENNA 
IMAGING LENS SEQUENTIAL BEf;;;;;;ER 
SYSTEM PAINTING 
SAMPLE 
SHORT 
PULSE 
DIAMETER 24” I 10” 
GIMBALLED 
TYPE FIXED LENS PARABOLIC 
REFLECTOR 
FEEDS 500 1 I 16 I 5 
ISOLID STATE 
TRANSMITTER I SOLID STATE MULTIPLIER CHAIN (MM WAVES) I 
MULTIPLIER CHAIN 
(X BAND) IL 
RECEIVER 
PROCESSING 
POWER AMPLIFIER 
NARROW BAND BROADBAND 
COMPLEX I SIMPLE VERYCOMPLEX 
Since all except the short pulse system use IGW radar for ranging, the 
transmitter will be the same for all three systems. A solid state multiplier 
chain with 100 mw power output at 70 GHz is required for the system. This is 
a state of the art requirement and requires development. However, once devel- 
oped, this type transmitter offers solid state reliability and low voltage 
operation. The power requirements for a short pulse radar are much greater and 
cannot be obtained by solid state. An additional power amplifier is required - 
a vacuum tube (TWT) with an additional high voltage power supply and modulator. 
All systems except the short pulse radar can use narrow band receivers. 
The short pulse radar requires a broadband receiver to achieve the full reso- 
lution capabilities of the transmitted pulse. 
These complexity considerations are summar ized in table 13 . 
SELEXTION OF MOST PROMISING SYSTEM 
Four systems were compared for use as docking radar sensors. These sys- 
iems were analyzed to determine their measurement capabilities, limitations, 
=d accuracies. Table 14 summarizes the measurement technique employed by 
each system. As can be seen from this chart, a considerable overlap exists 
jetween the various systems. All systems use doppler measurements to deter- 
mine range rate. The three systems using angular resolution, use similar 
iarget size determination techniques. The imaging lens system and the 
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TABLE 14 - ‘MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 
IMAGING LENS SEQUENTIAL 
SYSTEM PAINTING 
MULTIPLE BEAM 
DOPPLER SAMPLE 
SHORT 
PULSE 
TARGET SIZE TWO DlMEiJSlONAL TWO DIMENSIONAL TWO DIMENSIONAL ONE DIMENSIONAL 
AND SHAPE ,DIRECTLY FROM BY SCANNING APPROXIMATED (RANGE EXTENT 
DETERMINATION IMAGE TARGET AND FROM ANGULAR OF TARGET) 
FORMING IMAGE EXTENT OF TARGET 
& 
‘LINE OF SIGHT 
ANGLE DETER- CENTROID COMPUTATION SEQUENTIAL LOBING 
MINATION 
l 
ROTATION ROTATION RATE 
RATE ROTATION RATE AND AXIS BY MEASURING ONLY BY 
‘.DETERMINATION HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DOPPLER MEASURING 
DOPPLER SPREAD 
d 
RANGE 
DETERMINATION 
RANGE 
ICW RADAR NANOSECOND 
PULSE RADAR 
DETERMINATION 
DOPPLER 
sequential painting system measure the target size and shape directly from the 
target image; the main difference is that the imaging lens systems obtains 
multiple samples from the target simultaneously, while the sequential painting 
system obtains the same information in time sequence. The multiple beam-doppler 
sample radar does not obtain complete Image of the target but only approximates 
the size of the target from orthogonal samples obtained with squinted antennas. 
The short pulse radar is capable of measuring only one dimension of the ta;rget, 
its range extent. The docking vehicle must maneuver around the target to 
obtain a two dimensional measure of its size. 
Rotation rate and axis measurement are made by doppler mapping of the 
target in the Imaging lens systems and in the sequential painting system. The 
multiple beam-doppler sample system measures the rotation rate and axis by 
determining two orthogonal values of the rotation rate and performing the 
vector addition. The short pulse radar measures the magnitude of the rotation 
only. This is done by measuring the doppler spread and computing the rotation 
rate by using the previously determined target size. 
The line of sight angle determination is obtained by a geometrical centroid 
computation in the imaging lens system and in the sequential painting system. 
The multiple beam doppler-sample system and the short pulse system 
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obtain this information as shaft angle output from a tracking antenna. 
ICW radar is used to measure range on all systems except the short pulse 
radar system. The short pulse radar measures range as a time delay measure- 
ment. 
The performance capability of these systems is s umumrized in table 15 . 
TABLE 15 - PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
IMAGING LENS SEQUENTIAL MULTIPLE BEAM 
SYSTEM PAINTING DOPPLER SAMPLE 
TARGET 
SIZE 
AND 
SHAPE 
LIM1TE.D ONLY BY SPOT SIZE 
LIMITED BY 
SPOT SIZE 
AND NUMBER 
AND FEEDS 
VERY ACCURATE 
VERY ACCURATE AT LONG RANGE, AT LONG RANGE, 
L.O.S. ACCURATE TO ANTENNA DEGRADED AT 
ANGLE BEAMWIDTH AT SHORT RANGE, SHORT RANGE BY 
.S” AT R> 100 FT 2.5* AT R = 20 FT LIMITED NUMBER 
OF SQUINT ANGLE 
ROTATION 
ACCURACY IS DEPENDENT ON DOPPLER 
,RATE 
SMEAR IN BEAMWIDTH OF ANTENNA 
= 10% AT R = 100 FT 
RANGE AND o=lFTO<R<lOOFT 
RANGE RATE u= O.l%O 100 FT < R < 10,000 FT 
SHORT 
PULSE 
RESOLVES IN 
RANGE ONLY. 
NOT DIRECTLY 
AVAILABLE. REQUIR 
SEPARATE ANGLE 
TRACKING SYSTEM. 
DIFFICULT TO 
DETERMINE FOR 
OTHER THAN 
SPHERICAL TARGET 
ur = 1’ 0 < R < 100 FT 
or = R2 R > 100 FT 
The target size and shape are measured equally well by the imaging lens system 
and the sequential painting system. The accuracy of the measurement is limited 
only by the spot size. The multiple beam-doppler semple system measurement is 
limited by the spot size and number of feeds. The measurement is along perpen- 
dicular lines. Some maneuvering of the spacecraft is necessary to improve this 
measurement. If a roll maneuver is performed, the maximum extent of the target 
can be determined to a much greater accuracy. This may need to be repeated at 
more than one range to improve the measurement. The short pulse radar resolves 
in range only. A volume search by maneuvering the docking spacecraft is re- 
quired to obtain size information by this radsr. The radar information requires 
considerable processing to be useful for docking. 
The LOS angle is measured most accurately by the centroid camputation 
used in the imaging lens system and sequential painting system. The amplitude 
comparison angle tracking systems are more accurate at long ranges but are 
degraded below the centroid seeking system during the final closure. However, 
as discussed in an earlier section, the angle measurement can be obtained at 
an intermediate range and held for the rest of the docking. 
The rotation rate measurement accuracy is the same for the imaging lens 
system, the sequential painting system, and the multiple beam-doppler.sample sys- 
tem. This is limited by the size of the antenna spot and size of the target. 
The short pulse radar measurement of the rotation rate is very difficult to 
determine for other than spherical targets. 
The range and range rate measurement capability is the same for all sys- 
tems except the short pulse radar. The short pulse radar is limited to opera- 
tion at short range due to the excessive peak power requirements. 
Table 16 s ummarizes the system complexity trade off considerations. 
TABLE 16 - SYSTEM COMPLEXITY 
. 
IMAGING LENS SEQUENTIAL MULTIPLE 
BEAM 
SHORT 
SYSTEM PAINTING 
DOPPLER SAMPLE 
PULSE 
I ANTENNA DIAMETER I 
TYPE FIXED LENS 
FEEDS 500 
GIMBALLED GIMBALLED 
PARABOLIC PARABOLIC 
REFLECTOR REFLECTOR 
1 I 16 5 
SOLID STATE 
I TRANSMITTER I SOLID STATE MULTIPLIER CHAIN (MM WAVES) I MULTIPLIER CHAIN (X BAND) AND POWER AMPLIFIER I 
RECEIVER NARROiV BAND BROAD BAND 
I 
i 
PROCESSING COMPLEX I SIMPLE VERY COMPLEX 
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The iplae;Lng lens system antenna is quite complex requiring a multiplicity 
of feeds (= 500) and associated processing circuitry. The sequential painting 
system using the gimballed parabolic reflector with a single feed is much smsl- 
ler and simpler; however, the scan rates that can be achieved with this antenna 
are limited to such a low value that only slowly rotating targets can be accom- 
odated. The gimballed parabolic reflector with multiple feeds is only slightly 
more complicated than the single feed sequential painting system. Rapid scan- 
ning of this system is not required. The short pulse radar uses the smallest 
and simplest antenna. 
The transmitter requirement for all systems except the short pulse radar 
can be met with a solid state multiplier chain. This multiplier chain requires 
development but this develomnt is within the state of the art. The short 
pulse radar requires a power amplifier to accomplish the required range perfor- 
mance. 
A narrow band receiver is used on all ByStenW other than the short pulse 
radar. The processing requirements vary from very complex for the short pulse 
radar, complex for the imaging lens system and sequential painting system, to 
relatively simple for the multiple beam~doppler sample sys~. 
The multiple beam-doppler sample system has been chosen as the system to be , 
investigated further. This system does not have all the measurement capabili- 
ties of the imaging lens system or sequential painting system for target size 
and shape determination. A completely UnEcnovn target vehicle with long extend- ' 
ed arms may be beyond the capability of this system; however, targets of this 
nature comprise only a small part of the class of all possible noncooperative 
docking missions. The more probable missions require docking with a vehicle 
with which some prior size and shape information is available. In this case, 
the size information obtained by the radar is secondary, back up information. 
The size and complexity of the imaging lens system is prohibitive. The sequen- 
tial painting system lb attractive except for its limited scan rates. This 
limited scan rate would make this system useful for only those targets that are 
not rotating or are rotating very slowly. This restriction cannot generally be 
assumed. The short pulse radar system cannot directly make the measurements 
required. An excessive amount of docking vehicle maneuvering would be required 
to dock with this system. 
FRFsIJMINARY DESIGR OF NONCGCPEXATIVE DGCXING RADAR 
A detailed block diagram of the multiple beam-doppler sample radar is shown 
in figure 138 . This system measures range, range rate, measures and tracks 
the line of sight angles, and measures rotational doppler from which target 4 
rotation rate and target rotation axis are obtained. 
Range is measured by the ICW radar technique, as described in the section ' 
on CW radar, using early-late gate tracking for ranges greater than 100 feet. 
For ranges below 100 feet, a video detection time delay measurement is used. 
The range rate is measured by phase lock techniques for all ranges. Angle 
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tracking and IDS angle measurement is accomplished using four besm sequential 
lobing, .5O beams for long range, loo beams for closure. The target rotation 
doppler measurement is made using the squinted .5O beams. Figure 139 is 8 
sketch of the 8ntenn8 beams used in e8Ch phase of the docking mission. Not all 
measurements are needed at 8U ranges. Iogic circuitry is provided to select 
the proper system function during each phase of the docking mission. Sequential 
processing is used in this system. 
Operational Description 
The satellite inspection mission, 811 ex8mple of 8 completely noncoopera- 
tive docking mission, places stringent requirements on the measurement capability 
of the docking sensor. The 8ppro8Ch described in this section includes msneuv- 
ering in to 8 range of approximately 100 feet, determining target motion from 
this razlge, and then maneuvering the remaining distance for docking. The maxi- 
mum unassisted range of this system is 10,000 feet. However, if the Info-- 
tion on which this mission was initiated is adequate to obtain an estimate of 
target range, range rate and line of sight angle, the range of this system may 
be extended to 100,000 feet. 
The Ch8r8CteriStiCs of the system will be better understood by examining 
the operational sequence, which has been divided into four modes: low range, 
medium range, observation range, and short r8nge. 
long R8nge Operation. 
R, 6 and I&3 angle. 
- At long rsnges, 100,000 feet, the system measures 
The four 1/2O beamvidth, 3 db crossover antenna beams are 
used exclusively in this portion of the docking mission. A priori Los, R and 
R information 8re required to keep the signal acquisition time from being 
excessive. The acquisition is performed in the following sequence: 
8. Prior information is used to keep the antenna pointed at target. 
b. R information from the rendezvous r8d8r is used to co8rse tune the VCO 
in the receiver phase lock circuitry, Then only 8 small frequency search 
is required to acquire the sign81 in doppler. 
c. After the sign8l has been acquired in doppler, the ICW modulation is swept 
to acquire the target in rsnge. 
d. After the target has been acquired in range, the sequential lobing circti- 
try is placed in operation to track the target in angle. 
MediumR8ng e. - If the maximum range of the system is 10,000 feet, acqui- 
sition will be simplified. The phase-lock bandwidth c8n be increased to reduce 
the acquisition time. 
A completely unaided acquisition is performed by searching doppler and 
angle resolution cells. The number of antenaa resolution cells, N, is approxi- 
mately equal to the surface area of 8 sphere divided by the area of 8 spot, on 
the s8me sphere, ilLumin8ted by the antenna. 
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doBEAM .2S” SQiJlNT 
ANGLE TRACK 
RANGE MEASUREMENT 
RANGE RATE MEASUREMENT 
INTERMEDIATE RANGE 
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RANGE MEASUREMENT 
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,M 
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RANGE MEASUREMENT 
RANGE RATE MEASUREMENT 
FIGURE 139 - ANTENNA OPERATION CHART 
N= 4/3 ,P2 
ng 
16.4 N- 
38 
(415) 
(416) 
The above equstion results in approximately 70,000 beam positions for the .5O 
beamwidth antenna. Approximately 15 db (S/N) is required for doppler ~cquisi- 
tion; this allows a doppler channel bandwidth of 10,000 Hz. The maximum 
expected doppler is 150 kRz, therefore, 15 doppler cells are searched. The 
search time per doppler cell is 1 x 10-h seco 
T 
8. Since there 8re 7.0 x 10-k 
angle cells, the acquisition time is 7.0 x 10' x 15 x 1 x 10-4 = 105 seconds. 
After the t8rget has been acquired in doppler 8nd angle, the target is acquir- 
ed in range. Filter bandwidths are then decreased to improve measurement 
accuracy. 
When the range decreases to such 8 value that the target subtends an angle 
greater than the peak to peak separation on the .50 beamwidth .25O squint angle 
beams, the angle tracking function is switched to the breed beams. 
Observation Range. - At R = 100 feet, the docking vehicle stops and ob- 
serves the target vehicle. The following quantities are measured. 
8. Range, range rate 
b. Rotation rate 
c. Axis of rotation 
The pointing direction is nmintained by angle tracking with the broad beam 
antennas. Range and range rate are measured to the center of the target, using 
the narrow beam with .5O squint angle. 
The 2.5 or 5' squint angle beams 8re used to measure the rotation rate and 
rotation axis. This measurement is iaaccurate to the extent of the doppler 
spread in the beamwidth. This spread produces 8 larger fractional error 8s the 
squint 8ngle is decreased. Therefore, for most accurate readings, the largest 
squint angle resulting in antenns beams intercepting the target is used. Since 
two sets of feeds are used for this measurement, target rotation rate and axis 
can be determined. The rotation rates and rotation axis obtained from these two 
samples of doppler are the projection of the values of these quantities into a 
plane perpendicular to the docking vehicles line of sight. The docking vehicle 
maneuvers until the line of sight axis perpendicular to the target rotation 
axis, as indicated by maximum measured rotation rate, is determined. 
After the target rotation rate has been determined, 8 decision is made 8s 
to whether to continue the docking mission. This depends considerably on the 
purpose of the mission and the docking mechanism. If 8 docking m8neuver is 
decided on and the target vehicle is spinning, the rotation axis information is 
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used to guide the docking vehicle to an on-8xis 8pproaCh. The docking vehicle 
then matches the.measured spin rate of the target vehicle. 
Short Rang e. - To complete the docking, the r8d8r measures lglzge, range 
rste, and IDS and samples the rotation doppler channels to maintain alignment 
with the axis of rotation of the rotating target vehicle. 
The broadbeams are used for angle track during this portion of the mission. 
The range measurement is made using the narrow beams with small squint 
angles. Since the IGW modulation rate would tend to infinity at zero range, 
the modulation frequency is held constfmt Snd range is measured by pulse tech- 
niques. Video detection circuitry is used for this measurement. 
Functional Description 
Antenna. - The antenna system chosen for this system consists of 8 para- 
bolic reflector with three squint angles aided by auxiliary tide beam horns. 
Psrsbolic Reflector AnteMs Ch8IWteristiCS 
Frequency - 70 GRz 
&Width -.5O 
Gain - 50 db 
Squint Angles - .25', 2.5', 5O. 
This parabolic reflector is aided by four 10' beamwidth horns squinted 5O 
for use 8t very short range. 
The .5' beamvldth, .25O squint angle beams are used for long range opera- 
tion (range, range rate and angle track) and at short range (range 8nd range 
rate). 
*The 2.5O and 50 squint angle8 are used to obtain doppler samples of the 
returned signal. Also, these beams are used to determine the approximate size 
of the target. These wide squint angle, n8rrow beams can be used to set limits 
on the angle tracking error. 
The wide angle horns are Used to develop smplitude campsrison signals for 
angle tracking at short r8nge. A sketch of the antenn8 beam positions is shown 
in fQure 139. 
Antenna Switching. - The 16 antenna beams require a microwave switching 
matrix to select the proper antenna beam and connect it to the transmitter 
receiver transmission line. The switching circuit is shown in figure 140 . 
The antenna switching network requires 16 output states which meet the 
following specific8tions: 
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FIGURE 140 - BEAM SELECTION SWITCH 
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_ - 
Frequency - 70 GHz 
Power -lOOmw 
Bandwidth -~5OOMEZ 
Insertion Loss - l.db per switch (3 db total) 
ON-OFF ratio - 30 db 
The switching elements considered are ferrite and diode phase shifters. 
A circuit to form the switch element is shown in -figure 141. 
3db HYBRID 3db HYBRID 
r ---- 1 -we-- 
1 
" 1 I 
21 I I 
L----A 
PHASE 
SHIFTER 
et* 
O0 
180° 
FIGURE 141 - A SWITCHING ELEMENT ’ 
The relationship in table 17 holds. 
SWITCH 
PHASE 
O0 
180° 
INSERTION LOSS 
l-3 1-4 
HIGH LOW 
LOW HIGH 
TABLE 17 - SWITCH TERMINAL RELATIONSHIPS 
The device is bilateral, i.e., insertion loss l-3 = insertion loss 3-1, 
etc. The required 16 output states require 15 switches (30 hybrids 15 phase 
shifters). 
The 100 mw at 70 GHz power handling capability rules out diode Switches, 
but is well within the Capability of the ferrite switches. 
Only 4 phase shifters need be energized at any one time. Then using the 
TRG E150, 8 typical phase shifter, the power required to operate this switch is 
.64 watts. 
Transmitter. - The transmitter is a solid state multiplier chain with FSK 
switching for ICW ranging and ON-OFF switching for short range measurements. 
Figure 142, is a block diagram of the multiplier chain. The transmitter 
includes a frequency synthesizer producing two CW frequency sources, which when 
multiplied to 70 GHz, differ in frequency by the IF frequency. A single pole 
double throw switch alternately connects the two frequencies to the multiplier 
chain. The microwave portion of this transmitter consists of six doublers with 
outputs at S, C, X, Ku, I&, and V band. ON-OFF switching is accomplished by 
switching the input to the final multiplier stage. 
I I 
FPEQUENCY 
SYNTHESIZER 
1.1 GHz low x2 2.2 GHz 8w x2 4.4 GHz 6w x2 
ICW MODULATOR b VARACTOR b VARACTOR l VARACTOR 
MULTIPLIER MULTIPLIER MULTIPLIER 
I I I 1 1 I I I 
8.8 GHz 3w x2 17.6 GHz 1.5~ 
0.1 WATT 
x2 35.2 GHz 5w x2 70.4 GHz 
b VARACTOR b .VARACTOR b VARACTOR b 
MULTIPLIER MULTIPLIER - MULTIPLIER 
Fif- OFFSET 
x2 f.LO 
2 MODULATOR 
b VARACTOR II, 
MULTIPLIER 
FIGURE 142 - A SOLID STATE 70 GHz TRANSMITTER 
The local oscillator signal is generated directly in the multiplier chain 
for ICW ranging. For the short range measurement, 
the L.O. signal separately. 
it is necessary to generate 
This is done by coupling a signal from the Ka band 
multiplier to an offset modulator and doubling the output of this modulator. 
A modulator to gate on the multiplier chain and to gate the receiver off 
is required at short range. 
at 100 feet range. 
ON-OFF ratios on the order of 60-70 db are required 
This is not presently possible with solid state switches at 
100 mw power level. However, by switching an intermediate stage in the multi- 
plier chain, this may be possible. To achieve minimum range performance of 
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1 ft, 2 ns rise and fall times are required. 
At longer ranges, greater ON-OFF ratios are required to achieve adequate 
isolation; however, switching time measurements are relaxed. FSK (frequency 
shift keying) then appears promising, since much greater receiver isolation 
can be achieved with this gating technique. 
Range Measuring Technique. - At long range, the ICW ranging technique, as 
described in an earlier section, is used. At ranges less than 100 feet, two 
techniques, a phase measuring technique and a time delay technique are consid- 
ered for range measurement. 
The phase measuring technique uses the phase of the ICW Modulation ( a 
fixed 2.5 MHZ, 50$ duty cycle square wave for ranges < 100 feet) for the range 
measurement. A block diagram of this technique is shown in figure 143. 
b MULTIPLIER 
- 
5 
flW w 
I 
T 
f2L c 
MIXER 
H 
- 
AMPLIFIER 
FLIP-FLOP FILTER PHASE 
AND 
LOW PASS ’ 
DIFFERENTIATOR 
Al$D CLIPPER 
+ AMPLIFIER + SENSITIVE 
START LIMITER DETECTOR 
FILTER 
I 
FIGURE 143 -!NEAR RANGE MEASUREMENT BY MEASURING THE PHASE 
OF THE MODULATION FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY 
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The time relationship between the transmitt+d, received, and mixed fre- 
quencies is shown in figure 144. 
TR,ANSMlTTER 
‘1 
‘2 
‘1 
RECEIVED SIGNAL 
AT MIXER 
‘2 
OUTPUT OF 
MIXER 
FIGURE 144 - PHASE MEASUREMENT TIME RELATIONSHIP 
Let the receiver be represented by a baud pass filter and the input repre- 
sented by the pulsed function x (t). Then : 
y(t) = x(t) * h(t),, 
e-j oat 
I 
o<t<T, 
x(t) = 
otherwise , 
h(t) = Transform of [H(o)] 
h(t) = T 
(417) 
(418 > 
9 (419) 
(420) 
7 
(421) 
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y(t)=J=h(r)x(t-r)dr,; 
Do 
(423 ) 
te -jwor 
y.(t) J e-Am? ejwot e -jWcTdr,t<T; 
0 Al3 
(424 > 
(425) 
This envelope of this function is plotted in figure 145A. 
Of interest for minimum range performance is the response when T, the pulse 
width, is small compared with the rise time. Figure 145Bshows the filter 
response for different values of T. 
(426) 
Since the amplifier has AGC, this response is normalized. The position of the 
peak output corresponds to the end of the IF pulse.. (Figure 145,C.) The width 
of the pulse however changes with delay. As the number of stages of filtering 
increases, the uavefom is moothed, and the peak is no longer well defined. 
(Figure145D.)Th e shift of the phase of the modulation becomes a very poor 
indication of the decreasing range. (figure 146 . ) 
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TIME - 
(A) COMPARING T < I/ho AND T >>‘l/Ao 
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FIGURE 145 - IFOUTPUTENVELOPE 
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FIGURE 146 - DEGRADED PHASE RANGE RELATIONSHIP 
Therefore, this technique does not appear to be suitable for accurately 
measuring short ranges. 
The time delay technique can be implemented by measuring the time of arriv- 
al of the trailing edge of the returned radar signal or by measuring the time 
of arrival of the leading edge of the returned radar signal. 
these techniques. 
Table 18 compares 
TABLE 18 - RANGE MEASUREMENT - LEADING EDGE TRAILING EDGE COMPARISON 
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 
LEADlNG EDGE 1. MEASURES CLOSEST RANGE 1. REQUIRES ADDITIONAL MODU- 
(USING BROAD LATION (SHORT PULSE) 
BEAM ANTENNA) 2. NOT DEPENDENT UPON 2. LESS SENSITIVE, REQUIRES 
TARGET SHAPE BROADBANDSUPERHETERO- 
DYNE RECEIVER 
3. NO MULTIPATH EFFECTS 
TRAILING EDGE 1. REQUIRES NO ADDITIONAL l.DEPENDENT UPON ANTENNA 
(USING NARROW MODULATION POINTING ACCURACY 
BEAM ANTENNA) 2. DOES NOT REQUIRE BROAD 2. SENSITIVE TO MULTI PATH 
BAND RECEIVER 
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. 
The trailing ,edge time delay measurement is chosen as the better technique 
for this application because of its simplicity, better sensitivity and equiva- 
lent measurement accuracy capability. Figure 147 is a block diagram for this 
system. 
MODULATOR b MULTIPLIER MODULATOR 
FLIP-FLOP STOP 
AND 
LOW PASS ’ 
THRESHOLd - VIDEO 
AMPLIFIER - 
DETECTOR 
DETECTOR 
FILTER 
v 
RANGE 
’ FIGURE 147 - VIDEO RANGE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
It is necessary to gate the video amplifier until the received signal ex- 
ceeds the feedthrough signal. A typical value for a feedthrough signal level 
is -30 db. A conservative value for the range for a unity received signal 
feedthrough signal ratio can be calculated if it is assumed that the transmitted 
signal is intercepted by the target and reflected witi no directivity. Then 
the received Dower is 
P,G, A2 
P, = 
(~TR)~ . 
(427) 
t 
then equating Pr and pET and solving for R we obtain: 
R= (428) 
Solving for R using the 50 db antenna at 70 GHz, a unity signal to feedthrough 
ratio is obtained at R = 11 feet. Figure 148shows the relative signal and feed- 
through at different ranges. 
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FIGURE 148 - SIGNAL - FEEDTHROUGH RELATIONSHIPS 
The bandwidth requirement is primarily determined by the minimum range at 
which feedthrough gating is required. The occurrance of the threshold crossing 
of the trailing edge decreases linearly with decreasing range. At long ranges 
(ranges where the feedthrough is greater than the reflected signal) the input 
to the video amplifier is gated off to allow the video amplifier AGC signal to 
be derived from the reflected signal only. At short ranges, = lo', the echo 
signal will be greater than the feedthrough signal and the gating can be removed. 
A video amplifier with a rise and fall time of 7 = 20 ns is required. This 
results in a 20 ns pulse at the input of the video am@ifier. Using the usual 
rise time bandwidth relationship: 
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- 
.45 
7=--, 
B 
B= 
.45 
-=22.5 MH,. 
20 
Time delay change due to changes in signal level and change in environ- 
mental conditions is the main source of error for this technique. 
Range Accuracy. - The accuracy of the range measurement as a function of 
range is shown in figure 149 . The errors are due to channel noise and instru- 
mentation. The errors due to receiver noise for ranges greater than 100 feet 
are discussed in the section on ICW radar, and are given by: 
2 
,C2 B, 
aR= 
(8 fm) 2 (S/N,) - 
This expression is a function of the smoothing bandwidth Bs, the highest modu- 
lation frequency fm and the signal to noise power density ratio S/No. In this 
calculation Bs = 10 Hz, fm = 2.5 MHz (the highest ICW modulation frequency used) 
and S/No, which is range dependent is given by: 
PtGt2 u 9L 
S/NO= 
(4~7)~ R4 kTB(NF)' 
(432) 
where: P = 100 mw = -10 dbw, 
X = .42 cm = 30 - 6.2 = -23.8 db/meter, 
NF = 15 db, 
G = 50 db, 
CJ = 1 sq. meter = 0 db, 
II= 3 db, 
(4~7)~ = 33.6 db, 
B= 1 Hz =0 db. 
The standard deviation OR is calculated f rom equation 431 and the results are 
plotted as curve A in figure149. A .l$ tracking bias error for the ICW track- 
ing loop is a typical value for instrumentation error. This error is plotted 
as curve B in figure149. It is seen that this is the larger.error for the 
ranges at which the ICW technique is used. 
At 100 feet, the range measurement technique is changed to a time delay 
measurement. The received signal strength of -35 dbm is sufficient to use video 
detection. Using a lN2792 diode as a video detector with a tangential sensi- 
titiby of -45 dbm, a 20 db Video signal to noise ratio will. result, which 
yields: 
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FIGURE 149 - RANGE ACCURACY 
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C rr 
6R=-2 2S ' 
J- 
(433 > 
N 
c 20 
6R=2 - =.035 feet. 
4 200 
(434) 
This value is considerably less than the lower limit on instrumentation errors 
which is estimated at 1 foot. 
Range Rate Accuracy. - The range rate accuracy that can be achieved with 
ICW radar phase lock circuitry Is given by: 
X2B3 s 
aR2 = G (S/N,) - (435) 
At 10,000 feet, using Bs = 10 HZ, X = 4.3 mm, 
OR 
= 10s3 meter/set, (4%) 
which Is negligible. 
Doppler Measurement. - At short range (R = 100 ft.), the IF pulse is 
short, and spectrum fold over must be considered. However, by proper selection 
of the IF frequency and short range transmitter modulation frequency, the fold- 
over is interlaced with the transmitter modulation sidebands and interference 
is avoided. (figure 150.) 
FREQUENCY - SPECTRAL 
LINES 
T = SAMPLE TIME 
‘IF = IF PULSE WIDTH 
FIGURE 150 - IF SPECTRUM R < c 100 FEET 
The energy in the central spectral line decreases linearly as the pulse width 
decreases with range. However, the reflected power increases as l/g and this 
more than makes up for the decrease in power with decreasing range. 
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As was indicated in the previous section on range rate accuracy, very high 
signal to noise ratios exist in the doppler channel. Therefore, narrow band- 
widths and long smoothing times of the phase lock doppler measurement system 
are not needed, and the discriminator drawn in figure 151 is preferred for this 
measurement. (see table 19). 
The radar measures range rate doppler ambigiously at long range. F're- 
vious considerations indicate that the maximum doppler to be measured will be 
70,000 Hz (500 fad. To obtain unambiguous doppler information, the sampling 
frequency and ICW ranging frequency would need to be 140,000 Hz. The ICW fre- 
quencies at range of 100,000 to 10,000 ft. are 2.5 KHz - 2.5 MHz. A doppler 
ambiguity results. To eliminate this ambiguity problem, the radar wiil have to 
operate at a high ICW modulation frequency until the radar has locked up in 
doppler. Then the ICW ranging can start up and the radar will be locked to the 
central spectral line. 
The rotation rate doppler measurement is made on a pulse basis and the 
accuracy is determined by the ob 
spot lighting operation, the 1/ J 
ervation time and S/N ratio. Since this is a 
radar equation does not hold. It will be 
conservatively assumed that all of the power transmitted illuminates a spot of 
finite dimension on the target and that this energy is reflected with isotropic 
scattering. The signal to noise ratio in the doppler channel is: 
S 
PtLGX2 
N= (47rR)2 KTB(NF) ' 
(437 1 
= 86.6 (438 1 
which results in a doppler accuracy of: 
,?ifZ dF ) 
i?Td?E 
N 
(439) 
where T = llms , 
af= 0.027 Hz.. (440) 
Angle Measurements.., - The LOS angle is measured by tracking the IOS angle 
by sequential lobing amplitude comparison circuitry. This technique is des- 
cribed in the section on sequential lobing. 
Since the sequential lobing frequency is fixed and the ICW modulation is 
a function of range unequal sample of energy in the comparison beams results. 
This results in channel unbalance as described in the section of amplitude com- 
parison. However, since the .5’ antenna is used at long range, this error is 
negligible. (A 2:l unbalance results in only a .0630 error). 
The other source of error of importance at long range is the error caused 
by channel noise. From the section on sequential lobing, the expression for 
angular accuracy is: 
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eIN = e1 cos O(t)t 
b DISCRIMINATOR ä eOUT= K dv/do a(t) 
(A) DISCRIMtNATOR 
COSo,t 
REFERENCE 
‘IN = CDs (a0 + ad) t 
b PHASE,DETECTOR r 
cob& 
b DISCRIMINATOR . ) eOUT = dv/dG.I Od 
(B) PHASE LOCK LOOP 
FIGURE 151 - DOPPLER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
TABLE 19 - DISCRIMINATOR vs. PHASE LOCK COMPARISON 
I 
BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS 
SAMPLING TIME REQUIREMENT 
PROCESSING REQUIREMENT 
INTEGRATION CAPABILITY 
ACCURACY CAPABILITY 
I 
AMBIGUITY CAPABILITY 
DISCRIMINATOR PHASE LOCK 
WIDE NARROW 
DEPENDS ON DEPENDS ON 
S/N RATIO MIN DOPPLER TO 
BE MEASURED 
SEQUENTIAL PARALLEL 
NONCOHERENT I COHERENT 
LIMITED TO 0.1-l% VERY ACCURATE. 
MAX IMUM NOT DEPENDENT 
FREQUENCY UPON MAXIMUM 
FREQUENCY. 
NO AMBIGUITIES 
I 
AMBIGUOUS FOR 
f >fSAMPLINGR. 
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'BW 
s* = - 
23 '/z 
N 
(441) 
This expression is plotted in figurel52. 
The liinltation in angular accuracy at short ranges is glint noise. The 
RMS value of this error is approximately equal to 0.2 of the angle subtended by 
the target. This error is also shown in figure 152. 
At a range of 100 feet, the docking radar must measure range, LOS, and the 
rotation rate of‘the target. This is done sequentially, using a frequency dis- 
criminator for the rotation rate doppler measurements. Since the doppler 
measurement ranges from 2.4 kHz (lOO" set rotation, 20 ft target) to 14 Hz (.l 
fps velocity), it is necessary to read doppler to .I$ of the maximum resding. 
This is difficult to achieve and may require two discriminators to cover this 
range. 
Since a discriminator measures frequency on a single pulse basis, doppler 
ambiguities are not a problem. The sampling frequency is chosen to be compati- 
ble with the sequential lobing frequency and the bandwidth of the frequency 
discriminator. 
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FIGURE 152 - ANGLE ACiXRACY - MULTIPLE BEAM - ANGLE TRACK RADAR 
A "cooperative system" implies that some degree of cooperation is provided 
by equipment on the target vehicle as a part of a system which is required to 
measure the pertinent parameters associated with docking (and rendezvous). The 
degree of cooperation provided by the target vehicle can range in complexity 
from a simple passive reflector to an integrated "transponder - attitude trans- 
mitter". The target vehicle will, for some mission applications, be provided 
with self-attitude sensing and thrusters of its own so that it can align itself 
with the chasecraft for ease of docking. The target vehicle will, under some 
circumstances, have some degree of built-in stabilization.. In general, the 
target vehicle can be physically identical to the chasecraft, it can be a 
structural mate, or it can be unrelated physically. The "best" cooperative 
measurement system, therefore will be a strong function of the mission applica- 
tion. Rmphasis in this section is placed on systems which have "closed-loopW 
docking and rendezvous capabilities. It has already been demonstrated that 
rendezvous and docking can be performed by an astronaut who has available the 
necessary data and training to make the proper decisions and manually close 
the loop. It is felt, however, that, in the future% closed loop docking will 
become commonplace and till provide the advantages of (a) higher reliability, 
(b) minimum fuel, (c) minimum time, and (d) mizrlmun pilot involvement. 
DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEMS WITR VARIOUS DEGREES OF TARGET COOPERATION 
Typical cooperative system characteristics for various degrees of target 
cooperation are shown in Table 20 . Typical LOS and target attitude angle 
measurement capabilities are shown in figures 153,and 154 respectively. For 
any specific mission application, it is desirable to maximize the system with 
respect to capability, reliability, and accuracy while minimizing the system 
for complexity, weight, size, and cost. An optimization of the above factors 
for one specific mission is, in general, not the correct optimization for a 
different mission. For.example, the "best" system for docking a supply ship 
with a space station is probably not the optimum system for gathering sections 
for construction of a space station. The first case is expected to have a high 
degree of cooperation while the second has minimal cooperation. 
Systems Using Passive Reflectors 
A basic noncooperative chasecraft radar, when used with a passive reflec- 
tor or an array of reflectors on the target vehicle, is the simplest form of 
cooperative system. The reflector can be simply a flat place on the surface 
of the target, a corner reflector , a retro-directing array, a scattering array, 
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TABLE 20 - COOPERATIVE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS DEGREES OF TARGET COOPERATION 
ChsE 
DEGREES OF 
TARGET 
COOPERATION 
TARGET 
EQUIPMENT 
CHASE CRAFT 
EQUIPMENT 
A B C D ,E F 1. G 
NONE PASSIVE CODED ELECTRONIC ELECTRONIC TRANSPONDER TRANSPONDER 
REFLECTORS REFLECTORS ATTITUDE ATTITUDE WITH ANTENNA WITH DF AND 
ONLY BEACONS BEACONS PLUS SEQUENCING SELF ALIGNING 
TRANSPONDER CONTROL 
SYSTEM 
NONE STRUCTURAL MECHANICAL RF SOURCE BASIC TRANSPONDER PLUS BASIC 
AND SIMPLE SIMPLE ELECTRONICS AND TRANSPONDER 
ELECTRONICS ANTENNA SWITCHING PLUS PHASE 
COMPARISON 
DF EQUIPMENT 
COMPLETE NONCOOPERATIVE RADAR COOPERATIVE RADAR SYSTEM 
COMPLEX TARGET ADDITIONAL ATTITUDE DATA PROCESSING MULTI-CHANNEL PHASE 
ATTITUDE RATE EQUIPMENT DETECTION AND PROCESSING 
SENSING 
MAXIMUM RANGE 
FOR ACCURATE 
TRACKING * (RANGE, 
RANGE RATE, 20 MILES 200 MILES 
LINE-OF-SIGHT 
ANGLES) 
MAXIMUM RANGE 
FOR ACCURATELY NO CAPABILITY 2 MILES 
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or a group of any of the above. A simple "flat" on the target has very limited 
usefulness if there is relative rotational motion between the two vehicles. If 
the target is stabilized, however, a simple reflecting surface or corner re- 
flector provides a point for lock-on of the radar system to help eliminate 
"target extent" measurement errors. "Target extent" problems cause a completely 
noncooperative system to be considerably more complex than would otherwise be 
required. When relative rotation is present, a scattering array may have some 
application, if the returned signal is made to change by the rotational motion 
of the target in order to provide attitude and attitude rate data. However, 
the complicated processing requirements, slow data rates, and range restric- 
tions inherent in this type of approach are serious disadvantages in many mis- 
sion applications. 
Systems Using Fixed Coded Reflectors 
The complexity of a noncooperative docking radar system can be decreased 
at the chasecraft if attitude coded reflectors are provided on the target. At 
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the same time, the capability for closed-loop docking can be greatly enhanced. 
It is possible to code the signal returned from a fixed reflector or retro- 
director to (a) simplify lock-on, (b) provide a much greater solid angle in 
which lock-on is possible, (c) simplify processing, and (d) provide attitude 
alignment coding from which an alignment error signal can be generated. An 
example of placing coding on a set of fixed reflectors is shown in Figure 155 . 
FIGURE 155 -FIXED CODED REFLECTORS 
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The transmitted energy impinging on each of four antennas is modulated with 
separate audio frequencies and reradiated in squinted patterns. The alignment 
error signal is generated by comparing the amplitude of the four modulation 
frequencies received in the chasecraft. This technique, however, suffers from 
the following disadvantages: 
a. The lock-on and tracking enhancement is dependent on target stability and 
will often be lost. 
b. Useful range is limited. 
Systems Using Attitude Coding by Moving Reflectors 
A basic noncooperative radar can be modified to decode the return from 
moving reflectors, shown in Figure 106 , by adding the module shown in Figure 
114 . This system, by using only two or three moving reflectors, provides 
target attitude information from almost any aspect. 
Systems Using Multi-Frequency Beacons 
Another promising system for determining target attitude combines a basic 
tracking radar with a set of multi-frequency beacons on the target. The use of 
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multi-frequency beacons as a target attitude coding technique was discussed in 
the section on target attitude determination techniques. This technique can be 
integrated with either a cooperative radar transponder or a noncooperative radar 
system by providing for amplitude comparisons to extract the target attitude 
information. The principal advantages of this method of obtaining target data 
are: 
1. The transmitting and receiving equipment are of simple, highly relia- 
ble solid state design. 
2. The generation of error signals is straightforward. 
3. Continuous error signals and high data rates are available to accom- 
modate closed-loop docking techniques. 
Possible problem areas are: 
1. Beacon frequencies must be chosen to minimize EMI with the range- 
range rate radar, communications, and LOS systems. 
2. A high degree of amplitude stability is required on both ends of 
the link. 
Integrated Phase System (IPS) 
The IPS measures range, range rate, line of sight angles, and target atti- 
tude angles by phase measurement at the chasecraft. These parameters can be 
sensed throughout a wide variation in'range, which makes the system suitable 
for rendezvous as well as docking. A simplified block diagram of the system 
is shown in Figure 156. Range and range rate are obtained by use of a four 
tone, sine wave modulated, PM-CW, radar-transponder system. 
Multiple phase comparisons of signals received by a set of three antennas 
on the chasecraft from a similar set on the target provide Los and target atti- 
tude data. The system will be described in more detail in the next section. 
The Electronic "Omni" System (EOS) 
A simplified block diagram of the Electronic Omni System is shown in 
Figure 157 . The EOS employs the electronic attitude coding technique dis- 
cussed in an earlier section, and makes use of a sine wave modulated, PM-CW, 
radar-transponder system using the same RF channel. Line of sight is obtained 
at the chasecraft by a null-seeking sum and difference phase comparator. This 
has been selected as one of the favored rendezvous and docking systems and will 
be discussed in more detail in a later section. 
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Target Self-Alignment System 
An example of a system in which target attitude with respect to the LOS 
is measured at the target is shown in figure158. A typical arrangement of 
the antennas is shown in figure 159. The target craft senses its own attitude 
with respect to the line-of-sight by a simple amplitude comparison technique, 
stops its relative movement, aliws itself for docking, and maintains its 
alignment within some controlled limits. This arrangement is equally useful 
with cooperative radars and noncooperative radars. For precision alignment 
control, doppler sensing is used, as shown in figurel58, to obtain 
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LOS 
angular rates. The cllignment error signals are generatedas follows. The 
signal being radiated from the chasecraft is received by two pair of ellipti- 
callypolarizedantennas. The relative amplitude in one pair is processed by 
the sum and difference or the ratio technique, as discussed earlier, to produce 
a measurement of one angle. The other angle is generated by the same method 
,using an orthogonal antenna pair (not shown). For precise measurement of reb 
tive movements during close approach, doppler sensing (optional) is provided 
as shown. A frequency track loop tracks the carrier frequency of one of the 
antennas and provides the frequency to be mixed with the signal being received 
on the other antenna of the pair. The audio difference frequency is then a 
measure of rotational movements. The two antenna pair are of oppositely 
oriented elliptical polarizations, so that total amplitude differences in 
pairs can be used to detect relative roll movements. 
Conclusions 
Cooperative docking systems ranging from those which have minimum capabil- 
ity and cooperation to highly sophisticated ones capable of accurately sensing 
all dynamic psremeters of the docking problem have application to one or more 
of the missions discussed in the requirements section. A systemwillusually 
be tailored to best fill the needs of a specific mission. For example, some 
docking missions will require only a simple range rate measuring device as an 
astronaut aid; others will require a complex system capable of rapid automatic 
pocking. Although the selection of au optimum system for each of the many 
missions is beyond the scope of this study, an investigation of systems which 
meet the more stringent mission requirements illustrates the use of many of the 
techniques which are also applicable to missions having lesser requirements. 
Two systems were, therefore, selected which not only have the capability of 
accurately sensing sU. the psrsmeters required for automatic docking, but also 
can be used during the rendezvous mode of the mission. These two systems, 
the Integrated Phase System and the Electric "Qnni" System, are described in 
detail in the following two sections. 
INTEGRATED PRASE SYSTEM (IPS) 
The integrated phase system employs a combination of the sine wave modu- 
lated PMICW radar; the phase comparison LOS tracker, and the integrated phase 
technique for target attitude measurement. A block diagram of the system is 
shown in Figure156. Each of the spacecraft is provided with a set of three 
antennas, equally space about the centerline and oriented such that they are 
interlaced when in the docked position. Phase comparisons provide au indica- 
tion of all transmission path differences, from which relative attitude is 
defined. The major subsystems, their capabilities, and their limitations are 
discussed in detail in this section. 
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Range and Range Rate Sensing.- The waveform transmitted by the chasecraft 
is a CW, L-Rand signal containing four phase modulated subcarriers. A coherent 
transponder on the target vehicle repeats the signal received at the target 
with a coherent carrier frequency translation and preserves the phase of the 
received range subcerrier modulation. In this manner, the signal received at 
the chasecraft contains the desired modulation phase shift information and the 
carrier frequency doppler shift information. Since the frequency of the receiv- 
ed signal at the chasecreft is offset from the transmitted signal frequency the 
receiver feedthrow problem is minimized. 
Several range subcarriers are required to provide both a large unambiguous 
range and the required accuracy. Righ subcarrier frequencies result in aecu- 
rate information at the expense of range ambiguities. Thus, high frequency sub- 
carriers are required to satisfy the accuracy requirements and lower frequency 
subcerriers are required to resolve the ambiguities. Four subcarrier frequen- 
cies provide a potential accuracy of i 0.13 m with an unambiguous range of 
4 x 105 m, allowing the system to double as a rendezvous radar. The results 
are shown in figure 160. 
The signal transmitted by the chasecraft uses the range subcarrier sinu- 
soids to phase modulate the carrier signal. The carrier frequency is Kf, 
where K is an integer determined by the frequency multiplication factor used 
in the target transponder discussed below. As shown in a later section, 
K = 12 and fl = 81.2 MHz, such that the transmitted frequency is 971 MHz. For 
illustrative purposes, consider only a single range subcarrier at a frequency, 
fm* Then the form of the transmitted signal is: 
cos !2,kf1t + 0 cos (2nf,t)1 , Wd 
where p is the modulation index. Then the form of the siw1 received by the 
target vehicles is: 
cos 12nkfl(t- 
where R is the target-to-chasecraft range and c is the velocity of light. 
Figure 161 shows the formation of the signal transmitted by the target 
transponder. The transponder employes a coherently offset phase locked loop 
to track the received carrier frequency. This loop outputs a signal at a 
frequency equal to k/k-l times the received RJ? sign&l frequency. In addition 
to providing the coherently related offset frequency, the loop also serves to 
demodulate the phase modulated range subcsrrier sinusoids. For the simple 
single tone case considered here, the signal resulting from the range sub- 
carrier demodulation is: 
/3cos Czlif,(t-;) 1 , 
and the form of the coherent offset signal is: 
k2 
cos [ - k-1 2nfl @' 
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At this point the demodulated range subcarrier signal is encoded on the coher- 
ent offset signal via phase modulation such that the form of the signal repeat- 
ed by the transponder is: 
k2 
cos { - k-1 2af1(t -f)+B cos[2nfm(t 
The signal rsceived at the chaser lags that at the transponder by the one 
way range delay, F seconds. Then at the chaser: 
k2 
cos [ - k 1 2nf1(t -2+)+/3[2rf,(t-+)11. 
1.2 
With no doppler shift the received carrier frequency is n 
MHZ. k-l 
f19 or 1059 
It is noted that, in addition to the above signal, the transponder also 
provides a reply at 909 MHz. The purpose of this second reply frequency is 
to provide a frequency pair separated by 150 MBz for coarse angular measure- 
ments. 
Figure 162 illustrates the method of deriving the range and range rate 
information. The received signal is first mixed with a local oscillator 
signal at Kfl = 971 mc to yield an intermediate frequency si@al of the form: 
cos i 4n fl f+ Bcos [Znf,(t-R c )I]. 
This signal serves as the input to a narrow band phase locked loop. The 
loop acts to track the carrier and demodulate the range subcsrrier phase modu- 
lation. In this manner the output of the loop null detector is the desired 
range subcarrier signal, or: 
Bcos [2?Tf, (t-- "," 1 1 , 
and the loop VCO output is: 
k k2 
cos 1 - 2nflt+ k-l 477flF . RI 
k-l 
Range information is obtained by comparing the phase of the demodulated 
range subcarrier signal with the appropriate range subcarrier oscillator 
Si@ldl, COS (2nfmt). The resultant phase difference is: 
e=47Tf$-, 
C 
which is directly proportional to the target-to-chaser 
previously, four range subcarriers sre used to resolve 
accuracy is shown in Figure 160. 
(451) 
range. As discussed 
ambiguities. Range 
The VCO output is mixed with a reference signal at frequency 
yield a signs3 with frequency: 
k2 2fl dR -m 
k-l c dt l 
(452) 
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k2 
which is the two way doppler shift at the frequency - fl k-1 or 1059 MHz and 
is directly proportional to the range rate. This is the quantity measured by 
the frequency meter. As shown in figure 162 , the above indicated mixing pro- 
cess is performed with both in-phase and quadrature phase signals to allow. 
determination of range rate sense. Errors associated with the range rate 
measurement are discussed later in this section. 
Angle Sensing.- Line-of-sight angles and target attitude angles are 
measured by phase comparison. The relationships between the phases of the 
induced voltage at two antennas and the difference in path length have been 
described previously in this report. In the IPS system, three antennas sre 
used at each craft and several phase measurements are used to obtain all of 
the desired angle parameters. The geometry of the problem is not necessarily 
that described herein, but certain advantages till be pointed out for the equi- 
lateral trian@;le configcration on each craft. A spacing of one meter allows 
the antennas to be spaced around the perimeter of typic&L size spacecraft. A 
larger spacing when available, provides improved accuracy. The switching 
circuits for the synchronized time sharing measurement approach are shown in 
figure 163. 
The phase references are continuous wave signals that are locked in the 
phase lock loop of the ranging system, figure 156. Phase comparisons are 
made sequentially at a 375 Hz rate with signals from the angle receivers, A, 
BandC. Three position switching is required at theoutputs of receiver B and 
C while only two position switching is required on the signa.ls from receiver A 
(since the CW reference signals are obtained from antenna A aad receiver A). 
An example of one angle receiver is shown in figure 165. The received signals, 
as mentioned previously, are separated by 150 MHz. Both signals are first 
reduced to an IF frequency by a common.LO from the transmitter. The signals 
are then amplified by precision phase-track IF amplifiers. The gain 
required at this point is expected to be about 60 db. A sample of the output 
of the "fine" measurement channel is mixed with the output of the IF amplifier 
in the coarse channel to produce an output at the difference frequency (150 mc). 
Second L.O. frequencies are obtained from the fine and coarse phase-lock-loops 
plus-a 1 MHz offset. The 1 MHz "tone" is then filtered (in phase track filters) 
and amplified. The additional amplification is provided at this point rather 
than in the IF amplifiers to simplify the IF amplifier design and to provide 
higher overall stability. 
The outputs from the receivers, as described above, are then switched at 
a 375 Hz rate, as described previously, into sample and hold circuits shown in 
figure 164. The phase integrity of each of the required coarse and fine 1 Mz 
"tones" is retained in individual narrow band phase holding circuits. All of 
the necessary phase comparison can then be made (also shown in figure 164) to 
produce the required LOS and target attitude angles. The phase differences, 
at the antennas, are a measure of the differences in propagation path lengths. 
The fine measurement gives the require accuracy and the cosrse measurement is 
used to resolve the ambiguities in the fine measurements. The final docking 
configuration fcr the antennas is as shown in figure 166. 
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where A, B and C are the chasecraft antennas and 1, 2 and 3 are the target 
antennas. The processing of the phase difference outputs becomes somewhat 
different than the conventional technique when the range is not large with 
respect to the antenna spacing. The logic processing will not be investi- 
gated in this report, but it can be seen that the control error signals that 
are required for closed-loop docking can be generated. It should be noted that 
phase comparisons are made around the circumference of the vehicle body con- 
tours in order to eliminate close-range, direct propagation path blockage. 
Target attitude angle information is obtained by switching the transmitted 
frequencies from the target, sequentially from antennas 1, 2 and 3. This 
provides for determining the propagation path length differences from a given 
chasecraft antenna to the antennas 1, 2 and 3 on the target. A synchronized 
time sharing method was chosen rather than using separate carriers, to tag 
antepnas 1, 2 and 3 to avoid the RF1 problem which tends to become insurmount- 
able, using separate carriers, if reasonable accuracies are to be obtained. 
The sequential switching technique also involves less over&L system complexity 
than the generation and processing of three times as many carrier frequencies. 
Selection of Csrrier Frequency 
A carrier frequency in the 1 GHz region was chosen because this frequency 
is low enough to: 
a. Keep free space path loss low. 
b. Permit high solid state transmitter power. 
c. Keep RF system losses low. 
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But is high enough to: 
a. Permit the use of reasonably small antennas. 
b. Be nearly unaffected by ionspheric dispersion. 
c. Provide adequate spectrum for subcarriers, reference signals, commands, 
telemetry, and voice. 
Communications 
Provisions for telemetry, voice, and command data links are included as 
shown in figures 156 and 161. Although this system illustrates the ease with 
which communication channels can be added to integrated cooperative systems, 
several specific operational characteristics must be considered in selecting 
the modulation techniques: 
1. The usual methods of coherent demodulation are precluded at close 
ranges at the chasecraft by the use of sequential switching among the 
target antennas, which results in discrete changes in carrier ampli- 
tude and phase at the switching rate. 
2. Compensation for the doppler effect must be.included when narrow band 
demodulation methods are used. 
3. Care must beexercisedin the selection of information subcarrier fre- 
quencies to minimize potential interference with the frequency pair 
technique and with the range subcarriers. 
4. The range subcarrier frequencies available at both the target and the 
chasecraft may be used as the clock reference for data synchronization 
purposes. 
One technique which shows promise of avoiding the sequential target antenna 
switching effect is the use of PCM/AM modulation of one of the frequency pair 
carriers. The "ones" and "zerosn of the PCM signal are indicated by the presence 
or absence of the amplitude'modulation providing immunity to the carrier phase 
shift effects. Doppler shift compensation is available from the phase locked 
loops tracking the carrier in each spacecraft. 
Another straightforward approach avoids the problem of sequentially switch- 
ed target antennas by the use of a third low power carrier at close ranges. 
Since the target antenna switching is used only at short ranges, binary modulat- 
ed subcarriers can easily provide the total capability needed throughout the 
mission. Doppler shift compensation is available as above. 
It is obvious from the above discussion that the integration of communi- 
cations capability must be tailored to the integrated measurement system. The 
sensors used are important in establishing the available capability, but of 
equal importance are the operational sequencies associated with the sensors. 
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Frequency Selection and RFI Considerations 
It has been shown that the chasecraft transmits at the frequency kfl. The 
transponder replies at frequencies k( :l)fl and k(&)fl-AF. The two 
reply frequencies separated by AF provide for a course angle measurement at an 
effective frequency of AF. The value of the frequency spread, AF, determines 
the unambiguous angle measurement range for a specified antenna separation. 
The phase difference between two RF signals is measured. The phase difference, 
8, results from a path length difference, r. In the case of the. coarse angle 
measurement, the output is: 
2nr 2nAFr tic-=.-. 
x C (453) 
For the phase commisons indicated on the previous block diagrams, the maximum 
path length differences is equal to the antenna spacing, d, which is 1 meter. 
Then, for a phase comparator characteristic repeating at intervals of 2~ , 
unambiguous information is obtained for: 
BlrAFd 
8= 
C 
5'7, 
AF_<;=l5OMHz. 
(454) 
Unambiguous a@le information with maximum accuracy till be obtained for 
AF =150MHz (4% > 
The IF' frequencies are determined.on the basis of RF1 considerations. The 
input frequencies appearing at the first mixer of both the target and chase- 
craft are identical. However, the functions of these input frequencies differ 
in the target and the chasecraft. These considerations are summarized in the 
table following. For example,, the frequency kfl(&)-AF is a desired 
signal at the chasecraft receiver, but is undesired interference at the 
target receiver. 
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TABLE 21 - TARGET-CHASECRAFT FREQUENCY RELATIONSHIPS 
I FREQUENCY 
j kf, & -AF 
CHASECRAFT 
1. TRANSMITTED FREQUENCY 
2. L.O. 
1. RECEIVED FREQUENCY 
1. RECEIVED FREQUENCY 
TARGET 
1. RECEIVE6 FREQUENCY 
1. TRANSMITTED FREQUENCY 
2. L.O. 
1. TRANSMITTED FREQUENCY 
Then for either the target or the chasecraft, the possible first mixer 
output fr'equencies resulting from the three input frequencies are given by the 
expression: 
F1=l[kf1l+m[k(&)f1l+n[k( A) fl -AFl , 
F1 =(l+m +n)[kf1l+m [(- kkl) fd 
(457 1 
where 1, m, and n are positive or negative integers. The order of the inter- 
ference is given by (11 +Iml +-In1 . It is convenient to let F, =(A k-1) f1 
and FY=( &1)f1 -AF such that IF,/ and (Fy( represent the two chasecraft 
receiver intermediate frequencies and lFxl represents the target receiver inter- 
mediate frequency. Note that the desired outputs F, and Fy are second order. 
Since kf1 is much greater than either F, or FY, the only interference 
which must be considered is given by: 
FI=mF,+nFy (459) 
subject to the condition that (l+ m + n)= 0. The form of equation 459 allows 
the use of the frequency interference chart of reference 64 . 
In order to avoid excessively high intermediate frequencies at the chase- 
craft receiver, it is necessary to cause the desired received signal frequen- 
cies to straddle the local oscillator frequency at the chasecraft receiver. 
Since F, must be positive (the coherent transponder reply is above the received 
signal), this means that Fy will be negative. Then to obtain a frequency pair 
sepsrated by AF we require: 
F, -Fy = AF =150MHz. (460 1 
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Using the frequency interference chsrt of reference 64 and considering 
values of Irnl +InI up to 10, it is observed that F'y = -0.7 Px yie1ds.a large 
RF1 window. 
for Fy = 
Table 22. lists the interfering frequencies, FI, near F, and Fy 
-0.7 Fx. 
Then using Fy = -0.7 F, and F, - Fy = 150 MHz;we obtain F, = 88.3 MHz 
andFy= -61.7 MHZ. 
It should be noted that the interference problem at the tszget transponder 
is more severe than at the chasecraft receiver. This is true because the 
target is transmitting two frequencies separated by AF, whose modulation 
products may compete with the relatively low power signal from the chasecraft. 
However, the chasecraft is transmitting only a single frequency and, thus, 
any interfering cross modulation terms will, in general, be of lower magnitude. 
For example, consider the target and chasecraft employing transmitter 
powers of 100 watts at the maximum range of 4 x 105 meters. In this case, 
the received signal power is -97 dbm and the feedthrough at the chasecraft 
is +5 dbm, assuming 45 db duplexer rejection. Reference to table 22 indicates 
a possible relative 6th order interference term 8.9 MHz above the desired 
signal at 88.3 MHZ. This interference term results from interaction among the 
local oscillator, feedthrough, and received signal, and consequently should be 
of a very low magnitude. If, however, we assume the 6th order terms are down 
only 36 db (6 db per order) relative to feedthrough, the resultant interference 
is at -31 dbm, as compared to the -97 dbm signal. If amplifier selectivity may 
be employed, if necessary, to provide an additional interference attentuation 
of 60 db resulting in an interfering signal at -91 dbm separated 8.9 MRz from 
the desired signal at -97 dbm. Since additional range subcsrrier filtering 
will be provided after demodulation, this intmference situation is tolerable. 
As a second example, consider the target and chasecraft employing trans- 
mitter powers of 1 watt at a range of 30 meters. At this range, it is desired 
to use the high frequency ranging subcarrier and thus IE' selectitity does not 
attenuate the fnterfering 8.9 MHz. The feedthrough level at the target trans- 
ponder is -10 dbm, assuming -40 db antenna coupling. (At this range the 
target will be sequentially transmitting from each of its three antennas and 
the feed-through level is determined by antenna coupling, as opposed to duplexer 
isolation.) The received signal power will be about -35 dbm. Again assuming 
the interference is down only 36 db (6 db per order) relative to the feed- 
through, it is seen that the interfering signal power level is -46 dbm as com- 
pared to the -35 dbm signal. Additional. subcarrier filtering may be employed 
if necessary. 
In summary, the following parsmeters have been selected: 
IF,\ = Target and Chasecraft II? = 88.3 MHz, 
IF,\ = Second Chasecraft IF = 61.7 MHZ , 
AF = Frequency Pair Separation = 150 MHz. 
(461) 
(462 > 
(463 > 
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Selecting the frequency multiplication factor, k, to be 12, and using the 
relationship F, =( A) f, yields. 
kfl = Frequency Transmitted by Chasecraft = 971 m, (464 > 
= Coherent Transponder Reply Frequency = 1059 MRZ, (‘+65) 
kf&-)-AF = Offset Transponder Reply Frequency = 909 =, (466 > 
fl = Base Frequency = 81.2 MHZ. (W’ > 
NORMALIZED 
FREQUENCY 
FI’FX 
” I m 
ORDER RELATIVE (F,MH,) 
Ill+lml +Inl ORDER @F, = 88.3 MH, 
0.3 
0.4 
0.6 
0.7 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1 1 -2 
-2 -1 3 
2 2 -4 
-1 0 1 
0 1 -1 
-3 -1 4 
3 3 -6 
1 2 -3 
-2 0 2 
Range Subcarrier Selection and Error Analysis 
4 
6 
8 
2 
2 
8 
12 
6 
4 
2 
4 
6 
0 
0 
6 
10 
4 
2 
TABLE 22 -‘RF1 CONSIDERATIONS 
26.5 
35.4 
53.0 
61.7 
88.3 
97.2 
106.0 
114.9 
123.7 
Range information is obtained by introducing phase modulated range sub- 
carriers on the chasecraft transmission. For the case of a single rsnge sub- 
carrier, the form of the transmitted signal is: 
cos [o,t +pcos o,t1 , (468) 
where 0, is the subcarrier radian frequency. For the target at range R, the 
subcarrier phase, as received by the chasecraft, is delayed by: 
8= %f, . 
C 
(469) 
This parameter is measured to obtain an estimate of the target-to-chasecraft 
range. The maximum unambiguous range is: 
R, cc 
2f, l (470 > 
In general, more than one subcarrier is transmitted to resolve range smbigui- 
ties. 
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Thermal Noise Errors.- System errors and thermaIL noise contribute to 
total error in the rsnge measurement. The fractional rms range error due 
therm&L noise at the target and chasecraft receivers is: 
AR 2fc' -=- 
R 
kTNFBLP )1/" 
fm/3 (Pt G, G, L ' 
the 
to 
where .fc 
fm 
carrier frequency (109 Hz), 
range subcsrrier f'requency (Hz), 
single sided thermal noise power spectral density (lo-l9 watts/ 
Hz), 
%P 
P 
pt 
% 
Gr 
L 
= single sided range filter noise bandwidth (HZ) , 
= phase modulation index , 
= transmitter power (1 or 100 watts) , 
= transmitter antenna gain (0 db) , 
= receiver antenna gain (0 db) , 
= loss factor (-3 db). 
The numbers in brackets indicate the psrameter values for the proposed system. 
Using these values with Pt = 100 watts: 
BLpx 
g= (8.9 x 10-2) - . 
fm P 
For Pt = 1 watt the rms error increases by a factor of 10. 
System Errors 
From equation469: 
R= ” 
4nf,’ 
(472 I 
(473 > 
therefore, errors in the modulating frequency and phase measurement yield the 
following range errors: 
dR dfm 
-=-7 
R fm 
dR=:de, 
477fm (474 1 
For an oscillat6r stability of one part in lO> ana a phase measurement accuracy , 
of so, the above two error terms become: 
dR dfm 8.34 x 105 
-=fm= 
210 -5,dR =+ 
fm 
Cm) l 
(475 > 
Then cabining equations 472 and 475 the total range error equation is, 
for Pt = 100 watts: 
6.96 x d1 + (1 x 1o-1o BLP 
54 CR = +- 
f 2 (F,B)' 
'7.91x 10s3)R2 m , 
m 1 
and for Pt = 1 watt: 
6.96 BLP 
5/ 
x 1011 OR = +(1x 10-19, 7.91 x 
f2 tfmBj2 
lo-')R2 
m 
1 m . 
(4% 1 
(477 > 
Parameter Selection.- It is desired to obtain unambiguous range informa- 
tion to a maximum range of 4 x 105 meters, with a maximum error of 0.1% (10 ). 
In addition, as the target-to-chasecraft range approaches 300 meters, it is 
desired to insure that the absolute error is less than 0.3 meters (la) with 
proportional error less than 0.15 (10 ). At long ranges the transmitters 
power will be 100 watts; at close approach the power will be reduced to 1 watt. 
In this section the range subcarrier frequencies and phase modulation 
indices are selected. As sn additional requirement, it is desired to avoid 
the use of large modulation indices to conserve the carrier power. 
Since more than one range subcarrier is used, the probability of correctly 
resolving range ambiguities must be 0.998 (3 a) per decision. 
In order to obtain unambiguous range information at R = 4 x 105 m, 
eqution 470 indicates the required subcarrier frequency is 375 Hz. Solution 
of equation 476 with ,8 = 0.1 and Bm = $ 40 Hz indicates that the range 
error equation for this subcsrrier is: 
OR = r4.94 x lo6 +(3 5 x 10V4)R2]' m . Y (478) 
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for the 100 watt transmission mode. The noise bandwidth of 5 40 Hz is con- 
servative and corresponds to a single pole low pass filter with 3 db bandwidth 
equal to 40 Hz used in the docking simulation studies. This filter will be 
assumed throughout the remainder of this section. The modulation index value 
( 6 = 0.1) used is consistent with the desire to conserve carrier power. 
Larger values would reduce the percentage error proportionally. 
Then in order to achieve the desired 0.1% (10.) accuracy, additional 
subcarriers must be used. In selecting the next range subcarrier we require 
that its maximum unambiguous range correspond to the 3 (T error associated with 
the preceding subcarrier. Then, the required unambiguous 
by evaluation of equation 478 at R = 4 x 105 m is 2.35 x 10 E 
ange (as determined 
m. Then, from 
equation 470 the required subcsrrier frequency is 6.37 kHs. Evsluation of 
equation 476 with 6 = 0.1 and Bu = c (40) Hz yields as the range error for 
this subcarrier: 
uR = L1.72 x lo4 +(1.23 x 10W6)R2p m , 
for the 100 watt transmission mode. 
The percentage error term in equation 479 is nearly equal to the desired 
0.1%. However, the constant term in equation 479 will cause the net percentage 
to far exceed the desired 0.1% value with range closure. Thus, a third sub- 
carrier is required. The required 3 (T unambiguous range (as determined by 
evaluation of equation 479 at R = 4 x 105 m is 1.39 x 103 m. From equation470, 
the required carrier frequency is 108 kH,. Using equation 476 with /3 = 0.05 
and Brs = 5 (40) &, the range error is: 
OR = [5.96 X lo1 + (1 '72 x YLO-~)R~]' m . J (480 1 
and 
OR = [5.96 X lo1 +(l 72 x 10-6)R21' m . . 
The constant error term of equation 480 is still much larger than the 
desired value of 0.3 m for the close approach situation. Thus, a fourth sub- 
carrier is required. 
The range at which the total error (rss of the two terms) given by 
equation 480 reaches 0.1% is 7.79 x 103 m. Thus, in order to maintain a total 
error of less than 0.15, the fourth subcarrier must be used for ranges less 
than 7.79 x 103 m even in the 100 watt mode. In order to insure a 3 0 resolu- 
tion probability for the fourth subcarrier, we require that its unambiguous 
range be 3(7.79) = 23.37 m. Using equation 470 the subcarrier frequency must 
be less than or equal to 6.41 MT&,. 
BP = : 40 HZ, 
Using fm = 6.41 MH, with p = 0.01 and 
solution of equation 476 yields as the range error equation: 
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OR = [1.69 X 1o-2 + (2.22 x 10-10)R2]' m 9 (482 > 
and 
OR =[1.69 X 19-2 +(121 x 10-8)R211/2 m . . (483 ) 
The constant error term of +0.13 m is somewhat less than the original require- 
ment of +o. 3 m. 
It is desired to use the 1 watt mode up to the unambiguous range (1.39 x 
103 m) of the subcarrier at lti kHg . From equation 481, R = 1.39 x 103 m, 
the 1~ range error is determined to be 7.92 m. This is approximately one 
third of the unambiguous range (23.37 m) associated with the 4.61 MHz sub- 
carrier and, thus, the required 3 g resolution probability is achieved in the 
one watt mode. These parameters are summarized in table 23 . 
TABLE 23 - SUMMARY OF RANGING PARAMETERS 
MODULATION MODULATION UNAMBIGIOUS CONSTANT PERCENTAGE 30 RESOLUTION 
FREQUENCY INDEX RANGE ERROR ERROR RANGE 
fm P R, (METERS) (lo) METERS (10) (METERS) 
375 Hz 0.1 4x lo5 k2.22 x lo3 21.88 
6.37 kHz 0.1 2.35 x 10 4 t1.31 x 10 2 +O.ll 4 x 10 5 
108 kHz 0.05 1.39 x 10 3 
to.0131 
t7.72 
to.131* 4 x 105 
6.41 MHz 0.01 23.37 20.13 
to.0015 7.79 x 10 3 
3* I I I I I to.01 1* I 1.39 x 10 
* 1 WATT MODE 
Range Rate Measurement Errors 
An estimate of the target to chasecraft closing speed is obtained by 
measuring the two way doppler shift. Errors in this estimate may result from 
instrumentation errors, thermal noise and multipath effects. Multipath 
effects are discussed in appendix J. It is desired to provide a system with 
a maximum absolute error of 0.3 m/s and a maximum percentage error of 0.1%. 
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System Errors. - The parameter measured is the two way doppler shift: 
where h is the wavelength (0.3 m) and v is the target-to-chasecraft closing 
speed. Then the closing speed is given by: 
hfd 
v=-. 
2 \- (485 1 
Errors in h and measurement‘of fd s;ield the following errors: 
dv dh -=-) 
V x 
dv =;dfd . 
For oscillator stabilities of one part in 105 (1~) and a frequency measurement 
error of L 2 Hz (la ) the above errors become: 
dv dh A-=+-= _+ 10 
V x 
-5, dv = A$ d(fd)= f 0.3: . P+W) 
The 2 2 Hz frequency measurement error requires a discriminator alignment to 
within L 2 Hz or may be obtained by a frequency count over a period of 0.5 
seconds. 1 
Receiver Thermal Noise Errors.- In appendix I, it is shown that the mean 
squared closing velocity error due to receiver thermsl noise is given by: 
Av2 = 
A2(kTNF)BLp 
6s ' 0-w 
where the units are those of x2 per (second)2. In this equation X is wavelength- 
KT is 4 x lo-21 watts/Hz, F is receiver noise figure, Bl is the noise bandwidth 
(Hz) of the velocity smoothing filter, and S is the rece!?ved signal power (watts 
Using the radar range equation S is given by: 
Pt G, G, h2 L 
s= 
(4n)2 R2 ' 
(489) 
where, Pt = transmitted power (100 or 1 watt) , 
= transmitter antenna gain (0 db) , 
= receiver antenna gain (0 db) , 
R = target-to-chasecraft range in meters , 
h = wavelength (0.3 meters), 
L = loss factor (-3 db). 
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The numbers in brackets indicate the proposed values for the target chasecraft 
system. 
Combining equations'488 and 489 we obtain: 
Av2 = 
(4i7)2 R2 (LTNF) B3 LP 
6 P,G,G, L ' (4%) 
Then using the above indicated parameter values with Pt = 100 watts, 
F= 14 db, and BLP = 5 (40) CPS, we obtain as the root mean squared closing 
velocity error: 
Av rms = R(l.15 x IO-~) " . 
S 
For Pt = 1 watt the above error is increased by a factor of 10. The 
value used for Blp corresponds to a single pole low pass filter with 3 db 
bandwidth equal to 40 cps. This 40 Hz value was used in the docking simula- 
tion studies. 
Using a general docking control law, v=kR, in equation 491, the frac- 
tional error due to thermal noise becomes: 
Av rms (1.15 x 10B6) -= 
V k ' (4g;rI 
for the 100 watt mode. Since the control law will only apply for velocities 
less than the maximum value (assumed to be 3 x 103 m/s), the above equation 
is only valid for V < 3 x 103 m/s. The minimum value of k being considered 
is 0.01, which yields a percentage error equal to 0.012% in the 100 watt 
mode and 0.12% in the 1 watt mode. For larger values of k, the errors will 
be proportionally lower. At ranges where the control law ceases to be valid, 
and the closing velocity reaches its maximum value of 3 x l$ m/s, the error 
due to thermal noise given by equation 491 corresponds to 0.015% at a range 
of 4 x 105 meters. 
flumnary.- Combining root sum of the squares equations 487 and 49lthe 
total range rate measurement error (lo) is given by: 
9 x 1O-2 +R2 (1.32 x lo-12)+v2 (lo-lo) , (493) 
for the 100 watt mode, and: 
9 x 10-2 +R2 (1.32 x 10-10)+v2 (IO-lo) J (494) 
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for the 1 watt mode. The units are in meters per second where R is in meters 
and V in meters per second. 
From the previous results, it is seen that the maximum percentage error 
occurs in the 1 watt mode with a control law of the form, V = O.OUl, and is 
equal to 0X$. For control laws allowing greater closing velocities this 
percentage error will be less, The constant error is 0.3 m/s. 
Angle Error Analysis for the Integrated Phase System 
The target and chasecraft are each provided with three antennas. On a 
given spacecraft these antennas form an equilateral triangle with length of 
sides equal to one meter. Phase comparison techniques are employed to deter- 
mine both the target line-of-sight (LOS) angular error relative to the chase- 
craft and target attitude. In addition, a frequency pair technique is used 
to provide both coarse and fine angle information. 
The target may transmit from any of its three antennas, and the chase- 
craft may receive via any of its three antennas. Then for any combination 
of three antennas involving at least one antenna at each spacecraft, the quan- 
tity measured is the electrical phase difference resulting from the particular 
path length differences. In general this quantity is given by: 
2nd 
&J=- sine . 
x 
where d sin f is the path length difference, and d is the antenna spacing, 
which in this case is one meter. X is the wavelength. 
In the combinations involving two target antennas and a single chase- 
craft antenna, some form of multiplexing must be provided. In this case time 
division multiplexing is used whereby the transmissions from the target 
antennas (when more than one is used) occur sequentially. 
For purposes of discussion, designate the three chasecraft antennas as 
A, B and C, and the three target antennas as 1, 2 and 3. Eighteen possible 
combinations of three antennas involving at least one at each spacecraft 
result. Of these, only two are used at long range to determine the target 
line-of-sight (LOS) angular error relative to the chasecraft. These two are 
lAB and IAC. Thus, at long ranges only a single target antenna (1) will be 
transmitting and no multiplexing till be required. At short ranges, a second 
set of measurements will be provided to allow proper alignment of the two 
spacecraft. The second set of measurements consists of lAB, 2BC, 3AC, A13, 
and C23. This allows alignment as shown in figure&. 
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FIGURE 166 - DOCKED ANTENNA CONFIGURATION 
Thus, for the short range set of measurements, the time division multi- 
plexing is required. The particular multiplexing technique employs the 375 Hz 
range subcarrier (available at both the target and chasecraft) as a switching 
reference signal, such that transmission from each of the three target anten- 
nas occurs at a 375 Hz rate with a duty factor of about l/3. The 375 Hz 
signal is used to provide appropriate channel gating and two phase lock loops 
(PLL) serve as storage devices to facilitate the phase comparison of non- 
coincident transmissions (e.g., A13 and CZ!j). 
As noted previously, the frequency pair technique for derivation of both 
coarse and fine angle information is provided for by simultaneous transmission 
of carriers at 1059 MHz and 909 MHz. Thus, the fine angle measurement is 
accomplished at a frequency of 1059 MHZ and the coarse at the difference fre- 
quency or 150 MHz. 
In addition to the two angle measurement modes, two transmitted power 
modes are provided. Transmitter power of 100 watts is provided at long 
ranges and is decreased to 1 watt at the shorter ranges. The power mode 
switchover is accomplished prior to the angle mode switchover so that the 
target antenna switching is required only in the one watt mode. 
System Errors.- The quantity measured at the chasecraft receiver is: 
8= 
2nd . 
- Slrl 6 
x 9 
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where d is 1 meter, AI x is 0.284 m or 2 m, and 6 is the boresight error. 
Then for cc:, the available estimate of the boresight error is: 
h 
6=-e, 
2nd (497) 
where the units for E are mechanical degrees for 8 in electrical degrees. 
Then: 
(493) 
With a spacing accuracy of +l part in 103 and a oscillator stability of +l 
part in 105, the first two Eerms in the above equation combine to give a- 
fractional error of about 10-3. The last term which is proportional to the 
phase measurement error, he, yields a constant error. The primary contri- 
buter to At9 will be the parallel channel phase tracking error. Allowing 60 
for IF tracking and 2O for RF tracking in the fine angle measurement mode 
(1059 MHz), the rms value of A0 is +6.32O which corresponds to a constant 
zms mechanical error of +0.290 for i5ie fine mode. 
phase error is not signiRcant. 
In the coarse mode, the FU? 
Thus, the rms value of A8 is 60 which 
results in a constant rms mechanical error of +l.91° in the coarse angular 
measurement mode. 
Thermal Noise FXfeds on the Angle Estimate.- The effects of chasecraft 
receiver thermal noise on the angle measurements is considered for a simple 
two channel interferometer system. The signal plus noise received in channels 
1 and 2 are: 
Channel 1 
2nd 
,. '=A, cos(w,t+ - +x xI > lcos%t (499) 
-yl sino,t , 
Channel 2: =(A, +x2) coso ,t -y2 sino,t , (500) 
In the above equations, receiver thermal noise is represented by narrow band 
gaussian random processes. The effective interferometer wavelength A I, in 
the case of the coarse frequency pair measurement, is not equal to the carrier 
2% 
wavelength, A, =-. @he noise in channel 1 is independent of that 
OC 
in channel 2. The single sided power spectral density of each of the low 
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frequency noise terms (x, x2, yl, and ~2) is 27 = KTF where XT = 4 x 10B21 
watts/HE and F is the receiver noise figure. The amplitude of the signal 
term in each channel is given by the radar range equation: 
AC2 P,G, G, A,' L (501) -=s= 
2 (4~7)~ R2 ’ 
where: Pt = transmitter power, 
C$ = transmitter antenna gain, 
Gr = receiver antenna gain, 
R = target-to-chaser range, 
L = loss factor, 
hC = carrier wavelength. 
For high signal-to-noise ratios, equations 499 and 500 may be written as: 
2nd (502) 
Channel 1: A, cos (act -t - sinE+ 
A 
y2 
Channel 2: A, cos (act++ . 
C 
A phase comparison between channels 1 and 2 yields: 
2nd y1 +y2 e=- sin6 + 
A 
% l 
(504) 
For e<t and letting z = y1 +y2, where the power spectral density of z 
is now 471, the above may be written as: 
2nd Z (505) e=- c+- . A % 
For a low pass filter with a single sided noise bandwidth equal to BLP 
Hz following the phase comparator, the resultant output noise power is: 
p = E [(d)‘] 4n BLP 2kTNF Bag 
n A,2 =‘A,2= s 
( Electrical) ' 
radians 9 
(506) 
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where the prime denotes the variable z after filtering. Thus, the rms 
mechanical angular error is: 
AI 
EN(rms)=2nd 2kTNF BLP 1 ‘/z 
[s l 
Reference to the block diagram of the chasecraft receiver of figure 156 
indicates that the final angle measurements involve only two channels. Thus, 
equation 507 applies to all fine measurements. Similar consideration of the 
coarse angle measurements indicates that each of these involve four channels. 
Then, for coarse measurements, the rms angle noise will be a factor of \F 
greater than that given by equation 507. 
Using Pt = +20 dbw, Gt = G, = 0 db, L = -3 db, F = 14 db, = 0.284 m, 
AI =2 m, andBI9 
error becomes: 
= 40 f Rz in equation 507, the rms mechanic& angle 
ENQms) = 4 X 10-8R, 
and: 
(N(rms) = 5.1 X lo+ , (509) 
for the fine and coarse measurements, respectively, with R in meters. 
Included is the fi factor in the coarse measurement as discussed above, 
These equations apply in the 100 watt mode with no antenna switching. The 
low pass filter bandwidth of 40: Hz corresponds to the value used in the 
docking simulator studies. Evaluation of the above two equations at the msxi- 
mum range of 4 x 105 meters yields +2 x 10m2 and +0.20 degrees for the fine 
- and coarse modes, respectively. 
At short ranges (R 5 300 m), the transmitter power is 1 watt and the 
target transmits sequentially from its three antennas at a 375 Rz rate with 
a per antenna duty factor of about l/3. Then for integration of a single 
sample (pulse), the effective noise bandwidth of the low pass filter follow- 
ing the phase detector is 562 Hz. Evaluation of equation 507 with Pt = 1 watt 
and BLP = 562 Hz (all other parameters remaining the same) yields: 
‘N(rms) = 1.51 X l@ R , 
and: 
(N(rms) = 1.5 X lo-5R, (511) 
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for the fine and coarse modes. 
equations yield 4.53 x 10-h 
At a range of 3 x 102 meters, the above two 
and 4.5 x 10-3 mechanical. degrees for the fine 
and coarse modes, respectively. 
Multipath Effects on Angle Measurement.- A simple two channel phase 
comparison system is considered. The desired signal received in each channel 
is of unity amplitude, and the interfering signal is of amplitude r where 
r < 1. The total received signals is then: 
Channel 1: cm (act)- r sin (act+ aI), 
Channel 2: cos tact + 8) -rsin(ti,t+e+~~), 
(512) 
(513) 
where 8 = Zrrd/h sin(E) is the desired output of the phase comparator. The 
effect of the interfering signal depends on its relative phase. Worst case 
phasing results when a = 0 and 8 + a 2 = 71 in which case the above equa- 
tions become: 
Channel 1: cos [act +rl , (51.4) 
Channel2: cos [act +e -rl , (515) 
with r << 1. A phase comparison between channels 1 and 2 yields: 
2nd 
eA=e-zrz- sin E -2r . 
A (516) 
Thus, the magnitude of the electrical phase error is 2r radians which corres- 
ponds to a mechanical phase error of: 
(517) 
for rr 
<- E- 4 J 
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Then, in order to insure that the bias in the angle measurement is less 
than 0.3 mechanical degrees, the multipath interference is required to be 
down 25 db relative to the desired signal. 
The various possible multipath modes are discussed in appendix J. 
For the case of bounces between the two spacecraft, equation 54 is used to 
determine the relative interference level. The two bounce case results in 
the maximum vslue of r. From equation.J& for the two bounce case: 
r(db) = -22 -40 log R , (518) 
where R is the target-to-chasecraft, range in meters. The solution of this 
equation shows that the interference is down 25 db at R = 1.2 meters. 
For the case of intra-spacecraft bounces, the magnitude of the undesired 
multipath interference is difficult to predict analytically. However, with 
proper antenna design and mounting these effects can be minimized. 
summary.- The combined results of the analysis, exclusive of multipath 
effects, are summarized in table 2.4. It is observed that the error due to 
receiver thermal noise is small compared to the other errors. Also, the 
total coarse error is always much smaller than the unambiguous range (180) 
of the fine measurements, thus insuring proper resolution of ambiguities. 
ml3lXCTRONIC @lNI SYSTEM (EOS) 
An overall block diagram of the Rectronic Omni System is provided in 
Figure 157. Range and range rate is again obtained by a sine wave modulated, 
EN-CW radar transponder system. Target attitude data is obtained by the 
'Omni" system technique, and LOS angles by a conventional "L" interferometer. 
The M)S equipment description, the principles of operation, and a 
discussion of system capabilities and limitations are included in this 
section. 
Description of Operation 
Range and Range Rate Measurement.- The range and range rate PM-CW, four 
tone, radar-transponder system is identical to that previously described in 
the discussion of the IRS system. 
TABLE 24 - IPS-RMS ANGULAR ERRORS NEAR BORESIGHT (,<45’) 
(MECHANICAL DEGREES) 
TYPE OF ERROR 
(SOURCE) 
CONSTANT 
(PHASE 
TRACKING) 
LONG RANGE SHORT RANGE 
(R > 3 x 102 METER) (R < 3 x 102METER) 
PROPORTIONAL 
(Add/d) 
RANGE 
DEPENDENT 
(THERMAL NOISE) 
\ 
*THE THERMAL NOISE ERRORS ARE BASED ON A 100 WATT CW 
TRANSMITTER WITH A LOW PASS FILTER NOISE BANDWIDTH OF 
40 Hz IN THE LONG RANGE MODES. IN THE SHORT RANGE MODE 
A 1 WATT TRANSMITTER AND A LOW PASS FILTER NOISE BAND- 
WIDTH OF 562 Hz HAS BEEN ASSUMED. 
FINE 
lzl 
COARSE 
Angle Measurements.- In the Electronic Omini System, three separate 
angle measurement techniques are employed. Line-of-sight angles are obtained 
in the EOS by a null-seeking sum and difference "L" type interferometer as 
shown in Figure 167. Three closely spaced (one-half wavelength or less) 
antennas are used at the chasecraft which receive the target vehicle carrier. 
One antenna is used as a reference for two orthogonal pairs on a time sharing 
basis and the phase induced in the antennas is processed in a conventional 
manner to obtain the line-of-sight angles. A precision phase shifter with a 
calibrated shaft readout is servo-positioned to produce a null at the diff- 
erence hybrid. The sum hybrid is used as an AGC control and as a reference 
for angle sense. 
b READOUT ELEVATION LOS ANGLE 
PHASE 
SHIFTER 
6” 
6” 
RF DITHER + SWITCHING 
SWITCH RATE - RF 
CONTROL 
SWITCH - 
SUM AtiD DIFFERENCE SERVO 
RECEIVER - ELECTRONICS 
4 
1 
PHASE 
SHIFTER 
) READOUT AZIMUTH LOS ANGLE 
FIGURE 167 - EOS-LOS INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM 
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Target attitude angles are obtained by-the "Omni" null sweep technique 
as outlined earlier in this report, 
mitter is &own in Figure 168, 
A block diagram of the attitude trans- 
in Figure169. 
The attitude receiver block diagram is shown 
Relative roll angle is obtained by measuring the time elapsed 
from reception of the null by a widely spaced roll antenna (one meter or so 
if possible) and a common target attitude receiving antenna. This time mea- 
surement along with the range measurement is processed to provide the rela- 
tive roll error signal indication. The angle accuracies of the EOS and Il?S 
are compared in Figure 170. 
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I 
Frequency Selection and RF1 Considerations 
In the Electronic Omui System, the target and chasecraft frequency rela- 
tionships are similar to those of the Integrated Phase System as discussed 
earlier. 
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The major difference is that the Electronic Omni System does not employ 
the frequency pair technique and thus only two frequencies are present at 
the first mixer of either the target or chasecraft receiver. 
The chasecraft transmits at the frequency kf, and the target transponder 
k 
replies at the frequency - 
k-l 
kfp . The transponder reply is coherently 
related to the chaser transmitter frequency but is offset by k fl Hz. 
k-l 
At both the target and chaser the respective transmitter frequencies also 
serve as the reference signal at the first mixer. Then at either spacecraft, 
only the two RF signals appear at the first mixer. This is in contrast to 
the case of the Integrated Phase System where three RF signals are present 
(the third resulting from the frequency pair requirement). The problem of 
selecting the intermediate frequency to minimize RF1 is therefore much less 
complicated than for the Integrated Phase System. The primary considerations 
are minimum RFI, reasonable intermediate frequency values, and a reasonable 
frequency multiplication factor k. 
k 
For example, letting the transponder reply frequency, - 
k-l 
kfl, be 
1 GHz and the frequency multiplication factor, k, be 12, the chaser trans- 
mitter frequency, k.fl, becomes 917 MHz. Thus, the intermediate frequency at 
both the target and chaser receivers is 83 MHz and the nearest significant 
interferring signal is 83 MHz away from the desired signal. 
Ranging in the Electronic Omni. System 
Range information is obtained by introducing phase modulated range 
subcarriers on the chasecraft transmission in the same manner as previously 
described for Integrated Phase System (IPS). The target transponder reply 
is caused to repeat this phase modulation such that a phase comparison at 
the chasecraft yields the desired phase information. 
In order to provide a campletely integrated system, it is desired to let 
the RF waveform used in the formation of the swept null pattern (See appen- 
dix K) contain the range subcarrier modulation. That is, if the signal 
transmitted by the chasecraft is of the form: 
cos [clot +p cos o&l , (519) 
the reply signal received by the chasecraft would be of the form (neglecting 
the transponder frequency offset): 
E(t) cos Loo (t +,+p.0.~&~)1, (520) 
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where o,is the carrier rad3a.n frequency, 
o,is the subcarrier radian frequency, 
p is the modulation index, 
c is the velocity of light, 
R is the target-to-chasecraft range, 
is the modulation on the received signal resluting from the 
swept null technique (See appendix K). 
As shown in appendix K, the modulating function, E(t), may be represented 
as: 
E(t) = : b, 
m=O 
cos(most+am), 
where b, and Qm are functions of the target yaw and pitch angular 
os is the null sweep radian frequency. 
In the special case where the target roll axis is directed toward 
craft, we have: 
E(t)=2 ,z 1 Jm (:) sin (nust), 
(521) 
errors. 
the chase- 
(522) 
m odd 
where Jm represents the mth order Bessel function. 
Demodulation to obtain the range subcsrriers at the chasecraft receiver 
would normsLILly be accomplished via a phase locked loop (PLL) tracking the 
carrier as in the case of the Integrated Phase System. However, in attempting 
to deal with the waveform described by equations 520 and522 at least two prob- 
lems become apparent. First, when tracking the carrier the output of the PLL 
null detector will be: 
E(t) ,6 cos [w,(c -- “,” ) I . (523) 
That is, the demodulation process translates the spectrum of E(t) to the range 
subcarrier frequency, 2 . Then in order to make the desired phase comparison 
with the range subcarrier reference signal, the sidebands due to E(t) must be 
eliminated. This represents a major filtering problem since the subcarrier 
frequency may be as high as several megahertz and the sidebands may be only a 
few hundred hertz from the desired subcarrier. 
Secondly, for the case where the target pitch and yaw errors approach zero, 
the carrier amplitude also goes to zero as illustrated by equation522. Thus, 
demodulation via a PLL tracking the carrier is not possible. However, the PLL 
could be caused to track one;f the two adjacent sidebands (the amplitude of 
which is proportional to [Jo z = 0.2g]in this exact alignment case. 
A complete analysis of the above noted problems is beyond the scope of the 
report. However if further consideration so dictates, an additional carrier 
frequency may be provided at-the target transmitter so that the range subcarrier 
modulation need not be provided on the swept null waveform. In addition, 
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increasing the null sweep frequency,? , would ease the filtering problem at 
2?7 
the expense of decreasing the accuracy of the timing reference signal used for 
target attitude determination. Then in either event the ranging performance 
of the Electronic 011ni System would be made similar to that of the Integrated 
Phase System. 
Range Rate Measurement in the Electronic Quni System 
Range rate information is obtained by measuring the two way doppler fre- 
quency shift. This basic technique is identical to that employed in the 
Integrated Phase System (IPS). 
In this manner the target receives the signal transmitted by the chasecraft 
and replies with a coherent frequency offset such that the two way doppler shift 
is measured at the chasecraft. In order to provide a completely integrated 
system, it is desired to let the target reply frequency be used in the formation 
of the swept null pattern (see appendixK). As discussed above, this means that 
the reply waveform received at the chasecraft will contain the swept null 
pattern modulation, E(t), as well as the desired doppler shift information. 
That is, if the chasecraft transmits a signal of the form: 
the signal received by the chasecraft will be of the form (neglecting the fre- 
quency offset): 
E(t) COS [ mot + %i,dt] , 
where: o. is the carrier r-an frequency, 
ad is the one way doppler radian frequency shift9 
E(t) is the modulation function resulting from the swept null pattern 
technique. 
From appendix K, E(t) may be represented as: 
E(t)= 5 bmcos(ast+am), 
m=O 
($26 I 
where as is the null sweep radian frequency, and bm and Q, sre functions of the 
target yaw and pitch angular errors. 
The modulation function, E(t), may complicate the recovery of the desired 
doppler shift information. This is similar to the problems associated with the 
range measurement in the Electronic cknni System. First, the presence of side- 
bands at the multiples of 2 from the carrier frequency may create ambiguities 
in the doppler measurement. Secondly, as noted in appendixK, when the target 
roll axis is directed toward the chasecraft the carrier amplitude approaches 
zero. 
With proper processing and logic, the above two problems may be overcome. 
For exsmple, when the carrier null condition occurs, the doppler shift informa- 
tion may be derived from the adjacent sideband. However, further analysis is 
reQuired to determine the best approach. If further consideration so dictates, 
an additional carrier frequency may be provided at the target transmitter so 
that the doppler shift information need not be derived from the swept null wave- 
form. In any event, the range rate measurement capability of the Electronic 
Omni System would be similar to that of the Integrated Phase System as described 
in 
Angle Error Analysis for the Electronic Qnni System 
System error leading to errors in the measurement of target pitch, yaw, 
roll, and line-of-sight are consider& in the following three sections. The 
results are presented at the end of each section. 
Yaw and Pitch Mar Errors.0 As described in appendixK, the null of the 
radiation patterns transmitted by the target is caused to sweep alternately in 
eximuth and elevation. The null is swept in a linear manner at os mechanical 
radians per second. For the case of the azimuth sweep (elevation sweep consi- 
derations are identical), the chasecraft azimuth coordinate relative to the 
target antenna boresight is determined by comparing the time of the null occur- 
ante at the chasecraft with a timing reference signal. 
From equation K5 of appendix K, the angular position of the desired null 
is defined by: 
2nd 
p sin (o,t)+ x sine = 0, (527) 
where p is the peak value of the time varying phase shift, 
h is the wavelength, 
d is the distance between phase centers of the target interferometer 
antenna pair, 
In appendixK, it is shown that in order to achieve a linear null sweep with 
no ambiguities for -90° <~<90O, we require p = 
2nd 
- _< n.Then for this condition' 
h 
with@= , the null position as a function of time is: 
and under these conditions the parameter measured, or the time of the null 
occursace is: 
'A 
T=--. (Y?) 
*Si 
However, the radiation pattern generated by the target interferometer antenna 
pair may deviate from the ideal case considered in appendix K. First, varia- 
2nd tions inpand/or- will invalidate equation 528. Secondly, an RF phase 
x 
shift in one of the feeds to the target antenna pair will invalidate equation527. 
First, consider deviations inp(or equivalently y ) from the desired 
value of 77 . In equation 5:‘7 we replace 16 by /3 + A/3 to obtain as the null 
condition: 
2nd 
(p+Ap)sinost+- 
A 
sin6 = 0, 
4 2nd 
(1 +y ) sin ost + - x 
sin6 = 0, 
(1-Y) sine = -sin mst. 
But for small values of 3tanc , we use the following approximation: 77 
w AP sin [c--tan61 = [I - -1 sinr. 
77 H 
Then the null condition of equation 532 becomes: 
sin [c -- tan61 = -sin ust, 
77 
or for smsll values of 6 (i.e., nesr boresight): 
c(t) = [l +-I est. 
I7 
Then for the chasecraft at CT , the time of occurance of the null is: 
ET 
T= 
AP 
(1 t_)w.' 
and using equation 529 the apparent azimuth coordinate is: 
A = c,t = eT [l - %I, I7 
and the error due to Ap is: 
AP 
(53d 
(531) 
(532) 
(533 > 
(534) 
(535) 
(536) 
(537) 
(538) 
The units are mechanical degrees for ET in degrees and Ap in radians. A@ may 
be considered an error in either the modulation index, p, or the parameter 
2nd -. 
x 
Note that equation 538 is valid only near boresight. 
Variations in d and p will be the primary contributors to Ap . For example 
we require that d = h or d 
5 
= 0.15 m at an operating frequency of 1 GHz. Then 
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AP 2 1 mm variations in d will cause fractional variations of f 6.7 x10B3 in -. H 
Considering variations in the modulation index, /3 , as well as in d, the total 
(rss) equivalent fractional variation in Ap is 0.01, such that equation 
becomes: - H 
cA -FT=f10-2 CT. 
This equation repre;e;ts angular measurement error due to variations in the 
parameters S and n 
--I- 
from the desired value of R . The equation is valid 
near boresight. 
An RF phase shift in one of the feeds to the terget interferometer antenna 
pair introduces an undesired phase shift, A8. Then, inStead of equation 527, 
the null condition is defined by: 
2nd (539) A.8 +p sin ast + - 
x 
sin E = 0 , 
2nd 
or letting p = - = V the null condition is: 
x 
ae 
- + sin6 = -sin ast l 
A6 
But for7Tsmall values of ___ , we may use the following approximation: 
HCOSE 
sin [c + 2 ]zaB+sinf, 
HCOSE 77 
such that the null condition defined by equation 540 becomes: 
sin [E+ 
Al3 
-I= -sin tist, 
HCOS 6 
Ol- 
A0 
c=- ---0 t. 
HCOSC S 
(540) 
(541) 
(542) 
(543) 
Comparing this equation with equation 528, it is seen that the angular measure- 
ment error due to an RF phase shift of i A.8 electrical degrees is: 
Ae 
i-. 
ncos 6 (544) 
Then for an RJ? tracking tolerance of + lo, the mechanical angular error is 
+ O.32O at boresight. 
In addition to the previously considered errors due to parameter variations 
at the target transmitter array, error will be introduced in the measurements 
made at the chasecraft receiver. The parameter measured at the chasecraft is 
the time of occurance, T, of the null relative to the timing reference signal. 
Then from equation 529, the estimate of the angular coordinate is given by: 
EA=-Ost. (545) 
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Errors inws and T contribute to the errors in the estimate as follows: 
AE A=-[A~st+AT~sl, 
hfs 
AC 
A ‘f 
=- --eA+ATosl. 
S 
As indicated above, fractional errors in the scan frequency, fs, result in 
a measurement error prOpOI?fdO~ to the aximuth error, 'A. For a scan frequency 
stability of one part on 105 the proportional error will be 10,5'A . Timing 
measurement errors result from receiver themal noise, absolute timing accuracy 
limitations (e.g., counter accuracy), and errors in the timing reference signal. 
Thermal noise errors will be discussed later. For a 1 MHz counter, the maximum 
error is one count of k 1~s . This f lps error corresponds to 0.014 mechani- 
cal degrees for fs = 375 Hz. 
Errors in the timing reference signal depend on the method of providing 
the signal. In general, target yaw and pitch measurements will only be requir- 
ed at relatively close ranges. Then the timing reference signal may be provid- 
ed by using the 375 Hz range subcarrier available at both the target and chase- 
craft. In this manner, the sweep frequency, fs, is equal to 375 Hz, and the 
375 Hz reference signal at the chasecraft leads the 375 Hz modulation by a time 
interval corresponding to the two way range delay. That is, the timing refer- 
ence signal will cause an error in AT equal to: 
2R 
*o AT=-. 
C 
In appendix L , it is shown that the mean squared angular error or angle 
jitter variance (AJV) due to chasecraft receiver thermal noise is: 
2 4kTNF f, Mechanical 2 
s cos2 CA 
( Radians ) J 
where I(T = 4 x 10-a watts/Hz, 
F = receiver noise figure, 
fs = sweep frequency, 
x = the chasecraft azimuth coordinate relative to the target antenna 
borewight, 
S = received signal power as determfned by the rada;l: range equation. 
The above mean squared error is that for a single sweep. If a low pass filter 
with noise bandwidth equal to BI,P is used to integrate over several sweeps 
the above angle jitter variance will be reduced by the factor, . 
2RLP 
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The received signal power is given by the radar range equation: 
s= 
P,G, G, A2 L 
(4n)2 R2 ' 
where Pt = transmitted power (+ 20 dbw), 
2 
= transmitter antenna gain (0 db), 
r = receiver antenna gain (0 db), 
R= target-to-chasecraft range (m), 
x = wavelength (0.3 m), 
L = loss factor (-3 db). 
The quantities in brackets indicate the parameter values for the proposed 
system. Then, substituting the range equation into the angle jitter variance 
expression, we obtain: 
2 2 2 4fskTNF (4~)~ R2 
%= (-) (550 
77 cos2 c A P, G,G, h2 L ' 
2 (h2 f,kTNF R2 
*e 
=- 
cos2cA P, G, G, h2 L l 
(552) 
Using the above indicated parameter values with F = 14 db and fs = 375 Hz, we 
obtain as the 'rms mechanical angular error due to thermal. noise: 
R 
ag = 2.52 x 10-6 - cost ' A 
for R in meters. Note that this is the angle noise based on a single sweep. 
ll 
For a low pass filter with noise bandwidth equal to 40 5 Hz, the single 
sweep rms angular error due to thermal noise is reduced by the factor: _ 
'/z 1 
( =Ti? 
such that the rms mechanical error becomes: 
(554) 
R 
ae = 1.46 x l@ - cos E ' A 
(555) 
for R in meters. The noise bandwidth of F Hz is consistent with that used 
in the docking simulation study. 
The results are summarized in table 25 where each term contributing to the 
angle measurement error is listed separately. In general, the yaw and pitch 
data sxe not required for ranges greater than about 300 m. At this range, the 
bias error is 0.02'7 mechanical degrees and the remaining terms result in an rms 
error equal to about 0.33 mechanical degrees, assuming the on boresight ( E = 0) 
case. 
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TABLE 25 - SUMMARY OF YAW AND PITCH ANGULAR ERRORS 
TYPE OF ERROR SOURCE 
I 
ERROR 
(MECHANICAL DEGREES) 
CONSTANT TERM 
(lo) 4 
PROPORTIONAL f 5 
TERM (la) 
I A s/s I f 10 -3, 
RANGE AND ANGLE RECEIVER THERMAL 2 1.46 x 10 -’ R 
DEPENDENT (lo) NOISE 
cos 6 
BIAS 
I 
TIMING REFERENCE (9 x 10-5)R 
ERROR 
* denotes near boresight approximation 
6 = yaw (pitch) error in mechanical degrees 
R = target-to-chasecrsft range in meters 
Roll Angular Error in the Electronic Cknni System.- The relative roll orien- 
tation of the target and chasecrsft are determined by measuring the time inter- 
val required for the swept null pattern to move between two widely spaced anten- 
nas on the chasecraft. The method of generating the swept null pattern is pre- 
sented in appendix K. 
Let the antenna spacing on the chasecraft be d. Let the null pattern be 
swept at an angle ((90-8)")o, relative to a line between the two widely spaced 
antennas as shown in figure 171. 
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FIGURE 171 - ROLL PAIR NULL SWEEP RELATIONSHIP 
Then for a sweep rate of % mechanical radians per secon*l, the time, T, requir- 
ed for the null to sweep from one antenna to the other is given by: 
d sin 8 
T=-, 
R 0s 
(556) 
where R is the chasecraft-to-target range. The roll angle, 8, is given by: 
19 = sin-l { 
RosT 
-I 9 (557) d 
which for8 5 rr/4may be approximated by: 
RosT 
e=----. 
d (558) 
Note that in order to determine 8 a knowledge of the target-to-chasecraft range, 
R, is required. An estimate of the range, R, is available from the range/range 
rate 
roll 
radar. 
From equstion 558errors in R, T, and d yield the following errors in the 
angle measurement: 
AT 
T 
Afs Ad 
Ae=ef -edt360 d s 
S 
zf AT&$. 
(559) 
In the latter equation, the units of A8 are in mechanical degrees for 8 in 
degrees. 
The first two terms result in proportional errors. For an oscillator 
A fs stability of one part in 105, we have -= f 10 -5 and for a spacing accuracy 
Ad fs 
of one part in103 wehave T=+lO -3 l Then the first two terms combine 
to give a total fractional error equal to about + 10-3. 
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The third term fields an error proportional to the target-to-chasecraft 
range, R, for a constant timing error, AT. For a 1 MHz counter we have 
AT = + l/Ls. Then using fs = 
and pl'tch errors) and d 
375 MHz (as determined in the discussion of yaw 
= 1 m the third term becomes (1.35 x lo-3)R for R-in 
meters. Timing errors due to thermal noise till be considered later. 
The fourth term results from range measurement errors, AR. Since the 
range measurement capability of the Electronic Cb~ni System is similar to that 
of the Integrated Phase System, we may use the earlier results to determine 
AR. From that paragraph, using the 100 watt mode results, it is seen that 
for R 5870 m., the range error R is approximately (within lO$) constant and 
equal to + 0.13 m. Then at the relatively short ranges, where the roll measure- 
ments would be used the fourth term becomes + o 13{ mechanical degrees for R 
in meters and 8 in degrees. R 
To this point, only measurement errors at the chasecraft receiver have 
been considered; errors in the formation of the swept null waveform at the 
target have not. In the discussion of target yaw and pitch angular measure- 
ment errors, it was noted that errors, Ap , in the modulation index (or 
equivalent in y) could cause the time of occurance of the null at the chase- 
crsft antenna with angulsr coordinate CT , (relative to the target antenna 
boresight) to be in er;l;or by AP - CT seconds. This result is valid for 
naS 
SInal Aj3 and cT . Then in the case of the roll measurement the timing 
error will be: 
AT= ba(CT --d 
=oS 1 TZ)' 
(%l) 
where 'Tl and 'Tg are the angular coordinates in rsdisns of the two antennas 
used in the roll measurement. But: 
dsin 0 
'T1-'T2 =- R ' W2) 
where d is the roll antenna pair spacing and 0 is the relative roll angle. The 
RUS 
roll error, A.8, resulting from a timing error, AT, is given byA8= - AT, 
such that the error in roll measurement due to.Ap becomes: d 
R&l 
ae= d 
s A@ dsin8 Ap 
zz-. 
naS 
R 77 
The units on A0 above are in mechanical degrees for Ap in radians and 8 in 
mechanical degrees. Then for 2!= + 10m2 , wehave e =lO-28. Note that 
the expression is valid for rollnangles, ; yaw (or pitch) angles, 
~l<r;and A/3<<, . 
8, <; 
4 
In the discussion of yaw snd pitch angular measurement errors, it was noted 
that an RF phase shift is one of the legs of the target pair used to generate 
the swept null pattern would cause a constant error as given by equation 54.4. 
No similar effect will occur in the roll measurement because the constant error 
will cancel when the time difference is taken. 
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In a manner similar to that discussed in the section on pitch and yaw 
measurement errors, receiver therms3 noise will result in errors in determining 
the time of the null occurrence at each of the antennas in the chasecraft roll 
antenna pair. Using equationM11, of appendix M, the mean squared timing error 
or timing jitter variance in measuring the time required for the null to sweep 
from one antenna to the other will be: 
~i=$[co;cl + 2-~j 9 (563) 1 
where ~1 and c2 are the angular coordinates, relative to the target antenna 
boresight, respectively of the two chasecraft antennas used for the roll measure- 
ment. The angles, cl and c2 , are functions of the roll angle, e as shown 
in figure 172. 
CHASER ROLL PAIR 
FIGURE 172 - TARGET ATTITUDE EFFECT ON RELATIVE ROLL MEASUREMENTS 
When the target yaw and pitch errors have been corrected, the target roll axis 
will be directed somewhere (depending on the relative antenna positions at the 
chasecraft) between the two chasecraft roll antennas. Then the minimum value 
of cos cl, or co6 c2 is: 
where 8 is the relative roll angle. Then for R>>d sin 0 , wehavec1=c2=0 
and at smaller values of R, the roll angle, 0, should approach zero such that 
we still have c1 =c2 = 0 Then the rms timing error equation becomes: 
. 
II 
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But from previous results a timing error, T, yields a roll'measurement error, 
8, equal to: 
8=360% f, AT. (Mechanical Degrees) (566) 
Then combining the previous two equations, the per sweep rms roll measurement 
error is: 
. 
(360) Rf, s1 f/z 
A8= d ( 
-----I l 
?74 Sf, 
(Mechanical Degrees) (567) 
If a low pass filter with bandwidth equal to BLP is used to average over 
several sweeps the resultant rms angle noise is reduced by the factor 
such that the resulting rms angular error is: 2BLp? C.7 S 
Ae = (144O)R 
dn 2 
Substituting for 
43~~ '/z (Mechanical Degrees) 
(,) l (568) 
S from Equation (22) we have: 
Ae= (5760) 2 R 
dnX 
2 (kTNFBLp)l/z 
Pt Gt Gr L 
Y (569) 
where we have used 9 = KTF. F is the receiver noise figure and kT = 4 x 10m21 
watts/Hz . 
Pt 
Then, using d = lm, x = O.jm, F = l&lb, BP = 40: HZ ,~=-&jb, 
= +20dbw, and Gt = G, odb, we have: 
A8 =(2.16 x10+R2, (Mechanical Degrees) (570) 
for R in meters. 
The above derived results for roll measurement errors in the electronic 
Omni system are summarized in Table 26 . 
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TABLE 26 - 
SUMMARY OF ROLL MEASUREMENT ERRORS IN THE ELECTRONICS OMNI SYSTEM 
TYPE OF ERROR SOURCE 
MEASUREMENT ERROR 
(MECHANICAL DEGREES) 
(FOR 8< 45O) 
PROPORTIONAL (la) 
ROLL ANTENNA SEPARATION 
A d/d 
A B/B 
IO-~ 8 
(1). (2) 
1o-2 
COUNTER TIMING ERROR (1.35 x 10-3) R 
RANGE DEPENDENT (la) 
RECEIVER NOISE (2.16 x 10-6) R2 (1) 
RANGE AND ROLL ANGLE 8 
DEPENDENT (lo) AR 0.13 - R 
0 RELATIVE ROLL ANGLE IN MECHANICAL DEGREES 
R = TARGET-TO-CHASER RANGE IN METERS 
d = ROLL ANTENNA PAIR SEPARATION (lm) 
(1) d SIN 0 K R 
(2) A 6 <<IT 
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LOS Measurement Errors in the Electronic QtnrI System.- A phase sensing 
sum and difference monopulse technique is employed to measure the target angu- 
lar coordinates relative to the chasecrtit antenna boresight. A simplified 
(heterodyning ommited) single plane receiver is shown in figure 173. 
I- 
es-v-----s ------ 
+ -I 
a I 
I 
d -J 
> 
FIGURE 173 - EOS-LOS MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
As shown, the angular error signal is developed in the normal manner for 
a &III and difference system. A more complete discussion of the angle sensing 
technique is given in appendix L. The error signal is used to control the 
variable phase shift, a , such that anullis maintained. Thus, the value of 
a yielding a null is a means of the electronic boresi.@, which is an estimate 
of the target angular coordinate. 
For a texget angular coordinate, 6 , the electrical phase difference between 
the signals induced at the two interferometer antennas is: 
where d is the interferometer separation, and X is the wavelength. The phase 
shifter, CL , causes the apparent phase difference to be #'=+-a. But from 
appendix L, the angular error output is proportional to sin ( g ). Then in 
order to achieve a null, the phase shifter must be adjusted such that j8' = 0 or: 
2nd . a =- sine . 
h 
For small C we may replace sin c by c such that the estimate of the target posi- 
tion becomes: 
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x 
E=212d am (573) 
Then errors in X , d, and a yield the following measurement errors: 
Ax Ad 
AC= 6 --c 
x d+(2nd A ) da. (574) 
For an oscillator stability of one part in 105 and a spacing accuracy of 
one part in 102, the first two terms combine to yield a proportional error term 
approximately equal to 10-2, . 
The last term results from errors in the knowledge of the phase shifter 
values. Primary contributors to this error source are precomparator (RF) phase 
shifts and phase shifter readout errors. Assuming st 1 electrical degree, due 
to RF phase tracking, and f. 0.5 electrical degrees, due to readout errors, the 
last-term in equation 574 becomes 0.36 mechanical degrees. Here we have used 
h = 2d, which corresponds to the maximum allowable value of d without smbigui- 
ties, as discussed in appendix L. 
Thermal noise errors are discussed in Appendix L. Equation L-21 gives the 
mean squerred angular error or angle jitter vsriance near chasecraft 
antenna borewight for high I!? signal-to-noise ratios. Using this equation, 
the rms mechanical angular error in units of mechanical degrees is: 
h 180 B~pq '/2 
“e=dT(0.65) ' (575) 
where d is the interferometer spacing, 
X is the wavelength, 
?iSW, 
KT= 4 x 10-a watts/MHz, 
F o receiver noise figure, 
WI? = noise bandwidth of the sero loop, 
S = received signal power. 
Note that a factor of two in the mean squared error has been included to account 
for time sharing the receiver between azimuth and elevation measurements. The 
received signa,l power, S', is gLven by equation 550. Then substituting for S, 
the rms mechanical error in units of mechanical desees becomes: 
284R BLpk'QF '/z 
Oe = --i-- (Pt G, G, L) ' (576) 
Evaluation of this equation using d = 0.15 m, BL~ = = 40 ;Hz., F = 14 db, 
L= -3 db, et= cm = 0 db and Pt = +20 dbw yields (6.67 x 10-T) R for R in meters. 
The assumed low pass filter bandwidth corresponds that used in the docking 
simulation studies. The value of d used corresponds to the unambigious require- 
ment for X = 0.3 m. 
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The LOS angle measurement errors me summarized in the following table. 
TABLE 27 - SUMMARY LOS ANGULAR ERRORS IN THE ELECTRONIC OMNI SYSTEM 
(NEAR BORESIGHT) 
TYPE OF ERROR SOURCE 
ERROR 
(MECHANICAL DEGREES) 
CONSTANT (la) 
PROPORTIONAL (la) 
RANGE 
DEPENDENT (la) 
RF PHASE AND READOUT 
ERRORS 
Ad/d 
RECEIVER NOISE 
0.36 
10-2, 
6.67 x 1O-7 R 
R = TARGET-TO-CHASER RANGE IN METERS 
cz = LOS BORESIGHT ERROR IN MECHANICAL DEGREES 
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VENDORSURVEY 
McDonnell distributed the questionnaire shown in the next page to 91 
electronic industries. Responsive replies were received from 9 companies, 
which are being supplied to the Contracting Officer. The meager response 
is believed to be primarily because most of the work in this area is proprie- 
tary in nature. Also, many firms indicated that they were not doing work that 
directly related to the problem. The companies responding were: 
Airborne Instruments Laboratory 
Autonetics of North American 
Cubic Corporation 
General .Dynamics/Electronics 
Honeywell, Inc. 
Motorola 
Norden Division of United Aircraft 
Polarad 
Raytheon 
The response from Airborne Instruments Laboratory was in the form of 
recommended systems for the measurement of range, range rate, tilt, and 
rotation. A basic block diagram of each separate system was provided along 
with an operational description. The recommended rangi% system is cooperative 
PM-CW operating at L Band. The range-rate system is a noncooperative CW sine 
wave modulated system operating at X-Band. The recommended tilt and rotation 
system is a path-length-difference multiple antenna measurement system similar 
in principle to the Cubic system and to the recommended IPS of this report. 
Autonetics of North American replied by letter in which they briefly point- 
ed out their developments in the field of long range "chirp" altimeters which 
can operate to 2,000 kilometers; and their tri-mode radar which can operate 
as a rendezvous radar altimeter for ranges to 250 miles. 
Cubic Corporation responded with information concerning their "Integrated 
Position Altitude - Data System". In this system range is measured by a coop- 
erative phase modulated CW technique. The position-attitude angle measurements 
are made by the path-length-difference phase comparison technique. The sug- 
gested use of L-band frequency pairing for fine and coarse angle measurement 
is common in principle to the IPS system of this report, but uses many carrier 
frequencies rather than the sequential antenna switching used by the IPS sys- 
tem. 
The General Dynamics reply included a brief description of their "Aircraft 
Station Keeper System". It was pointed out that range and range rate can be 
accomplished by using either pulse or CW techniques and that angle measurements 
are accomplished by multiple interferometers. The operating f'requency mentioned 
is in the X-band region. The ASK techniques appear to be applicable to the 
docking and rendezvous problem. 
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FIGURE 174 - 
ELECTROMAGNETIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM DESIGN PARAMETERS 
l Measurement System 
l System Function 
l Applicable Documents and Contracts 
l Abstract of system operation and operational procedures 
l Target Characteristics 
l Physical Parameters 
Size 
Weight 
Power 
Gimballed or fixed 
l Electromagnetic Parameters 
Type of ontenno(s) or sensor(s) 
Size of antenna(s) or sensor(s) 
Band width 
Directivity 
Positioning with respect to spacecraft axes 
l Electronic Parameters 
Type of signal generation and detection 
Output signal format (analog, digital, scale factor, bits, data rate, etc.) 
l System Parameters 
Range limits and accuracy 
Range rate limits and accuracy 
Angular coverage and determination 
Angular accuracy 
Accuracy of determination of relative attitude and rate of change 
Target size and shape 
Dynamic response 
Computational requirements 
Reliability 
Mounting requirements and location 
l Environmental control requirements (temperature limits, vibration, radiation, shock, etc.) 
0 cost 
l Design status 
l Incremental cost for design improvements 
l Susceptibility to anomalies 
l Operational limits (day, night, vehicle attitude maneuver range, etc.) 
l Applicability to simultaneous communication and/or command link 
l Developmental flight tests required 
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Honeywell, Inc. supplied a description of their Y?rili~" three-axis 
passive optical alignment system. The system is based on the principles of 
transmitting collimated light from an optical unit to a remotely located 
transponder. The system begins operating at about 100 feet provided that a 
supplementing system is used up to this point for coarse alQnment. The 
"Trilign" becomes more accurate with closure. Another system such as a radar 
altimeter or laser range finder is required for docking. A communication link 
is not presently provided. 
BWxxola, Inc. enclosed a paper entitled, "Unified S-Rand Rendezvous 
Sensor" which was presented at the National Space Navigation and Comrm;mica- 
tion Meeting on April 29 and 30, 1965, in Houston, Texas. The unified system 
provides range, range rate, and line-of-sight angle measurement for rendezvous 
and also a voice channel, telemetry, and tracking by way of a unified S-band 
transmitter, transponder, and receiver. The paper considers how the system 
can be applied to satisfy the Apollo LJXM - Command Module requirements. 
Norden enclosed with their response, Report No. C930080-72, "Ultrasonic 
Light Scanning and Active Optical Imaging System" aud Proposal No. PRO81%, 
"Laser Imaging, Detecting, and Rsnglng Radar (LIDRR)". The LIDRR system is 
capable of target identification location. This appears to be a promising 
approach to the noncooperative docking problem although it does not have 
provision for the measurement of target attitude orientation angles, angle 
rates, or target rotational axes and rates in its present form. 
Radiometric Division of Polarad Corporation responded with a description 
of their "Radiometries Electromagnetic Measurement System Design Parameters". 
The pulse radar range system and sximuth-elevation type line-of-sight sugle 
measurement system use an X-band, brcadband, biconical antenna. 
Raytheon responded with four documents describing (a) a two-tone PMXW 
cooperative X-band system, using a gimbal-led parabolic antenna, (b) tests and 
evaluations of the system, (c) a cooperative range, range-rate, and LOS angle 
measurement system, and (d) a short range noncooperative triangularly modulated 
F'M/CW range and range rate system. 
The above inputs were quite useful to the study, They were very late 
and do not fully meet the requirements, but do tend to support the tentative 
conclusions regarding feasibility of some of the subsystems. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this study have indicated that, although mission require- 
ments vary over a wide spectrum, sensors capable of meeting these requirements 
can be developed. The wide variety of mission requirements was recognized 
from the beginning and defined esrly in the study. It is evident that no one 
system is optimum for all requirements; the complex systems required for the 
more demanding missions are larger, heavier, and more costly than required for 
a system having lesser requirements. However, the development program for a 
system capable of measuring all the parameters of interest will, by its very 
nature, include development of technology which will also have application to 
the lesser requirements. 
Manned spacecraft, such as Gemini, which have been specifically designed 
to dock with a mating section and to provide a clear view of the docking 
mechanisms, do not necessarily need a docking sensor, once rendezvous has been 
completed. However, even for this type of spacecraft, an accurate short range 
distance indicator would provide useful supplementary data. When direct visual 
monitoring is precluded by other higher priority mission requirements, a clos- 
ed circuit television system is an attractive approach; but in this case, the 
distance measuring equipment becomes more important as a complementary portion 
of the system. The two devices which show most promise for this short range 
distance measuring requirement are the nuclear system, for cooperative appli- 
cations, and antenna probes for the non-cooperative ones. The nuclear system, 
with Mossbauer range rate sensing, is still in the conceptual stage, but offers 
short range performance beyond any known requirements. Antenna probes have 
many shortcomings (limited range, sensitivity to target material and shape, 
etc.), but are quite promising as a short range assist system against a known 
target. 
As the requirements on the sensor system increase to include LOS tracking 
and ranging to greater distances, radars come into their oti. As discussed 
in detail in an earlier section, CW radar techniques have a general advantage 
over pulsed radars for this application. However, some of the more attractive 
systems require considerable switching of the CW signal; antenna sequencing and 
ICW ranging techniques. Light weight non-coherent optical systems are potenti- 
ally applicable, but are in an earlier stage of development. Additional 
detailed analyses will be required before concluding the tradeoff between RF 
and optical radars as docking systems. 
Target attitude determination becomes a particularly significant problem 
when the mission requirements indicate the need of an automatic closed loop 
docking system. Certain missions avoid the problem by including provisions 
for the target to control its attitude to some known inertial reference, 
requiring only that the chasecraft control its attitude in a similar manner, 
approach the target from the proper direction, and control relative velocity. 
Another promising technique, when the target has enough equipment allowance, 
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is to provide a closed loop LOS tracker and alignment system within the target, 
requiring only that the chasecraft control its alignment to the LOS, maintain 
a constant direction of approach, and program range rate as a function of 
range. Since techniques for performing these functions are straightforward 
and would be included as an incidental part of programs pointed toward the 
more difficult missions, little emphasis was placed on their investigation. 
The Integrated Phase System (IPS) represents a particularly attractive 
system for development at this time since (a) it is versatile enough to 
satisfy the docking requirements of many missions, (b) it includes many of 
the more promising measurement techniques as subsystems, and (c) it yields 
very good extended range performance, thereby doubling as a rendezvous radar. 
However, several of the new features of the Integrated Phase System require 
experimental evaluation to establish the magnitude of the instrumentation 
errors. 
The Electronic Omnirange System (EOS) also measures the full set of dock- 
ing parameters within the chasecraft. The accuracy of the system is somewhat 
less than that provided by the Integrated Phase System. However, the Elec- 
tronic Omnirange System is approximately 30% less complex and has fewer 
potential developmental problems than the Intergrated Phase System. No clear- 
cut choice between the two systems is apparent, the choice being a function 
of a tradeoff between development time, accuracy, and complexity. 
The noncooperative system selected as being worthy of further analysis 
and development is the multi-beam doppler sample (MBDS) system. This system 
represents a slight compromise in capability to avoid some of the extreme data 
processing requirements of the other approaches. Several experiments associ- 
ated with its development have broad application to the general docking 
problem. 
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RECOMtdEXlXTIONS 
A broad spectrum of systems are applicable to some phase of one or more 
of the missions involving docking. However, much of the technology required 
by these systems is being developed on other programs, some of which are for 
applications other than rendezvous and docking. It is therefore recoznnended 
that: 
a. 
b. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Other development programs continue to be monitored and their out- 
puts analyzed for applicability to docking systems. 
A nuclear system using the Wssbauer effect be developed for short 
range application and carried through the feasibility demonstration 
stage. 
An antenna probe system be further evaluated in a design study and 
feasibility demonstration. 
An extensive trade-off study be performed .to better evaluate the 
relative advantages and disadvantages of applying noncoherent 
optical carrier techniques to the recommended rf docking systems. 
The multi-beam doppler sample (MBDS) system be developed for non- 
cooperative application and carried through the feasibility demon- 
stration stage. 
A cooperative system be developed for application to the class of 
missions which require precise automatic control. 
Recommended program plans for implementing the above recommendations are 
given in the following paragraphs. Each of these programs has been organized 
to provide for convenient phasing of major tasks. 
ANALYSES OF RELATED PROGRAMS 
Several current developmental programs should be closely monitored to 
determine the applicability of the systems or subsystems to docking require- 
ments. The IXM docking radar, being developed by RCA, and the Laser radar, 
being developed by ITT, San Fernando for the NASA B&shall Space Flight Center, 
are of particular interest. It is reconrmended that data from these and other 
related programs be compiled and analyzed to establish which portions of the 
total spectrum of requiremnts are being fulfilled by the systems or sub- 
systems under development. 
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Evaluation of the nuclear range and range rate sensing technique as a 
short range assist system includes four tasks: 
a. Task I - Conduct a design study to establish source materials to 
be evaluated, technique for moving the absorber, and scope of 
experimental program. 
b. Task II. - Evaluate, by laboratory experiments, significant para- 
meters, such as absorber characteristics, source configuration, 
temperature effects, and detector placement. 
C. Task III. - Fabricate a feasibility demonstration model of the 
system. 
d. Task IV. - Demonstrate feasibility and evaluate the applicability 
of the system. 
The schedule for accomplishing the above tasks is shown in figure 175. 
FIGURE 175 - SCHEDULE - NUCLEAR SYSTEM PROGRAM 
TASK I DESIGN STUDY 
TASK II EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
TASK III MODEL FABRICATION 
TASK IV DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION 
MONTHS AFTER GO-AHEAD 
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 
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ANTENNA PROBE SYSTEM PROGRAM PLAN 
Evaluation of the antenna probe sensing technique as a short range assist 
system includes four tasks: 
a* Task I. - Conduct a design study to establish the best operating 
frequency (above the plasma frequency associated with the iono- 
sphere), the desired directivity, and the type of measurement (e.g., 
VSWR) .
b. Task II. - Evaluate, by laboratory experiments, the significant para- 
meters to establish feasibility. 
c. Task III. - Fabricate a feasibility demonstration model of the 
system. 
d. TaskN. - Demonstrate feasibility and evaluate the applicability of 
the system. 
The schedule for accomplishing the above tasks is shown in figure 176. 
FIGURE 176 - SCHEDULE - ANTENNA PROBE SYSTEM PROGRAM 
MONTHS AFTER GO-AHEAD 
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 
TASK I DESIGN STUDY 
TASK II EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
TASK III MODEL FABRICATION 
TASK IV DEMONSTRATION AND EVALUATION 
ANALYSIS OF APPLICABILITY OF NONCORERFJW OPTICAL TECHNIQUZS 
As discussed in the section on optical radar systems, many of the rf 
docking systems lend themselves to modification for the use of an optical 
carrier, in which the usual rf carrier is amplitude modulated on a noncoherent 
optical carrier, is demodulated when it returns, and is then processed in the 
usual manner. Since the state-of-the-art is changing rapidly in this area 
of technology, it is recommended that a comprehensive trade-off study be con- 
ducted to evaluate the relationships of size, weight, cost, reliability, 
availability, etc. for a given operational capability using the two approach- 
es; i.e., with and without the added optical carrier. 
Evaluation of the multi-beam doppler sam@e (MBDS) system as a non- 
cooperativedockingradar includes four tasks: 
a. Task I. - System Definition 
b. Task II. - Experimental Verification of Techniques 
co Task III. - Feasibility Demonstration Eaodel Fabrication 
d. Task IV. - Demonstration and Evaluation 
The schedule for accomplishing the above tasks is shown in figure 17'7. 
FIGURE 177 - SCHEDULE - NONCOOPERATIVE DOCKING RADAR PROGRAM 
MONTHS AFTER GO-AHEAD 
.____ 
TASK I SYSTEM DEFINITION 
a. DEFINE BASIC SYSTEM PHILOSOPHY 
AND OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
b. DEFINE MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS 
c. DETERMINE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
MAJOR SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
d. DEFINE CAPABILITIESOF SYSTEM 
0 6 12 18 
TASK II EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF TECHNIQUES 
a. SOLID STATE MULTIPLIER 70 GHz 
6. VIDEO DETECTION RANGE CIRCUITRY 
C. DOPPLER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
d. ANTENNA AND ANTENNA SWITCHING DESIGN 
e. ANGLE MEASUREMENT IMPROVEMENT EXPERIMENTS 
TASK III FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION MODEL 
a. PHYSICAL DESIGN AND INTEGRATION 
b. PROCURE SUPPLEMENTARY SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
I 
C. ASSEMBLE MODEL 
d. ELECTRICAL TEST 
e. DESIGN TARGET 
f. ASSEMBLE TARGET 
m 
TASK IV DEMONSTRATION 
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System Definition 
The system definition task includes an extension of the Electromagnetic 
Guidance Study axdyses to: 
a. Define Basic System Philosophy and Operational Requirements 
b. Define Measurement Requirements 
cm Determine Characteristics of Major System Components 
d. Define Capabilities of System 
Experimental Verification of the Techniques 
It is reconmtended that early evaluation of the following techniques be 
initiated: 
a. 
b. 
d. 
e. 
Solid State Multiplier, 70 GHZ - The purpose of this task is to 
develop a varactor multiplier developing 100 aLJ at 70 GHz; to 
develop a switching technique with adequate switching speeds and 
on-off ratios; and to provide a source with frequency stability 
adequate for the required doppler measurement. 
Video Detection Range Circuitry - The purpose of this task is to 
demonstrate in the laboratory the capabilities of short range 
(<lo ft.) measurement techniques. 
Doppler Measurement Technique - The purpose of this task is to 
develop and demonstrate the pulsed frequency measuring technique 
required for the rotation rate measurement. 
Antenna and Antenna Switching Design - The purpose of the task is 
to design the antenna with the multiple beams and the waveguide 
switching circuitry. It includes investigation to determine if 
the waveguide switching circuitry can be reduced in size. 
Angle Measurement Improvement Experiments - The purpose of this task 
is to determine the magnitude of the glint error and its dependence 
upon beamwidth and squint angle and to investigate such techniques 
as frequency agility to reduce the effect of this error. 
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Feasibility Demonstration mdel 
This phase of the program includes the design and construction of a 
feasibility demonstration model with the measurement capabilities required 
for the noncooperative 'docking radar. This model uses specialized system 
components developed in the techniques experiments, standard system com- 
ponents procured from specialty subcontractors, and standard laboratory 
components, where applicable. A docking target having translational and 
rotational motion capabilities is needed for this demonstration. 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Physical Design and Integration - The purpose of this task is to 
design the physical layout of the system, to perform electrical 
system integration, and to solve interface problems between sub- 
systems. 
Procure Supplementary System Components - The purpose of this task 
is to specify and purchase standard system components for the 
feasibility demonstration model. 
Assemble Feasibility Demonstration Model 
Electrical Test Feasibility Demonstration Model - The purpose of 
this task is to electrically test the feasibility demonstration 
model to insure that it meets specified performance. 
Design Target - The purpose of this task is to design a target 
representative of anticipated targets. This target should be 
designed so that translational and rotation motion can be pro- 
duced by the target and can be monitored. 
Assemble Target - The purpose of this task is to provide the 
target to be used for the demonstration. 
Demonstration 
The feasibility demonstration requires an echo-free environment such as 
an anechoic chamber. The feasibility demonstration model is used to demon- 
strate its capability of measuring range, range rate, LOS angle, target rota- 
tion rate and rotation axis. Adequate instrumentation is required to produce 
a permanent record of this test. 
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COOPERATIVEDOCKINRADARPRCXXAMPL.4.N 
EvaJuation Of a cooperative docking radar includes the f&Lowing tasks: 
Task I. - Complete the definition of the Integrated Phase System and 
the Electronic Wmni" System, their logic circuits, and 
error analyses, and select the system to be developed. 
Task II. - Experimental Verification of Techniques - Specific tasks are 
functions of which system is selected. The IPS requires in- 
vestigation of: 
a. Antenna switching and its effect on the phase lock loops. 
b. The sample and hold circuits. 
c. The phase lock receiver. 
The EOS requires investigation of: 
a. The swept null attitude transmitter and receiver. 
b. The phase lock loops. 
c. The relative roll attitude receiver. 
Task III.- Fabricate Feasibility Demonstration Model 
Task IV. - Demonstration and analysis of applicability. 
The schedule for accomplishing these tasks is shown in figure 178. 
FIGURE 178 - SCHEDULE - COOPERATIVE DOCKING RADAR PROGRAM 
MONTHS AFTER GO-AHEAD 
0 6 12 18 
TASK I SYSTEM DEFINITION 
SELECT SYSTEM -v 
TASK II EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 
TASK III FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION MODEL 
TASK IV DEMONSTRATION AND ANALYSIS 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIXA - SURVEY OF CWRADAR SYSTEMS 
In the past, CW radars have been used extensively on aircraft for measur- 
ing altitude. More recently, they have been proposed for use on spacecraft as 
rendezvous and landing sensors. The characteristics of some of these systems 
are summarized in this appendix. 
Modulation: 
Transmitter: 
Aircraft Radio Altimeter (AL-101) 
Developed by Collins Radio 
(reference 19 ) 
Wideband (100 MRz), triangular modulated, FM-CW; 100 Hz modula- 
tion frequency; measure difference frequency between transmitted 
and received signal to determine range; no range-rate. 
0.5 watt; 4.2 - 4.4 GHz (C-Rand); solid-state frequency multi- 
plier chain. 
Receiver: Direct mix%g with crystal mixer; 0 frequency IF; automatic track- 
ing filters; filter roll-off above the frequency expected at any 
altitude is varied with altitude to reduce receiver bandwidth. 
Altitude (Farth Surface): 0 to 2,500 feet; accuracy of f 2 feet or ;t: 2% to 
500 feet, and 2 5% from 500 to 2,500 feet. 
Antenna: Separate transmit and receive antennas; two small horns separated by 
36 inches. 
Physical Characteristics: Weight including antennas and indicator of 23 pounds; 
packaged in a l/2-&CR-short case; primary power of 
70 watts; aJl solid-state; has built in time delay 
for calibration check at 100 feet altitude plus 
several continuous malfunction detectors. 
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Space Rendezvous and Iandin Radar 
Proposed for LEM by Rnerson i lectric 
Laboratory Feasibility Demonstrated 
(reference16) 
Modulation: Wideband, sine wave modulated, FM-CW; several tones for resolving 
ambiguities and providing range accuracy; phase of received tones 
measured to determine range; carrier doppler measured to deter- 
mine range rate. 
Transmitter: 0.1 watt; 16 GHz (Ku-Band); klystron oscillator. 
Receiver: Balanced crystal mixer; 20 MHz IE'; phase lock frequency demodulator; 
active feedthrough cancellation for noncooperative operation. 
Cooperative Range: 10 feet to 250 nautical miles; accuracy of 1% or + 5 feet. 
Noncooperative Range: 10 feet to 3 nautical miles on 10 square meter target; 
accuracy same as above 
Altitude (Lunar Surface): 10 feet to 20 nautical miles; accuracy same as 
above. 
Range Rate: o to 2 6,000 feet/second; accuracy 1% or + 1 foot/second. 
Horizontal Velocity (Landing): 0 to + 6,000 feet/second; accuracy 1% or 
+ 1 f&/second. 
Antenna: Two foot parabola; conical scan for angle tracking during rendezvous 
and horizontal velocity determination during landing; angle tracking 
accuracy of t: 1 milliradian; angle rate accuracy of f. 1 milliradian 
per second. 
Physical Characteristics: Radar weight - 28 pounds; radar volume - 2,000 
cubic inches excluding antenna; radar prime power - 
75 watts; transponder weight - 5 pounds; trans- 
ponder volume - 640 cubic inches; all solid state 
except for transmitter klystron. 
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Modulation: 
Transmitter: 
Space Rendezvous and Landing Radar 
Proposed for m by Raytheon 
(reference 20 ) 
For rendezvouscaine wave modulated PM-CW; multiple tones phase 
modulate carrier f. l/2 radian; phase of received tones measured 
to determine rsnge; carrier doppler measured to determine range 
rate. For landing - 50 MHz sawtooth sweep, linear FM-CW at 70 
Hz modulation frequency. 
0.5 watt (rendezvous), 5.0 watt (landing), 13.5 GHz, klystron 
oscillator; ferrite phase shifter for phase modulation. 
Receiver: Crystal mixer; 24 MHz IF (multiplied up from 2 MRz ranging sub- 
carrier in transponder); phase lock demodulators. 
Cooperative Range: 5 feet to 200 nautical miles; accuracy 2 2 feet. 
Altitude (Lunar Surface): 10 feet to 20 nautical miles; accuracy + 4% or 
2 2 feet. 
Range Rate: Accuracy of l/2 foot per second with l/10 second smoothing. 
Horizontal Velocity: Three beams (based on APN-113) accuracy of + 1 foot/ 
second or 0.1%. 
Antenna: Combined antenna is 21 inches in diameter by 13 inches thick; uses 
elliptical folded metal lens for velocity tracking and 4.5 inches 
parabola for close in rendezvous; angle tracking accuracy of 0.015 
degrees. 
Physical Characteristics: Total radar weight of 34 pounds including 15 pounds 
for antenna gimbals; primary power of 150 watts; 
transponder weight of 8.5 pounds; transponder 
primary power of 20 watts. 
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Space Rendezvous Radar (STELATRAC) 
Proposed by Space Technology Labs 
Laboratory Model Developed 
(references 21 and 22 ) 
Modulation: Sine wave modulated PM-CW for cooperative operation with&Hz 
modulation sign&L; range ambiguities resolved by linearly sweep- 
ing the 4 MRz ranging subcarrier in frequency; phase of ranging 
subcarrier measured to determine range; interrupted CW for 
noncooperative ranging; carrier doppler measured to determine 
range rate. 
Transmitter: 0.5 watt, 10.4 GRz (X-Band) solid state multiplier. 
Receiver: Crystal mixer; phase lock demodulation. 
Cooperative Range: 0 to 120 nautical miles; accuracy of +- 1 foot. 
Range Rate: Accuracy of + 0.05 foot/second. 
Antenna: Uses 22 db horns and measures angle by phase interferometer techni- 
que ; uses injected reference technique to compensate for phase 
shifts through IF amplifiers; angle accuracy of + 1 milliradian 
with 2 foot baseline. 
Physical Characteristics: Total weight of radar and transponder is 40 pounds 
plus 10 pounds for antenna; all solid state. 
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Unified S-Band Rendezvous Radar 
Proposed by Motorolla (Reference 23) 
Modulation: Sine-wave modulated PM-CW (450kHx); range ambiguities resolved 
by 60K bit/set. biphase PN modulation of range modulation. 
Range signal frequency multiplexed with 2 way voice and data 
transmission. Cooperative rendezvous only. 
Transmitter: 0.250watt S-Band (Part of DSIF transponder) 
Receiver: Crystal mixer; phase lock demodulation 
740 miles unambiguous; Range: accuracy + 10 meters at 400 miles 
Range Rate: Accuracy of -+, .lmeter/sec at 400 miles 
Antenna: Parabolic reflector, 2 ft. dia for transmitt, 4 helix inter- 
ferometer for receive. Cmnidirectional antenna on target vehicle. 
Physical Characteristics: Radar weighs 23 pounds plus 20 pounds for 
antenna. When used with existing DSIF- 
S-band transponder and antenna, rendezvous 
function requires only l4 pounds. Target 
vehicle transponder weighs l4 pounds. 
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NOMAD (Raise Modulati'on and Detection) Radar 
Proposed by Westinghouse 
(reference 24 ) 
Modulation: Interrupted CW with 20$ duty cycle; 2.5 millisecond pulses at a 
PRF of 80 Hz; during 2.5 millisecond pulse transmits binary 
ranging codes that phase modulate carrier zero degree for l’s 
and 180~ for O's; have a coarse, medium, and fine code for 
resolving ambiguities and accurate range determination; carrier 
doppler used to determine range rate. 
Transmitter: 0.1 watt, 9.8 GHz (X-Band), solid-state multiplier. 
Receiver: Crystal mixer; 38 MHz II? with offset accomplished in transponder; 
phase lock demodulator. 
Cooperative Range: 0 to 500 nautical miles, accuracy of .0008~ or 1.4 foot 
(fine range clock frequency is 781.25 Mz). 
Range Rate: 0 to 2 5,000 feet/second; accuracy of 1% or 1 foot/second. 
Antenna: Antenna not specified other than a "lobing technique" with lobing 
frequency synchronous with PRF. 
Physical Characteristics: Radsr weight (excluding antenna) is 22.85 pounds; 
radar volume is 524.15 cubic inches; radar primary 
power is 69 watts; transponder (excluding antenna) 
weight is 17.66 pounds; transponder volume is 
427.7 cubic inches; transponder primary power is 
32 watts; assume modular circuits will be used to 
a great extent. 
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Space Rendezvous and Landing Radar 
Proposed for LEM by Laboratory for Electronics (LFE) 
(Reference 25 ) 
Modulation: Interrupted CW; alternately pulse transmitter and local oscilla- 
tor; 5O$ duty cycle; range determined by hating PRF track down 
to 1,000 feet, and measuring PRF'; phase of received modulation 
measured to determine range to zero feet; carrier doppler used 
to determine range rate. 
Transmitter: 0.3 watt, 9.8 GHz (X-Band), solid state multiplier. 
Receiver: Crystal mixing with phase lock frequency trackers. 
Cooperative Range: 0 to 250 nautical miles, accuracy l/2$ or 2 2 feet. 
Noncooperative Range: 0 to 12 nautical miles, accuracy l/2$ or 2 2 feet. 
Altitude (Lunar Surface): 0 to 20 nautical miles, accuracy l$ or 2 2 feet. 
Range Rate and Horizontal Velocity: 0 to 6,000 feet/second; accuracy of 
2 l/2 foot/second. 
Antenna: Uses 10 inch dielectric lens antenna containing three beams for 
horizontal velocity determfnation, and four lobe monopulse for 
angle tracking; angle tracking accuracy is 2 2 milliradians. 
Physical Characteristics: Radar weight (including antenna) is 34 pounds; 
radar volume (including antenna) is 1,900 cubic 
inches; radar primary power is 84 watts; trans- 
ponder weight is 5 pounds; transponder volume is 
130 cubic inches; all solid state. 
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Modulation: 
Transmitter: 
PRADOR (PRF Ranging Doppler Radar) 
Developed by Westinghouse 
(References 26 and 27 ) 
Interrupted CW; diode switch switches RF to dummy load; use PRJ? 
tracking and measure PRF to determine range; carrier doppler 
measured to determine range rate; 37.5s duty cycle. 
0.125 watt, 8.7 GHz (X-Band), solid state multiplier. 
Receiver: Crystal mixer, 34 MHz IF, phase lock demodulator. 
Cooperative Range: 0 to 500 nautical miles; accuracy of 0.5% or 3 feet. 
Noncooperative Range: 25 to 25,000 feet (with added 4 pounds, 50 cubic inches 
and 2.5 da). 
Range Rate: 0 to 2 5,000 feet/second; accuracy of l$ or 1 foot/second. 
Antenna: Flat plate array with 5 degrees beamwidth and sequential lobing; 
angle accuracy of 3 milliradians; antenna 16 inches by 16 inches 
and weighs 24.5 pounds. 
Physical Characteristics: Radar weight (excluding antenna) is 24.0 pounds; 
transponder weight (excluding antenna) is 22.0 
pounds; radar volume (excluding antenna) is 1.75 
cubic feet; transponder volume (excluding antenna 
1.5 cubic feet; all solid state. 
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AFPEXDIXB a ERASE AND FREQuENcY NOISE 
4). 
Phase and frequency noise has been analyzed by Mische Schwartz, (reference 
Assume the received signal. is a sine wave at frequencya and amplitude 
A. which is added to a noise signal. n(t) at frequency (a0 +oy with amplitude 
An, i.e.: 
e,(t)+ n(t)= A0 cos oat + A,., cos (a0 + o)t . (Bl) 
The power in the noise signal at frequency (oo+a) is equal to the power 
spectral density of the noise (assumed flat) times the differential bandwidth, 
i.e.: 
An 
2 
- = N,df. 
2 
The received signal plus noise can be written as: 
e,(t) + n(t) = A(t) cos Loot + e(t)]. (33) 
That is, the received signal is amplitude and phase modulated. Assume the 
amplitude modulated term is removed by hard limiting prior to demodulation. 
The phase modulation term is: 
e(t) = tan-l 
A, sin ot 
= tans1 
An An 
- sin ot - - 
Ao+An cos at Ao Ao 
sin ot, (W 
for A, >> An (large signal-to-noise ratio). 
Thus, the received carrier is phase modulated by the noise term given 
by (@d. The power in this phase noise component is: 
(B5) 
dNt9=~($~=&$)(-$)=~ df, 
from (B2) and letting 
A02 
- = S be the power in the received carrier. If the 
2 
phase of the carrier is detected in a phase detector with output noise band- 
width B,, the total phase noise power at the output is: 
+Bo No 
No = I 
-Bo 
2s df, 
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or assuming flat noise again with zero mean: 
,NoBo 
Ne = oe2 3 -. 
s 
Going back to Equation (B2), and considering the frequency of the carrier: 
de(t). An o(t) = - =a 
dt 
- cos ot, 
Ao 
the power in this frequency noise component is: 
2 02No 
=- df 
2s J 
The total frequency noise at the output of a frequency discriminator with 
output noise bandwidth B, is: 
+Bo CW2 No f2 df 
No= J 
-B. 2s 
3 
Assuming flat power spectral density and noise with zero mean, the total 
frequency noise power at the output is: 
N, = CT; 
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(39) 
@lo) 
(Bu) 
AEENDIX C - AMBIGUITY FUNCTION FOR SIN-E-WAVE MODULATFJI FM-CW RADAR SYSTEBlS 
Using Siebert's notation (Reference 6), the general expression for the 
ambiguity function is: 
-+- 
$ (~,a) = ‘/2 1 J So(t) St (t + T) ejot dt 1, 
-00 
(Cl) 
where the transmitted signal is: 
s,(t) = Re [So(t) e jo0t. 1. (c2) 
For the frequency modulated system using a sine-wave modulation signal, the 
transmitted signal can be represented as: 
I Ae 
j(w,t+ F sin omt) 
s,(t) = Re m 1 
, 
(c3) 
. & . 
1 
= Re Ae 
fm sin omt 
1 1 e 
hot . (c4) 
Therefore, from the above notation: 
AF sin omtl 
So(t) = Ae 
jz .> 
and the ambiguity function is: 
. u AF 
+(w) = f/ It\, ' fm 
sinojmt -j - sinom(t+ r). 
Ae fin e jotdtl, 
-00 
Combining terms, (C6) can be written as: 
A2 + (r, w) _ ( irn ejjat + f(r) sin rwmt - +(')I1 dt (, 2 
-00 
where: 
2Af 
f (r)= 
f sin (Orn r'2) m 
(c5) 
(~6) 
(c7) 
@3> 
(c9> 
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I 
(~6) could al-so be written as: 
A2 +a j {at - f(r)cos [cdm(t+r/211 
+ (5 0) = 2 I s-,” dt I* @lo) 
To start with, however, (C7) wiU. be used to derive the am'biguity 
functionalongtheo=Oand r=Oax.is. 
Let w = 0 in (c5). Then it can be written as: 
A2 +m 
ti (7, 0) = 2(1 COi’if(r) sin [omt - $(r)ll dt + j jmsin {f(r) sin [o,t-4(r) 11 dtl, --m -aa 
A2 
= ~1 ,j+” Jo [f(r)ldt + 7=2 : JSn [f(r) cos 2n [omt - $I (r)l dt + 
-co -m 1 
+m m 
jS 2 F J2n-l [f(r) sin (2n-1) [omt - +(r)l dt I. -00 
Since the Bessel Function terms are all constant with respect to t, and 
assuming that the signal is on for a finite time between t = 0 and t = T: 
A2 
ti (r, 0) = 2 I Jo [f(r)1 Fdt + 2; J 2n If (r)l fcos 2, [o,t-4(r)ldt 
0 1 0 
+2j ?J 
T 
gn-l [f(r)1 I sin (2n-1) Io,t-$(r)l dtl, 
1 0 
A2 = 2 I Jo [f(r) I ‘I’ 
+2: 
J2n Cf (4 1 
2n 0, 
isin2n [o,T-qS(r)l + sin2n [q5 (r)l 1 
1 
00 J2n-l[f(r)l 
+ 2i F (2n-1) om 
j cos (2n-1) [q5(r)l- cos (2n-1) [o,T - +(r)l I 1. 
Now assume the signal is on for an integer number of modulation 
i.e., T = m/f,. Then: 
(CW 
(Cl3) 
cycles, 
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sin2n [o,T-+(r)l + sin 2n[$(r)l (c14) 
= [sin 4nmacos 2nqS(r) - cos 4nmRsin 2n$(r)+sin 2n [4(r)], kl5> 
=-sin2n #3(r)+sin2n $(r)=O (c16) 
and: 
cos (2n-1) 4(r) - cos (2n-1) [am T-+(r)] (Cl71 
= cos (2n-1) qb (r) - [cos (2n-1)2mncos (2n-1) +( ) r + sin (2n-1)2mn sin (2n-1) +(r)],(C18) 
= cos (2n-1) 4(r)- cos (2n-1) q5 (r)= 0. (c19> 
for all integer values of n and m. Thus (C13) simplifY.es to: 
A2 
$ (5 0) = 2 I Jo [f (t) 1 T I, 
which on substituting (~8) for f(r), and since JO(f(r)) is real: 
A2T 
$ (r, O)= 2 j JoI y sin (oSm r/2)1 I. 
m 
Now let r = 0 in (C7). When r = 0, f(r) = 0, and (C7) can be written as: 
A2 
$ (0, 0) = 2 1 J+” Jot dtl, 
-co 
again the signal is on for t = 0 to t = T, so that: 
A2 T jut dt , 
$ (0, 4 =2 I I e 9 
0 
A2 .j at-1 
=-$joI, 
A2 
2 I 
cos oT + j sin UT-1 
=- 
b I) 
ma 
(cm 
(c22) 
CC25 > 
3% 
A2 (cos o T-l)2 + (sin UT) 2 % 
=- 
c.2 I 
I 
2 
2(1-cosoT) 5/2 1 2 ’ 
which becomes: 
(~26) 
A2T 
=- . 
2 
Normally the ambiguity function is normalized with respect to the total energy 
in the signal. The total energy in the signal is the power in the sine wave 
A2 - times the duration of the sine wave T, which is 
2 
5 Dividing both (C21) 
and (C29) by the total energy results in : 
2AF 
f sin (am f) , 
m 
sin 
( ) 
fT 
1cI (0, 0) = . 
( > 
OT 
-2 
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APPENDIX D - IONOSFBERIC F!ROPERTIES PERTINENT TOTRE PROPAGATION 
CmSTICS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 
Free electrons and ions in the ionosphere cause severe changes in the 
conductivity and dielectric constant at frequencies up to and below the natur- 
al resonant frequency of the medium. This frequency is primarily a function 
of the number of ionized particles per cubic volume. For electrons: 
c-c 9p, @I) 
where: N = number of free electrons per cubic meter, 
e = charge per electron, 
(0 = permittivity of free space9 
m = electron mass, I 
At about 300 Km, a typical figure for electron density in 1012 per cubic 
meter for which the plasma frequency is gMRz. The ion natural resonant fre- 
quency is several orders of magnitude lower than this because of its greater 
mass. 
Below the critical frequency of the medium, it has high conductivity, 
going to its highest value when O= 0 (or the BC! case). This limit is: 
e2 
uo=N- r. 
m 
033 
ris the time between ion-electron collisons. At 300 Km this is o. = 20 mho/m. 
At 5000 Hz which is the normal frequency used with the capacity bridge in 
the direct capacitance altimeter, the capacity probe will be "shorted out" by 
this type medium. At 300 Km, o(o) is: 
OO mho 
u. = - 
l+jor =-jl.Ometer y 
also the dielectric constant is: 
where 
co = co l- 
1 [ v is-. 
2 - 
OP 
II2 +fih2 I =56~10-~, 
r 
and the characteristic impedance of the medium is: 
2 
'o,-- wP [( ) 44 770 = 2 - -j 0.15. cO 
(D3) 
(D4) 
(D5) 
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The characteristic impedance at audio frequencies is, therefore, very low and 
reactive acting similar to a waveguide below cutoff. 
Interestingly enough, however, using the same set of formulae, if the 
frequency used in the measurement system is significantly above the natural 
frequency of the medium, say 30MQthe characteristic impedance returns to 
that which is very near free space. It is concluded that "ionospheric 
effects" can, therefore, be greatly minimized by operating frequencies consid- 
erably above the natural resonant frequency of the "worst case" ionosphere. 
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APPEDDIXE - CAPACITY CAICULATIOI?S FOR CAPACITY PROBE 
EZERNAL CIRCUITS 
The external capacitances of Figure El may be combined as: 
PROBE 1 
0 
I I 
I I 
C 
Pl P2 
PROBE 2 
0 
c %I Cpl+ Cplg Cp2g Cp2+ C+g 
Q- BRIDGE INPUT -0 
FIGURE El 
but Cpt and C pg are very large compared to Cpt, except when the docking vehicle 
is very close, therefore, the circuit can be drawn: 
PROBE 1 I I PROBE 2 
BRIDGE INPUT k 
FIGURE E2 
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Cp,Cpr, Cplg and Cpag can be obtained as Co and Cplt, CpBt which vary with 
target distance (size, 'shape, etc.) can be considered as A Co. 
PROBE 1 co PROBE 2 
0 I I I I Q 
Ilcll 
4C 
Q= BRIDGE INPUT 0 
FIGURE E3 
Calculation of each of the capacities associated with the external circuit is 
by method of images and/or by calculation of the capacity of two spheres, i.e.: 
C=2ncOa 2 m" , 
n=O 
where: m= 5 
a = radius of probe, 
d = separation of sphere centers. 
As an example consider the following geometry for the problem: 
Probe radius = 0.01 meter, 
Distance from probe to ground = 0.1 meter, 
Vehicle separation = 1 meter, 
Vehicle radius = 1 meter. 
(El > 
men Co becomes about 1 uuf and the AC, about 300 uuuf. 
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APPEXDIX F- TARGRTGEXERATEDN01S.E 
In addition to the always present thermal noise, angle tracking systems 
must contend with noise generated by the target. This target generated noise 
is caused by phase interference of the various scatterers making up a complex 
target, and has two effects: the amplitude of the target return varies ran- 
domly; and the point indicated by the angle servo as the center of reflec- 
tivity wanders randomly. These two phenomena are generally lumped together 
under the heading of scintillation noise, with the term “glint” reserved as 
the title for the center of reflectivity wander. 
The study of scintillation is difficult to handle analytically unless 
some simplifying assumptions are made concerning the target. The target model 
to be discussed is used in most analyses of the scintillation problem and is 
quite simplified. However, it has been found in practice that this simplified 
model yields results closely related to experimental evidence. Many people 
have investigated this problem. (Reference 58 to63 ) The references which 
will be primarily relied upon here are Delano (Reference 58) and Muchmore 
(Reference 59). 
Fading Noise 
Briefly, the target model can be described as follows (References 58 
and 59). The scatterers are spread over the target in an irregular manner. 
There sre a large number of individual scatterers whose phases are independent, 
and whose scattering lobe patterns are large compared to the lobe pattern of 
the whole array. Thus, only phase changes cause the total back scatter pattern 
to change. If the target is assumed to be reasonably symmetrical, the two 
tracking axes can be considered separately. 
The simplest target motion to consider is uniform turning. Muchmore 
(Reference 59) has shown that for a target turning at a uniform rate Q2, 
(rad/sec) the normalized fading spectrum out of a square law envelope detector 
is given by: 
WE(f) = l/f, (I-f/2fm )., 
where: 
L*o fm=-, 
x0 
L = target length along the tracking axis, 
A, = operating wavelength. 
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For the model assumed, the RF signal is asymtoticslly normal and the envelope 
has a Rayleigh distribution. It can be shown that the variance of the smpli- 
tude fluctuations is given by: 
SE = -2 = 0.271 E ,. 
Thus the total fading noise spectrum is given by: 
For a system with b, per unit volt per unit radian, 
the equivalent angle noise spectrum is given by: 
-2 
We(f) = 0-271E 
b20 R 2fm 
For a 
mated 
where 
system with a 3 db beam crossover point, b, can be closely approxi- 
by: 
5, = 
8Rw is the 3 db antenna beamwidth. Thus, 
0.068 e2,, 
W,(f)= f 
m 
(F3) 
(F5) 
With a lobing system the angular error is due to fading noise within the 
servo noise bandwidth of the lobing frequency. Assuming the servo bandwidth 
is narrow, the angle variance can be obtained by multiplying equation F6, 
evaluated at the lobing frequency, by 2B,, where B, is the servo noise band- 
width, and the factor of 2 is introduced to account for noise both above and 
below the lobing frequency f,. Thus, 
020 = 
0.136 B, 02RW 
fm 
The worst case is the fast turning target. Consider the following example: 
L = 20 ft; 
B, = 5 Hz; 
cl; = 1.75 rad/sec (lOOO/sec) 
fxs 
= 80 Hz 
0 = .0143 ft. (70 GHz operating frequency); 
8BW = loo 
07) 
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Thus, 
fm =*= 2450Hz, 
x0 
and 
2 00 = 
0.136 (0.031) (.98)5 = 8.45 x 10m6 (rad)2;, 
2450 
ae = 2.9 milliradians. 
When the target is turning slowly, fading noise will contribute essentially 
nothing to the tracking errors. 
Glint 
There are two quantities to consider when discussing glint: the effective 
radar center; and the apparent radar center. The apparent radar center is the 
point which a zero time constant antenna servo or a system with a very fast AGC 
would track. Neither of these conditions apply to the case under study, so the 
statistics of the apparent radar center will not be considered further. 
The effective radar signal is the point which a long time constant antenna 
servo tends to seek. Delano (Reference 58) has shown that the perturbing glint 
signal for this case has zero mean (since this is the average point the servo 
is tracking) and a vsriance given by: 
where bo and E are defined as before, Xn is the distance of the nth reflecting 
element from the center of the target, and R is the range to the target. The 
equivalent angular variance is given by: 
2 -2 Xn 00 =- 
2R2' 
For the target model under discussion, it can be shown that: 
09) 
2 L2 ffe = - (rad)2. 
24R2 
(FiO) 
Equation (FlO)ppresents the angular error due to glint, if the glint spectrum 
is so narrow that the servo does no smoothing. For a 20 ft. target at 100 ft. 
range,00 = 40 milliradians. 
The other extreme is when the glint noise is very wide compared to the 
servo bandwidth. This results when the target is rotating at a high rate. 
In this case the angular variance due to glint can be obtained by multiplying 
the glint spectrum at zero frequency by 2%. 
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Muchmore (Reference 59) has shown that the normalized glint spectrum at 
zero frequency Wg(0) is given by l/f% Thus, the variance due to glint is 
given by: 
2 L2 2B, Ue = . 
24R2fm 
(F11) 
For the lOOo/sec target rotation considered previously: 
L= 20 ft; 
R = looft; 
fm = 2450 Hz; 
B,= 5Hz; 
and .: 
- = 2,.56 milhradians . 
10 
(FQ) 
Further Study 
'The target model used in the preceeding analysis, and the resultant 
noise predictions are the best available. However, these are two problems 
that should be mentioned: 
am When the target is so close that it subtends an angle larger than the 
difference beam (about 60 ft. in the example considered) the model breaks 
down. This is because all of the scatterers that make up the target are 
not added and subtracted to determine the error signal at any one time. 
b. If the target shape is very irregular, gross aspect changes will cause 
the fading and glint spectra to be different from that predicted above. 
These two problems require further study, and probably csn best be handled 
by simulation. 
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Approximations are made to reduce the vector solution for the fields 
radiated by an antenna to a scalar solution. This scalar solution appears as 
an integral for the diffraction field, and for a planar aperture is of the 
form:' 
up2 
. 477 
.gl+jk]dedr,, (Gl) 
where F (4, 7) is the aperture distribution function with the coordinate system 
defined as in FigureGL Further approximations are applied to equation Gl 
to yield solutions for the far field region and the Fresnel region. The near 
region, or that region immediate to the aperture, has no simplifying approxi- 
mations. 
The approximations used for the far field are known to produce valid 
results both in predicting the far fields from a known aperture function and 
in synthesizing an aperture function to produce a desired far field pattern. 
The fields that exist between the far field and the near region are more 
complex, however, and approximate solutions for them are of necessity less 
accurate. The Fresnel region is a definition of the fields in this region 
and arises from the following approximations for the integral of equation Gl 
1 ? 
C Ok +;) lz . gl +jk] = jk (1 +cosO), (G2) 
r=R is the amplitude term, 
r = R -5 sin8 COST -v sin8 sin+ +- 2; M2+q2 -(csinfI cos+ +vsin8 sinq5)2], (G3) 
in the phase term. 
The integral of Equation Gl then becomes: 
up = (I +c0se) k-jkR F (57 7 )e 
jksinO( &OS+ +psin $) 
2hR 
Aperture 
3 -2R t2+v2 [ -sin2f3( scos+ +qsin+)2 I 
.e dtdv’ 
(G4) 
(G5) 
APERTURE PLANE> I 
\ 
I 
I 
FIGURE Gl -COORDINATE FRAME 
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Recently, however, it has been established that Equation Cl can be 
evaluated in the Fresnel region with the aid of computers by making only the 
approximation that [(jk+:) Yz. ;- +jk] = jk(l+cosO), 
and.Equation Gl becomes: 
Aperture 
Since no approximations for r are made, this prediction of the fields between 
the near region and the far field region is more exact. In order to emphasize 
this more accurate solution, the fields are called the scalar near fields (SNF) 
and not the Fresnel fields. The SNF is valid from a point close to the aperture 
(generally thought to be one antenna diameter from the aperture) where the 
radial component of field is negligible, out to infinity. 
Mathematical Formulation of SNF for Circular Apertures (Reference 50 ) 
The scalar near field for a planar circular aperture, 
by a circularly-symmetric distribution function is: 
F(R,e)=(l+cos8)- I,:"J;j- ;f(p);zpdpd& 
where: 
1 
r=[R2+.2p2 -2apRsin8 cos(+ -p)12 l 
By the addition theorem for spherical Bessel functions: 
e-jkr 
(21 m 
@a 
(2) -=jkh&'(kr)=jknzO(2n+1)Pn[sin~cos(B-P)lj,(kap)h, (kR), 
r (G9) 
radius a, illuminated 
(G7) 
time hf)( kR) 
R>a 
is the spherical Hankel function of the second kind, j,(kap) 
is the spherical Bessel function and P, [sin8 cos(+ -p )l is the Legendre 
polynomisL 
The p integral can be performed with the aid of the addition theorem for 
Legendre polynomials: 
P, [sinecos(+ -p)l= P,(O)P,(cos8)+2 "z (n 
-m)! m 
m = 1 (n + m) ! 
P,(O)P~(cose)cosm(~ -p). 
I; 
where Pf(cose) is the associated Lengendre polynomiaJ.. Because of the factor 
cosm(+ -p),every term in Equation (0) except the first vanishes when inte- 
grated over p through the range 2~ . Thus: 
J- 
2n 
. Pn(sin8)cos(+-p)=277P,(O)P, (c0se). (G11) 
0 
The SNF of Equation (G7) thus becomes: 
1 +c0s 8 
F&e)= 2 jka2 
(2) I? (2n +l) P, (O)P,(cose)h, 
n=O W)J ’ f(p) jn Wad dp l 0 
0312) 
Equation (GlZ)is useful in the fact that the integrti is independent of the 
space coordinates R and 8. Hence, for any antenna, the integral need be 
evaluated only once, and the series summed for various choices of (R,8) to 
determine the spatial distribution of energy. 
In most cases for parabolic reflectors, the primary feed patterns are 
quadratic in nature and can be suitably matched by choosing appropriate coef- 
ficients in the function: 
f(p)=1+alp2+a2p4+a3p6- (G13 > 
Universal aurves have been developed that relate the coefficients to the taper 
on the aperture. 'Ihe dependence of the curves on the F/D ratio is slight and 
can be ignored in most practical cases. By using Equation(G13)the integral 
in Equation(G12)becomes: 
s 1 1 0 f(f) j, Pa f) P df = s 0 jn (kad f+ +a1 s 1 2. o f Jn tkaf) fdf 
+a2 s ' f4 j (kaf) f+ +a s 
' 6. 
0 n 3 o f Jn tkaf) f df l 
Let: 
I +c0se 
G(n) = 2 jka2 g 
n=O 
(2n +l) P, (0) P, (cos e)hr) (kR), (G15 > 
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Then using equations(GU) and(Gls), .equation (G7) becomes: 
f 
1 
F(R,e) = G(n) j, @apI pdp +a$(4 l2 f in tkaf) f df 
0 0 
03 > 
+ a2G(n) 
.I- 
' p4 j Pap) pdp +aaG(n) s 
I6 
0 n 
f j, (kap) pdf- 
0 
Each of the integrals of equation (G16)is purely real, but the function G(n) 
is complex due to the spherical Hankel function h 
(,2)(kR) l 
Thus the SNF is 
complex. Let 11, 12, I3 and I4 denote the first, second,third and fourth 
terms, respectively, of equation(G16). The SNF can thus be written as: 
F(R,B) = Re [Ill+Im [Ill+alRe [121+a11m [121+a2Re [131+a21m [I,3 (G17) 
+a3Re [141+a31m [141. 
Equation (G1'7)shows that, once the real and imaginary terms have been evalu- 
ated, the SNF for any aperture distribution of the form of equation (Gu)may 
be found by merely changing al, 
plication and addition. 
a2 and a3 and performing the indicated multi- 
Data for 11, 12, I3 and I4 is available (reference 50 ) for forty values 
2D2 D2 
of range in the interval- 
h 
to O.Ol25x for an 80h circular aperture. 
Analysis reveals that this same data is highly accurate in predicting the SNF 
for apertures ranging from 40h to120x. Figure G2 shows a plot of the 
magnitude of equation(G1'7). 
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APPENDIXH - THERMAL NOISE EFFECTS ON RANGE MEASUREMENT 
In the l3M!W system using a single ranging subcarrier, the phase modula- 
ted signal. transmitted by the chasecraft is: 
Aces [act+/3 cos omt], w 
where O, is the subcarrier radian frequency. The received signal plus thermal 
noise at the target is: 
AT Cos [o,(t--r)+p cos Om(t--)I +nT(t), (=I 
AT cos [tic (t-7) +p cos o, (t-r)] +xT(t) cos act +yT (t) sin act., (H3) 
where AT represents the amplitude of the received signal at the target and the 
thermal noise, n(t), is a gaussian random process. r is the time delay due to 
the finite range between target and chasecraft. The random variables x and y 
have zero mean with identical single sided power spectral densities given by: 
S.&f) = SyT (f)= 2n = SkTNF, (H4) 
over the bandwidth of interest. kT = 4 a lo-= watts/Hz and F is the target 
receiver noise figure. 
The phase locked loop (PLL) in the target vehicle receiver demodulates 
the range subcarrier. The output of the PLL voltage controlled oscillator 
(VCO) is proportional to sinoCt, therefore the output of the PLL null de- 
tector is: 
AT 6 '~0s [urn (t- 7) 1 - YT (t), (H5) 
where we have assumed small p. This signal is filtered and reinserted on the 
target transponder reply with the same modulation index. Thus, the trans- 
ponder reply is (neglecting the frequency offset): 
cos WC (t- 7) + p cos 0, (t-r) -- , 
[ 
Y;’ 
AT I 
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@a 
where the prime indicates the filtered noise term. The single sided power 
spectral density of y+is: 
Sy+ (f) = 2n = SkTNF', If-f,1 <$, 
= 0, in all other cases> (WI 
where B is bandwidth of the range subcarrier filter. 
Then from equation Y+ the received reply signal plus therms3 noise at the 
chasecraft receiver is: 
[ 
Y+ w--r) 
A, cos oc (t-27) +p cos om (t-2r) - 
AT 1 +nc (t), 038) 
where r+(t) represents the chasecraft receiver thermal noise. Then, the output 
of the chasecraft PLL null detector becomes: 
Y;’ G-r) Yc (t) 
AT p cos am(t-27)- 
AT -A,> 1 (H9) 
where the derivation is simi& to that of equation P& . Assuming AT = A, =A, 
identical target and chasecraft subcarrier rectangular filters, and identical 
target and chasecraft noise figures, the output of the chasecraft subcarrier 
filter is: 
Y+ (h--r> +Y; (t) 
p cos Om(t-2r)- 9 A ma 
where the single sided power spectral densities of the independent random var- 
iables y;' and yd are identical and given by: 
I 2n = kTNF sy;, (0 = sy; (f) = If-f,] <B. 
I 
mu 
0 
Here B is the subcarrier filter bandwidth. Again the prime denotes filtering. 
The filtered noise terms in equation H9 represent a narrow band process. 
That is: 
y+ (t--r) +yd (t) = u(t) cos timt - v(t) sin timt, m-2) 
where the single sided power spectral densities for the new process are: 
S,(f)=S,(f)= 8n = 8kTNF. m31 
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Then, for high signal-to-noise ratios, the output of the chasecraft subcarrier 
filter, given by equation(Hlo)is: 
B cos 
[ 
urn (t-2r) + 2 1 ‘* m4) 
A phase comparison with the range subcarrier oscillator signal, cosomt yields 
the desired output: 
u 0) 
2omt-F9 
or, after low pass filtering: 
2,fmR u '(t) 
R 
C -pa’ 
r=- 
(=G 
c , where R is the range. The prime denotes the noise term after low pass 
filtering. 
Then the mean squared range error is: 
2 @n BLP 1, a71 
where BLP is the &ngle sided low pass filter noise bandwidth in Hz. The units 
are (meter)2 for c in meters per second. This may be rewritten in terms of 
the received sign&L power, S = A2/2 and receiver noise figure, F, as: 
From the radar range equation: 
P, G, G, h2 L 
s= 
(4?r)2 R2 ' 
where Pt = transmitted power, 
Gr = receiver antenna gain, 
h = wavelength, 
R= range, 
L = loss, 
TINIS, equation(Hl9)becomes: 
or, the fractional rms error is: 
(18) 
m91 
@o) 
ml) 
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APPENDIXI- THERMAL NOISE EF’FECTS ON RANGE FiATE MEASUREMENT 
!l!he chasecraft transmits a signal of the form: 
cos o,t , (11) 
where a0 is the carrier radian frequency. The signal plus thermal noise as 
received at the target transponder is: 
ATcos(wot +od) t +XT(t)COS(o, +q)t -yT(t)Sin(aO +O,-J)t (12) 
where + is the amplitude of the received signal and Wd = F is the one way 
doppler shift. Here v repreSentS the ClOSiIig VdOCity andXTaYT(the wavelength. 
In the narrow band random process used to represent the transponder thermal 
noise XIJJ and y'T are independent gaussian random variables. xqy and yT have 
identical single sided power spectral densities equal to 2nTL2kTF where F 
is the target receiver noise figure and kT = 4 x 10-2l watts/Hz. 
The subscript T is used to designate target parameters, whereas the sub- 
script c is used for chasecraft parameters. 
At high signal-to-noise ratios, equation I2 may be written as: 
YT ct) 
ATCOS [(a0 +ad)t + - l 
AT 
(13) 
The phase locked loop (PLL) in the target transponder serves to filter the 
input phase noise such that the reply signal is of the form: 
y;'(t) 
cos [( a0 +gt + - 
I AT ’ 
(14) 
where the prime denotes the filtered noise term. The single sided power 
spectral density of the filtered noise term, y+ is 2nT for frequencies less 
than the PILL bandwidth and is zero otherwise. 
Then the reply signal received by the chasecraft plus thermal noise may 
be written as (neglecting the transponder frequency offset): 
Y; w 
A,cos[(o, +%+j)t + - 
AT 
1 +Xc(t)cos(oo +%I+ -yc(t)sin(oo +2md)t* (15) 
where A, represents chasecraft received amplitude. The representation of the 
chasecraft receiver thermal noise is similar to that used for the target 
receiver. 
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In a sitilar manner to that employed in the derivation of equation 14, it 
is seen that the signal, out of the chasecraft PLL is of the form: 
YT Yc 
(UC +%dd)t+- +- 
AT AC 1 .' 
where a&in the primes denote the effects of PLL,filtering. The single aided 
power spectral densities of yT and YL are'2nT =BkTNFTand 2nc =SkTNFC 
respectively for frequencies less than the respective PiX bandrJ;idths. Here F 
denotes noise figure and kT.= 4 X 10-a watts/Hz. Note that YT and yC are 
independent random variables with zero means. 
The output of a di5;criminator tuned to crlo is: 
d YT@) 
I 
Yc @I 
%iJd + - 
dt T +x " I 
(17) 
Assume that the target and chasecraft have identical noise figures and 
received powers. Then equation(I7)may be written as: 
2772~ 1 d 
x + x-g [Y;(t) +Y~wl, (18) 
where A = At = &. Since the power spectral density of (YT +YC) is the sum of 
the individual pawer spectral densities or 4n , the power spectral density of 
the term on the right of equation 18 is: 
2 
4 4n, 
A" 
where n=n 
% 
=nT=kTNF. Then, for a low pass filter with noise bandwidth 
equal to Blp z the mean square error associated with this estimate of V is 
seen to be: 
(2~)~ f24ndf = A2nPLp)3 . 
6s 
(19) 
Where S, the signal power is equal to A2/2. The units are in those of X2 
per (second)2. 
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APPEBDIXJ-MUCCIPATHEFFEcrs ON RANGE RATE MEASURFMENT 
In the desired mode of operation, the signal frequency as seen at the 
receiving spacecraft differs from that at the transmitting spacecraft by the 
one way doppler shift. This doppler shift is used as an indication of range 
rate. However, multipath conditions can result in the existence of signals 
with erroneous doppler information. 
In considering the possible multipath situations that can result in 
erroneous doppler signals, it must be realized that multipath interference at the 
chasecraft (target) is a result of the target (chasecraft) transmission because 
a frequency offset is provided at the target transponder. -hermore, only 
an even number of bounces is allowed since circular polarization is employed. 
With these considerations in mind, it is seen that erroneous doppler sig- 
nals can result from any even numbered bounce situation similar to those shown 
in figure J-l. Ihe solid line indicates the direct path and the dashed line 
the multipath. 
XTM RCVR 
TWO BOUNCE CASE 
XTM 
FOUR BOUNCE CASE 
FIGURE Jl CHASE CRAFT-TARGET MU LTIPATH 
Let the nth multipath mode be that mode associated with 2n bounces. Then the 
doppler shift for the nth mode is seen to be: 
fd’= fd (1 +2n), (Jl) 
where fd is the one way doppler shift associated the direct mode (n = 0). 
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The received signal power in the nth mode is given by application of the 
radar range equation: 
P, = 
P, G, G, h2 OCOT n 
(4~7)~ R2 [ 1 (432 R4' ' (52) 
where Pt = transmitter power, 
Gt = transmitter antenna gain, 
7 
= receiver antenna gain, 
= wavelength, 
R = target-to-chase range, 
GC = radar cross section of chasecraft, 
at = radar cross section of target. 
Then the ratio of the power received in the nth multipath mode to that 
receiv;d via the direct path is from equation (52): 
n "COT n -= 
l PO [ 1 (477) 2 R4 (53) 
AssumingA,=At = 1 square meter and expressing the ratio in db, we have: 
: (db) = -22n -4On log R, (54) 
foe R in meters. 
The range of validity of equations J3 and J4 may be determined by 
reference toequation (52). For n = 0 equation 52 is valid in the Fraunhofer 
region of the transmitting and receiving antennas. For the anticipated apert- 
ure dimensions at an operating frequency of 1GHz the Fraunhofer region will 
exist for ranges greater than 0.1 meters. 
For n 10 equation (52) will only be valid in the effective Fraunhofer 
region of the spacecraft (considered to be a radiating aperture). For a epace- 
craft diameter of 3 meters this effective region is defined at ranges greater 
than 60 meters for A = 0.3 meters. Using equation (52) at ranges less than 
60 meters with n > 0 will yield power levels above the true value. With these 
considerations in mind, it is seen that equations (J3) and (54) are valid at 
ranges beyond 60 meters and yield an upper limit on the relative interference 
level for 0.1 < R < 60 meters. 
Some insight into the doppler interference problem w be had by consider- 
ing the range at which the sigJlal received in the first xmiltipath mode (n = 1) 
is down 1Odb relative to that received via the direct path (n = 0). From 
equation (54) this occurs when the target-to-chasecraft ranges is 0.5 meters. 
If docking control-law is R = 0.2R, then at R = 0.5 m the one way doppler shift 
is 0.33 Hz and the one way doppler shift associated with the first (n = 1) 
multipath mode is 3rd or 1 Hz. If we assume the phase locked loops (PILL) in 
both the target and chasecraft lock onto the sign&. with doppler shift 3rd 
&ich is a worst case assumption since a favorable power ratio of 1Odb is 
assumed) then, the chasecraft doppler discriminator output will be in error 
by a factor of 3. That is, the apparent range rate would be 0.3 m/s as 
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opposed to the correct value of 0.1 m/s. This error represents an upper limit 
because of the assumptions involved with respect to Fraunhofer regions and the 
PLL performance. Note that the worst case error, 0.2 m/s, is less than the 
desired accuracy of 0.3 q/s. It is then concluded that this multipath mech- 
snism is not a significant error contributor. 
it is noted that, while the above example represents a worst case, upper 
limit on doppler interference for the mechanism considered, other effects due 
to the finite spacecraft dimensions are observed at short range. In particular, 
reflections from the shin of the transmitting spacecraft will cause a finite 
width doppler spectrum even in the direct mode. The mechanism is illustrated 
in the figure J-2. 
FIGURE J2 
RCVR 
Reference to the figure indicates that the doppler shift on the signal received 
via the bounce path is: 
fd cos 8 = fd 
(J5) 
where fd is the direct path doppler shift, R is the target-to-chase range, and 
D is the spacecraft diameter. Considering bounces from the entire spacecraft 
shin, it is seen that the finite size results in a continuous spectrum with 
minimum shift equal to fd co6 8 and maximum shift equal. to fd. This situation 
is illustrated in figure J-3. 
I TRANSMITTED 
RECEIVED 
SPECTRUM SPECTRUM 
FIGURE J3 
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Then for the simple case considered here, the net effect of the finite space- 
craft size is to shift the power centroid of the received doppler spectrum 
down (for a positive closing velocity) in frequency. This error is difficult 
to predict analytically. However, at the short ranges where the spectrum 
spreading becomes significant, the skin reflections compete with the main beam 
and-with proper design this effect may be minimized. 
APPENDIXK 
FORMATION-OF SWEPT NULL PA'ITFJW (EOS) - ~~~_ 
The target transmitting antenna array generates a pattern whose null 
position varies linearly with time. By comparing the time of the null occur- 
ante with a timing reference signal, the chaser receiver is able to determine 
the target attitude. 
The method of generating the sweep null pattern is shown in figure KI. 
FIGURE K-l - TARGET TRANSMITTING ARRAY 
Defining c to be the mechanical angular error relative to the above 
single plane array boresight, the signal received by the chaser at c is of 
the form: 
cos 
[ 
oot+!s++-?i +cos 
2 2 2 1 [ ,,t2Y+:, 2 2 1 (K-1) 
(K-2) 
and o. is the carrier frequency. The null of this pattern 
is caused to vary according to the time varying phase shift, Q(t). For a 
sinusoidal drive: 
6(t) = psinost, (K-3 1 
where p is the modulation index and2.1; is the modulation frequency. Then the 
form of the signal received at the chaser may be written as: 
2sin P 
12nd 
2 
sino,t +-- 
2 x 
!/&en the pattern null condition is defined by: 
2nd 
/3sino,t +- = 
x 
?2nn, 
where n is zero or an integer. Defining the principal 
exists at boresight when ost = 0, in order to linearly 
t = +90° to -go0 we require: 
(K-4 1 
(K-5) 
null to be that which 
sweep this null from 
(K-6) 
Furthermore, in order to avoid ambiguities (sweeping more than one null past 
the target) we require: 
2nd 
Then using p = h = z the form of the signal received at the chaser becomes: 
2sin J2 
[ 
i7 
sino,t +- 
2 
sin 6 cOsoot. 
I 
(K-8 1 
The above equation applies to the simple single plane case. In order to 
derive target attitude errors in two dimensions a swept null technique is 
required in both the target azimuth and elevation planes. In the proposed 
system both azimuth and elevation sweeps are provided by the addition of a 
third antenna to form a "L" shaped array. The antenna driven by the sinus- 
oidal phase shift is used as the conznon antenna in the "L" configuration. 
The remaining two antennas are time shared such that an azimuth sweep is 
accomplished during one half cycle of the sinusoid controlling the phase 
shifter in the common antenna feed, and an elevation sweep is accomplished 
during the other half cycle. This results in a uni-directional sweep in 
382 
r .-. -- 
both azimuth and elevation. Then using equation ~-8 the form of the received 
signal at the chaser with target azimuth and elevation coordinates given by 
'*andeE respectively is: 
2 [S*(t) sin i 
{ [ 
sino,t +sin E* ]}+ [1 -s,(t)] sin{: [sino,t +sinrE]}] cosoot, (K-9) 
where SA(t) represents a square wave sampler synchronized with the phase 
shif%er drive: 
sin(n 
ejn est. (K-10) 
The time sharing function is illustrated in figure K2 
51 NC+’ ,t 
‘NULL ,t 
1 
W’) 0 
l-l r I I I ,t 
FIGURE K-2 - AZIMUTH AND ELEVATION TIME SHARING 
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The envelope of the received signal given by equation K-9 is defined to be: 
E(t) = S,(t) sin {i [sino,t +sincAl I (K-11) 
+ (1 -S,(t)) sin I sino,t +sincEl I. 
Considering the Bessel function expansions of the sinusoids with time varying 
sinusoidal arguments and the form of SA(t) given by equation K-10, it is seen 
that a general Fourier series for E(t) will contain only frequencies at 
multiples of Og . Then the envelope may be written as: 
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E(t)= mfO b, cos(mw,t+a,). (K-12) 
The received signal at the chaser may be represented as: 
A E(t) cos(oot) (K-13 1 9 
where A is the amplitude of the received signal as determined by the radar 
range equation. E(t) is given by either equation K-ll or K-12. 
In equation K-12 generally bm anda m will be a function of EA and 'E' 
In fact as CA and 6 K approach zero the dc component of E(t) approaches zero. 
This can be demonstrated as follows. 
equation K-11 becomes: 
In equation K-ll let tA = cE = 0. Then 
E(t) = sin[g sino,tl, 
= 2 .fdd J, (i) sin(nost). 
(K-14) 
(K-15 > 
This result indicates that the received carrier amplitude at the chaser 
reaches zero when the target roll axis is directed toward the chaser. In 
this case the amplitude of each adjacent sideboard is A Jl(z) or 0.28~. 
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APPENDML 
TB NOISE.~ECTS ON TARGET LOS DETERMINATION (EOSl 
A phase sensing monopulse technique will be employed at the chaser to 
determine the target line-of-sight angular error. A simplified (heterodyxing 
omitted) single plane receiver diagram is shown in figure L-l 
,I~-.II-III--I-I---III--C----I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
A I 
ANGULAR I 
ERROR SERVO 
b CONTROL 
AMPLIFIER 
FIGURE L-l - SINGLE PLANE PHASE SENSING MONOPULSE 
As shown in the figure, a sum and difference system is used so that 
parallel channel IF tracking errors are effectively post-comparator errors 
as opposed to the more serious precomparator errors. The angle error indica- 
tion is developed in the normal sum and difference manner. This error signal 
controls the variable RF phase shifter, a , such that a null is maintained. 
In this manner the angular position of the phase shifter yields the elec- 
tronics boresight which, in turn, gives the target direction. 
From equation K-13 of Appendix K, the signals received at antennas A 
and B respectively are: 
AE(t) cos (mot + - 2”). 
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(L-1) 
andi 
AE(t) cos (uot - 2 1) , (L-2) 
where A is the amplitude of the received signal as determined by the radar 
range equation. And in the above two equations: 
q5 = T sin E, (L-3 > 
where d is the chaser interferometer separation, T is the carrier wavelength, 
and t is the target angular error relative to the chaser boresight. 
With no loss in generality we assume the value of the phase shifter a 
is zero. Then accounting for receiver thermal noise the sum channel hybrid 
output is: 
+ &AE(~) ~0s~ coswot +n ,(t>, 
42 
and the difference channel hybrid output is: 
-? AE(t) sin z sinw,t +n,(t) n . 
(L-4) 
In the above two equations the receiver thermal noise is represented by nc 
and nA for the sum and difference channels respectively. The sum and 
difference noise processes are independent with single sided power spectral 
densities equal to nA = nx = n = kTF watts/Hz where kT = 4 x 1O-21 watts/Hz 
and F is the receiver noise figure. In the above two equations the fi 
factor accounts for conservation of power through the hybrid. 
Let the sum and difference channel amplifier gains be K. Then accounting 
for the n /2 phase shift in the difference channel the inputs to the phase 
sensitive detector (considered to be an ideal multiplier) are: 
K[ $?AE(t) cos $ coso,t+ nZ(t)I 9 
G-6) 
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and: 
K[fl AE(t) sin; cosoot+nA(t)l, (L-7) 
for the sum and difference channels respectively. Note we have neglected 
the n/2 phase shift on the noise term, "A, since it is of no consequence. 
Then the multiplier output is given by the product of the above two 
equations: 
K2 (2A2E2(t) sin*cos ' 
2 
2 cos20,t +nA(t)d2 AE(t)cos +cosoot 
+ n,(t) d 2 AE (t) sin + o cos mot + n,(t) n,(t) 1 l 
d 
04 
Since the servo loop serves as a low pass filter we are interested only in 
the low frequency components in the above equation. The low frequency com- 
ponent of the first-term in the above equation will yield the desired angular 
error signal. The low frequency components of the second two terms result 
in noise that will compete with the desired error signal. For high signal- 
to-noise ratios the noise power resulting from the fourth term will be small 
compared to that from the second and third terms and till be neglected. 
Let us proceed to determine the low frequency signal component from the 
first term and low frequency noise power spectral density resulting from the 
second and third terms. From equation K-12 of Appendix K we may express 
E(t) as: 
E(t), = : b 
m=O 
m COS (most + am). 
Then the effective error signal input to the low pass filter is: 
K2 A2 sin? cos 
2 
; [b;+lz b;l. 
2 m=l 
(L-9) 
(L-10) 
Now consider the low frequency single sided power spectral density 
resulting from the second term of equation ~-8. This term may be written as: 
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- ; -- ..- - 
D { z bm cos(most+am)jnh(t) ccsoot, 
m=O (L-11) 
4 where D =K2 CA cos T . From this formulation it is seen that each signal 
Dbm sideband of amplitude - 
2 
(there are two of these) can mix with the noise, 
"A (0 , at the same frequency to yield a low frequency noise term of ampli- 
nADbm tude - . 
4 
Accounting for both sidebands and the zero frequency 
Dbrn 2 
foldover, the resulting single sided power spectral density is 4(- 
4)nA l 
Now considering noise translated to zero frequency by the carrier term (which 
corresponds to b,) the resultant single sided power spectral density is 
Dbo 2 
2(y) nn . Then the total low frequency power spectral density 
resulting from the second term in equation ~-8 is: 
D2 m 
+(Dbo)2 + Trnzl(bmJ2 = 
(K2 &Acos 
2 
Lb:+5 L(bm)21j 
2 m=l 
(K2,/??Acos tj2nA 
= 
2 
Lb;+& z (bm)21e 
2 m=l 
(L-12) 
(L-13 > 
A similar analysis of the low frequency power spectral density resulting 
from the third term in equation ~-8 yields: 
(K2 fi.4sin z j2nx 
2 
[bE+l &bm)21- 
2 m=l 
(L-14) 
Since the sum and difference channel noise processes are independent and 
nX=nA=n , the total single sided power spectral density at the multi- 
plier outpuz is given by the sum of the above two equations: 
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K4 A2n[b2 +I m 0 2 ’ (bm121* (L-15) 
m=l 
Let the effective noise bandwidth of the servo power transfer function be 
B19Ii.z. Then from equation L-15 the resultant noise power is: 
BLPK4A3n[bz+1 2 (b,)‘l. 
2 m=l 
(~-16) 
This noise competes with the error signal given by equation L-10. For small 
boresight errors equation L-10 becomes: 
K2 A2 2nd 
-L 
-) r[b~+~m~I(bm)21. 
2 
(L-17) 
Then combining the above two equations the mean squared angular error or 
angle jitter variance is: 
2 2BLP" 
ae 2= (g-J) 
S[bE+l : @,)'I 
2 m=l 
(~-18) 
A2 
where s = T 
is the per horn received signal power in the absence of the 
modulation, E(t), (i.e., E(t) = 1). Note that this equation agrees with that 
obtained for a normal continuous wave interferometer system when we let 
E(t) = 1 (i.e., bo = 1, bl = b2 = b3 . . . = 0). Note that the factor, 
bo2 + l/2 2 4n2, is merely the average power of the modulation function 
n=l 
E(t) l Thus, the angle jitter variance expression becomes: 
2 2BLP” 
ae 2=(&) sp E ’ (L-19) 
where PE denotes the average power of E(t). We may compute the value of PE 
for small target attitude errors by letting "A =C E = 0 in equation K-11 of 
Appendix K: 
PE = ; tE2(t)dt 9 
1 T R 
=- J sin'{ 
277 . 
TO 2 
slnyt1dt 3 
= ,'T $[I -cos(nsin+t)ldt J 
=-L,(R) 1 ? 
2 2 
(L-20) 
= 0.65 . 
Then for the case of small target attitude errors the angle jitter variance 
near chaser boresight is: 
2 2BLP” 
s (0.65) l 
(L-21) 
The above equation does not account for any time sharing of receiver 
channels at the chaser. The proposed implementation calls for time sharing 
a common sum and difference receiver to provide both aximuth and elevation 
data. In this case the duty factor on the error signal will be 0.5 and the 
angle jitter variance given by equation L-21 must be increased by a factor 
of two. 
As shown in the previous diagram the AGC control voltage is developed 
from the sum channel amplifier output. Assuming a square law envelope detec- 
tor is employed followed by a low pass filter resultant output is the average 
value of: 
94 K2 2A2 E2(t) cos’ < , 
where we have used equation L-4 and neglected the noise terms. Note that the 
average of E?(t) is PE. Assume the AGC serves to hold the average value of 
the above quantity equal to a constant, 2C, such that the required gain K is 
given by: 
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K2 = 
C 
A2 PE COS2 i l 
(L-23 ) 
Using the value of K2 in equation L-10 the normalized error signal becomes 
C tan : . Had we considered the noise terms in equation L-4, it can be shown 
that the error signal is: 
1 
where Bv is the IF amplifier bandwidth in Hz. Note that this indicates the 
error signal gain is a function of the sum channel signal-to-noise ratio. 
Thus, the error signal and servo bandwidth will decrease with decreasing 
signal-to-noise ratio. This effect has been neglected in the previous angle 
jitter variance equation which is valid at high signal-to-noise ratios. 
The unambiguous single sided angular range is defined by: 
+ 12nd . i7 
- = - sin c 5 - l 
2 2 x 2 
Then in order to obtain unambiguous information for 6 up to n/2 we require: 
d5; . (~-26) 
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APPENDMM 
THEEMAL NOISE EFFECTS ON TARGET YAW AND PITCH DETEFMLNATION 
IN THE EUZCRONIC OMNI SYSTEM 
* 
The null of the radiation pattern transmitted by the target is caused to 
sweep alternately in azimuth and elevation. This technique is described in 
Appendix K. Consider the azimuth sweep. From equations K-ll and K-13 of 
Appendix K the signal received at the chasecraft during one azimuth sweep is: 
e(t)=Asin 1: [sin ost + sin cA I 1 cos oat . (M-1) 
where A is the peak amplitude of the received signal referred to the chasecraft 
receiver input, a0 is the carrier radian frequency, as is the null sweep radian 
frequency, and 'A is the chasecraft azimuth Coordinate relative to the target 
antenna boresight. An estimate of 'A is obtained by comparing the time at 
which the null sweeps past the chasecraft with a timing reference signal. 
The above received signal must compete with receiver noise which may be 
represented by the following narrow band gaussian random process: 
n (t) = x(t) cos mot -y (t) sin mot . (M-2) 
In this representation x(t) and y(t) are slowly varying independent processes 
with single 'ded power spectral densities equal to 2 n where n = LTF. Here 
kT = 4 x lO-hi watt/Hz and F is the receiver noise figure. X(t) and y(t) have 
zero means. 
Let the signal plus noise be supplied to a linear envelope detector. 
Then for high signal-to-noise ratios the envelope detector output is: 
e,j (t) = ( A sin ( 5 [sino,t +sincA] 1 +x(t) . (M-3) 
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Now assume a zero crossing detector is used to determine the time of occur- 
rence of the null. (In reality the crossing detector must have a slightly 
positive threshold since the envelope detector output cannot be negative.) 
lhe slope of the envelope detector output near the null (i.e., o,t= -EA > in 
the absence of noise is: 
d ted) 
D= -I cos E dt fast = 
=A+, A . -E A 
(MJd 
x(t) = 0 
Thus the noise term, x(t), will cause an error in the time of the occurrence 
of the null equal to: 
x(t) At=- . 
D 
(M-5) 
But since the null is swept in a linear manner at os mechanical radians per 
second, this timing error results in a mechanical angular error equal to: 
‘N = ws At , 
2 x (t) 
‘N = 
. 
~ACOSE A 
The mean squared value of cN is the angle jitter variance (0: ): 
E [x2 (t) I 
‘$= (;j2 A2cos2EA l 
(M-6 1 
(M-7 1 
(M-8) 
But the second moment of x(t) is determined by the IF noise bandwidth preced- 
ing the envelope detector. The second moment becomes: 
E[x2(t)l =nDIF . (M-9) 
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where Bn is the noise bandwidth in Hz. In order to reproduce the envelope 
generated by the swept null, a bandtidth of about 82 Hz would be required. 
Using the value of Bn the an@ jitter va;riance becomes: 
cr82= Q2 
n 4 f, 
s cos2 CA 
9 (M-10) 
where we have used A2 = 2S and oS = 2rrfs. This eqression represents the 
mean squared error per sweep and does not include any errors in the timing 
reference signal. If a low pass filter with single sided noise bandwidth 
equal to BL~ Hz is used to average over many sweeps the angle jitter variance 
SPLP 
will be reduced by the factor - . 
fs 
Note that mean squared timing error or time jitter variance is given by: 
uT2= 4 
4n 
2 7? Sf,cos C l A 
(M-n) 
This result will be used in the derivation of roll measurement errors. 
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APPENDIX N 
IllTERFEROMETER ANGIE NOISE 
Consider the simple interferometer system shown in figure Nl vhich is 
representative of the angle measurement technique employed in the Integrated 
Phase System (IRS). 
FIGURE N-l - INTERFEROMETER SYSTEM 
I& the signal plus noise at the phase comparator input in channels 1 
and 2 respectively be: 
Asin (mot +19) +nl(t) , (N-1) 
A cos (oat) +n2 (t) . (N-2 > 
A is the received signal voltage, and o. is the carrier radian frequency. The 
electrical phase difference is: 
2nd 
+ = x sin(4 ' 
(N-3 > 
where d is the interferometer separation, A is the wavelength, and t is the 
boresight error. 
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The noise in each channel is considered to be narrow band gaussian noise 
with single sided power spectral density equal to N = KCF where &T = 4 x 10B21 
watt/Hz and F is the receiver noise figure. The noise in channels 1 and 2 
respectively is: 
n1 (t) = x1 (t) cos mot -yl (t) sin sot = V1 (t) cos(w,t + 13~ (t)) , (N-4) 
and : 
n2(t)= x2(t)coswot-y2(t) sino,t= v2(t)cos(o,t+~2(t) > (N-5) . 
Then considering the phase detector to be an ideal multiplier the effec- 
tive input to the low pass filter is: 
$ [A2 sin+ +Axl +Ax2sin+ -Ay2cos+ +x1x2 +y1y21 , (N-6) 
where we have yet to account for AGC normalization. Assuming ideal AGC the 
signal component at the low pass filter input is: 
(N-7) 
And the noise term is: 
L [A 
2A2 
x1 +Ax2sin~-Ay2co~~+x~~~+y~y~l . 
The power spectral density of the low pass filter input noise is easily 
determined since xl, ~2, yl, and 5'2 are independent random variables. From 
previous assumptions the single sided power spectral density of each of these 
random variables is identical and is as shown in figure N-2 for a rectangular 
IF filter. 
t 
PSD of X(t) 
2n 
2 
FIGURE N-2 - POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF X(t) 
3% 
The power spectral density of each of the terms xl 9 and yl y2 is 
identical and is given by convolution of the individual rectangular densities 
as shown in figure N-2. The result is shown in figure N-3. 
FIGURE N-3 - POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY OF Xl(t) . X2(t) 
Then the low pass filter output noise power is determined by passing each 
of the noise terms in equation N-8 through the filter. Assuming a low pass 
filter rectangular bandwidth equal to Bm Hz that is small compared to Bm the 
output noise power is determined to be: 
"HLP nBIF . 
A2 '+A2 [ 1 (N-9) 
But from equations N-7 and N-3 the output signal at small angular errors 
may be approximated by: 
Thus, the mean squared angular error or angle jitter variance is: 
0: = ($)2 ""~~' [1+ G] . (Mechanical Radians)? 
(N-10) 
(N-11) 
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A2 
Using the fact that the signal power S is 2 and n = K!FF' the rms angular 
error becomes: 
nBIF 1/2 
(l+r)l (Mechanical Radians), (N-12) 
where kT = 4 x10M21 watts/Hz and I? is the receiver noise figure. 
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